
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO BoxSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO BoxSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO BoxSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl  214 Key West Fl  214 Key West Fl  214 Key West Fl 
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to InventSomething! 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to InventSomething! 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to InventSomething! 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to InventSomething! 
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850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link
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6666----10101010----13 Snowden said he decided to expose the NSA secrets13 Snowden said he decided to expose the NSA secrets13 Snowden said he decided to expose the NSA secrets13 Snowden said he decided to expose the NSA secrets
because "I do not want to live in a society that does these sort of because "I do not want to live in a society that does these sort of because "I do not want to live in a society that does these sort of because "I do not want to live in a society that does these sort of 
things."things."things."things."

6666----8888----13 Newtown, CT Every HS kid in the USA will get a 13 Newtown, CT Every HS kid in the USA will get a 13 Newtown, CT Every HS kid in the USA will get a 13 Newtown, CT Every HS kid in the USA will get a 
Scholarship ofScholarship ofScholarship ofScholarship of worth $1 million Each when the  worth $1 million Each when the  worth $1 million Each when the  worth $1 million Each when the 
ElectricWindmillCar Coup confiscates the $177ElectricWindmillCar Coup confiscates the $177ElectricWindmillCar Coup confiscates the $177ElectricWindmillCar Coup confiscates the $177 Trillion in  Trillion in  Trillion in  Trillion in 
Mecca, Saudi Arabia! Gravity! How gravity is generated is Mecca, Saudi Arabia! Gravity! How gravity is generated is Mecca, Saudi Arabia! Gravity! How gravity is generated is Mecca, Saudi Arabia! Gravity! How gravity is generated is 
anotheranotheranotheranother Manhattan Project!  Manhattan Project!  Manhattan Project!  Manhattan Project! 

6666----8888----13 Verizon used $1 Trillion dollars in IBM13 Verizon used $1 Trillion dollars in IBM13 Verizon used $1 Trillion dollars in IBM13 Verizon used $1 Trillion dollars in IBM Supercomputers  Supercomputers  Supercomputers  Supercomputers 
to record all your cell calls! Humanity was Stifled by this into record all your cell calls! Humanity was Stifled by this into record all your cell calls! Humanity was Stifled by this into record all your cell calls! Humanity was Stifled by this in the  the  the  the 
War On Cancer which kills way more than all the Terrorist! War On Cancer which kills way more than all the Terrorist! War On Cancer which kills way more than all the Terrorist! War On Cancer which kills way more than all the Terrorist! 
Verizon is aVerizon is aVerizon is aVerizon is a critical tool in protecting the nation from terrorist  critical tool in protecting the nation from terrorist  critical tool in protecting the nation from terrorist  critical tool in protecting the nation from terrorist 
threats to the Unitedthreats to the Unitedthreats to the Unitedthreats to the United States... and was paid in gov. perks and $1  States... and was paid in gov. perks and $1  States... and was paid in gov. perks and $1  States... and was paid in gov. perks and $1 
Trillion in Profits! $$$Trillion in Profits! $$$Trillion in Profits! $$$Trillion in Profits! $$$

6666----10101010----13 Snowden said he decided to expose the NSA secrets 13 Snowden said he decided to expose the NSA secrets 13 Snowden said he decided to expose the NSA secrets 13 Snowden said he decided to expose the NSA secrets 
because "I dobecause "I dobecause "I dobecause "I do not want to live in a society that does these sort of  not want to live in a society that does these sort of  not want to live in a society that does these sort of  not want to live in a society that does these sort of 
things." things." things." things." 

6666----10101010----13131313 Worst than Verizon recording and listening to all cell  Worst than Verizon recording and listening to all cell  Worst than Verizon recording and listening to all cell  Worst than Verizon recording and listening to all cell 
calls... calls... calls... calls... 

6666----10101010----13131313 Mecca, Saudi Arabia  Mecca, Saudi Arabia  Mecca, Saudi Arabia  Mecca, Saudi Arabia ---- All Graduating seniors will  All Graduating seniors will  All Graduating seniors will  All Graduating seniors will 
receive college scholarshipsreceive college scholarshipsreceive college scholarshipsreceive college scholarships and spending money from $177  and spending money from $177  and spending money from $177  and spending money from $177 
Trillion in Oil Revenues from the USA.Trillion in Oil Revenues from the USA.Trillion in Oil Revenues from the USA.Trillion in Oil Revenues from the USA.

6666----10101010----13 Mecca HS Kids with $1 Million Each Scholarship and 13 Mecca HS Kids with $1 Million Each Scholarship and 13 Mecca HS Kids with $1 Million Each Scholarship and 13 Mecca HS Kids with $1 Million Each Scholarship and 
Snowden saidSnowden saidSnowden saidSnowden said he decided to expose the NSA secrets because "I do  he decided to expose the NSA secrets because "I do  he decided to expose the NSA secrets because "I do  he decided to expose the NSA secrets because "I do 
not want to live in a societynot want to live in a societynot want to live in a societynot want to live in a society that does these sort of things."  that does these sort of things."  that does these sort of things."  that does these sort of things." 

6666----8888----13 Newtown, CT Every HS kid in the USA will get a13 Newtown, CT Every HS kid in the USA will get a13 Newtown, CT Every HS kid in the USA will get a13 Newtown, CT Every HS kid in the USA will get a
Scholarship of worth $1 million Each when the Scholarship of worth $1 million Each when the Scholarship of worth $1 million Each when the Scholarship of worth $1 million Each when the 
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ElectricWindmillCar CoupElectricWindmillCar CoupElectricWindmillCar CoupElectricWindmillCar Coup confiscates the $177 Trillion in  confiscates the $177 Trillion in  confiscates the $177 Trillion in  confiscates the $177 Trillion in 
Mecca, Saudi Arabia! Gravity! How gravity isMecca, Saudi Arabia! Gravity! How gravity isMecca, Saudi Arabia! Gravity! How gravity isMecca, Saudi Arabia! Gravity! How gravity is generated is need  generated is need  generated is need  generated is need 
long before Earth's population reaches 15 billion, today morelong before Earth's population reaches 15 billion, today morelong before Earth's population reaches 15 billion, today morelong before Earth's population reaches 15 billion, today more
"Drone's" killed 7 in Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity "Drone's" killed 7 in Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity "Drone's" killed 7 in Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity "Drone's" killed 7 in Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity 
when youwhen youwhen youwhen you consider Gravity and how its generated and how this  consider Gravity and how its generated and how this  consider Gravity and how its generated and how this  consider Gravity and how its generated and how this 
will change the world whenwill change the world whenwill change the world whenwill change the world when we discover how Gravity is  we discover how Gravity is  we discover how Gravity is  we discover how Gravity is 
Generated. Millions of inventions will come overnightGenerated. Millions of inventions will come overnightGenerated. Millions of inventions will come overnightGenerated. Millions of inventions will come overnight just like  just like  just like  just like 
when Electricity was generated! when Electricity was generated! when Electricity was generated! when Electricity was generated! 

6666----10101010----13 Snowden didn't13 Snowden didn't13 Snowden didn't13 Snowden didn't expose the worst "Holocaust" in history  expose the worst "Holocaust" in history  expose the worst "Holocaust" in history  expose the worst "Holocaust" in history 
via BP Oil Men, many who are Jewish!via BP Oil Men, many who are Jewish!via BP Oil Men, many who are Jewish!via BP Oil Men, many who are Jewish!

6666----10101010----13 "irreconcilable differences" which they both said was 13 "irreconcilable differences" which they both said was 13 "irreconcilable differences" which they both said was 13 "irreconcilable differences" which they both said was 
"MONEY""MONEY""MONEY""MONEY" $$$  $$$  $$$  $$$ 

6666----10101010----13 NEWTOWN, Conn. 13 NEWTOWN, Conn. 13 NEWTOWN, Conn. 13 NEWTOWN, Conn. ———— Four graduating seniors fromFour graduating seniors fromFour graduating seniors fromFour graduating seniors from
Newtown High School will receive college scholarships to help Newtown High School will receive college scholarships to help Newtown High School will receive college scholarships to help Newtown High School will receive college scholarships to help 
them pursuethem pursuethem pursuethem pursue careers in education. The money is coming from  careers in education. The money is coming from  careers in education. The money is coming from  careers in education. The money is coming from 
the "We are Newtown" charity,the "We are Newtown" charity,the "We are Newtown" charity,the "We are Newtown" charity, which was formed by a group of  which was formed by a group of  which was formed by a group of  which was formed by a group of 
local residents and businesses in the wake of thelocal residents and businesses in the wake of thelocal residents and businesses in the wake of thelocal residents and businesses in the wake of the December  December  December  December 
shooting rampage at the Sandy Hook Elementary School. It has shooting rampage at the Sandy Hook Elementary School. It has shooting rampage at the Sandy Hook Elementary School. It has shooting rampage at the Sandy Hook Elementary School. It has 
raisedraisedraisedraised $200,000 so far and plans to give out $26,000 in  $200,000 so far and plans to give out $26,000 in  $200,000 so far and plans to give out $26,000 in  $200,000 so far and plans to give out $26,000 in 
scholarships each year.scholarships each year.scholarships each year.scholarships each year.

Burn Burn Burn Burn 

Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing theUnits for Verizon Secret War Suppressing theUnits for Verizon Secret War Suppressing theUnits for Verizon Secret War Suppressing the
ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. 
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6666----10101010----13 WASHINGTON 13 WASHINGTON 13 WASHINGTON 13 WASHINGTON -------- EdwardEdwardEdwardEdward Snowden, felt the United States  Snowden, felt the United States  Snowden, felt the United States  Snowden, felt the United States 
was building an unaccountable and secretwas building an unaccountable and secretwas building an unaccountable and secretwas building an unaccountable and secret espionage machine  espionage machine  espionage machine  espionage machine 
that spied on every American. An exthat spied on every American. An exthat spied on every American. An exthat spied on every American. An ex----CIA employee working as aCIA employee working as aCIA employee working as aCIA employee working as a
contractor at the U.S. National Security Agency said he leaked contractor at the U.S. National Security Agency said he leaked contractor at the U.S. National Security Agency said he leaked contractor at the U.S. National Security Agency said he leaked 
documents anddocuments anddocuments anddocuments and details of a top secret U.S.A goings details of a top secret U.S.A goings details of a top secret U.S.A goings details of a top secret U.S.A goings----on in our on in our on in our on in our 
George Orwell Society!George Orwell Society!George Orwell Society!George Orwell Society!

6666----10101010----13 Mecca, Saudi Arabia 13 Mecca, Saudi Arabia 13 Mecca, Saudi Arabia 13 Mecca, Saudi Arabia ---- All Graduating seniors will All Graduating seniors will All Graduating seniors will All Graduating seniors will 
receivereceivereceivereceive college scholarships and spending money from $177  college scholarships and spending money from $177  college scholarships and spending money from $177  college scholarships and spending money from $177 
Trillion in Oil Revenues fromTrillion in Oil Revenues fromTrillion in Oil Revenues fromTrillion in Oil Revenues from the USA.  the USA.  the USA.  the USA. 

6666----10101010----13 Mecca HS Kids with $1 Million Each Scholarship13 Mecca HS Kids with $1 Million Each Scholarship13 Mecca HS Kids with $1 Million Each Scholarship13 Mecca HS Kids with $1 Million Each Scholarship and  and  and  and 
Snowden said he decided to expose the NSA secrets because "I do Snowden said he decided to expose the NSA secrets because "I do Snowden said he decided to expose the NSA secrets because "I do Snowden said he decided to expose the NSA secrets because "I do 
not want tonot want tonot want tonot want to live in a society that does these sort of things."  live in a society that does these sort of things."  live in a society that does these sort of things."  live in a society that does these sort of things." 

6666----10101010----13 Snowden didn't expose the worst "Holocaust" in13 Snowden didn't expose the worst "Holocaust" in13 Snowden didn't expose the worst "Holocaust" in13 Snowden didn't expose the worst "Holocaust" in history  history  history  history 
via BP Oil Men, many who are Jewish! via BP Oil Men, many who are Jewish! via BP Oil Men, many who are Jewish! via BP Oil Men, many who are Jewish! 

6666----10101010----13 "irreconcilable differences" which they both said13 "irreconcilable differences" which they both said13 "irreconcilable differences" which they both said13 "irreconcilable differences" which they both said was  was  was  was 
"MONEY" $$$ "MONEY" $$$ "MONEY" $$$ "MONEY" $$$ 

6666----10101010----13 Gravity! How gravity is generated is need long13 Gravity! How gravity is generated is need long13 Gravity! How gravity is generated is need long13 Gravity! How gravity is generated is need long before  before  before  before 
Earth's population reaches 15 billion, today more "Drone's" Earth's population reaches 15 billion, today more "Drone's" Earth's population reaches 15 billion, today more "Drone's" Earth's population reaches 15 billion, today more "Drone's" 
killed 7 inkilled 7 inkilled 7 inkilled 7 in Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity when  Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity when  Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity when  Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity when 
you consider Gravity and how itsyou consider Gravity and how itsyou consider Gravity and how itsyou consider Gravity and how its generated and how this will generated and how this will generated and how this will generated and how this will 
change the world when we discover how Gravity ischange the world when we discover how Gravity ischange the world when we discover how Gravity ischange the world when we discover how Gravity is Generated.  Generated.  Generated.  Generated. 
Millions of inventions will come overnight just like when Millions of inventions will come overnight just like when Millions of inventions will come overnight just like when Millions of inventions will come overnight just like when 
ElectricityElectricityElectricityElectricity was generated!  was generated!  was generated!  was generated! 
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Burn Burn Burn Burn 

Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing theUnits for Verizon Secret War Suppressing theUnits for Verizon Secret War Suppressing theUnits for Verizon Secret War Suppressing the
ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. 

6666----10101010----13 Pentagon with $177 Trillion in13 Pentagon with $177 Trillion in13 Pentagon with $177 Trillion in13 Pentagon with $177 Trillion in Windfall Oil Revenues  Windfall Oil Revenues  Windfall Oil Revenues  Windfall Oil Revenues 
are playing a warfare video game, "Call of Duty." Yale Keyare playing a warfare video game, "Call of Duty." Yale Keyare playing a warfare video game, "Call of Duty." Yale Keyare playing a warfare video game, "Call of Duty." Yale Key West  West  West  West 
Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure was hit by Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure was hit by Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure was hit by Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure was hit by 
Trillions ofTrillions ofTrillions ofTrillions of Drones!  Drones!  Drones!  Drones! 

6666----10101010----13 End of the "War Games by Numb Nuts Dictators on13 End of the "War Games by Numb Nuts Dictators on13 End of the "War Games by Numb Nuts Dictators on13 End of the "War Games by Numb Nuts Dictators on
Earth"... Start of Star Travels!! Earth"... Start of Star Travels!! Earth"... Start of Star Travels!! Earth"... Start of Star Travels!! 

6666----10101010----13 Mecca, Saudi Arabia 13 Mecca, Saudi Arabia 13 Mecca, Saudi Arabia 13 Mecca, Saudi Arabia ---- AllAllAllAll Graduating seniors will  Graduating seniors will  Graduating seniors will  Graduating seniors will 
receive college scholarships and spending money fromreceive college scholarships and spending money fromreceive college scholarships and spending money fromreceive college scholarships and spending money from $177  $177  $177  $177 
Trillion in Oil Revenues from the USA. Trillion in Oil Revenues from the USA. Trillion in Oil Revenues from the USA. Trillion in Oil Revenues from the USA. 

6666----10101010----13 "irreconcilable13 "irreconcilable13 "irreconcilable13 "irreconcilable differences" which they both said was  differences" which they both said was  differences" which they both said was  differences" which they both said was 
"MONEY" $$$ "MONEY" $$$ "MONEY" $$$ "MONEY" $$$ 

6666----10101010----13 NEWTOWN, Conn.13 NEWTOWN, Conn.13 NEWTOWN, Conn.13 NEWTOWN, Conn. ———— Four graduating seniors from Four graduating seniors from Four graduating seniors from Four graduating seniors from 
Newtown High School will receive collegeNewtown High School will receive collegeNewtown High School will receive collegeNewtown High School will receive college scholarships to help  scholarships to help  scholarships to help  scholarships to help 
them pursue careers in education. The money is coming fromthem pursue careers in education. The money is coming fromthem pursue careers in education. The money is coming fromthem pursue careers in education. The money is coming from
the "We are Newtown" charity, which was formed by a group of the "We are Newtown" charity, which was formed by a group of the "We are Newtown" charity, which was formed by a group of the "We are Newtown" charity, which was formed by a group of 
local residents andlocal residents andlocal residents andlocal residents and businesses in the wake of the December  businesses in the wake of the December  businesses in the wake of the December  businesses in the wake of the December 
shooting rampage at the Sandy Hookshooting rampage at the Sandy Hookshooting rampage at the Sandy Hookshooting rampage at the Sandy Hook Elementary School. It has  Elementary School. It has  Elementary School. It has  Elementary School. It has 
raised $200,000 so far and plans to give out $26,000raised $200,000 so far and plans to give out $26,000raised $200,000 so far and plans to give out $26,000raised $200,000 so far and plans to give out $26,000 in  in  in  in 
scholarships each year. scholarships each year. scholarships each year. scholarships each year. 

6666----10101010----13 "irreconcilable differences" which13 "irreconcilable differences" which13 "irreconcilable differences" which13 "irreconcilable differences" which they both said was  they both said was  they both said was  they both said was 
"MONEY" $$$ "MONEY" $$$ "MONEY" $$$ "MONEY" $$$ 

6666----10101010----13 Verizon listening to these cell13 Verizon listening to these cell13 Verizon listening to these cell13 Verizon listening to these cell calls via "Local Observers"  calls via "Local Observers"  calls via "Local Observers"  calls via "Local Observers" 
in our George Orwell Society. Shooter, killer, Adamin our George Orwell Society. Shooter, killer, Adamin our George Orwell Society. Shooter, killer, Adamin our George Orwell Society. Shooter, killer, Adam Lanza father  Lanza father  Lanza father  Lanza father 
Peter Lanza is a vice president of taxes for GE Energy FinancialPeter Lanza is a vice president of taxes for GE Energy FinancialPeter Lanza is a vice president of taxes for GE Energy FinancialPeter Lanza is a vice president of taxes for GE Energy Financial
Services and divorced Nancy Lanza in 2009 due to Services and divorced Nancy Lanza in 2009 due to Services and divorced Nancy Lanza in 2009 due to Services and divorced Nancy Lanza in 2009 due to 
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'irreconcilable differences.''irreconcilable differences.''irreconcilable differences.''irreconcilable differences.' which they both said was "MONEY"  which they both said was "MONEY"  which they both said was "MONEY"  which they both said was "MONEY" 
$$$ $$$ $$$ $$$ 

6666----10101010----13 "irreconcilable13 "irreconcilable13 "irreconcilable13 "irreconcilable differences" which they both said was  differences" which they both said was  differences" which they both said was  differences" which they both said was 
"MONEY" $$$ "MONEY" $$$ "MONEY" $$$ "MONEY" $$$ 

6666----10101010----13 According to13 According to13 According to13 According to the New York Times, Adam Lanza had  the New York Times, Adam Lanza had  the New York Times, Adam Lanza had  the New York Times, Adam Lanza had 
spent most of his time in the basement of thespent most of his time in the basement of thespent most of his time in the basement of thespent most of his time in the basement of the home, primarily  home, primarily  home, primarily  home, primarily 
playing a warfare video game, "Call of Duty." playing a warfare video game, "Call of Duty." playing a warfare video game, "Call of Duty." playing a warfare video game, "Call of Duty." 

6666----10101010----13131313 End of the "War Games by Numb Nuts Dictators on  End of the "War Games by Numb Nuts Dictators on  End of the "War Games by Numb Nuts Dictators on  End of the "War Games by Numb Nuts Dictators on 
Earth"... Start of StarEarth"... Start of StarEarth"... Start of StarEarth"... Start of Star Travels!!  Travels!!  Travels!!  Travels!! 

6666----10101010----13 "irreconcilable differences" which they both said was13 "irreconcilable differences" which they both said was13 "irreconcilable differences" which they both said was13 "irreconcilable differences" which they both said was
"MONEY" $$$ "MONEY" $$$ "MONEY" $$$ "MONEY" $$$ 

6666----10101010----13 "irreconcilable differences" which they both said13 "irreconcilable differences" which they both said13 "irreconcilable differences" which they both said13 "irreconcilable differences" which they both said was  was  was  was 
"MONEY" $$$ "MONEY" $$$ "MONEY" $$$ "MONEY" $$$ 

6666----8888----13 End of the "War Games by Numb Nuts Dictators13 End of the "War Games by Numb Nuts Dictators13 End of the "War Games by Numb Nuts Dictators13 End of the "War Games by Numb Nuts Dictators on  on  on  on 
Earth"... Start of Star Travels!! I added a couple pages at the Earth"... Start of Star Travels!! I added a couple pages at the Earth"... Start of Star Travels!! I added a couple pages at the Earth"... Start of Star Travels!! I added a couple pages at the 
end of thisend of thisend of thisend of this web page, please click on your "END" button!  web page, please click on your "END" button!  web page, please click on your "END" button!  web page, please click on your "END" button! 

6666----8888----13 ...sophisticated13 ...sophisticated13 ...sophisticated13 ...sophisticated computer modeling, we have been able  computer modeling, we have been able  computer modeling, we have been able  computer modeling, we have been able 
provide the necessary insight into theprovide the necessary insight into theprovide the necessary insight into theprovide the necessary insight into the complex behavior of this  complex behavior of this  complex behavior of this  complex behavior of this 
fundamental system." fundamental system." fundamental system." fundamental system." 

6666----8888----13 Los Alamos13 Los Alamos13 Los Alamos13 Los Alamos Sophisticated Supercomputers $1 Trillion  Sophisticated Supercomputers $1 Trillion  Sophisticated Supercomputers $1 Trillion  Sophisticated Supercomputers $1 Trillion 
dollars worth of IBM Supercomputers aredollars worth of IBM Supercomputers aredollars worth of IBM Supercomputers aredollars worth of IBM Supercomputers are needed to get the Rx  needed to get the Rx  needed to get the Rx  needed to get the Rx 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... 

6666----8888----13131313 Gravity! Los Alamos Sophisticated Supercomputers $1  Gravity! Los Alamos Sophisticated Supercomputers $1  Gravity! Los Alamos Sophisticated Supercomputers $1  Gravity! Los Alamos Sophisticated Supercomputers $1 
Trillion dollars worth ofTrillion dollars worth ofTrillion dollars worth ofTrillion dollars worth of IBM Supercomputers are needed to  IBM Supercomputers are needed to  IBM Supercomputers are needed to  IBM Supercomputers are needed to 
discover how Gravity is Generated!discover how Gravity is Generated!discover how Gravity is Generated!discover how Gravity is Generated!

6666----6666----13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top Secret Court"!13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top Secret Court"!13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top Secret Court"!13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top Secret Court"!

6666----6666----13 Terrorist threats from Troops coming home from Iraqi 13 Terrorist threats from Troops coming home from Iraqi 13 Terrorist threats from Troops coming home from Iraqi 13 Terrorist threats from Troops coming home from Iraqi 
Wars killingWars killingWars killingWars killing women!  women!  women!  women! 
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Burn Burn Burn Burn 

Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing theUnits for Verizon Secret War Suppressing theUnits for Verizon Secret War Suppressing theUnits for Verizon Secret War Suppressing the
ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. 

6666----6666----13 "Screams from the 19K USA13 "Screams from the 19K USA13 "Screams from the 19K USA13 "Screams from the 19K USA women being murdered in  women being murdered in  women being murdered in  women being murdered in 
2013" ALL RECORDED and classified it as "Top Secret" 19K2013" ALL RECORDED and classified it as "Top Secret" 19K2013" ALL RECORDED and classified it as "Top Secret" 19K2013" ALL RECORDED and classified it as "Top Secret" 19K times!  times!  times!  times! 

6666----6666----13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting the nation from13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting the nation from13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting the nation from13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting the nation from
terrorist threats to the United States... and was paid in gov. terrorist threats to the United States... and was paid in gov. terrorist threats to the United States... and was paid in gov. terrorist threats to the United States... and was paid in gov. 
perks and $1perks and $1perks and $1perks and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$  Trillion in Profits! $$$  Trillion in Profits! $$$  Trillion in Profits! $$$ 

6666----6666----13 Obama said the order 13 Obama said the order 13 Obama said the order 13 Obama said the order ““““does not allow thedoes not allow thedoes not allow thedoes not allow the government to  government to  government to  government to 
listen in on anyonelisten in on anyonelisten in on anyonelisten in on anyone’’’’s telephone callss telephone callss telephone callss telephone calls”””” but relates only tobut relates only tobut relates only tobut relates only to
““““metadata, such as a telephone number or the length of a call.metadata, such as a telephone number or the length of a call.metadata, such as a telephone number or the length of a call.metadata, such as a telephone number or the length of a call.””””
The officialThe officialThe officialThe official said such information  said such information  said such information  said such information ““““has been a critical tool in has been a critical tool in has been a critical tool in has been a critical tool in 
protecting the nation fromprotecting the nation fromprotecting the nation fromprotecting the nation from terrorist threats to the United  terrorist threats to the United  terrorist threats to the United  terrorist threats to the United 
States.States.States.States.””””

6666----6666----13 Secret court that13 Secret court that13 Secret court that13 Secret court that oversees domestic surveillance...  oversees domestic surveillance...  oversees domestic surveillance...  oversees domestic surveillance... 

6666----6666----13 Pentagon troops coming home13 Pentagon troops coming home13 Pentagon troops coming home13 Pentagon troops coming home from Iraqi Wars killed  from Iraqi Wars killed  from Iraqi Wars killed  from Iraqi Wars killed 
more "Wives, kids, + Cops" than in all the "Iraqi Wars"!more "Wives, kids, + Cops" than in all the "Iraqi Wars"!more "Wives, kids, + Cops" than in all the "Iraqi Wars"!more "Wives, kids, + Cops" than in all the "Iraqi Wars"!

6666----6666----13 Obama said the order 13 Obama said the order 13 Obama said the order 13 Obama said the order ““““does not allow the government to does not allow the government to does not allow the government to does not allow the government to 
listen inlisten inlisten inlisten in on anyone on anyone on anyone on anyone’’’’s telephone callss telephone callss telephone callss telephone calls””””

6666----6666----13 911 from the 19K "Women 13 911 from the 19K "Women 13 911 from the 19K "Women 13 911 from the 19K "Women ---- Wives"Wives"Wives"Wives" being murdered by  being murdered by  being murdered by  being murdered by 
Troops Drunk on War + Coors Obama said the order Troops Drunk on War + Coors Obama said the order Troops Drunk on War + Coors Obama said the order Troops Drunk on War + Coors Obama said the order ““““does notdoes notdoes notdoes not
allow the government to listen in on anyoneallow the government to listen in on anyoneallow the government to listen in on anyoneallow the government to listen in on anyone’’’’s telephone callss telephone callss telephone callss telephone calls””””

6666----6666----13131313 Verizon a critical tool in protecting the nation from  Verizon a critical tool in protecting the nation from  Verizon a critical tool in protecting the nation from  Verizon a critical tool in protecting the nation from 
terrorist threats to theterrorist threats to theterrorist threats to theterrorist threats to the United States... and was paid in gov.  United States... and was paid in gov.  United States... and was paid in gov.  United States... and was paid in gov. 
perks and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$perks and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$perks and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$perks and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$
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6666----6666----13 4,684 Homeland Security guys went to work today 13 4,684 Homeland Security guys went to work today 13 4,684 Homeland Security guys went to work today 13 4,684 Homeland Security guys went to work today 
protecting theprotecting theprotecting theprotecting the Social Security Offices Nation Wide when Obama  Social Security Offices Nation Wide when Obama  Social Security Offices Nation Wide when Obama  Social Security Offices Nation Wide when Obama 
and the rest of the George Orwelland the rest of the George Orwelland the rest of the George Orwelland the rest of the George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictators know they  Numb Nuts Dictators know they  Numb Nuts Dictators know they  Numb Nuts Dictators know they 
really should be... listening to 911 calls viareally should be... listening to 911 calls viareally should be... listening to 911 calls viareally should be... listening to 911 calls via "Living Room Cams"  "Living Room Cams"  "Living Room Cams"  "Living Room Cams" 
"Car Dash Cams" "Car Dash Cams" "Car Dash Cams" "Car Dash Cams" 

6666----6666----13 Verizon recorded her screams.... 13 Verizon recorded her screams.... 13 Verizon recorded her screams.... 13 Verizon recorded her screams.... 

6666----6666----13131313 "Screams being murdered Today" Obama said the order  "Screams being murdered Today" Obama said the order  "Screams being murdered Today" Obama said the order  "Screams being murdered Today" Obama said the order 
““““does not allow thedoes not allow thedoes not allow thedoes not allow the government to listen in on anyone government to listen in on anyone government to listen in on anyone government to listen in on anyone’’’’s s s s 
telephone callstelephone callstelephone callstelephone calls””””

Burn Burn Burn Burn 

Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing theUnits for Verizon Secret War Suppressing theUnits for Verizon Secret War Suppressing theUnits for Verizon Secret War Suppressing the
ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. 

6666----6666----13 Obama has listened to13 Obama has listened to13 Obama has listened to13 Obama has listened to "Screams being murdered Today"  "Screams being murdered Today"  "Screams being murdered Today"  "Screams being murdered Today" 
and classified it as "Top Secret" 19K times Obamaand classified it as "Top Secret" 19K times Obamaand classified it as "Top Secret" 19K times Obamaand classified it as "Top Secret" 19K times Obama and Numb  and Numb  and Numb  and Numb 
Nuts Dictators did this to 19K women in the USA in 2013...Nuts Dictators did this to 19K women in the USA in 2013...Nuts Dictators did this to 19K women in the USA in 2013...Nuts Dictators did this to 19K women in the USA in 2013...

6666----6666----13 Army guy Bales admits to 2012 Afghan massacre, offers 13 Army guy Bales admits to 2012 Afghan massacre, offers 13 Army guy Bales admits to 2012 Afghan massacre, offers 13 Army guy Bales admits to 2012 Afghan massacre, offers 
littlelittlelittlelittle explanation for rampage, soldier acknowledges killing 16  explanation for rampage, soldier acknowledges killing 16  explanation for rampage, soldier acknowledges killing 16  explanation for rampage, soldier acknowledges killing 16 
Afghan civilians andAfghan civilians andAfghan civilians andAfghan civilians and burning many of their bodies.  burning many of their bodies.  burning many of their bodies.  burning many of their bodies. 
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6666----6666----13 Burning their bodies... Jeep! 13 Burning their bodies... Jeep! 13 Burning their bodies... Jeep! 13 Burning their bodies... Jeep! 

6666----6666----13 100's13 100's13 100's13 100's of Jeeps burst into flames when rear ended and Jeep  of Jeeps burst into flames when rear ended and Jeep  of Jeeps burst into flames when rear ended and Jeep  of Jeeps burst into flames when rear ended and Jeep 
President refused to "OrderPresident refused to "OrderPresident refused to "OrderPresident refused to "Order the Recall" as he knows the Obama's  the Recall" as he knows the Obama's  the Recall" as he knows the Obama's  the Recall" as he knows the Obama's 
Secret Court has make suppression of theSecret Court has make suppression of theSecret Court has make suppression of theSecret Court has make suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar 
"Top Secret" along with Verizon calls! "Top Secret" along with Verizon calls! "Top Secret" along with Verizon calls! "Top Secret" along with Verizon calls! 

6666----6666----13131313 Verizon a critical tool in protecting the nation from  Verizon a critical tool in protecting the nation from  Verizon a critical tool in protecting the nation from  Verizon a critical tool in protecting the nation from 
terrorist threats to theterrorist threats to theterrorist threats to theterrorist threats to the United States... and was paid in gov.  United States... and was paid in gov.  United States... and was paid in gov.  United States... and was paid in gov. 
perks and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$perks and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$perks and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$perks and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$

Units for Verizons Secret War Suppressing theUnits for Verizons Secret War Suppressing theUnits for Verizons Secret War Suppressing theUnits for Verizons Secret War Suppressing the
ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. 

6666----6666----13 National Security Agency13 National Security Agency13 National Security Agency13 National Security Agency appears to be collecting the  appears to be collecting the  appears to be collecting the  appears to be collecting the 
telephone records of tens of millions of Americantelephone records of tens of millions of Americantelephone records of tens of millions of Americantelephone records of tens of millions of American customers of  customers of  customers of  customers of 
Verizon, one of the nationVerizon, one of the nationVerizon, one of the nationVerizon, one of the nation’’’’s largest phone companies, under as largest phone companies, under as largest phone companies, under as largest phone companies, under a
toptoptoptop----secret court order issued in April. secret court order issued in April. secret court order issued in April. secret court order issued in April. 

6666----6666----13 If document requiring13 If document requiring13 If document requiring13 If document requiring company to submit phone records  company to submit phone records  company to submit phone records  company to submit phone records 
for millions of Americans is authentic, it wouldfor millions of Americans is authentic, it wouldfor millions of Americans is authentic, it wouldfor millions of Americans is authentic, it would be the broadest  be the broadest  be the broadest  be the broadest 
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surveillance order known to date. surveillance order known to date. surveillance order known to date. surveillance order known to date. 

6666----6666----13 The order,13 The order,13 The order,13 The order, which was signed by a judge from the secret  which was signed by a judge from the secret  which was signed by a judge from the secret  which was signed by a judge from the secret 
court that oversees domesticcourt that oversees domesticcourt that oversees domesticcourt that oversees domestic surveillance...  surveillance...  surveillance...  surveillance... 

6666----6666----13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting the nation13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting the nation13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting the nation13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting the nation from  from  from  from 
terrorist threats to the United States... and was paid in gov. terrorist threats to the United States... and was paid in gov. terrorist threats to the United States... and was paid in gov. terrorist threats to the United States... and was paid in gov. 
perks and $1perks and $1perks and $1perks and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$  Trillion in Profits! $$$  Trillion in Profits! $$$  Trillion in Profits! $$$ 

6666----6666----13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting the nation from  the nation from  the nation from  the nation from 
terrorist threats to the United States... and was paid in gov.terrorist threats to the United States... and was paid in gov.terrorist threats to the United States... and was paid in gov.terrorist threats to the United States... and was paid in gov.
perks and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ perks and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ perks and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ perks and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ 

Burn Burn Burn Burn 

Units for Verizons Secret War Suppressing theUnits for Verizons Secret War Suppressing theUnits for Verizons Secret War Suppressing theUnits for Verizons Secret War Suppressing the
ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. 

6666----6666----13 Verizon listening to cell13 Verizon listening to cell13 Verizon listening to cell13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top Secret Court"!  calls, "Top Secret Court"!  calls, "Top Secret Court"!  calls, "Top Secret Court"! 

6666----6666----13 Terrorist threats are from Yale +13 Terrorist threats are from Yale +13 Terrorist threats are from Yale +13 Terrorist threats are from Yale + Harvard passing Black  Harvard passing Black  Harvard passing Black  Harvard passing Black 
MD when they actually Failed! MD when they actually Failed! MD when they actually Failed! MD when they actually Failed! 

6666----6666----13 Terrorist13 Terrorist13 Terrorist13 Terrorist threats are from Homeland Security sitting in  threats are from Homeland Security sitting in  threats are from Homeland Security sitting in  threats are from Homeland Security sitting in 
the Social Security offices Nationthe Social Security offices Nationthe Social Security offices Nationthe Social Security offices Nation Wide when the all know they  Wide when the all know they  Wide when the all know they  Wide when the all know they 
got their job from the Suppression of thegot their job from the Suppression of thegot their job from the Suppression of thegot their job from the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar 
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invented in 1980! invented in 1980! invented in 1980! invented in 1980! 

Burn Burn Burn Burn 

Units for Verizons Secret War Suppressing theUnits for Verizons Secret War Suppressing theUnits for Verizons Secret War Suppressing theUnits for Verizons Secret War Suppressing the
ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. 

6666----6666----13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top Secret13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top Secret13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top Secret13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top Secret Court"!  Court"!  Court"!  Court"! 

6666----6666----13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top Secret Court"!13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top Secret Court"!13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top Secret Court"!13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top Secret Court"!

6666----6666----13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top Secret Court"!13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top Secret Court"!13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top Secret Court"!13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top Secret Court"!

6666----6666----13 Verizon recorded all cell call in the "Worst Holocaust" in13 Verizon recorded all cell call in the "Worst Holocaust" in13 Verizon recorded all cell call in the "Worst Holocaust" in13 Verizon recorded all cell call in the "Worst Holocaust" in
History lead by BP Oil "Men"! History lead by BP Oil "Men"! History lead by BP Oil "Men"! History lead by BP Oil "Men"! 

6666----6666----13 Yale + Harvard PhD wrote their13 Yale + Harvard PhD wrote their13 Yale + Harvard PhD wrote their13 Yale + Harvard PhD wrote their papers on "Genocides" in  papers on "Genocides" in  papers on "Genocides" in  papers on "Genocides" in 
Africa fighting over $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues...Africa fighting over $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues...Africa fighting over $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues...Africa fighting over $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues...

6666----6666----13 Verizon recorded all cell call in the "Worst Holocaust" in13 Verizon recorded all cell call in the "Worst Holocaust" in13 Verizon recorded all cell call in the "Worst Holocaust" in13 Verizon recorded all cell call in the "Worst Holocaust" in
History lead by BP Oil "Men"! History lead by BP Oil "Men"! History lead by BP Oil "Men"! History lead by BP Oil "Men"! 
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6666----1111----13 Sat Texting on your cell phone restrictions13 Sat Texting on your cell phone restrictions13 Sat Texting on your cell phone restrictions13 Sat Texting on your cell phone restrictions came into  came into  came into  came into 
force in Key West Today, unrealistic law made by "Men" who hid force in Key West Today, unrealistic law made by "Men" who hid force in Key West Today, unrealistic law made by "Men" who hid force in Key West Today, unrealistic law made by "Men" who hid 
behindbehindbehindbehind hidden cameras and know a Car Dash Cam will catch  hidden cameras and know a Car Dash Cam will catch  hidden cameras and know a Car Dash Cam will catch  hidden cameras and know a Car Dash Cam will catch 
up with Drunk Drivers who Textup with Drunk Drivers who Textup with Drunk Drivers who Textup with Drunk Drivers who Text and Numb Nuts Dictators who  and Numb Nuts Dictators who  and Numb Nuts Dictators who  and Numb Nuts Dictators who 
stifle 1,001 Invention Projects going along withstifle 1,001 Invention Projects going along withstifle 1,001 Invention Projects going along withstifle 1,001 Invention Projects going along with Bill + Melinda  Bill + Melinda  Bill + Melinda  Bill + Melinda 
not to add the START button to the Win 8.1 fix out ofnot to add the START button to the Win 8.1 fix out ofnot to add the START button to the Win 8.1 fix out ofnot to add the START button to the Win 8.1 fix out of
incompassionateness for humanity stifled by Idiots at Microsoft incompassionateness for humanity stifled by Idiots at Microsoft incompassionateness for humanity stifled by Idiots at Microsoft incompassionateness for humanity stifled by Idiots at Microsoft 
HQ! Verizon CellHQ! Verizon CellHQ! Verizon CellHQ! Verizon Cell Docking Station in your Notebook so you can  Docking Station in your Notebook so you can  Docking Station in your Notebook so you can  Docking Station in your Notebook so you can 
text write out text messages on yourtext write out text messages on yourtext write out text messages on yourtext write out text messages on your notebook and text them via  notebook and text them via  notebook and text them via  notebook and text them via 
your Verizon Cell your Verizon Cell your Verizon Cell your Verizon Cell ---- And in the Cop Cars Notebooks...And in the Cop Cars Notebooks...And in the Cop Cars Notebooks...And in the Cop Cars Notebooks... suspects Cell  suspects Cell  suspects Cell  suspects Cell 
calls and texting downloaded and on the Cop Cars Screen in acalls and texting downloaded and on the Cop Cars Screen in acalls and texting downloaded and on the Cop Cars Screen in acalls and texting downloaded and on the Cop Cars Screen in a
second... search app is not from Microsoft this is for sure, second... search app is not from Microsoft this is for sure, second... search app is not from Microsoft this is for sure, second... search app is not from Microsoft this is for sure, 
futuristic Copsfuturistic Copsfuturistic Copsfuturistic Cops with the ability to watch you text, search your  with the ability to watch you text, search your  with the ability to watch you text, search your  with the ability to watch you text, search your 
text and your Dash Cam video'stext and your Dash Cam video'stext and your Dash Cam video'stext and your Dash Cam video's on the Dash Cam in your car  on the Dash Cam in your car  on the Dash Cam in your car  on the Dash Cam in your car 
and much much more! and much much more! and much much more! and much much more! 

6666----1111----13 Sat Tobacco13 Sat Tobacco13 Sat Tobacco13 Sat Tobacco restrictions came into force in Russia on  restrictions came into force in Russia on  restrictions came into force in Russia on  restrictions came into force in Russia on 
Saturday which President VladimirSaturday which President VladimirSaturday which President VladimirSaturday which President Vladimir Putin hopes will create a  Putin hopes will create a  Putin hopes will create a  Putin hopes will create a 
healthier workforce. Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedevhealthier workforce. Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedevhealthier workforce. Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedevhealthier workforce. Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev has said  has said  has said  has said 
smoking kills 400,000 Russians every year... Alcohol kills 4 smoking kills 400,000 Russians every year... Alcohol kills 4 smoking kills 400,000 Russians every year... Alcohol kills 4 smoking kills 400,000 Russians every year... Alcohol kills 4 
millionmillionmillionmillion and 85% of Russian women murdered are murdered by  and 85% of Russian women murdered are murdered by  and 85% of Russian women murdered are murdered by  and 85% of Russian women murdered are murdered by 
drunk men! Google's newdrunk men! Google's newdrunk men! Google's newdrunk men! Google's new Eyeglasses camera can capture her  Eyeglasses camera can capture her  Eyeglasses camera can capture her  Eyeglasses camera can capture her 
murder! murder! murder! murder! 

6666----1111----13 Sat Google Glass is13 Sat Google Glass is13 Sat Google Glass is13 Sat Google Glass is a wearable computer with a head a wearable computer with a head a wearable computer with a head a wearable computer with a head----
mounted display (HMD) that is being developed bymounted display (HMD) that is being developed bymounted display (HMD) that is being developed bymounted display (HMD) that is being developed by Google in  Google in  Google in  Google in 
the Project Glass research and development project, with the the Project Glass research and development project, with the the Project Glass research and development project, with the the Project Glass research and development project, with the 
missionmissionmissionmission of producing a mass of producing a mass of producing a mass of producing a mass----market ubiquitous computer. market ubiquitous computer. market ubiquitous computer. market ubiquitous computer. 
Google Glass displaysGoogle Glass displaysGoogle Glass displaysGoogle Glass displays information in a smartphone information in a smartphone information in a smartphone information in a smartphone----like handslike handslike handslike hands----
free format, that can interact with thefree format, that can interact with thefree format, that can interact with thefree format, that can interact with the Internet via natural  Internet via natural  Internet via natural  Internet via natural 
language voice commands language voice commands language voice commands language voice commands ---- Call Police send live video ofCall Police send live video ofCall Police send live video ofCall Police send live video of her  her  her  her 
murder by the drunk! murder by the drunk! murder by the drunk! murder by the drunk! 

http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/805163 Thishttp://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/805163 Thishttp://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/805163 Thishttp://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/805163 This link to  link to  link to  link to 
Medscape writes about the New Overnight Miracle Breast Cancer Medscape writes about the New Overnight Miracle Breast Cancer Medscape writes about the New Overnight Miracle Breast Cancer Medscape writes about the New Overnight Miracle Breast Cancer 
Cure NewCure NewCure NewCure New Manhattan Project in Los Alamos, run by Dr Nancy  Manhattan Project in Los Alamos, run by Dr Nancy  Manhattan Project in Los Alamos, run by Dr Nancy  Manhattan Project in Los Alamos, run by Dr Nancy 
Oppenheimer, you just have toOppenheimer, you just have toOppenheimer, you just have toOppenheimer, you just have to read between the lines and  read between the lines and  read between the lines and  read between the lines and 
"Black Out" Obama + "1984" Drone News + Syria War"Black Out" Obama + "1984" Drone News + Syria War"Black Out" Obama + "1984" Drone News + Syria War"Black Out" Obama + "1984" Drone News + Syria War News for 1  News for 1  News for 1  News for 1 
June 2013... June 2013... June 2013... June 2013... 

6666----1111----13 Sat But despite the important13 Sat But despite the important13 Sat But despite the important13 Sat But despite the important progress to date, cancer  progress to date, cancer  progress to date, cancer  progress to date, cancer 
continues to remain a global health problem, and in thecontinues to remain a global health problem, and in thecontinues to remain a global health problem, and in thecontinues to remain a global health problem, and in the
United States alone, approximately 500,000 people still die from United States alone, approximately 500,000 people still die from United States alone, approximately 500,000 people still die from United States alone, approximately 500,000 people still die from 
the diseasethe diseasethe diseasethe disease every year. It is expected to become the nation's  every year. It is expected to become the nation's  every year. It is expected to become the nation's  every year. It is expected to become the nation's 
leading cause of death in theleading cause of death in theleading cause of death in theleading cause of death in the not too far not too far not too far not too far----off future. Globally, off future. Globally, off future. Globally, off future. Globally, 
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the number of new cases has been suppressed bythe number of new cases has been suppressed bythe number of new cases has been suppressed bythe number of new cases has been suppressed by NBC Nightly  NBC Nightly  NBC Nightly  NBC Nightly 
News about McCain in Syria wanting Tanks for the Muslims News about McCain in Syria wanting Tanks for the Muslims News about McCain in Syria wanting Tanks for the Muslims News about McCain in Syria wanting Tanks for the Muslims 
fighting...fighting...fighting...fighting... Treason by McCain in NOT MAKING NEWS, NOT  Treason by McCain in NOT MAKING NEWS, NOT  Treason by McCain in NOT MAKING NEWS, NOT  Treason by McCain in NOT MAKING NEWS, NOT 
wanting a New Los Alamos "Manhattanwanting a New Los Alamos "Manhattanwanting a New Los Alamos "Manhattanwanting a New Los Alamos "Manhattan Project lead by Dr  Project lead by Dr  Project lead by Dr  Project lead by Dr 
Nancy Oppenheimer"! McCain is helping to kill 500,000 peopleNancy Oppenheimer"! McCain is helping to kill 500,000 peopleNancy Oppenheimer"! McCain is helping to kill 500,000 peopleNancy Oppenheimer"! McCain is helping to kill 500,000 people in  in  in  in 
the USA by going to Syria! 400,000 Russians who will die from the USA by going to Syria! 400,000 Russians who will die from the USA by going to Syria! 400,000 Russians who will die from the USA by going to Syria! 400,000 Russians who will die from 
cancer in 2013.cancer in 2013.cancer in 2013.cancer in 2013. Pentagon should put a stop to McCain + Cancer  Pentagon should put a stop to McCain + Cancer  Pentagon should put a stop to McCain + Cancer  Pentagon should put a stop to McCain + Cancer 
Dead in 2013, make amends for theDead in 2013, make amends for theDead in 2013, make amends for theDead in 2013, make amends for the 100 kids in the USA who  100 kids in the USA who  100 kids in the USA who  100 kids in the USA who 
will be left to die in Hot Cars. McCain is also guiltywill be left to die in Hot Cars. McCain is also guiltywill be left to die in Hot Cars. McCain is also guiltywill be left to die in Hot Cars. McCain is also guilty of treason in  of treason in  of treason in  of treason in 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar ---- which is Climate which is Climate which is Climate which is Climate 
ControlledControlledControlledControlled 24/7 and saves unknown numbers of kids not left in  24/7 and saves unknown numbers of kids not left in  24/7 and saves unknown numbers of kids not left in  24/7 and saves unknown numbers of kids not left in 
hot cars from childhoodhot cars from childhoodhot cars from childhoodhot cars from childhood leukemia from gasoline and diesel  leukemia from gasoline and diesel  leukemia from gasoline and diesel  leukemia from gasoline and diesel 
exhaust! exhaust! exhaust! exhaust! 

6666----1111----13 Sat LONDON (AP) 13 Sat LONDON (AP) 13 Sat LONDON (AP) 13 Sat LONDON (AP) ———— RockRockRockRock icon Lou Reed is recovering  icon Lou Reed is recovering  icon Lou Reed is recovering  icon Lou Reed is recovering 
after a lifeafter a lifeafter a lifeafter a life----saving liver transplant in the U.S.,saving liver transplant in the U.S.,saving liver transplant in the U.S.,saving liver transplant in the U.S., according to an  according to an  according to an  according to an 
interview with his wife published Saturday in a Britishinterview with his wife published Saturday in a Britishinterview with his wife published Saturday in a Britishinterview with his wife published Saturday in a British
newspaper. newspaper. newspaper. newspaper. 

6666----1111----13 Sat Saudi Arabia... 13 Saudi Princes are recovering13 Sat Saudi Arabia... 13 Saudi Princes are recovering13 Sat Saudi Arabia... 13 Saudi Princes are recovering13 Sat Saudi Arabia... 13 Saudi Princes are recovering after  after  after  after 
life saving transplants in the USA according to "1984" News... life saving transplants in the USA according to "1984" News... life saving transplants in the USA according to "1984" News... life saving transplants in the USA according to "1984" News... 
New YorkNew YorkNew YorkNew York Times Saudi Arabia Edition not the NYC Edition as  Times Saudi Arabia Edition not the NYC Edition as  Times Saudi Arabia Edition not the NYC Edition as  Times Saudi Arabia Edition not the NYC Edition as 
this "Orwell Society" buys andthis "Orwell Society" buys andthis "Orwell Society" buys andthis "Orwell Society" buys and sells organs for transplants when  sells organs for transplants when  sells organs for transplants when  sells organs for transplants when 
building the Yale Key West Medical School withbuilding the Yale Key West Medical School withbuilding the Yale Key West Medical School withbuilding the Yale Key West Medical School with surgery  surgery  surgery  surgery 
transplant engineering for an "Assembly Line" of "Transplants" transplant engineering for an "Assembly Line" of "Transplants" transplant engineering for an "Assembly Line" of "Transplants" transplant engineering for an "Assembly Line" of "Transplants" 
suppliedsuppliedsuppliedsupplied via mandatory organ donation is the only invention a  via mandatory organ donation is the only invention a  via mandatory organ donation is the only invention a  via mandatory organ donation is the only invention a 
population of 15 Billionpopulation of 15 Billionpopulation of 15 Billionpopulation of 15 Billion will demand from its MD's!  will demand from its MD's!  will demand from its MD's!  will demand from its MD's! 

6666----1111----13 Sat Texting on your cell phone13 Sat Texting on your cell phone13 Sat Texting on your cell phone13 Sat Texting on your cell phone restrictions came into  restrictions came into  restrictions came into  restrictions came into 
force in Key West Today, unrealistic law made by "Men"force in Key West Today, unrealistic law made by "Men"force in Key West Today, unrealistic law made by "Men"force in Key West Today, unrealistic law made by "Men" who hid  who hid  who hid  who hid 
behind hidden cameras and know a Car Dash Cam will catch behind hidden cameras and know a Car Dash Cam will catch behind hidden cameras and know a Car Dash Cam will catch behind hidden cameras and know a Car Dash Cam will catch 
up with Drunkup with Drunkup with Drunkup with Drunk Drivers who Text and Numb Nuts Dictators who  Drivers who Text and Numb Nuts Dictators who  Drivers who Text and Numb Nuts Dictators who  Drivers who Text and Numb Nuts Dictators who 
stifle 1,001 Invention Projectsstifle 1,001 Invention Projectsstifle 1,001 Invention Projectsstifle 1,001 Invention Projects going along with Bill + Melinda  going along with Bill + Melinda  going along with Bill + Melinda  going along with Bill + Melinda 
not to add the START button to the Win 8.1 fixnot to add the START button to the Win 8.1 fixnot to add the START button to the Win 8.1 fixnot to add the START button to the Win 8.1 fix out of  out of  out of  out of 
incompassionateness for humanity stifled by Idiots at Microsoft incompassionateness for humanity stifled by Idiots at Microsoft incompassionateness for humanity stifled by Idiots at Microsoft incompassionateness for humanity stifled by Idiots at Microsoft 
HQ!HQ!HQ!HQ! Verizon Cell Docking Station in your Notebook so you can  Verizon Cell Docking Station in your Notebook so you can  Verizon Cell Docking Station in your Notebook so you can  Verizon Cell Docking Station in your Notebook so you can 
text write out texttext write out texttext write out texttext write out text messages on your notebook and text them via  messages on your notebook and text them via  messages on your notebook and text them via  messages on your notebook and text them via 
your Verizon Cell your Verizon Cell your Verizon Cell your Verizon Cell ---- And in the Cop And in the Cop And in the Cop And in the Cop Cars Notebooks... suspects Cell  Cars Notebooks... suspects Cell  Cars Notebooks... suspects Cell  Cars Notebooks... suspects Cell 
calls and texting downloaded and on the Cop Carscalls and texting downloaded and on the Cop Carscalls and texting downloaded and on the Cop Carscalls and texting downloaded and on the Cop Cars Screen in a  Screen in a  Screen in a  Screen in a 
second... search app is not from Microsoft this is for sure,second... search app is not from Microsoft this is for sure,second... search app is not from Microsoft this is for sure,second... search app is not from Microsoft this is for sure,
futuristic Cops with the ability to watch you text, search your futuristic Cops with the ability to watch you text, search your futuristic Cops with the ability to watch you text, search your futuristic Cops with the ability to watch you text, search your 
text and yourtext and yourtext and yourtext and your Dash Cam video's on the Dash Cam in your car  Dash Cam video's on the Dash Cam in your car  Dash Cam video's on the Dash Cam in your car  Dash Cam video's on the Dash Cam in your car 
and much much more! and much much more! and much much more! and much much more! 

............ Exhaust will kill millions for decades to come!  Exhaust will kill millions for decades to come!  Exhaust will kill millions for decades to come!  Exhaust will kill millions for decades to come! 

Harvard Graduation Speaker... BP Oil Holocaust EraHarvard Graduation Speaker... BP Oil Holocaust EraHarvard Graduation Speaker... BP Oil Holocaust EraHarvard Graduation Speaker... BP Oil Holocaust Era got Oprah  got Oprah  got Oprah  got Oprah 
Winfrey this job $ Dr Nancy Oppenheimer on the Overnight Winfrey this job $ Dr Nancy Oppenheimer on the Overnight Winfrey this job $ Dr Nancy Oppenheimer on the Overnight Winfrey this job $ Dr Nancy Oppenheimer on the Overnight 
Breast CancerBreast CancerBreast CancerBreast Cancer Cure's Manhattan Project  Cure's Manhattan Project  Cure's Manhattan Project  Cure's Manhattan Project ---- was not invited by  was not invited by  was not invited by  was not invited by 
Harvard or Yale Medical SchoolHarvard or Yale Medical SchoolHarvard or Yale Medical SchoolHarvard or Yale Medical School Graduation, Why? $ Same  Graduation, Why? $ Same  Graduation, Why? $ Same  Graduation, Why? $ Same 
reason Harvard + Yale Medical Schools passed Black MD'sreason Harvard + Yale Medical Schools passed Black MD'sreason Harvard + Yale Medical Schools passed Black MD'sreason Harvard + Yale Medical Schools passed Black MD's who  who  who  who 
actually failed... Exhaust will kill millions for decades to come!actually failed... Exhaust will kill millions for decades to come!actually failed... Exhaust will kill millions for decades to come!actually failed... Exhaust will kill millions for decades to come!
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5 31 13 Friday 5 31 13 Friday 5 31 13 Friday 5 31 13 Friday ---- Harvard Graduation Speaker... BP Oil Harvard Graduation Speaker... BP Oil Harvard Graduation Speaker... BP Oil Harvard Graduation Speaker... BP Oil
Holocaust Era got Oprah Winfrey this job $ Dr Nancy Holocaust Era got Oprah Winfrey this job $ Dr Nancy Holocaust Era got Oprah Winfrey this job $ Dr Nancy Holocaust Era got Oprah Winfrey this job $ Dr Nancy 
Oppenheimer on the OvernightOppenheimer on the OvernightOppenheimer on the OvernightOppenheimer on the Overnight Breast Cancer Cure's Manhattan  Breast Cancer Cure's Manhattan  Breast Cancer Cure's Manhattan  Breast Cancer Cure's Manhattan 
Project Project Project Project ---- was not invited by Harvard or Yale was not invited by Harvard or Yale was not invited by Harvard or Yale was not invited by Harvard or Yale Medical School  Medical School  Medical School  Medical School 
Graduation, Why? $ Graduation, Why? $ Graduation, Why? $ Graduation, Why? $ 

Hell No We Won't Go... Microsoft, in the Win 8.1 fix will notHell No We Won't Go... Microsoft, in the Win 8.1 fix will notHell No We Won't Go... Microsoft, in the Win 8.1 fix will notHell No We Won't Go... Microsoft, in the Win 8.1 fix will not put  put  put  put 
the "START button" for 1,001 Invention Projects with links to help the "START button" for 1,001 Invention Projects with links to help the "START button" for 1,001 Invention Projects with links to help the "START button" for 1,001 Invention Projects with links to help 
you getyou getyou getyou get STARTED! Would one of the George Orwell Observers  STARTED! Would one of the George Orwell Observers  STARTED! Would one of the George Orwell Observers  STARTED! Would one of the George Orwell Observers 
please tell Bill + Melinda Hplease tell Bill + Melinda Hplease tell Bill + Melinda Hplease tell Bill + Melinda H at  at  at  at ----254 C fog works on mosquitos 254 C fog works on mosquitos 254 C fog works on mosquitos 254 C fog works on mosquitos 
and "George Orwell's Foggy Bottoms"! Also telland "George Orwell's Foggy Bottoms"! Also telland "George Orwell's Foggy Bottoms"! Also telland "George Orwell's Foggy Bottoms"! Also tell Caroline Kennedy  Caroline Kennedy  Caroline Kennedy  Caroline Kennedy 
10K windmills on the decks of the JFK Supercarrier can make 110K windmills on the decks of the JFK Supercarrier can make 110K windmills on the decks of the JFK Supercarrier can make 110K windmills on the decks of the JFK Supercarrier can make 1
trillion NASA cans of H at trillion NASA cans of H at trillion NASA cans of H at trillion NASA cans of H at ----254 C for 15 billion people. 254 C for 15 billion people. 254 C for 15 billion people. 254 C for 15 billion people. 

Rates of mastectomy, particularly in young women with breastRates of mastectomy, particularly in young women with breastRates of mastectomy, particularly in young women with breastRates of mastectomy, particularly in young women with breast
cancer, are on the rise, and it is not entirely clear why," said cancer, are on the rise, and it is not entirely clear why," said cancer, are on the rise, and it is not entirely clear why," said cancer, are on the rise, and it is not entirely clear why," said 
Rosenberg atRosenberg atRosenberg atRosenberg at the Dana the Dana the Dana the Dana----Farber Cancer Institute. Farber Cancer Institute. Farber Cancer Institute. Farber Cancer Institute. 

Hell No We Won't Go... Young women choose a mastectomyHell No We Won't Go... Young women choose a mastectomyHell No We Won't Go... Young women choose a mastectomyHell No We Won't Go... Young women choose a mastectomy
because the NY Times Tweets about the "New Manhattan Project because the NY Times Tweets about the "New Manhattan Project because the NY Times Tweets about the "New Manhattan Project because the NY Times Tweets about the "New Manhattan Project 
For the MiracleFor the MiracleFor the MiracleFor the Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer" lead by Dr  Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer" lead by Dr  Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer" lead by Dr  Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer" lead by Dr 
Nancy Oppenheimer is light years...Nancy Oppenheimer is light years...Nancy Oppenheimer is light years...Nancy Oppenheimer is light years... decades from being on the  decades from being on the  decades from being on the  decades from being on the 
front page of the New York Times... just likefront page of the New York Times... just likefront page of the New York Times... just likefront page of the New York Times... just like mandatory organ  mandatory organ  mandatory organ  mandatory organ 
donation, and the Yale Key West Medical School built on a Eiffeldonation, and the Yale Key West Medical School built on a Eiffeldonation, and the Yale Key West Medical School built on a Eiffeldonation, and the Yale Key West Medical School built on a Eiffel
Tower Structure with Pre made Steel Containers. Not a single Tower Structure with Pre made Steel Containers. Not a single Tower Structure with Pre made Steel Containers. Not a single Tower Structure with Pre made Steel Containers. Not a single 
2X4 of wood a2X4 of wood a2X4 of wood a2X4 of wood a tornado of hurricane could throw around!  tornado of hurricane could throw around!  tornado of hurricane could throw around!  tornado of hurricane could throw around! 

Yale + Harvard Universities are profit centers (both have $50Yale + Harvard Universities are profit centers (both have $50Yale + Harvard Universities are profit centers (both have $50Yale + Harvard Universities are profit centers (both have $50
Billion in Swiss Banks) and entertainment complexes, Yale Billion in Swiss Banks) and entertainment complexes, Yale Billion in Swiss Banks) and entertainment complexes, Yale Billion in Swiss Banks) and entertainment complexes, Yale 
picked Singapore for apicked Singapore for apicked Singapore for apicked Singapore for a New Campus only because Prostitution is  New Campus only because Prostitution is  New Campus only because Prostitution is  New Campus only because Prostitution is 
Legal in Singapore! Yale women likeLegal in Singapore! Yale women likeLegal in Singapore! Yale women likeLegal in Singapore! Yale women like Saudi Arabia Women were  Saudi Arabia Women were  Saudi Arabia Women were  Saudi Arabia Women were 
Observed by Hillary being whipped for Driving a gasolineObserved by Hillary being whipped for Driving a gasolineObserved by Hillary being whipped for Driving a gasolineObserved by Hillary being whipped for Driving a gasoline car  car  car  car ----
exhaust caused 1 billion birth defects ranging from ADAH to exhaust caused 1 billion birth defects ranging from ADAH to exhaust caused 1 billion birth defects ranging from ADAH to exhaust caused 1 billion birth defects ranging from ADAH to 
ChildhoodChildhoodChildhoodChildhood Leukemia's. Angelina never considered exhaust  Leukemia's. Angelina never considered exhaust  Leukemia's. Angelina never considered exhaust  Leukemia's. Angelina never considered exhaust 
pollution as a cause of breastpollution as a cause of breastpollution as a cause of breastpollution as a cause of breast cancer! WHO at the UN can't drive  cancer! WHO at the UN can't drive  cancer! WHO at the UN can't drive  cancer! WHO at the UN can't drive 
------------ NBC Nightly News to Expose NBC Nightly News to Expose NBC Nightly News to Expose NBC Nightly News to Expose ---------------- ExhaustExhaustExhaustExhaust Pollution so Today  Pollution so Today  Pollution so Today  Pollution so Today 
Show has news about Sun Screen labels! Don't use a SUV overShow has news about Sun Screen labels! Don't use a SUV overShow has news about Sun Screen labels! Don't use a SUV overShow has news about Sun Screen labels! Don't use a SUV over 50  50  50  50 
as it's a Scam unless you log on to Greg's Web and I say Greg as it's a Scam unless you log on to Greg's Web and I say Greg as it's a Scam unless you log on to Greg's Web and I say Greg as it's a Scam unless you log on to Greg's Web and I say Greg 
uses 110 asuses 110 asuses 110 asuses 110 as better Safe than Sorry! Profits from Sunscreen must  better Safe than Sorry! Profits from Sunscreen must  better Safe than Sorry! Profits from Sunscreen must  better Safe than Sorry! Profits from Sunscreen must 
be $1 billion every 3be $1 billion every 3be $1 billion every 3be $1 billion every 3 months! Plus CVS, KMart, Publix must make  months! Plus CVS, KMart, Publix must make  months! Plus CVS, KMart, Publix must make  months! Plus CVS, KMart, Publix must make 
$100 Million from Sun screens $100 Million from Sun screens $100 Million from Sun screens $100 Million from Sun screens ------------ moremoremoremore than their profits from  than their profits from  than their profits from  than their profits from 
bananas! Tweets on inventing, brainstorming a 1,001 SUVbananas! Tweets on inventing, brainstorming a 1,001 SUVbananas! Tweets on inventing, brainstorming a 1,001 SUVbananas! Tweets on inventing, brainstorming a 1,001 SUV
sunscreen are only on this web page! Yes it will be invented, and sunscreen are only on this web page! Yes it will be invented, and sunscreen are only on this web page! Yes it will be invented, and sunscreen are only on this web page! Yes it will be invented, and 
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Yes it will beYes it will beYes it will beYes it will be suppressed! Greg + Wives in Key West will work 24/7  suppressed! Greg + Wives in Key West will work 24/7  suppressed! Greg + Wives in Key West will work 24/7  suppressed! Greg + Wives in Key West will work 24/7 
in a legal polygamousin a legal polygamousin a legal polygamousin a legal polygamous Marriage when George Orwell Numb Nuts  Marriage when George Orwell Numb Nuts  Marriage when George Orwell Numb Nuts  Marriage when George Orwell Numb Nuts 
Dictators + Doctors confiscate $177Dictators + Doctors confiscate $177Dictators + Doctors confiscate $177Dictators + Doctors confiscate $177 Trillion in oil revenues from  Trillion in oil revenues from  Trillion in oil revenues from  Trillion in oil revenues from 
BP Oil + Saudi Arabia! BP Oil + Saudi Arabia! BP Oil + Saudi Arabia! BP Oil + Saudi Arabia! 

Oprah Winfrey is a mass murderer of "White Babies" who diedOprah Winfrey is a mass murderer of "White Babies" who diedOprah Winfrey is a mass murderer of "White Babies" who diedOprah Winfrey is a mass murderer of "White Babies" who died
from whooping cough because she said the government MD's from whooping cough because she said the government MD's from whooping cough because she said the government MD's from whooping cough because she said the government MD's 
knew the Vaccine causedknew the Vaccine causedknew the Vaccine causedknew the Vaccine caused autism so all the Mexican and Black  autism so all the Mexican and Black  autism so all the Mexican and Black  autism so all the Mexican and Black 
Nanny and Day Care employees refused theNanny and Day Care employees refused theNanny and Day Care employees refused theNanny and Day Care employees refused the Whooping Cough  Whooping Cough  Whooping Cough  Whooping Cough 
Vaccine and the Flu Vaccine as "Now" they don't get anyVaccine and the Flu Vaccine as "Now" they don't get anyVaccine and the Flu Vaccine as "Now" they don't get anyVaccine and the Flu Vaccine as "Now" they don't get any
vaccinations but love their Day Car or Nanny Job! vaccinations but love their Day Car or Nanny Job! vaccinations but love their Day Car or Nanny Job! vaccinations but love their Day Car or Nanny Job! 

Oprah Winfrey is a mass murderer of "White Kid" who will beOprah Winfrey is a mass murderer of "White Kid" who will beOprah Winfrey is a mass murderer of "White Kid" who will beOprah Winfrey is a mass murderer of "White Kid" who will be left  left  left  left 
in Hot Cars to die in the summer of 2013 that starts June 21st. in Hot Cars to die in the summer of 2013 that starts June 21st. in Hot Cars to die in the summer of 2013 that starts June 21st. in Hot Cars to die in the summer of 2013 that starts June 21st. 
Oprah knowsOprah knowsOprah knowsOprah knows the ElectricWindmillCar will be climate controlled  the ElectricWindmillCar will be climate controlled  the ElectricWindmillCar will be climate controlled  the ElectricWindmillCar will be climate controlled 
24/7... 24/7... 24/7... 24/7... 

University of Texas at Austin analyzed 9,510University of Texas at Austin analyzed 9,510University of Texas at Austin analyzed 9,510University of Texas at Austin analyzed 9,510 vaccination vaccination vaccination vaccination----
related tweets from one week in January, 2012 to determine the related tweets from one week in January, 2012 to determine the related tweets from one week in January, 2012 to determine the related tweets from one week in January, 2012 to determine the 
mostmostmostmost popular and influential messages. A final sample of 2,580  popular and influential messages. A final sample of 2,580  popular and influential messages. A final sample of 2,580  popular and influential messages. A final sample of 2,580 
tweets that hadtweets that hadtweets that hadtweets that had received engagement through re received engagement through re received engagement through re received engagement through re----posting and posting and posting and posting and 
sharing was then coded for frequencysharing was then coded for frequencysharing was then coded for frequencysharing was then coded for frequency of sharing, tone toward  of sharing, tone toward  of sharing, tone toward  of sharing, tone toward 
vaccinations, links to sources (e.g., news outlets,vaccinations, links to sources (e.g., news outlets,vaccinations, links to sources (e.g., news outlets,vaccinations, links to sources (e.g., news outlets, advocacy  advocacy  advocacy  advocacy 
groups, or healthcare providers), and whether the claims being groups, or healthcare providers), and whether the claims being groups, or healthcare providers), and whether the claims being groups, or healthcare providers), and whether the claims being 
made inmade inmade inmade in each tweet were scientifically substantiated. Overall,  each tweet were scientifically substantiated. Overall,  each tweet were scientifically substantiated. Overall,  each tweet were scientifically substantiated. Overall, 
33 percent of the 2,58033 percent of the 2,58033 percent of the 2,58033 percent of the 2,580 tweets carried a positive tone about  tweets carried a positive tone about  tweets carried a positive tone about  tweets carried a positive tone about 
vaccines! vaccines! vaccines! vaccines! 

Hell No We Won't Go... Pentagon Ordered 1 million mandatoryHell No We Won't Go... Pentagon Ordered 1 million mandatoryHell No We Won't Go... Pentagon Ordered 1 million mandatoryHell No We Won't Go... Pentagon Ordered 1 million mandatory
Anthrax vaccinations and no one ever got Anthrax, yet 100 Anthrax vaccinations and no one ever got Anthrax, yet 100 Anthrax vaccinations and no one ever got Anthrax, yet 100 Anthrax vaccinations and no one ever got Anthrax, yet 100 
white babies died lastwhite babies died lastwhite babies died lastwhite babies died last semester just in the USA from Whooping  semester just in the USA from Whooping  semester just in the USA from Whooping  semester just in the USA from Whooping 
Cough if this happened in Afghanistan aCough if this happened in Afghanistan aCough if this happened in Afghanistan aCough if this happened in Afghanistan a Drone would take out  Drone would take out  Drone would take out  Drone would take out 
Oprah Winfrey! She would not be allowed to stop AnthraxOprah Winfrey! She would not be allowed to stop AnthraxOprah Winfrey! She would not be allowed to stop AnthraxOprah Winfrey! She would not be allowed to stop Anthrax
Vaccinations of 1 million troops! Vaccinations of 1 million troops! Vaccinations of 1 million troops! Vaccinations of 1 million troops! 

Oprah WinfreyOprah WinfreyOprah WinfreyOprah Winfrey’’’’s honorary doctorate was driven by "Hillary's"s honorary doctorate was driven by "Hillary's"s honorary doctorate was driven by "Hillary's"s honorary doctorate was driven by "Hillary's"
George Orwell Era Age of observing Saudi Women "Whipped" for George Orwell Era Age of observing Saudi Women "Whipped" for George Orwell Era Age of observing Saudi Women "Whipped" for George Orwell Era Age of observing Saudi Women "Whipped" for 
driving a car! Billdriving a car! Billdriving a car! Billdriving a car! Bill Clinton must be addicted to the Saudi Sex  Clinton must be addicted to the Saudi Sex  Clinton must be addicted to the Saudi Sex  Clinton must be addicted to the Saudi Sex 
Slave Videos on Google's YouTube inSlave Videos on Google's YouTube inSlave Videos on Google's YouTube inSlave Videos on Google's YouTube in Saudi Arabia!  Saudi Arabia!  Saudi Arabia!  Saudi Arabia! 

Inventions Inventions Inventions Inventions ------------ Dash Cam in all cars and trucks, Miami NewsDash Cam in all cars and trucks, Miami NewsDash Cam in all cars and trucks, Miami NewsDash Cam in all cars and trucks, Miami News
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yesterday reported 45 city cars had them installed at a cost of yesterday reported 45 city cars had them installed at a cost of yesterday reported 45 city cars had them installed at a cost of yesterday reported 45 city cars had them installed at a cost of 
$45K when they$45K when they$45K when they$45K when they could have been mass produced on the Toyota  could have been mass produced on the Toyota  could have been mass produced on the Toyota  could have been mass produced on the Toyota 
Assembly line for $25 dollars each!Assembly line for $25 dollars each!Assembly line for $25 dollars each!Assembly line for $25 dollars each!

Inventions Inventions Inventions Inventions ------------ Dash Cam with wifi and audio iPhone Smart Dash Cam with wifi and audio iPhone Smart Dash Cam with wifi and audio iPhone Smart Dash Cam with wifi and audio iPhone Smart
phones docked into the dash... phones docked into the dash... phones docked into the dash... phones docked into the dash... 

Dr Nancy Oppenheimer at Los Alamos with $1 TrillionDr Nancy Oppenheimer at Los Alamos with $1 TrillionDr Nancy Oppenheimer at Los Alamos with $1 TrillionDr Nancy Oppenheimer at Los Alamos with $1 Trillion in IBM  in IBM  in IBM  in IBM 
supercomputers would give the world the New Stethoscope Super supercomputers would give the world the New Stethoscope Super supercomputers would give the world the New Stethoscope Super supercomputers would give the world the New Stethoscope Super 
ComputerComputerComputerComputer Program that knows how to identify the typical  Program that knows how to identify the typical  Program that knows how to identify the typical  Program that knows how to identify the typical 
wheezing and crackling breathwheezing and crackling breathwheezing and crackling breathwheezing and crackling breath sounds associated with  sounds associated with  sounds associated with  sounds associated with 
common diseases. This would allow oncommon diseases. This would allow oncommon diseases. This would allow oncommon diseases. This would allow on----site medics to helpsite medics to helpsite medics to helpsite medics to help make  make  make  make 
preliminary automated diagnoses. Medical Detectives and Cop preliminary automated diagnoses. Medical Detectives and Cop preliminary automated diagnoses. Medical Detectives and Cop preliminary automated diagnoses. Medical Detectives and Cop 
Detectives canDetectives canDetectives canDetectives can make use of $1 Trillion dollar New Age  make use of $1 Trillion dollar New Age  make use of $1 Trillion dollar New Age  make use of $1 Trillion dollar New Age 
Stethoscopes and listening devices thatStethoscopes and listening devices thatStethoscopes and listening devices thatStethoscopes and listening devices that can let the deaf hear!  can let the deaf hear!  can let the deaf hear!  can let the deaf hear! 

796 officers were murdered on the job between 1996796 officers were murdered on the job between 1996796 officers were murdered on the job between 1996796 officers were murdered on the job between 1996 and 2010  and 2010  and 2010  and 2010 

8,475 Homeland Security guys in Social Security Offices8,475 Homeland Security guys in Social Security Offices8,475 Homeland Security guys in Social Security Offices8,475 Homeland Security guys in Social Security Offices between  between  between  between 
1996 and 2010 were paid $1 Trillion via BP Oil Holocaust Era of 1996 and 2010 were paid $1 Trillion via BP Oil Holocaust Era of 1996 and 2010 were paid $1 Trillion via BP Oil Holocaust Era of 1996 and 2010 were paid $1 Trillion via BP Oil Holocaust Era of 
thethethethe suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era Age and all  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era Age and all  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era Age and all  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era Age and all 
8,475 knew the8,475 knew the8,475 knew the8,475 knew the ElectricWindmillCar suppression got them their  ElectricWindmillCar suppression got them their  ElectricWindmillCar suppression got them their  ElectricWindmillCar suppression got them their 
Windfall job at the SocialWindfall job at the SocialWindfall job at the SocialWindfall job at the Social Security Office while as the same time  Security Office while as the same time  Security Office while as the same time  Security Office while as the same time 
796 cops were shot in Domestic796 cops were shot in Domestic796 cops were shot in Domestic796 cops were shot in Domestic Disturbances that killed 19K  Disturbances that killed 19K  Disturbances that killed 19K  Disturbances that killed 19K 
women every year... these 8,475 Homeland Securitywomen every year... these 8,475 Homeland Securitywomen every year... these 8,475 Homeland Securitywomen every year... these 8,475 Homeland Security guys should  guys should  guys should  guys should 
have been watching Living Room Cameras of these 94K have been watching Living Room Cameras of these 94K have been watching Living Room Cameras of these 94K have been watching Living Room Cameras of these 94K 
murdered womenmurdered womenmurdered womenmurdered women on cameras before they were murdered!  on cameras before they were murdered!  on cameras before they were murdered!  on cameras before they were murdered! 
Hillary knows all about these 94K murderedHillary knows all about these 94K murderedHillary knows all about these 94K murderedHillary knows all about these 94K murdered women and the 1  women and the 1  women and the 1  women and the 1 
million sex slaves in Saudi Arabia! million sex slaves in Saudi Arabia! million sex slaves in Saudi Arabia! million sex slaves in Saudi Arabia! 

19K wives, were murdered each year between 1996 and 2010 19K wives, were murdered each year between 1996 and 2010 19K wives, were murdered each year between 1996 and 2010 19K wives, were murdered each year between 1996 and 2010 
85%85%85%85% by men who were drunk!  by men who were drunk!  by men who were drunk!  by men who were drunk! 

796 officers were murdered on the job between 1996796 officers were murdered on the job between 1996796 officers were murdered on the job between 1996796 officers were murdered on the job between 1996 and 2010,  and 2010,  and 2010,  and 2010, 
excluding the deaths of the 72 law enforcement officers killed excluding the deaths of the 72 law enforcement officers killed excluding the deaths of the 72 law enforcement officers killed excluding the deaths of the 72 law enforcement officers killed 
duringduringduringduring the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001. Over 90  the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001. Over 90  the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001. Over 90  the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001. Over 90 
percent of these homicidespercent of these homicidespercent of these homicidespercent of these homicides of officers were committed using  of officers were committed using  of officers were committed using  of officers were committed using 
firearms, with shortfirearms, with shortfirearms, with shortfirearms, with short----barreled weapons beingbarreled weapons beingbarreled weapons beingbarreled weapons being used 72 percent of  used 72 percent of  used 72 percent of  used 72 percent of 
the time. In 43 percent of incidents in which an officer wasthe time. In 43 percent of incidents in which an officer wasthe time. In 43 percent of incidents in which an officer wasthe time. In 43 percent of incidents in which an officer was
killed, the officer was working alone. In 58 percent of the killed, the officer was working alone. In 58 percent of the killed, the officer was working alone. In 58 percent of the killed, the officer was working alone. In 58 percent of the 
incidents, theincidents, theincidents, theincidents, the officer was wearing body armor for protection.  officer was wearing body armor for protection.  officer was wearing body armor for protection.  officer was wearing body armor for protection. 
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The most common encounter thatThe most common encounter thatThe most common encounter thatThe most common encounter that resulted in homicide of an  resulted in homicide of an  resulted in homicide of an  resulted in homicide of an 
officer was response to a "disturbance call."officer was response to a "disturbance call."officer was response to a "disturbance call."officer was response to a "disturbance call."

19K wives, were murdered each year between 1996 and 2010 19K wives, were murdered each year between 1996 and 2010 19K wives, were murdered each year between 1996 and 2010 19K wives, were murdered each year between 1996 and 2010 
85%85%85%85% by men who were drunk!  by men who were drunk!  by men who were drunk!  by men who were drunk! 

In 29 percent of these cases, the assailant wasIn 29 percent of these cases, the assailant wasIn 29 percent of these cases, the assailant wasIn 29 percent of these cases, the assailant was waiting to  waiting to  waiting to  waiting to 
ambush the officer. Eighteen percent of all response calls ambush the officer. Eighteen percent of all response calls ambush the officer. Eighteen percent of all response calls ambush the officer. Eighteen percent of all response calls 
resultedresultedresultedresulted in a "secondary ambush" of the officer after the initial  in a "secondary ambush" of the officer after the initial  in a "secondary ambush" of the officer after the initial  in a "secondary ambush" of the officer after the initial 
encounter had begun.encounter had begun.encounter had begun.encounter had begun. More than half (52 percent) of these  More than half (52 percent) of these  More than half (52 percent) of these  More than half (52 percent) of these 
"secondary ambush" encounters involved"secondary ambush" encounters involved"secondary ambush" encounters involved"secondary ambush" encounters involved high high high high----powered, longpowered, longpowered, longpowered, long----
barrel weapons. barrel weapons. barrel weapons. barrel weapons. 

19K wives, were murdered each year between 1996 and 2010 19K wives, were murdered each year between 1996 and 2010 19K wives, were murdered each year between 1996 and 2010 19K wives, were murdered each year between 1996 and 2010 
85%85%85%85% by men who were drunk!  by men who were drunk!  by men who were drunk!  by men who were drunk! 

5 31 13 Friday 5 31 13 Friday 5 31 13 Friday 5 31 13 Friday ---- Harvard Graduation Speaker... BP Harvard Graduation Speaker... BP Harvard Graduation Speaker... BP Harvard Graduation Speaker... BP Oil  Oil  Oil  Oil 
Holocaust Era got Oprah Winfrey this job $ Dr Nancy Holocaust Era got Oprah Winfrey this job $ Dr Nancy Holocaust Era got Oprah Winfrey this job $ Dr Nancy Holocaust Era got Oprah Winfrey this job $ Dr Nancy 
Oppenheimer on theOppenheimer on theOppenheimer on theOppenheimer on the Overnight Breast Cancer Cure's Manhattan  Overnight Breast Cancer Cure's Manhattan  Overnight Breast Cancer Cure's Manhattan  Overnight Breast Cancer Cure's Manhattan 
Project Project Project Project ---- was not invited by Harvard or was not invited by Harvard or was not invited by Harvard or was not invited by Harvard or Yale Medical School  Yale Medical School  Yale Medical School  Yale Medical School 
Graduation, Why? $ Same reason Harvard + Yale MedicalGraduation, Why? $ Same reason Harvard + Yale MedicalGraduation, Why? $ Same reason Harvard + Yale MedicalGraduation, Why? $ Same reason Harvard + Yale Medical
Schools passed Black MD's who actually failed... Exhaust will kill Schools passed Black MD's who actually failed... Exhaust will kill Schools passed Black MD's who actually failed... Exhaust will kill Schools passed Black MD's who actually failed... Exhaust will kill 
millions formillions formillions formillions for decades to come!  decades to come!  decades to come!  decades to come! 
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Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest Earth  Stars Nearest Earth  Stars Nearest Earth  Stars Nearest Earth 

Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

WolfWolfWolfWolf 359 7.6  359 7.6  359 7.6  359 7.6 

Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 
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Sirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light years

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 

Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B8B8B8B 8.9  8.9  8.9  8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 light years  years  years  years 

Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 

Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years 

AliensAliensAliensAliens are at every star in this picture... this is not Top Secret or  are at every star in this picture... this is not Top Secret or  are at every star in this picture... this is not Top Secret or  are at every star in this picture... this is not Top Secret or 
Classified justClassified justClassified justClassified just Off Limits by the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders  Off Limits by the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders  Off Limits by the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders  Off Limits by the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders 
in Afghanistan with Dronesin Afghanistan with Dronesin Afghanistan with Dronesin Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from 9/11 when the  for revenge from 9/11 when the  for revenge from 9/11 when the  for revenge from 9/11 when the 
Pentagon buried not in Arlington 50KPentagon buried not in Arlington 50KPentagon buried not in Arlington 50KPentagon buried not in Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at  ElectricWindmillCars at  ElectricWindmillCars at  ElectricWindmillCars at 
the Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the Newthe Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the Newthe Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the Newthe Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the New Mexico  Mexico  Mexico  Mexico 
desert! So the Generals could kill Muslims! desert! So the Generals could kill Muslims! desert! So the Generals could kill Muslims! desert! So the Generals could kill Muslims! 
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New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO 
HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl  West Fl  West Fl  West Fl 
33041 33041 33041 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos

CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE -------------------- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index----2 2 2 2 
IIII edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5----27272727----13 84 Dead Women, Unknown vet's in 13 84 Dead Women, Unknown vet's in 13 84 Dead Women, Unknown vet's in 13 84 Dead Women, Unknown vet's in 
anotheranotheranotheranother "Lost War" of the Pentagons... the War On Cancer!  "Lost War" of the Pentagons... the War On Cancer!  "Lost War" of the Pentagons... the War On Cancer!  "Lost War" of the Pentagons... the War On Cancer! 
Pentagon doesn't scan everyonePentagon doesn't scan everyonePentagon doesn't scan everyonePentagon doesn't scan everyone for breast cancer, syphilis,  for breast cancer, syphilis,  for breast cancer, syphilis,  for breast cancer, syphilis, 
hepatitis, STD's, whooping cough, and a hundredhepatitis, STD's, whooping cough, and a hundredhepatitis, STD's, whooping cough, and a hundredhepatitis, STD's, whooping cough, and a hundred other  other  other  other 
diseases! Pentagon MD's know diseases kill way more than war... diseases! Pentagon MD's know diseases kill way more than war... diseases! Pentagon MD's know diseases kill way more than war... diseases! Pentagon MD's know diseases kill way more than war... 
this isthis isthis isthis is "Treason" by Pentagon MD's!  "Treason" by Pentagon MD's!  "Treason" by Pentagon MD's!  "Treason" by Pentagon MD's! 

MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5----27272727----13 Today! 84 Dead women13 Today! 84 Dead women13 Today! 84 Dead women13 Today! 84 Dead women every day for  every day for  every day for  every day for 
the last 40 years and ABC refused to put this on Nightly Newsthe last 40 years and ABC refused to put this on Nightly Newsthe last 40 years and ABC refused to put this on Nightly Newsthe last 40 years and ABC refused to put this on Nightly News
Today with their Vietnam Special with Diane Sawyer! Today with their Vietnam Special with Diane Sawyer! Today with their Vietnam Special with Diane Sawyer! Today with their Vietnam Special with Diane Sawyer! 

MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5----27272727----13131313 84 Dead Women is the Daily Dead Body  84 Dead Women is the Daily Dead Body  84 Dead Women is the Daily Dead Body  84 Dead Women is the Daily Dead Body 
Count since the "Vietnam War's" end 40Count since the "Vietnam War's" end 40Count since the "Vietnam War's" end 40Count since the "Vietnam War's" end 40 years ago... just from  years ago... just from  years ago... just from  years ago... just from 
Breast Cancer, if you add in troops from Iraqi warsBreast Cancer, if you add in troops from Iraqi warsBreast Cancer, if you add in troops from Iraqi warsBreast Cancer, if you add in troops from Iraqi wars killing the  killing the  killing the  killing the 
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wife when they get home it's 94 Dead Women every day!wife when they get home it's 94 Dead Women every day!wife when they get home it's 94 Dead Women every day!wife when they get home it's 94 Dead Women every day!

MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5----27272727----13 "Disney" supported these Iraqi "Wars" on 13 "Disney" supported these Iraqi "Wars" on 13 "Disney" supported these Iraqi "Wars" on 13 "Disney" supported these Iraqi "Wars" on 
ABCABCABCABC Nightly News with Diane Sawyer instead of a $ Trillion  Nightly News with Diane Sawyer instead of a $ Trillion  Nightly News with Diane Sawyer instead of a $ Trillion  Nightly News with Diane Sawyer instead of a $ Trillion 
Dollar "Manhattan ProjectDollar "Manhattan ProjectDollar "Manhattan ProjectDollar "Manhattan Project For the Overnight Miracle Cure of  For the Overnight Miracle Cure of  For the Overnight Miracle Cure of  For the Overnight Miracle Cure of 
Breast Cancer" With Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer!Breast Cancer" With Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer!Breast Cancer" With Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer!Breast Cancer" With Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer!

So... Greg + Wives in Key West would have gained control of Los So... Greg + Wives in Key West would have gained control of Los So... Greg + Wives in Key West would have gained control of Los So... Greg + Wives in Key West would have gained control of Los 
AlamosAlamosAlamosAlamos Super Computers and all the SWF + MWF on our team in  Super Computers and all the SWF + MWF on our team in  Super Computers and all the SWF + MWF on our team in  Super Computers and all the SWF + MWF on our team in 
the "Race" to Get thethe "Race" to Get thethe "Race" to Get thethe "Race" to Get the Cure... All SWF + MFW with Greg Lovestar the  Cure... All SWF + MFW with Greg Lovestar the  Cure... All SWF + MFW with Greg Lovestar the  Cure... All SWF + MFW with Greg Lovestar the 
inventor of the 1980inventor of the 1980inventor of the 1980inventor of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar! 24/7 Brainstorming!  ElectricWindmillCar! 24/7 Brainstorming!  ElectricWindmillCar! 24/7 Brainstorming!  ElectricWindmillCar! 24/7 Brainstorming! 
Top Brass MD's outlawed 24/7 "Work" forTop Brass MD's outlawed 24/7 "Work" forTop Brass MD's outlawed 24/7 "Work" forTop Brass MD's outlawed 24/7 "Work" for Medical Students as  Medical Students as  Medical Students as  Medical Students as 
being unproductive... of course most Med Students todaybeing unproductive... of course most Med Students todaybeing unproductive... of course most Med Students todaybeing unproductive... of course most Med Students today think  think  think  think 
these Numb Nuts MD Dictators were + are "Crazy" to stop 24/7 these Numb Nuts MD Dictators were + are "Crazy" to stop 24/7 these Numb Nuts MD Dictators were + are "Crazy" to stop 24/7 these Numb Nuts MD Dictators were + are "Crazy" to stop 24/7 
work for awork for awork for awork for a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer!  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer!  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer!  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! 

MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5----27272727----13 Epic13 Epic13 Epic13 Epic Autobiography Movie about Greg +  Autobiography Movie about Greg +  Autobiography Movie about Greg +  Autobiography Movie about Greg + 
Wives in Key West and how Disney failed toWives in Key West and how Disney failed toWives in Key West and how Disney failed toWives in Key West and how Disney failed to expose the 84 dead  expose the 84 dead  expose the 84 dead  expose the 84 dead 
women who died every single day since the end of the Vietnamwomen who died every single day since the end of the Vietnamwomen who died every single day since the end of the Vietnamwomen who died every single day since the end of the Vietnam
War 40 years ago... World Wide dead body count just from War 40 years ago... World Wide dead body count just from War 40 years ago... World Wide dead body count just from War 40 years ago... World Wide dead body count just from 
Breast Cancer is 40Breast Cancer is 40Breast Cancer is 40Breast Cancer is 40 million!!!! Disney will only make this movie  million!!!! Disney will only make this movie  million!!!! Disney will only make this movie  million!!!! Disney will only make this movie 
if the New French Revolution isif the New French Revolution isif the New French Revolution isif the New French Revolution is successful in confiscating the  successful in confiscating the  successful in confiscating the  successful in confiscating the 
$177 Trillion from BP Oil Revenues, and Saudi$177 Trillion from BP Oil Revenues, and Saudi$177 Trillion from BP Oil Revenues, and Saudi$177 Trillion from BP Oil Revenues, and Saudi Arabia!  Arabia!  Arabia!  Arabia! 
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5555----18181818----13 Star Trek Into Darkness 13 Star Trek Into Darkness 13 Star Trek Into Darkness 13 Star Trek Into Darkness ---- Alien Darkness in Alien Darkness in Alien Darkness in Alien Darkness in reality! 4  reality! 4  reality! 4  reality! 4 
Light Years and No Navy! Light Years and No Navy! Light Years and No Navy! Light Years and No Navy! 

5555----18181818----13 Towards the end of Star13 Towards the end of Star13 Towards the end of Star13 Towards the end of Star Trek: Into Darkness the plot  Trek: Into Darkness the plot  Trek: Into Darkness the plot  Trek: Into Darkness the plot 
parallels some very iconic scenes from Star Trekparallels some very iconic scenes from Star Trekparallels some very iconic scenes from Star Trekparallels some very iconic scenes from Star Trek II: The Wrath of  II: The Wrath of  II: The Wrath of  II: The Wrath of 
Khan. 1,001 Invention projects Preinstalled in the Windows 8.1Khan. 1,001 Invention projects Preinstalled in the Windows 8.1Khan. 1,001 Invention projects Preinstalled in the Windows 8.1Khan. 1,001 Invention projects Preinstalled in the Windows 8.1
fix... Rx Perfume for a MD's memory for all! fix... Rx Perfume for a MD's memory for all! fix... Rx Perfume for a MD's memory for all! fix... Rx Perfume for a MD's memory for all! 

5555----18181818----13 Star Trek Into13 Star Trek Into13 Star Trek Into13 Star Trek Into Darkness  Darkness  Darkness  Darkness ---- Alien Darkness in reality is  Alien Darkness in reality is  Alien Darkness in reality is  Alien Darkness in reality is 
the 177 Trillion Aliens at the 10the 177 Trillion Aliens at the 10the 177 Trillion Aliens at the 10the 177 Trillion Aliens at the 10 Nearest Stars... Pentagon  Nearest Stars... Pentagon  Nearest Stars... Pentagon  Nearest Stars... Pentagon 
Admirals are addicted, drunk, on Wars, especially withAdmirals are addicted, drunk, on Wars, especially withAdmirals are addicted, drunk, on Wars, especially withAdmirals are addicted, drunk, on Wars, especially with Oil  Oil  Oil  Oil 
Money Windfall$ Money Windfall$ Money Windfall$ Money Windfall$ 
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5555----18181818----13 Admiral Marcus, who appears at times to have13 Admiral Marcus, who appears at times to have13 Admiral Marcus, who appears at times to have13 Admiral Marcus, who appears at times to have
wandered in from Key West, addicted to War On Earth. With the wandered in from Key West, addicted to War On Earth. With the wandered in from Key West, addicted to War On Earth. With the wandered in from Key West, addicted to War On Earth. With the 
Navy Windfall ofNavy Windfall ofNavy Windfall ofNavy Windfall of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues their gov perk for  $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues their gov perk for  $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues their gov perk for  $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues their gov perk for 
suppressing thesuppressing thesuppressing thesuppressing the ElectricWindmillCar the Admirals have built a  ElectricWindmillCar the Admirals have built a  ElectricWindmillCar the Admirals have built a  ElectricWindmillCar the Admirals have built a 
Super Fleet of 1,001 Ships sinceSuper Fleet of 1,001 Ships sinceSuper Fleet of 1,001 Ships sinceSuper Fleet of 1,001 Ships since 1980. Inventor of the  1980. Inventor of the  1980. Inventor of the  1980. Inventor of the 
ElectricWindmillCar, Greg + Wives can sink the 2013ElectricWindmillCar, Greg + Wives can sink the 2013ElectricWindmillCar, Greg + Wives can sink the 2013ElectricWindmillCar, Greg + Wives can sink the 2013 Admirals  Admirals  Admirals  Admirals 
Hundred Trillion $$$$ Dollar Fleet with 1 Invention.... One Hundred Trillion $$$$ Dollar Fleet with 1 Invention.... One Hundred Trillion $$$$ Dollar Fleet with 1 Invention.... One Hundred Trillion $$$$ Dollar Fleet with 1 Invention.... One 
InventionInventionInventionInvention to Hear or Observe the Trillions of Aliens at the  to Hear or Observe the Trillions of Aliens at the  to Hear or Observe the Trillions of Aliens at the  to Hear or Observe the Trillions of Aliens at the 
Nearest 10 Stars to Earth!Nearest 10 Stars to Earth!Nearest 10 Stars to Earth!Nearest 10 Stars to Earth!

5555----18181818----13 Alien Darkness in reality is the 177 Trillion Aliens at 13 Alien Darkness in reality is the 177 Trillion Aliens at 13 Alien Darkness in reality is the 177 Trillion Aliens at 13 Alien Darkness in reality is the 177 Trillion Aliens at 
the 10the 10the 10the 10 Nearest Stars... Pentagon Admirals are addicted, drunk,  Nearest Stars... Pentagon Admirals are addicted, drunk,  Nearest Stars... Pentagon Admirals are addicted, drunk,  Nearest Stars... Pentagon Admirals are addicted, drunk, 
on Wars, especially withon Wars, especially withon Wars, especially withon Wars, especially with Oil Money Windfall$  Oil Money Windfall$  Oil Money Windfall$  Oil Money Windfall$ 
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5555----18181818----13 Alien Darkness in reality is the 17713 Alien Darkness in reality is the 17713 Alien Darkness in reality is the 17713 Alien Darkness in reality is the 177 Trillion Aliens at  Trillion Aliens at  Trillion Aliens at  Trillion Aliens at 
the 10 Nearest Stars... Pentagon Admirals are addicted,the 10 Nearest Stars... Pentagon Admirals are addicted,the 10 Nearest Stars... Pentagon Admirals are addicted,the 10 Nearest Stars... Pentagon Admirals are addicted, drunk,  drunk,  drunk,  drunk, 
on Wars, especially with Oil Money Windfall$ on Wars, especially with Oil Money Windfall$ on Wars, especially with Oil Money Windfall$ on Wars, especially with Oil Money Windfall$ 

5555----18181818----13 Star13 Star13 Star13 Star Trek Into Darkness  Trek Into Darkness  Trek Into Darkness  Trek Into Darkness ---- Alien Darkness in reality! 4  Alien Darkness in reality! 4  Alien Darkness in reality! 4  Alien Darkness in reality! 4 
Light Years and No Navy!Light Years and No Navy!Light Years and No Navy!Light Years and No Navy!

5555----16161616----13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP No13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP No13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP No13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP No
Hope... Cure Cancer End War! Hope... Cure Cancer End War! Hope... Cure Cancer End War! Hope... Cure Cancer End War! 

5555----14141414----13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP  JOLIE... No HELP  JOLIE... No HELP  JOLIE... No HELP 

22 1st Graders killed in Afghanistan by USS Key West!22 1st Graders killed in Afghanistan by USS Key West!22 1st Graders killed in Afghanistan by USS Key West!22 1st Graders killed in Afghanistan by USS Key West! The first  The first  The first  The first 
fastfastfastfast----attack nuclearattack nuclearattack nuclearattack nuclear----powered submarine to launch missiles intopowered submarine to launch missiles intopowered submarine to launch missiles intopowered submarine to launch missiles into
Afghanistan after the Sept. 11 attacks Afghanistan after the Sept. 11 attacks Afghanistan after the Sept. 11 attacks Afghanistan after the Sept. 11 attacks ---- 9/11 would never have 9/11 would never have 9/11 would never have 9/11 would never have 
happened if thehappened if thehappened if thehappened if the Admirals would have exposed the suppression of  Admirals would have exposed the suppression of  Admirals would have exposed the suppression of  Admirals would have exposed the suppression of 
the 1980 invention of thethe 1980 invention of thethe 1980 invention of thethe 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square!  ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square!  ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square!  ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square! 

5555----16161616----13 CIA and UN Woman...13 CIA and UN Woman...13 CIA and UN Woman...13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP No  ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP No  ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP No  ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP No 
Hope... Cure Cancer End War! Hope... Cure Cancer End War! Hope... Cure Cancer End War! Hope... Cure Cancer End War! 

5555----16161616----13 People13 People13 People13 People with Cancer are twice as likely to file for  with Cancer are twice as likely to file for  with Cancer are twice as likely to file for  with Cancer are twice as likely to file for 
bankruptcy as people without cancer.bankruptcy as people without cancer.bankruptcy as people without cancer.bankruptcy as people without cancer.

5555----16161616----13 $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 and Saudi 13 $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 and Saudi 13 $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 and Saudi 13 $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 and Saudi 
Arabia hasArabia hasArabia hasArabia has free Health Care via your $4 gasoline... this is  free Health Care via your $4 gasoline... this is  free Health Care via your $4 gasoline... this is  free Health Care via your $4 gasoline... this is 
illegal $ illegal $ illegal $ illegal $ 

5555----16161616----13 USS13 USS13 USS13 USS Greg + Wives in Key West can Confiscate $177  Greg + Wives in Key West can Confiscate $177  Greg + Wives in Key West can Confiscate $177  Greg + Wives in Key West can Confiscate $177 
Trillion + spend it on a Cure forTrillion + spend it on a Cure forTrillion + spend it on a Cure forTrillion + spend it on a Cure for Cancer and War!  Cancer and War!  Cancer and War!  Cancer and War! 

5555----16161616----13 USS Key West is the third Navy vessel to bear13 USS Key West is the third Navy vessel to bear13 USS Key West is the third Navy vessel to bear13 USS Key West is the third Navy vessel to bear the name.  the name.  the name.  the name. 
She was built in Newport News, Va., and commissioned She was built in Newport News, Va., and commissioned She was built in Newport News, Va., and commissioned She was built in Newport News, Va., and commissioned 
September 1987.September 1987.September 1987.September 1987. 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Invention...  1980 ElectricWindmillCar Invention...  1980 ElectricWindmillCar Invention...  1980 ElectricWindmillCar Invention... 
Suppression killed 390 Million since 1980,Suppression killed 390 Million since 1980,Suppression killed 390 Million since 1980,Suppression killed 390 Million since 1980, a Holocaust by BP Oil  a Holocaust by BP Oil  a Holocaust by BP Oil  a Holocaust by BP Oil 
$ for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! $ for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! $ for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! $ for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! 

5555----16161616----13 CIA13 CIA13 CIA13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP No  and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP No  and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP No  and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP No 
Hope... Cure Cancer End War! Greg +Hope... Cure Cancer End War! Greg +Hope... Cure Cancer End War! Greg +Hope... Cure Cancer End War! Greg + Wives in Key West can Cure  Wives in Key West can Cure  Wives in Key West can Cure  Wives in Key West can Cure 
Cancer + End War via Brainstorming 1,001 InventionCancer + End War via Brainstorming 1,001 InventionCancer + End War via Brainstorming 1,001 InventionCancer + End War via Brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects  Projects  Projects  Projects 
24/7 and getting Bill + Melinda to preinstall 1,001 Invention 24/7 and getting Bill + Melinda to preinstall 1,001 Invention 24/7 and getting Bill + Melinda to preinstall 1,001 Invention 24/7 and getting Bill + Melinda to preinstall 1,001 Invention 
ProjectsProjectsProjectsProjects with links to get you started inventing, in the June 26  with links to get you started inventing, in the June 26  with links to get you started inventing, in the June 26  with links to get you started inventing, in the June 26 
Windows 8.1 "Fix"!!Windows 8.1 "Fix"!!Windows 8.1 "Fix"!!Windows 8.1 "Fix"!!

5555----16161616----13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP No 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP No 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP No 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP No 
Hope... CureHope... CureHope... CureHope... Cure Cancer End War!  Cancer End War!  Cancer End War!  Cancer End War! 

5555----16161616----13 War Crimes by the Admirals! No HELP No Hope...13 War Crimes by the Admirals! No HELP No Hope...13 War Crimes by the Admirals! No HELP No Hope...13 War Crimes by the Admirals! No HELP No Hope... Cure  Cure  Cure  Cure 
Cancer End War! Cancer End War! Cancer End War! Cancer End War! 

5555----16161616----13 Add in 480K dead from Breast cancer since13 Add in 480K dead from Breast cancer since13 Add in 480K dead from Breast cancer since13 Add in 480K dead from Breast cancer since 1980 you  1980 you  1980 you  1980 you 
have a Holocaust have a Holocaust have a Holocaust have a Holocaust 
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5555----16161616----13 Breast Cancer Holocaust and War Crime13 Breast Cancer Holocaust and War Crime13 Breast Cancer Holocaust and War Crime13 Breast Cancer Holocaust and War Crime because the  because the  because the  because the 
USS Key West Was built in 1987 from BP Oil's windfall of $177USS Key West Was built in 1987 from BP Oil's windfall of $177USS Key West Was built in 1987 from BP Oil's windfall of $177USS Key West Was built in 1987 from BP Oil's windfall of $177
Trillion dollars suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar invented in Trillion dollars suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar invented in Trillion dollars suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar invented in Trillion dollars suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 
1980!1980!1980!1980!

5555----16161616----13 More Jewish women have died from Breast Cancer than 13 More Jewish women have died from Breast Cancer than 13 More Jewish women have died from Breast Cancer than 13 More Jewish women have died from Breast Cancer than 
any groupany groupany groupany group and the top brass in Israel know these statistic and  and the top brass in Israel know these statistic and  and the top brass in Israel know these statistic and  and the top brass in Israel know these statistic and 
still stifle Greg + Wivesstill stifle Greg + Wivesstill stifle Greg + Wivesstill stifle Greg + Wives in Key West from even Brainstorming a  in Key West from even Brainstorming a  in Key West from even Brainstorming a  in Key West from even Brainstorming a 
Overnight Miracle cure for Breast CancerOvernight Miracle cure for Breast CancerOvernight Miracle cure for Breast CancerOvernight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer let along talking over  let along talking over  let along talking over  let along talking over 
Los Alamos to use $1 Trillion in IBM Supercomputers theLos Alamos to use $1 Trillion in IBM Supercomputers theLos Alamos to use $1 Trillion in IBM Supercomputers theLos Alamos to use $1 Trillion in IBM Supercomputers the Navy  Navy  Navy  Navy 
no longer needs for Nukeno longer needs for Nukeno longer needs for Nukeno longer needs for Nuke----Armed Submarines! Armed Submarines! Armed Submarines! Armed Submarines! 

5555----16161616----13 The USS Key West13 The USS Key West13 The USS Key West13 The USS Key West is one of 62 Los Angeles is one of 62 Los Angeles is one of 62 Los Angeles is one of 62 Los Angeles----class class class class 
submarines, which make up the core of the U.S.submarines, which make up the core of the U.S.submarines, which make up the core of the U.S.submarines, which make up the core of the U.S. submarine fleet  submarine fleet  submarine fleet  submarine fleet 
and carry Tomahawk cruise missiles. and carry Tomahawk cruise missiles. and carry Tomahawk cruise missiles. and carry Tomahawk cruise missiles. 

5555----16161616----13 CIA and13 CIA and13 CIA and13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP No  UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP No  UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP No  UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP No 
Hope... Cure Cancer End War!Hope... Cure Cancer End War!Hope... Cure Cancer End War!Hope... Cure Cancer End War!

5555----14141414----13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP for 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP for 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP for 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No HELP for 
380 thousand380 thousand380 thousand380 thousand Other Women who need a double Mastectomy and  Other Women who need a double Mastectomy and  Other Women who need a double Mastectomy and  Other Women who need a double Mastectomy and 
Ovarian Cure! No HELP for Greg +Ovarian Cure! No HELP for Greg +Ovarian Cure! No HELP for Greg +Ovarian Cure! No HELP for Greg + Wives in Key West to "Work" on  Wives in Key West to "Work" on  Wives in Key West to "Work" on  Wives in Key West to "Work" on 
a "Miracle Overnight Cure" POW's of McCain +a "Miracle Overnight Cure" POW's of McCain +a "Miracle Overnight Cure" POW's of McCain +a "Miracle Overnight Cure" POW's of McCain + George Orwell  George Orwell  George Orwell  George Orwell 
2013... 2013... 2013... 2013... 

5555----14141414----13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No Faith or  Faith or  Faith or  Faith or 
Hope in a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast + Ovarian Cancer Hope in a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast + Ovarian Cancer Hope in a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast + Ovarian Cancer Hope in a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast + Ovarian Cancer 
by Greg +by Greg +by Greg +by Greg + Wives in Key West. No Hope the Pentagon will ever let  Wives in Key West. No Hope the Pentagon will ever let  Wives in Key West. No Hope the Pentagon will ever let  Wives in Key West. No Hope the Pentagon will ever let 
Greg + Wives work,Greg + Wives work,Greg + Wives work,Greg + Wives work, Brainstorm a Overnight Cure for Breast  Brainstorm a Overnight Cure for Breast  Brainstorm a Overnight Cure for Breast  Brainstorm a Overnight Cure for Breast 
Cancer... So Angelina Jolie, wife of BradCancer... So Angelina Jolie, wife of BradCancer... So Angelina Jolie, wife of BradCancer... So Angelina Jolie, wife of Brad Pitt and mother of 6,  Pitt and mother of 6,  Pitt and mother of 6,  Pitt and mother of 6, 
recently underwent a preventative double mastectomy torecently underwent a preventative double mastectomy torecently underwent a preventative double mastectomy torecently underwent a preventative double mastectomy to avoid  avoid  avoid  avoid 
possible breast cancer! ANGELINA JOLIE... No Faith or Hope in a possible breast cancer! ANGELINA JOLIE... No Faith or Hope in a possible breast cancer! ANGELINA JOLIE... No Faith or Hope in a possible breast cancer! ANGELINA JOLIE... No Faith or Hope in a 
OvarianOvarianOvarianOvarian Cancer Cure too!  Cancer Cure too!  Cancer Cure too!  Cancer Cure too! 

5555----14141414----13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE New York13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE New York13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE New York13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE New York Times  Times  Times  Times 
Published: May 14, 2013 MY MOTHER fought cancer for almost a Published: May 14, 2013 MY MOTHER fought cancer for almost a Published: May 14, 2013 MY MOTHER fought cancer for almost a Published: May 14, 2013 MY MOTHER fought cancer for almost a 
decade anddecade anddecade anddecade and died at 56. ANGELINA JOLIE I can tell my children  died at 56. ANGELINA JOLIE I can tell my children  died at 56. ANGELINA JOLIE I can tell my children  died at 56. ANGELINA JOLIE I can tell my children 
that they donthat they donthat they donthat they don’’’’t need to feart need to feart need to feart need to fear they will lose me to breast cancer.  they will lose me to breast cancer.  they will lose me to breast cancer.  they will lose me to breast cancer. 
For any woman reading this, I hope it helpsFor any woman reading this, I hope it helpsFor any woman reading this, I hope it helpsFor any woman reading this, I hope it helps you to know you  you to know you  you to know you  you to know you 
have options. have options. have options. have options. ---- ----

5555----14141414----13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... Has No Hope in  JOLIE... Has No Hope in  JOLIE... Has No Hope in  JOLIE... Has No Hope in 
a Greg + Wives in Key West getting Los Alamos to starta Greg + Wives in Key West getting Los Alamos to starta Greg + Wives in Key West getting Los Alamos to starta Greg + Wives in Key West getting Los Alamos to start the New  the New  the New  the New 
Manhattan Project for the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Manhattan Project for the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Manhattan Project for the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Manhattan Project for the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast 
Cancer!Cancer!Cancer!Cancer!

5555----14141414----13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... Has No Hope in 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... Has No Hope in 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... Has No Hope in 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... Has No Hope in 
a Greg +a Greg +a Greg +a Greg + Wives in Key West  Wives in Key West  Wives in Key West  Wives in Key West 

5555----14141414----13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... Has No13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... Has No13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... Has No13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... Has No Hope in  Hope in  Hope in  Hope in 
a Greg + Wives in Key West... and "Dr Nancy Oppenheimer at Los a Greg + Wives in Key West... and "Dr Nancy Oppenheimer at Los a Greg + Wives in Key West... and "Dr Nancy Oppenheimer at Los a Greg + Wives in Key West... and "Dr Nancy Oppenheimer at Los 
AlamosAlamosAlamosAlamos "Manhattan project for the Overnight Miracle Cure of  "Manhattan project for the Overnight Miracle Cure of  "Manhattan project for the Overnight Miracle Cure of  "Manhattan project for the Overnight Miracle Cure of 
Breast Cancer" Breast Cancer" Breast Cancer" Breast Cancer" 
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IIII can  can  can  can 

tell my children that they dontell my children that they dontell my children that they dontell my children that they don’’’’t need to fear they will lose me to t need to fear they will lose me to t need to fear they will lose me to t need to fear they will lose me to 
breastbreastbreastbreast cancer. Tell the world Greg + Wives in Key West are  cancer. Tell the world Greg + Wives in Key West are  cancer. Tell the world Greg + Wives in Key West are  cancer. Tell the world Greg + Wives in Key West are 
suppressed fromsuppressed fromsuppressed fromsuppressed from brainstorming 24/7 a Overnight Miracle Cure  brainstorming 24/7 a Overnight Miracle Cure  brainstorming 24/7 a Overnight Miracle Cure  brainstorming 24/7 a Overnight Miracle Cure 
via "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators invia "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators invia "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators invia "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators in NYC, Paris, London, Rome,  NYC, Paris, London, Rome,  NYC, Paris, London, Rome,  NYC, Paris, London, Rome, 
Vatican, Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West!Vatican, Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West!Vatican, Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West!Vatican, Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West!

5555----14141414----13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to EXPOSE... 13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to EXPOSE... 13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to EXPOSE... 13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to EXPOSE... ----
Today in KeyToday in KeyToday in KeyToday in Key West Greg + Wives are kept from working,  West Greg + Wives are kept from working,  West Greg + Wives are kept from working,  West Greg + Wives are kept from working, 
Brainstorming 24/7 on a OvernightBrainstorming 24/7 on a OvernightBrainstorming 24/7 on a OvernightBrainstorming 24/7 on a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast  Miracle Cure for Breast  Miracle Cure for Breast  Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer! Cancer! Cancer! Cancer! 

CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE...CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE...CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE...CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE...

5555----14141414----13 ANGELINA JOLIE My Medical Choice, Breast Cancer... the 13 ANGELINA JOLIE My Medical Choice, Breast Cancer... the 13 ANGELINA JOLIE My Medical Choice, Breast Cancer... the 13 ANGELINA JOLIE My Medical Choice, Breast Cancer... the 
OvernightOvernightOvernightOvernight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer is being suppressed in  Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer is being suppressed in  Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer is being suppressed in  Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer is being suppressed in 
Key West! Greg + Wives inKey West! Greg + Wives inKey West! Greg + Wives inKey West! Greg + Wives in Key West have been stifled by Numb  Key West have been stifled by Numb  Key West have been stifled by Numb  Key West have been stifled by Numb 
Nuts Dictators from even Brainstorming aNuts Dictators from even Brainstorming aNuts Dictators from even Brainstorming aNuts Dictators from even Brainstorming a Overnight Miracle  Overnight Miracle  Overnight Miracle  Overnight Miracle 
Cure for Breast Cancer because of McCain, and the Vietnam WarCure for Breast Cancer because of McCain, and the Vietnam WarCure for Breast Cancer because of McCain, and the Vietnam WarCure for Breast Cancer because of McCain, and the Vietnam War
is has never LOST, even Hillary, and Melinda Gates support is has never LOST, even Hillary, and Melinda Gates support is has never LOST, even Hillary, and Melinda Gates support is has never LOST, even Hillary, and Melinda Gates support 
McCain and hisMcCain and hisMcCain and hisMcCain and his government "Killers" who spit on Women with  government "Killers" who spit on Women with  government "Killers" who spit on Women with  government "Killers" who spit on Women with 
Breast Cancer along with PrinceBreast Cancer along with PrinceBreast Cancer along with PrinceBreast Cancer along with Prince Harry!  Harry!  Harry!  Harry! 

5555----14141414----13 ANGELINA JOLIEI I had an 87 percent risk of breast 13 ANGELINA JOLIEI I had an 87 percent risk of breast 13 ANGELINA JOLIEI I had an 87 percent risk of breast 13 ANGELINA JOLIEI I had an 87 percent risk of breast 
cancercancercancercancer and a 50 percent risk of ovarian cancer, Once I knew  and a 50 percent risk of ovarian cancer, Once I knew  and a 50 percent risk of ovarian cancer, Once I knew  and a 50 percent risk of ovarian cancer, Once I knew 
that this was my reality, Ithat this was my reality, Ithat this was my reality, Ithat this was my reality, I decided to be proactive and to  decided to be proactive and to  decided to be proactive and to  decided to be proactive and to 
minimize the risk as much I could. ANGELINAminimize the risk as much I could. ANGELINAminimize the risk as much I could. ANGELINAminimize the risk as much I could. ANGELINA JOLIEI made a  JOLIEI made a  JOLIEI made a  JOLIEI made a 
decision to have a preventive double mastectomy. decision to have a preventive double mastectomy. decision to have a preventive double mastectomy. decision to have a preventive double mastectomy. 

5555----14141414----13131313 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to EXPOSE...  ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to EXPOSE...  ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to EXPOSE...  ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to EXPOSE... ----
Today in Key West Greg + WivesToday in Key West Greg + WivesToday in Key West Greg + WivesToday in Key West Greg + Wives are kept from working  are kept from working  are kept from working  are kept from working 
Brainstorming 24/7 on a Overnight Miracle Cure for BreastBrainstorming 24/7 on a Overnight Miracle Cure for BreastBrainstorming 24/7 on a Overnight Miracle Cure for BreastBrainstorming 24/7 on a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast
Cancer! Greg + Wives ambition is to Brainstorm 24/7 ONE Cancer! Greg + Wives ambition is to Brainstorm 24/7 ONE Cancer! Greg + Wives ambition is to Brainstorm 24/7 ONE Cancer! Greg + Wives ambition is to Brainstorm 24/7 ONE 
invention for aninvention for aninvention for aninvention for an Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer...  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer...  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer...  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... 
Shot Down by McCain... and 1,001Shot Down by McCain... and 1,001Shot Down by McCain... and 1,001Shot Down by McCain... and 1,001 Other "1984" Numb Nuts  Other "1984" Numb Nuts  Other "1984" Numb Nuts  Other "1984" Numb Nuts 
Dictators in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Vatican, Moscow,Dictators in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Vatican, Moscow,Dictators in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Vatican, Moscow,Dictators in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Vatican, Moscow,
Peking! Tokyo! Peking! Tokyo! Peking! Tokyo! Peking! Tokyo! 
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5555----14141414----13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to EXPOSE...13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to EXPOSE...13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to EXPOSE...13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to EXPOSE...
McCain killing 485,000 women with breast cancer in 2013. McCain killing 485,000 women with breast cancer in 2013. McCain killing 485,000 women with breast cancer in 2013. McCain killing 485,000 women with breast cancer in 2013. 

5555----14141414----13 When13 When13 When13 When McCain was shot down over Hanoi****** Breast  McCain was shot down over Hanoi****** Breast  McCain was shot down over Hanoi****** Breast  McCain was shot down over Hanoi****** Breast 
cancer alone killed some 458,000cancer alone killed some 458,000cancer alone killed some 458,000cancer alone killed some 458,000 women each year McCain was  women each year McCain was  women each year McCain was  women each year McCain was 
a POW at the Hanoi Hilton! Now sense of powerlessnessa POW at the Hanoi Hilton! Now sense of powerlessnessa POW at the Hanoi Hilton! Now sense of powerlessnessa POW at the Hanoi Hilton! Now sense of powerlessness in our  in our  in our  in our 
"1984" George Orwell Holocaust via $4 gas + kept from working "1984" George Orwell Holocaust via $4 gas + kept from working "1984" George Orwell Holocaust via $4 gas + kept from working "1984" George Orwell Holocaust via $4 gas + kept from working 
on a cureon a cureon a cureon a cure for Breast Cancer! Greg + Wives ambition is to  for Breast Cancer! Greg + Wives ambition is to  for Breast Cancer! Greg + Wives ambition is to  for Breast Cancer! Greg + Wives ambition is to 
Brainstorm 1 invention for anBrainstorm 1 invention for anBrainstorm 1 invention for anBrainstorm 1 invention for an Overnight Miracle Cure for  Overnight Miracle Cure for  Overnight Miracle Cure for  Overnight Miracle Cure for 
Breast Cancer... Shot Down by McCain (Pentagon)Breast Cancer... Shot Down by McCain (Pentagon)Breast Cancer... Shot Down by McCain (Pentagon)Breast Cancer... Shot Down by McCain (Pentagon)

CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... 

5555----14141414----13 Angelina Jolie13 Angelina Jolie13 Angelina Jolie13 Angelina Jolie knows and refused to write  knows and refused to write  knows and refused to write  knows and refused to write ---- But I am But I am But I am But I am 
writing about it now because I hope thatwriting about it now because I hope thatwriting about it now because I hope thatwriting about it now because I hope that other women can  other women can  other women can  other women can 
benefit from my experience. Cancer is still a word that strikesbenefit from my experience. Cancer is still a word that strikesbenefit from my experience. Cancer is still a word that strikesbenefit from my experience. Cancer is still a word that strikes
fear into peoplefear into peoplefear into peoplefear into people’’’’s hearts, producing a deep sense of s hearts, producing a deep sense of s hearts, producing a deep sense of s hearts, producing a deep sense of 
powerlessness. But today itpowerlessness. But today itpowerlessness. But today itpowerlessness. But today it is possible to find out through a  is possible to find out through a  is possible to find out through a  is possible to find out through a 
blood test whether you are highly susceptibleblood test whether you are highly susceptibleblood test whether you are highly susceptibleblood test whether you are highly susceptible to breast and  to breast and  to breast and  to breast and 
ovarian cancer, and then take action. ovarian cancer, and then take action. ovarian cancer, and then take action. ovarian cancer, and then take action. 

5555----14141414----13 ANGELINA JOLIE... Breast cancer alone killed some13 ANGELINA JOLIE... Breast cancer alone killed some13 ANGELINA JOLIE... Breast cancer alone killed some13 ANGELINA JOLIE... Breast cancer alone killed some
458,000 458,000 458,000 458,000 ---- Priority is... ANGELINA JOLIE... For any woman Priority is... ANGELINA JOLIE... For any woman Priority is... ANGELINA JOLIE... For any woman Priority is... ANGELINA JOLIE... For any woman 
reading this, I hope itreading this, I hope itreading this, I hope itreading this, I hope it helps you to know you have options...  helps you to know you have options...  helps you to know you have options...  helps you to know you have options... 
"1984" George Orwell "Options" have"1984" George Orwell "Options" have"1984" George Orwell "Options" have"1984" George Orwell "Options" have suppressed and Suppress  suppressed and Suppress  suppressed and Suppress  suppressed and Suppress 
Today, Greg + Wives from Brainstorming 24/7 a "OvernightToday, Greg + Wives from Brainstorming 24/7 a "OvernightToday, Greg + Wives from Brainstorming 24/7 a "OvernightToday, Greg + Wives from Brainstorming 24/7 a "Overnight
Miracle Cure" for Breast Cancer! In Key West. Suppression of the Miracle Cure" for Breast Cancer! In Key West. Suppression of the Miracle Cure" for Breast Cancer! In Key West. Suppression of the Miracle Cure" for Breast Cancer! In Key West. Suppression of the 
1980 Invention1980 Invention1980 Invention1980 Invention of the "ElectricWindmillCar" and 101 spin off  of the "ElectricWindmillCar" and 101 spin off  of the "ElectricWindmillCar" and 101 spin off  of the "ElectricWindmillCar" and 101 spin off 
inventions that would cure severalinventions that would cure severalinventions that would cure severalinventions that would cure several "1984" George Orwell  "1984" George Orwell  "1984" George Orwell  "1984" George Orwell 
government run "Genocides" besides BP Oil tossing "Gasolinegovernment run "Genocides" besides BP Oil tossing "Gasolinegovernment run "Genocides" besides BP Oil tossing "Gasolinegovernment run "Genocides" besides BP Oil tossing "Gasoline
Bombs" at SUV's in fiery LA, Paris, London, Moscow, wrecks! Bombs" at SUV's in fiery LA, Paris, London, Moscow, wrecks! Bombs" at SUV's in fiery LA, Paris, London, Moscow, wrecks! Bombs" at SUV's in fiery LA, Paris, London, Moscow, wrecks! 
Motive is anotherMotive is anotherMotive is anotherMotive is another $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues$$$.  $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues$$$.  $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues$$$.  $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues$$$. 

5555----14141414----13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to EXPOSE...  refused to EXPOSE...  refused to EXPOSE...  refused to EXPOSE... 
McCain killing 485,000 women with breast cancer in 2013.McCain killing 485,000 women with breast cancer in 2013.McCain killing 485,000 women with breast cancer in 2013.McCain killing 485,000 women with breast cancer in 2013.

***** 5 Star Generals priorities In Reality Kill 458,000 women ***** 5 Star Generals priorities In Reality Kill 458,000 women ***** 5 Star Generals priorities In Reality Kill 458,000 women ***** 5 Star Generals priorities In Reality Kill 458,000 women 
eacheacheacheach year! Breast cancer kills some 458,000 women each year,  year! Breast cancer kills some 458,000 women each year,  year! Breast cancer kills some 458,000 women each year,  year! Breast cancer kills some 458,000 women each year, 
according to the Worldaccording to the Worldaccording to the Worldaccording to the World Health Organization, mainly in low Health Organization, mainly in low Health Organization, mainly in low Health Organization, mainly in low----
and middleand middleand middleand middle----income countries. It has got toincome countries. It has got toincome countries. It has got toincome countries. It has got to be a priority.  be a priority.  be a priority.  be a priority. 

5555----14141414----13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to EXPOSE...13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to EXPOSE...13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to EXPOSE...13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to EXPOSE...
McCain killing 485,000 women with breast cancer in 2013. McCain killing 485,000 women with breast cancer in 2013. McCain killing 485,000 women with breast cancer in 2013. McCain killing 485,000 women with breast cancer in 2013. 

***** 5 Star***** 5 Star***** 5 Star***** 5 Star Generals priorities In Reality Kill 458,000 women  Generals priorities In Reality Kill 458,000 women  Generals priorities In Reality Kill 458,000 women  Generals priorities In Reality Kill 458,000 women 
each year! And 1 millioneach year! And 1 millioneach year! And 1 millioneach year! And 1 million Muslim's! Revenge for 9/11  Muslim's! Revenge for 9/11  Muslim's! Revenge for 9/11  Muslim's! Revenge for 9/11 

5555----14141414----13 ANGELINA JOLIE... For any woman13 ANGELINA JOLIE... For any woman13 ANGELINA JOLIE... For any woman13 ANGELINA JOLIE... For any woman reading this, I hope  reading this, I hope  reading this, I hope  reading this, I hope 
it helps you to know you have options... "1984" Georgeit helps you to know you have options... "1984" Georgeit helps you to know you have options... "1984" Georgeit helps you to know you have options... "1984" George Orwell  Orwell  Orwell  Orwell 
"Options" have suppressed Greg + Wives working 24/7 on a "Options" have suppressed Greg + Wives working 24/7 on a "Options" have suppressed Greg + Wives working 24/7 on a "Options" have suppressed Greg + Wives working 24/7 on a 
"Overnight"Overnight"Overnight"Overnight Miracle Cure" since 1980, you only have "1084"  Miracle Cure" since 1980, you only have "1084"  Miracle Cure" since 1980, you only have "1084"  Miracle Cure" since 1980, you only have "1084" 
Option of George Orwell in LondonOption of George Orwell in LondonOption of George Orwell in LondonOption of George Orwell in London home of BP Oil and $177  home of BP Oil and $177  home of BP Oil and $177  home of BP Oil and $177 
Trillion in London Banks from the Oil Holocaust that hasTrillion in London Banks from the Oil Holocaust that hasTrillion in London Banks from the Oil Holocaust that hasTrillion in London Banks from the Oil Holocaust that has killed  killed  killed  killed 
390 million people world wide! UN and CIA have documented 390 million people world wide! UN and CIA have documented 390 million people world wide! UN and CIA have documented 390 million people world wide! UN and CIA have documented 
thesethesethesethese statistics!  statistics!  statistics!  statistics! 

5555----14141414----13 ANGELINA JOLIE... 458,000 women each year, are13 ANGELINA JOLIE... 458,000 women each year, are13 ANGELINA JOLIE... 458,000 women each year, are13 ANGELINA JOLIE... 458,000 women each year, are killed,  killed,  killed,  killed, 
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by Pentagon Drones... stealing the breast cancer cure according by Pentagon Drones... stealing the breast cancer cure according by Pentagon Drones... stealing the breast cancer cure according by Pentagon Drones... stealing the breast cancer cure according 
to theto theto theto the World Health Organization WHO.  World Health Organization WHO.  World Health Organization WHO.  World Health Organization WHO. 

5555----14141414----13 Prince Harry at Arlington13 Prince Harry at Arlington13 Prince Harry at Arlington13 Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery spit on  National Cemetery spit on  National Cemetery spit on  National Cemetery spit on 
40K dead USA women who died of breast cancer in 2013.40K dead USA women who died of breast cancer in 2013.40K dead USA women who died of breast cancer in 2013.40K dead USA women who died of breast cancer in 2013.

5555----14141414----13 485K Dead Women in 2013 from Breast Cancer 13 485K Dead Women in 2013 from Breast Cancer 13 485K Dead Women in 2013 from Breast Cancer 13 485K Dead Women in 2013 from Breast Cancer ---- all all all all 
were refusedwere refusedwere refusedwere refused burial at Arlington by the Pentagon and all were  burial at Arlington by the Pentagon and all were  burial at Arlington by the Pentagon and all were  burial at Arlington by the Pentagon and all were 
refused a Manhattan Projectrefused a Manhattan Projectrefused a Manhattan Projectrefused a Manhattan Project lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer  lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer  lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer  lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer ----
Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery notPrince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery notPrince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery notPrince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery not Vegas with  Vegas with  Vegas with  Vegas with 
Nude women! Nude women! Nude women! Nude women! 

5555----14141414----13 ANGELINA JOLIE But it is one I am very13 ANGELINA JOLIE But it is one I am very13 ANGELINA JOLIE But it is one I am very13 ANGELINA JOLIE But it is one I am very happy that I  happy that I  happy that I  happy that I 
made. My chances of developing breast cancer have dropped made. My chances of developing breast cancer have dropped made. My chances of developing breast cancer have dropped made. My chances of developing breast cancer have dropped 
from 87from 87from 87from 87 percent to under 5 percent. I can tell my children that  percent to under 5 percent. I can tell my children that  percent to under 5 percent. I can tell my children that  percent to under 5 percent. I can tell my children that 
they donthey donthey donthey don’’’’t need to feart need to feart need to feart need to fear they will lose me to breast cancer.  they will lose me to breast cancer.  they will lose me to breast cancer.  they will lose me to breast cancer. 

5555----14141414----13 My Medical Choice Breast13 My Medical Choice Breast13 My Medical Choice Breast13 My Medical Choice Breast Cancer ANGELINA JOLIE New  Cancer ANGELINA JOLIE New  Cancer ANGELINA JOLIE New  Cancer ANGELINA JOLIE New 
York Times Published: May 14, 2013 York Times Published: May 14, 2013 York Times Published: May 14, 2013 York Times Published: May 14, 2013 

ANGELINAANGELINAANGELINAANGELINA JOLIE MY MOTHER fought cancer for almost a decade  JOLIE MY MOTHER fought cancer for almost a decade  JOLIE MY MOTHER fought cancer for almost a decade  JOLIE MY MOTHER fought cancer for almost a decade 
and died at 56. She held outand died at 56. She held outand died at 56. She held outand died at 56. She held out long enough to meet the first of  long enough to meet the first of  long enough to meet the first of  long enough to meet the first of 
her grandchildren and to hold them in her arms.her grandchildren and to hold them in her arms.her grandchildren and to hold them in her arms.her grandchildren and to hold them in her arms. But my other  But my other  But my other  But my other 
children will never have the chance to know her and experience children will never have the chance to know her and experience children will never have the chance to know her and experience children will never have the chance to know her and experience 
howhowhowhow loving and gracious she was. We often speak of  loving and gracious she was. We often speak of  loving and gracious she was. We often speak of  loving and gracious she was. We often speak of ““““MommyMommyMommyMommy’’’’s s s s 
mommy,mommy,mommy,mommy,”””” and I findand I findand I findand I find myself trying to explain the illness that  myself trying to explain the illness that  myself trying to explain the illness that  myself trying to explain the illness that 
took her away from us. They have askedtook her away from us. They have askedtook her away from us. They have askedtook her away from us. They have asked if the same could  if the same could  if the same could  if the same could 
happen to me. I have always told them not to worry, but thehappen to me. I have always told them not to worry, but thehappen to me. I have always told them not to worry, but thehappen to me. I have always told them not to worry, but the
truth is I carry a truth is I carry a truth is I carry a truth is I carry a ““““faultyfaultyfaultyfaulty”””” gene, BRCA1, which sharply increases gene, BRCA1, which sharply increases gene, BRCA1, which sharply increases gene, BRCA1, which sharply increases 
my risk ofmy risk ofmy risk ofmy risk of developing breast cancer and ovarian cancer. My  developing breast cancer and ovarian cancer. My  developing breast cancer and ovarian cancer. My  developing breast cancer and ovarian cancer. My 
doctors estimated that I had andoctors estimated that I had andoctors estimated that I had andoctors estimated that I had an 87 percent risk of breast cancer  87 percent risk of breast cancer  87 percent risk of breast cancer  87 percent risk of breast cancer 
and a 50 percent risk of ovarian cancer,and a 50 percent risk of ovarian cancer,and a 50 percent risk of ovarian cancer,and a 50 percent risk of ovarian cancer, although the risk is  although the risk is  although the risk is  although the risk is 
different in the case of each woman. Only a fraction ofdifferent in the case of each woman. Only a fraction ofdifferent in the case of each woman. Only a fraction ofdifferent in the case of each woman. Only a fraction of breast  breast  breast  breast 
cancers result from an inherited gene mutation. Those with a cancers result from an inherited gene mutation. Those with a cancers result from an inherited gene mutation. Those with a cancers result from an inherited gene mutation. Those with a 
defect indefect indefect indefect in BRCA1 have a 65 percent risk of getting it, on average.  BRCA1 have a 65 percent risk of getting it, on average.  BRCA1 have a 65 percent risk of getting it, on average.  BRCA1 have a 65 percent risk of getting it, on average. 
Once I knew that thisOnce I knew that thisOnce I knew that thisOnce I knew that this was my reality, I decided to be proactive  was my reality, I decided to be proactive  was my reality, I decided to be proactive  was my reality, I decided to be proactive 
and to minimize the risk as much Iand to minimize the risk as much Iand to minimize the risk as much Iand to minimize the risk as much I could. I made a decision to  could. I made a decision to  could. I made a decision to  could. I made a decision to 
have a preventive double mastectomy. have a preventive double mastectomy. have a preventive double mastectomy. have a preventive double mastectomy. 

ANGELINA JOLIE I started with the breasts, as my risk ofANGELINA JOLIE I started with the breasts, as my risk ofANGELINA JOLIE I started with the breasts, as my risk ofANGELINA JOLIE I started with the breasts, as my risk of breast  breast  breast  breast 
cancer is higher than my risk of ovarian cancer, and the cancer is higher than my risk of ovarian cancer, and the cancer is higher than my risk of ovarian cancer, and the cancer is higher than my risk of ovarian cancer, and the 
surgery is moresurgery is moresurgery is moresurgery is more complex.  complex.  complex.  complex. 

ANGELINA JOLIE On April 27, I finished the three months ofANGELINA JOLIE On April 27, I finished the three months ofANGELINA JOLIE On April 27, I finished the three months ofANGELINA JOLIE On April 27, I finished the three months of
medical procedures that the mastectomies involved. During medical procedures that the mastectomies involved. During medical procedures that the mastectomies involved. During medical procedures that the mastectomies involved. During 
that time I have beenthat time I have beenthat time I have beenthat time I have been able to keep this private and to carry on  able to keep this private and to carry on  able to keep this private and to carry on  able to keep this private and to carry on 
with my work. with my work. with my work. with my work. 

ANGELINA JOLIE Breast cancer alone kills some 458,000 peopleANGELINA JOLIE Breast cancer alone kills some 458,000 peopleANGELINA JOLIE Breast cancer alone kills some 458,000 peopleANGELINA JOLIE Breast cancer alone kills some 458,000 people
each year, according to the World Health Organization, each year, according to the World Health Organization, each year, according to the World Health Organization, each year, according to the World Health Organization, 
mainly in lowmainly in lowmainly in lowmainly in low---- andandandand middle middle middle middle----income countries. It has got to be a income countries. It has got to be a income countries. It has got to be a income countries. It has got to be a 
priority. For any woman readingpriority. For any woman readingpriority. For any woman readingpriority. For any woman reading this, I hope it helps you to  this, I hope it helps you to  this, I hope it helps you to  this, I hope it helps you to 
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know you have options. But I am writing about itknow you have options. But I am writing about itknow you have options. But I am writing about itknow you have options. But I am writing about it now because I  now because I  now because I  now because I 
hope that other women can benefit from my experience. Cancer hope that other women can benefit from my experience. Cancer hope that other women can benefit from my experience. Cancer hope that other women can benefit from my experience. Cancer 
isisisis still a word that strikes fear into people still a word that strikes fear into people still a word that strikes fear into people still a word that strikes fear into people’’’’s hearts, producing a s hearts, producing a s hearts, producing a s hearts, producing a 
deep sense ofdeep sense ofdeep sense ofdeep sense of powerlessness. But today it is possible to find out  powerlessness. But today it is possible to find out  powerlessness. But today it is possible to find out  powerlessness. But today it is possible to find out 
through a blood test whetherthrough a blood test whetherthrough a blood test whetherthrough a blood test whether you are highly susceptible to  you are highly susceptible to  you are highly susceptible to  you are highly susceptible to 
breast and ovarian cancer, and then take action.breast and ovarian cancer, and then take action.breast and ovarian cancer, and then take action.breast and ovarian cancer, and then take action.

ANGELINA JOLIEI wanted to write this to tell other women that ANGELINA JOLIEI wanted to write this to tell other women that ANGELINA JOLIEI wanted to write this to tell other women that ANGELINA JOLIEI wanted to write this to tell other women that 
thethethethe decision to have a mastectomy was not easy. But it is one I  decision to have a mastectomy was not easy. But it is one I  decision to have a mastectomy was not easy. But it is one I  decision to have a mastectomy was not easy. But it is one I 
am very happy that Iam very happy that Iam very happy that Iam very happy that I made. My chances of developing breast  made. My chances of developing breast  made. My chances of developing breast  made. My chances of developing breast 
cancer have dropped from 87 percent tocancer have dropped from 87 percent tocancer have dropped from 87 percent tocancer have dropped from 87 percent to under 5 percent. I can  under 5 percent. I can  under 5 percent. I can  under 5 percent. I can 
tell my children that they dontell my children that they dontell my children that they dontell my children that they don’’’’t need to fear they willt need to fear they willt need to fear they willt need to fear they will lose me to  lose me to  lose me to  lose me to 
breast cancer. breast cancer. breast cancer. breast cancer. 

IIII can  can  can  can 

tell my children that they dontell my children that they dontell my children that they dontell my children that they don’’’’t need to fear they will lose me to t need to fear they will lose me to t need to fear they will lose me to t need to fear they will lose me to 
breastbreastbreastbreast cancer. Tell the world Greg + Wives in Key West are  cancer. Tell the world Greg + Wives in Key West are  cancer. Tell the world Greg + Wives in Key West are  cancer. Tell the world Greg + Wives in Key West are 
suppressed fromsuppressed fromsuppressed fromsuppressed from brainstorming 24/7 a Overnight Miracle Cure  brainstorming 24/7 a Overnight Miracle Cure  brainstorming 24/7 a Overnight Miracle Cure  brainstorming 24/7 a Overnight Miracle Cure 
via "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators invia "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators invia "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators invia "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators in NYC, Paris, London, Rome,  NYC, Paris, London, Rome,  NYC, Paris, London, Rome,  NYC, Paris, London, Rome, 
Vatican, Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West!Vatican, Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West!Vatican, Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West!Vatican, Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West!

5555----14141414----13 Angelina Jolie, who is genetically predisposed to 13 Angelina Jolie, who is genetically predisposed to 13 Angelina Jolie, who is genetically predisposed to 13 Angelina Jolie, who is genetically predisposed to 
develop breastdevelop breastdevelop breastdevelop breast cancer, revealed she recently underwent a  cancer, revealed she recently underwent a  cancer, revealed she recently underwent a  cancer, revealed she recently underwent a 
preventative double mastectomy and hadpreventative double mastectomy and hadpreventative double mastectomy and hadpreventative double mastectomy and had her breasts surgically  her breasts surgically  her breasts surgically  her breasts surgically 
reconstructed. And is at risk for ovarian cancer.reconstructed. And is at risk for ovarian cancer.reconstructed. And is at risk for ovarian cancer.reconstructed. And is at risk for ovarian cancer.

5555----14141414----13 Jolie, 37, finished three months of medical procedures 13 Jolie, 37, finished three months of medical procedures 13 Jolie, 37, finished three months of medical procedures 13 Jolie, 37, finished three months of medical procedures 
on Aprilon Aprilon Aprilon April 27, she wrote in an op 27, she wrote in an op 27, she wrote in an op 27, she wrote in an op----ed in Tuesdayed in Tuesdayed in Tuesdayed in Tuesday’’’’s New York Times. s New York Times. s New York Times. s New York Times. 

5555----11111111----13 Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery with a13 Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery with a13 Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery with a13 Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery with a
handwritten note honoring his handwritten note honoring his handwritten note honoring his handwritten note honoring his ““““comradescomradescomradescomrades----inininin----arms. Breastarms. Breastarms. Breastarms. Breast----
CancerCancerCancerCancer----Women causalitiesWomen causalitiesWomen causalitiesWomen causalities of 1776 British Miracle Cure!  of 1776 British Miracle Cure!  of 1776 British Miracle Cure!  of 1776 British Miracle Cure! 

5555----14141414----13 Prince Harry at Arlington National13 Prince Harry at Arlington National13 Prince Harry at Arlington National13 Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery spits on  Cemetery spits on  Cemetery spits on  Cemetery spits on 
40K dead women who died of breast cancer. 40K dead women who died of breast cancer. 40K dead women who died of breast cancer. 40K dead women who died of breast cancer. 
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5555----11111111----13 40K13 40K13 40K13 40K Dead Women in 2013 from Breast Cancer  Dead Women in 2013 from Breast Cancer  Dead Women in 2013 from Breast Cancer  Dead Women in 2013 from Breast Cancer ---- all were all were all were all were 
refused burial at Arlington byrefused burial at Arlington byrefused burial at Arlington byrefused burial at Arlington by the Pentagon and all were  the Pentagon and all were  the Pentagon and all were  the Pentagon and all were 
refused a Manhattan Project lead by Dr Nancyrefused a Manhattan Project lead by Dr Nancyrefused a Manhattan Project lead by Dr Nancyrefused a Manhattan Project lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer  Oppenheimer  Oppenheimer  Oppenheimer ----
Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery not Vegas with Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery not Vegas with Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery not Vegas with Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery not Vegas with 
NudeNudeNudeNude women!  women!  women!  women! 

5555----11111111----13 Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery spits on 13 Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery spits on 13 Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery spits on 13 Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery spits on 
40K40K40K40K dead women who died of breast cancer. Queen Elizabeth  dead women who died of breast cancer. Queen Elizabeth  dead women who died of breast cancer. Queen Elizabeth  dead women who died of breast cancer. Queen Elizabeth 
has $177 Trillion in BPhas $177 Trillion in BPhas $177 Trillion in BPhas $177 Trillion in BP Oil Money from the suppressing of the  Oil Money from the suppressing of the  Oil Money from the suppressing of the  Oil Money from the suppressing of the 
1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar.1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar.1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar.1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar.

5555----11111111----13 Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery with NBC 13 Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery with NBC 13 Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery with NBC 13 Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery with NBC 
News.comNews.comNews.comNews.com not in "PINK" Wearing his British Army uniform, NO  not in "PINK" Wearing his British Army uniform, NO  not in "PINK" Wearing his British Army uniform, NO  not in "PINK" Wearing his British Army uniform, NO 
Way A MD's White "PINK" CoatWay A MD's White "PINK" CoatWay A MD's White "PINK" CoatWay A MD's White "PINK" Coat ---- Prince Harry laid a wreath Prince Harry laid a wreath Prince Harry laid a wreath Prince Harry laid a wreath 
never thinking about 1 million dead Women withnever thinking about 1 million dead Women withnever thinking about 1 million dead Women withnever thinking about 1 million dead Women with Breast  Breast  Breast  Breast 
Cancer... Cancer... Cancer... Cancer... 

5555----11111111----13 Numb Nuts Dictator McCain with Prince13 Numb Nuts Dictator McCain with Prince13 Numb Nuts Dictator McCain with Prince13 Numb Nuts Dictator McCain with Prince Harry at  Harry at  Harry at  Harry at 
Arlington National Cemetery talking up War Stories, McCain Arlington National Cemetery talking up War Stories, McCain Arlington National Cemetery talking up War Stories, McCain Arlington National Cemetery talking up War Stories, McCain 
Shot downShot downShot downShot down over Hanoi... Harry never shot down but for Vegas  over Hanoi... Harry never shot down but for Vegas  over Hanoi... Harry never shot down but for Vegas  over Hanoi... Harry never shot down but for Vegas 
Women and Women who will dieWomen and Women who will dieWomen and Women who will dieWomen and Women who will die in 2014 of Breast Cancer!  in 2014 of Breast Cancer!  in 2014 of Breast Cancer!  in 2014 of Breast Cancer! 

Aliens Aliens Aliens Aliens ---------------------------------------- When McCain was shot down overWhen McCain was shot down overWhen McCain was shot down overWhen McCain was shot down over Hanoi******  Hanoi******  Hanoi******  Hanoi****** 
Now Greg + Wives will Brainstorm 1 invention to hear and or Now Greg + Wives will Brainstorm 1 invention to hear and or Now Greg + Wives will Brainstorm 1 invention to hear and or Now Greg + Wives will Brainstorm 1 invention to hear and or 
observeobserveobserveobserve Aliens at the Nearest Stars  Aliens at the Nearest Stars  Aliens at the Nearest Stars  Aliens at the Nearest Stars ---- War we can't lose like War we can't lose like War we can't lose like War we can't lose like 
McCain's Vietnam! War OnMcCain's Vietnam! War OnMcCain's Vietnam! War OnMcCain's Vietnam! War On Cancer was lost by McCain will be  Cancer was lost by McCain will be  Cancer was lost by McCain will be  Cancer was lost by McCain will be 
lost for the next few decades by McCain,lost for the next few decades by McCain,lost for the next few decades by McCain,lost for the next few decades by McCain, Kerry, Carter and his  Kerry, Carter and his  Kerry, Carter and his  Kerry, Carter and his 
wife... Bill + Melinda Gates and worst Paul McCartney +wife... Bill + Melinda Gates and worst Paul McCartney +wife... Bill + Melinda Gates and worst Paul McCartney +wife... Bill + Melinda Gates and worst Paul McCartney + now  now  now  now 
Prince Harry$ and BP Oil... Prince Harry$ and BP Oil... Prince Harry$ and BP Oil... Prince Harry$ and BP Oil... 

Aliens are at every star in thisAliens are at every star in thisAliens are at every star in thisAliens are at every star in this picture... this is not Top Secret or  picture... this is not Top Secret or  picture... this is not Top Secret or  picture... this is not Top Secret or 
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Classified just Off Limits by the Pentagon;Classified just Off Limits by the Pentagon;Classified just Off Limits by the Pentagon;Classified just Off Limits by the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders  killing 22 1st graders  killing 22 1st graders  killing 22 1st graders 
in Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from 9/11 when thein Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from 9/11 when thein Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from 9/11 when thein Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from 9/11 when the
Pentagon buried not in Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at Pentagon buried not in Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at Pentagon buried not in Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at Pentagon buried not in Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at 
the Start of Desertthe Start of Desertthe Start of Desertthe Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the New Mexico  Storm they were buried in the New Mexico  Storm they were buried in the New Mexico  Storm they were buried in the New Mexico 
desert! So the Generals could killdesert! So the Generals could killdesert! So the Generals could killdesert! So the Generals could kill Muslims!  Muslims!  Muslims!  Muslims! 

5555----11111111----13 Dr Susan Love has leukemia, Dr Susan Love refused13 Dr Susan Love has leukemia, Dr Susan Love refused13 Dr Susan Love has leukemia, Dr Susan Love refused13 Dr Susan Love has leukemia, Dr Susan Love refused to  to  to  to 
gain control of Los Alamos, Greg + Wives to Brainstorm a gain control of Los Alamos, Greg + Wives to Brainstorm a gain control of Los Alamos, Greg + Wives to Brainstorm a gain control of Los Alamos, Greg + Wives to Brainstorm a 
Overnight MiracleOvernight MiracleOvernight MiracleOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Greg + Wives know $1  Cure for Breast Cancer! Greg + Wives know $1  Cure for Breast Cancer! Greg + Wives know $1  Cure for Breast Cancer! Greg + Wives know $1 
Trillion in IBM Supercomputers soldTrillion in IBM Supercomputers soldTrillion in IBM Supercomputers soldTrillion in IBM Supercomputers sold to Los Alamos since 1980  to Los Alamos since 1980  to Los Alamos since 1980  to Los Alamos since 1980 
are required along with all the SWF's and or MWF's atare required along with all the SWF's and or MWF's atare required along with all the SWF's and or MWF's atare required along with all the SWF's and or MWF's at Los  Los  Los  Los 
Alamos who will help rename their Manhattan Project... the Alamos who will help rename their Manhattan Project... the Alamos who will help rename their Manhattan Project... the Alamos who will help rename their Manhattan Project... the 
"New Manhattan"New Manhattan"New Manhattan"New Manhattan Project for the Overnight Cure of Breast  Project for the Overnight Cure of Breast  Project for the Overnight Cure of Breast  Project for the Overnight Cure of Breast 
Cancer" lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer!Cancer" lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer!Cancer" lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer!Cancer" lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer! And Greg will cheer on  And Greg will cheer on  And Greg will cheer on  And Greg will cheer on 
Dr Nancy every morning! In a legal Polygamous MarriageDr Nancy every morning! In a legal Polygamous MarriageDr Nancy every morning! In a legal Polygamous MarriageDr Nancy every morning! In a legal Polygamous Marriage that  that  that  that 
brainstorms 24/7 for Race For The Cure! brainstorms 24/7 for Race For The Cure! brainstorms 24/7 for Race For The Cure! brainstorms 24/7 for Race For The Cure! 

5555----7777----13 Happy Birthday13 Happy Birthday13 Happy Birthday13 Happy Birthday Dr Nancy Snyderman her book  Dr Nancy Snyderman her book  Dr Nancy Snyderman her book  Dr Nancy Snyderman her book 
““““Necessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary Journeys”””” was the inspiration for thiswas the inspiration for thiswas the inspiration for thiswas the inspiration for this Happy Birthday  Happy Birthday  Happy Birthday  Happy Birthday 
Rx intended for 15 Billion People on Earth! Rx intended for 15 Billion People on Earth! Rx intended for 15 Billion People on Earth! Rx intended for 15 Billion People on Earth! 

5555----7777----13 Happy13 Happy13 Happy13 Happy Birthday Realizations, Advice, Stories, Lecture,  Birthday Realizations, Advice, Stories, Lecture,  Birthday Realizations, Advice, Stories, Lecture,  Birthday Realizations, Advice, Stories, Lecture, 
Necessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary Journeys

5555----7777----13 Happy Birthday Observing the Next Discovery, and 13 Happy Birthday Observing the Next Discovery, and 13 Happy Birthday Observing the Next Discovery, and 13 Happy Birthday Observing the Next Discovery, and 
Miracle CuresMiracle CuresMiracle CuresMiracle Cures this Year  this Year  this Year  this Year 

5555----7777----13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People will Celebrate a13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People will Celebrate a13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People will Celebrate a13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People will Celebrate a
Birthday With You Birthday With You Birthday With You Birthday With You 

Aliens are at every star in this picture...Aliens are at every star in this picture...Aliens are at every star in this picture...Aliens are at every star in this picture... this is not Top Secret or  this is not Top Secret or  this is not Top Secret or  this is not Top Secret or 
Classified just Off Limits by the Pentagon; killing 22Classified just Off Limits by the Pentagon; killing 22Classified just Off Limits by the Pentagon; killing 22Classified just Off Limits by the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders  1st graders  1st graders  1st graders 
in Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from 9/11 when the in Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from 9/11 when the in Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from 9/11 when the in Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from 9/11 when the 
PentagonPentagonPentagonPentagon buried not in Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at  buried not in Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at  buried not in Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at  buried not in Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at 
the Start of Desert Stormthe Start of Desert Stormthe Start of Desert Stormthe Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the New Mexico  they were buried in the New Mexico  they were buried in the New Mexico  they were buried in the New Mexico 
desert! So the Generals could kill Muslims!desert! So the Generals could kill Muslims!desert! So the Generals could kill Muslims!desert! So the Generals could kill Muslims!
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Happy Birthday, Doctors Cause of Death... Test youHappy Birthday, Doctors Cause of Death... Test youHappy Birthday, Doctors Cause of Death... Test youHappy Birthday, Doctors Cause of Death... Test you didn didn didn didn’’’’t Cheat t Cheat t Cheat t Cheat 
On! You Passed! On! You Passed! On! You Passed! On! You Passed! 

Happy Birthday, Pondering Thoughts, YourHappy Birthday, Pondering Thoughts, YourHappy Birthday, Pondering Thoughts, YourHappy Birthday, Pondering Thoughts, Your Body is 98% H2O Rx  Body is 98% H2O Rx  Body is 98% H2O Rx  Body is 98% H2O Rx 
Memory Pill is worth Trillions Memory Pill is worth Trillions Memory Pill is worth Trillions Memory Pill is worth Trillions 

Happy Birthday, YouHappy Birthday, YouHappy Birthday, YouHappy Birthday, You Ask Your Wife to Brainstorm with you how  Ask Your Wife to Brainstorm with you how  Ask Your Wife to Brainstorm with you how  Ask Your Wife to Brainstorm with you how 
Gravity is Generated Gravity is Generated Gravity is Generated Gravity is Generated 

HappyHappyHappyHappy Birthday, Your Cheerleader Wives Cheer you on to Save  Birthday, Your Cheerleader Wives Cheer you on to Save  Birthday, Your Cheerleader Wives Cheer you on to Save  Birthday, Your Cheerleader Wives Cheer you on to Save 
Women, From OJ ClonesWomen, From OJ ClonesWomen, From OJ ClonesWomen, From OJ Clones

Happy Birthday, Los Alamos is Never Mentioned in the book Happy Birthday, Los Alamos is Never Mentioned in the book Happy Birthday, Los Alamos is Never Mentioned in the book Happy Birthday, Los Alamos is Never Mentioned in the book 
““““NecessaryNecessaryNecessaryNecessary Journeys Journeys Journeys Journeys””””

Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, ““““Necessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary Journeys”””” One is what is the NextOne is what is the NextOne is what is the NextOne is what is the Next
City after Hiroshima and Nagasaki? City after Hiroshima and Nagasaki? City after Hiroshima and Nagasaki? City after Hiroshima and Nagasaki? 

Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, ““““Necessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary Journeys”””” Sandy Beaches to read + Sandy Beaches to read + Sandy Beaches to read + Sandy Beaches to read + 
write and now Sandy 1st Graders Shot Dead write and now Sandy 1st Graders Shot Dead write and now Sandy 1st Graders Shot Dead write and now Sandy 1st Graders Shot Dead 
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HappyHappyHappyHappy Birthday,  Birthday,  Birthday,  Birthday, ““““Necessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary Journeys”””” GE GE GE GE –––– GMC GMC GMC GMC –––– IBM IBM IBM IBM –––– Pfizer Pfizer Pfizer Pfizer ––––
NobelNobelNobelNobel’’’’s Nitro, BP Oils Nitro, BP Oils Nitro, BP Oils Nitro, BP Oil

Happy Birthday, WiveHappy Birthday, WiveHappy Birthday, WiveHappy Birthday, Wive’’’’s Necessary Rx Perfumes, décolleté low cut s Necessary Rx Perfumes, décolleté low cut s Necessary Rx Perfumes, décolleté low cut s Necessary Rx Perfumes, décolleté low cut 
belowbelowbelowbelow the Neck Line  the Neck Line  the Neck Line  the Neck Line 

Happy Birthday, War on Cancer Was Lost with Vietnam, Iraq,Happy Birthday, War on Cancer Was Lost with Vietnam, Iraq,Happy Birthday, War on Cancer Was Lost with Vietnam, Iraq,Happy Birthday, War on Cancer Was Lost with Vietnam, Iraq,
Afghan, PakistanAfghan, PakistanAfghan, PakistanAfghan, Pakistan’’’’s CIA Payoffs! s CIA Payoffs! s CIA Payoffs! s CIA Payoffs! 

Happy Birthday, End to the War onHappy Birthday, End to the War onHappy Birthday, End to the War onHappy Birthday, End to the War on Cancer, Necessary Journey +  Cancer, Necessary Journey +  Cancer, Necessary Journey +  Cancer, Necessary Journey + 
Muslim Muslim Muslim Muslim ““““BostonBostonBostonBoston”””” Bombings Bombings Bombings Bombings 

Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday, $100 and a New Car  $100 and a New Car  $100 and a New Car  $100 and a New Car –––– Mecca Now Had $177 Mecca Now Had $177 Mecca Now Had $177 Mecca Now Had $177 
Trillion from last Birthdays$Trillion from last Birthdays$Trillion from last Birthdays$Trillion from last Birthdays$

Happy Birthday, Enormous Amount of Money, And Women CanHappy Birthday, Enormous Amount of Money, And Women CanHappy Birthday, Enormous Amount of Money, And Women CanHappy Birthday, Enormous Amount of Money, And Women Can’’’’t t t t 
own A Car!own A Car!own A Car!own A Car!

Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, ““““Prohibition LostProhibition LostProhibition LostProhibition Lost”””” “ “ “ “Life In ParadiseLife In ParadiseLife In ParadiseLife In Paradise”””” in Key in Key in Key in Key 
WestWestWestWest Carnival Breeze in Port  Carnival Breeze in Port  Carnival Breeze in Port  Carnival Breeze in Port 

Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, You Ask YourHappy Birthday, Happy Birthday, You Ask YourHappy Birthday, Happy Birthday, You Ask YourHappy Birthday, Happy Birthday, You Ask Your Wife to  Wife to  Wife to  Wife to 
Brainstorm with you End To Violence Against Women! Brainstorm with you End To Violence Against Women! Brainstorm with you End To Violence Against Women! Brainstorm with you End To Violence Against Women! 

HappyHappyHappyHappy Birthday, Cheerleader Wives Chant We Can Inspire Your  Birthday, Cheerleader Wives Chant We Can Inspire Your  Birthday, Cheerleader Wives Chant We Can Inspire Your  Birthday, Cheerleader Wives Chant We Can Inspire Your 
Brainstorming This Cure!Brainstorming This Cure!Brainstorming This Cure!Brainstorming This Cure!

Happy Birthday, Necessary Rx Perfumes and kissing décolleté Happy Birthday, Necessary Rx Perfumes and kissing décolleté Happy Birthday, Necessary Rx Perfumes and kissing décolleté Happy Birthday, Necessary Rx Perfumes and kissing décolleté 
Ear to ManyEar to ManyEar to ManyEar to Many Wives Heartbeat  Wives Heartbeat  Wives Heartbeat  Wives Heartbeat 

Happy Birthday, Horsing Around, Doctor Patients HomeworkHappy Birthday, Horsing Around, Doctor Patients HomeworkHappy Birthday, Horsing Around, Doctor Patients HomeworkHappy Birthday, Horsing Around, Doctor Patients Homework
Life + Death on YouTube Life + Death on YouTube Life + Death on YouTube Life + Death on YouTube 

Happy Birthday, Scam, Universe Started with theHappy Birthday, Scam, Universe Started with theHappy Birthday, Scam, Universe Started with theHappy Birthday, Scam, Universe Started with the Big Bang  Big Bang  Big Bang  Big Bang –––– No! No! No! No! 
Matter NobelMatter NobelMatter NobelMatter Nobel’’’’s Nitro! s Nitro! s Nitro! s Nitro! 

Happy Birthday, Read Happy Birthday, Read Happy Birthday, Read Happy Birthday, Read ““““NecessaryNecessaryNecessaryNecessary Journeys Journeys Journeys Journeys”””” by Dr. Nancy by Dr. Nancy by Dr. Nancy by Dr. Nancy 
Snyderman Snyderman Snyderman Snyderman 

Happy Birthday, Read Happy Birthday, Read Happy Birthday, Read Happy Birthday, Read ““““Before the BigBefore the BigBefore the BigBefore the Big Bang Bang Bang Bang”””” Edition written Edition written Edition written Edition written 
before 1990 before 1990 before 1990 before 1990 

Happy Birthday, Learn Happy Birthday, Learn Happy Birthday, Learn Happy Birthday, Learn ““““Anatomy +Anatomy +Anatomy +Anatomy + Physiology Physiology Physiology Physiology””””

Happy Birthday, eharmony.com A Day To Invent Something toHappy Birthday, eharmony.com A Day To Invent Something toHappy Birthday, eharmony.com A Day To Invent Something toHappy Birthday, eharmony.com A Day To Invent Something to
Marry a Woman Doctor Marry a Woman Doctor Marry a Woman Doctor Marry a Woman Doctor 

Happy Birthday, Women, Wives, Shopping List 1915Happy Birthday, Women, Wives, Shopping List 1915Happy Birthday, Women, Wives, Shopping List 1915Happy Birthday, Women, Wives, Shopping List 1915
Greatgrandmothers endless Chores in 2013 are WomenGreatgrandmothers endless Chores in 2013 are WomenGreatgrandmothers endless Chores in 2013 are WomenGreatgrandmothers endless Chores in 2013 are Women’’’’s Wives, s Wives, s Wives, s Wives, 
list of 1,001list of 1,001list of 1,001list of 1,001 Invention Projects in mind in reading thinking in  Invention Projects in mind in reading thinking in  Invention Projects in mind in reading thinking in  Invention Projects in mind in reading thinking in 
random thoughts.... thinkingrandom thoughts.... thinkingrandom thoughts.... thinkingrandom thoughts.... thinking of one  of one  of one  of one ““““EurekaEurekaEurekaEureka”””” –––– Match with a Match with a Match with a Match with a 
Invention Project, or Discover for the WifeInvention Project, or Discover for the WifeInvention Project, or Discover for the WifeInvention Project, or Discover for the Wife’’’’ssss Nobel.  Nobel.  Nobel.  Nobel. 

Happy Birthday, Earnest Hemingway + Martha Gellhorn, she Happy Birthday, Earnest Hemingway + Martha Gellhorn, she Happy Birthday, Earnest Hemingway + Martha Gellhorn, she Happy Birthday, Earnest Hemingway + Martha Gellhorn, she 
hadhadhadhad Murderous Thoughts, read her book!  Murderous Thoughts, read her book!  Murderous Thoughts, read her book!  Murderous Thoughts, read her book! ““““Travels with Myself Travels with Myself Travels with Myself Travels with Myself 
and Anotherand Anotherand Anotherand Another””””!!!!

Happy Birthday, Letting Women Learn how to invent, with a Happy Birthday, Letting Women Learn how to invent, with a Happy Birthday, Letting Women Learn how to invent, with a Happy Birthday, Letting Women Learn how to invent, with a 
Shopping ListShopping ListShopping ListShopping List of 1,001 Invention Projects.  of 1,001 Invention Projects.  of 1,001 Invention Projects.  of 1,001 Invention Projects. 

Happy Birthday, Medical CorrespondentsHappy Birthday, Medical CorrespondentsHappy Birthday, Medical CorrespondentsHappy Birthday, Medical Correspondents rewrite Today In  rewrite Today In  rewrite Today In  rewrite Today In 
History, To How Many Will Be Diagnosed for this or thatHistory, To How Many Will Be Diagnosed for this or thatHistory, To How Many Will Be Diagnosed for this or thatHistory, To How Many Will Be Diagnosed for this or that Today...  Today...  Today...  Today... 
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Staggering Statistics! Staggering Statistics! Staggering Statistics! Staggering Statistics! 

Happy Birthday, Dogs at the BirthdayHappy Birthday, Dogs at the BirthdayHappy Birthday, Dogs at the BirthdayHappy Birthday, Dogs at the Birthday Party will bite a little girl  Party will bite a little girl  Party will bite a little girl  Party will bite a little girl 
in the face... worst case scenario but statisticsin the face... worst case scenario but statisticsin the face... worst case scenario but statisticsin the face... worst case scenario but statistics should warn her  should warn her  should warn her  should warn her 
Mother! Mother! Mother! Mother! 

Happy Birthday, Monthly Bleeding can signalHappy Birthday, Monthly Bleeding can signalHappy Birthday, Monthly Bleeding can signalHappy Birthday, Monthly Bleeding can signal Different  Different  Different  Different 
Statistics you can learn from Life! Statistics you can learn from Life! Statistics you can learn from Life! Statistics you can learn from Life! 

Happy Birthday, AmbitionsHappy Birthday, AmbitionsHappy Birthday, AmbitionsHappy Birthday, Ambitions written out like a Shopping List or  written out like a Shopping List or  written out like a Shopping List or  written out like a Shopping List or 
1,001 Invention Projects 1,001 Invention Projects 1,001 Invention Projects 1,001 Invention Projects 

HappyHappyHappyHappy Birthday, Women Need Rescuing from every  Birthday, Women Need Rescuing from every  Birthday, Women Need Rescuing from every  Birthday, Women Need Rescuing from every ““““WomenWomenWomenWomen’’’’s s s s 
ShelterShelterShelterShelter”””” in every City andin every City andin every City andin every City and Town in the USA  Town in the USA  Town in the USA  Town in the USA 

Happy Birthday, Women Need Dash Cams + Living Room CamsHappy Birthday, Women Need Dash Cams + Living Room CamsHappy Birthday, Women Need Dash Cams + Living Room CamsHappy Birthday, Women Need Dash Cams + Living Room Cams
and Big Brother Watching Out For Her! and Big Brother Watching Out For Her! and Big Brother Watching Out For Her! and Big Brother Watching Out For Her! 

Happy Birthday, 2013 Big BrotherHappy Birthday, 2013 Big BrotherHappy Birthday, 2013 Big BrotherHappy Birthday, 2013 Big Brother is Watching, But Not  is Watching, But Not  is Watching, But Not  is Watching, But Not 
Watching Out For You! Watching Out For You! Watching Out For You! Watching Out For You! 

Happy Birthday, 2013 MedicalHappy Birthday, 2013 MedicalHappy Birthday, 2013 MedicalHappy Birthday, 2013 Medical School is Free if you are a Muslim  School is Free if you are a Muslim  School is Free if you are a Muslim  School is Free if you are a Muslim 
in Mecca$ in Mecca$ in Mecca$ in Mecca$ 

Happy Birthday, 2013 BigHappy Birthday, 2013 BigHappy Birthday, 2013 BigHappy Birthday, 2013 Big Brother is Watching, But Not  Brother is Watching, But Not  Brother is Watching, But Not  Brother is Watching, But Not 
Watching Out For You! Watching Out For You! Watching Out For You! Watching Out For You! 

Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday, Lesley Stahl + 60 Minutes can Lesley Stahl + 60 Minutes can Lesley Stahl + 60 Minutes can Lesley Stahl + 60 Minutes can’’’’t t t t ““““TouchTouchTouchTouch”””” Greg + Greg + Greg + Greg + 
Wives Brainstorming!Wives Brainstorming!Wives Brainstorming!Wives Brainstorming!

Happy Birthday, Lesley Stahl will be invited to the Wedding if Happy Birthday, Lesley Stahl will be invited to the Wedding if Happy Birthday, Lesley Stahl will be invited to the Wedding if Happy Birthday, Lesley Stahl will be invited to the Wedding if 
the Drthe Drthe Drthe Dr Says yes Greg!  Says yes Greg!  Says yes Greg!  Says yes Greg! 

Happy Birthday, Lesley reporting from Mecca, Muslim MenHappy Birthday, Lesley reporting from Mecca, Muslim MenHappy Birthday, Lesley reporting from Mecca, Muslim MenHappy Birthday, Lesley reporting from Mecca, Muslim Men’’’’ssss
Heaven is written in the Koran Heaven is written in the Koran Heaven is written in the Koran Heaven is written in the Koran 

Happy Birthday, Hell has to be the nameHappy Birthday, Hell has to be the nameHappy Birthday, Hell has to be the nameHappy Birthday, Hell has to be the name of a Galaxy, seeing  of a Galaxy, seeing  of a Galaxy, seeing  of a Galaxy, seeing 
there are 1 Trillion Galaxies! there are 1 Trillion Galaxies! there are 1 Trillion Galaxies! there are 1 Trillion Galaxies! 

Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday, ““““Before The Big BangBefore The Big BangBefore The Big BangBefore The Big Bang”””” will be the Discovery of will be the Discovery of will be the Discovery of will be the Discovery of 
2013 2013 2013 2013 

Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday, Crisis of 40K dead from Breast Cancer in 2013  Crisis of 40K dead from Breast Cancer in 2013  Crisis of 40K dead from Breast Cancer in 2013  Crisis of 40K dead from Breast Cancer in 2013 

Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday, Opportunity Insist that your MD Wives  Opportunity Insist that your MD Wives  Opportunity Insist that your MD Wives  Opportunity Insist that your MD Wives 
Brainstorm 24/7 every day before 2014Brainstorm 24/7 every day before 2014Brainstorm 24/7 every day before 2014Brainstorm 24/7 every day before 2014 Statistics start the  Statistics start the  Statistics start the  Statistics start the 
deadly count to 40k dead women from Breast Cancerdeadly count to 40k dead women from Breast Cancerdeadly count to 40k dead women from Breast Cancerdeadly count to 40k dead women from Breast Cancer

Happy Birthday, Gift Card To Your Dentists... gift has to be from Happy Birthday, Gift Card To Your Dentists... gift has to be from Happy Birthday, Gift Card To Your Dentists... gift has to be from Happy Birthday, Gift Card To Your Dentists... gift has to be from 
youryouryouryour Husband or Wife, grin!  Husband or Wife, grin!  Husband or Wife, grin!  Husband or Wife, grin! 

Happy Birthday, Gift of 1 Trillion Fish in theHappy Birthday, Gift of 1 Trillion Fish in theHappy Birthday, Gift of 1 Trillion Fish in theHappy Birthday, Gift of 1 Trillion Fish in the Oceans waits for  Oceans waits for  Oceans waits for  Oceans waits for 
Big Brother to Feed the Fish Big Brother to Feed the Fish Big Brother to Feed the Fish Big Brother to Feed the Fish 

Happy Birthday, HemingwayHappy Birthday, HemingwayHappy Birthday, HemingwayHappy Birthday, Hemingway Beach in Key West + Futuristic  Beach in Key West + Futuristic  Beach in Key West + Futuristic  Beach in Key West + Futuristic 
Invention Packed Hemingway Writing Classes waitsInvention Packed Hemingway Writing Classes waitsInvention Packed Hemingway Writing Classes waitsInvention Packed Hemingway Writing Classes waits for Big  for Big  for Big  for Big 
Brother to Brother to Brother to Brother to ““““Sober UpSober UpSober UpSober Up”””” and stop killing 1st Graders with Drones!and stop killing 1st Graders with Drones!and stop killing 1st Graders with Drones!and stop killing 1st Graders with Drones!

Happy Birthday, WomenHappy Birthday, WomenHappy Birthday, WomenHappy Birthday, Women’’’’s Revolution that lets Women Drink s Revolution that lets Women Drink s Revolution that lets Women Drink s Revolution that lets Women Drink 
and Drive...and Drive...and Drive...and Drive...

Happy Birthday, In Mecca not a Single Women will Every Drive Happy Birthday, In Mecca not a Single Women will Every Drive Happy Birthday, In Mecca not a Single Women will Every Drive Happy Birthday, In Mecca not a Single Women will Every Drive 
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a Car,a Car,a Car,a Car, Gasoline or ElectricWindmillCar!  Gasoline or ElectricWindmillCar!  Gasoline or ElectricWindmillCar!  Gasoline or ElectricWindmillCar! 

Happy Birthday, Prohibition that couldHappy Birthday, Prohibition that couldHappy Birthday, Prohibition that couldHappy Birthday, Prohibition that could work in 2013 is  work in 2013 is  work in 2013 is  work in 2013 is 
““““ProhibitionProhibitionProhibitionProhibition”””” From Driving Drunk From Driving Drunk From Driving Drunk From Driving Drunk 

Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday, Marriage Posing a Quandary  Marriage Posing a Quandary  Marriage Posing a Quandary  Marriage Posing a Quandary –––– Polygamous Polygamous Polygamous Polygamous 
Marriage to Brainstorm 24/7Marriage to Brainstorm 24/7Marriage to Brainstorm 24/7Marriage to Brainstorm 24/7

Happy Birthday, Prenuptial agreement to Let Ourselves Learn Happy Birthday, Prenuptial agreement to Let Ourselves Learn Happy Birthday, Prenuptial agreement to Let Ourselves Learn Happy Birthday, Prenuptial agreement to Let Ourselves Learn 
How ToHow ToHow ToHow To Invent Miracle Cures and Discoveries that Change the  Invent Miracle Cures and Discoveries that Change the  Invent Miracle Cures and Discoveries that Change the  Invent Miracle Cures and Discoveries that Change the 
World... Win A Nobel HardWorld... Win A Nobel HardWorld... Win A Nobel HardWorld... Win A Nobel Hard Hat is Black Humor From Big  Hat is Black Humor From Big  Hat is Black Humor From Big  Hat is Black Humor From Big 
Brother! Brother! Brother! Brother! 

Happy Birthday, Germ Carriers, atHappy Birthday, Germ Carriers, atHappy Birthday, Germ Carriers, atHappy Birthday, Germ Carriers, at Publix Grocery Store + in the  Publix Grocery Store + in the  Publix Grocery Store + in the  Publix Grocery Store + in the 
Hospital Waiting Rooms Hospital Waiting Rooms Hospital Waiting Rooms Hospital Waiting Rooms 

Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday, Statistics on the Rape of women who will  Statistics on the Rape of women who will  Statistics on the Rape of women who will  Statistics on the Rape of women who will 
become Doctors, You have to read herbecome Doctors, You have to read herbecome Doctors, You have to read herbecome Doctors, You have to read her book...  book...  book...  book... ““““Necessary Necessary Necessary Necessary 
Journeys!Journeys!Journeys!Journeys!””””

Happy Birthday, Last Page of the Dr.Happy Birthday, Last Page of the Dr.Happy Birthday, Last Page of the Dr.Happy Birthday, Last Page of the Dr.’’’’ssss Book She write we must  Book She write we must  Book She write we must  Book She write we must 
get Affordable Health Insurance and Hospital Cost. Meccaget Affordable Health Insurance and Hospital Cost. Meccaget Affordable Health Insurance and Hospital Cost. Meccaget Affordable Health Insurance and Hospital Cost. Mecca has  has  has  has 
free Medical Schools World Wide from the Worst Holocaust free Medical Schools World Wide from the Worst Holocaust free Medical Schools World Wide from the Worst Holocaust free Medical Schools World Wide from the Worst Holocaust –––– 390 390 390 390 
MillionMillionMillionMillion People have died since the 1980 Invention of the  People have died since the 1980 Invention of the  People have died since the 1980 Invention of the  People have died since the 1980 Invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar...ElectricWindmillCar...ElectricWindmillCar...ElectricWindmillCar...

Happy Birthday, Fog, is Smog in Beijing Peking, 20 million 200 Happy Birthday, Fog, is Smog in Beijing Peking, 20 million 200 Happy Birthday, Fog, is Smog in Beijing Peking, 20 million 200 Happy Birthday, Fog, is Smog in Beijing Peking, 20 million 200 
millionmillionmillionmillion when Earth when Earth when Earth when Earth’’’’s Population Reaches 15 Billion... s Population Reaches 15 Billion... s Population Reaches 15 Billion... s Population Reaches 15 Billion... 

Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday, http://www.medgadget.com/ Surgerygadget  http://www.medgadget.com/ Surgerygadget  http://www.medgadget.com/ Surgerygadget  http://www.medgadget.com/ Surgerygadget 
spin offs, And Yes We Need NASA Spacespin offs, And Yes We Need NASA Spacespin offs, And Yes We Need NASA Spacespin offs, And Yes We Need NASA Space Suits for everyone in the  Suits for everyone in the  Suits for everyone in the  Suits for everyone in the 
Hospital Hospital Hospital Hospital 

Happy Birthday, Fleet of 970Happy Birthday, Fleet of 970Happy Birthday, Fleet of 970Happy Birthday, Fleet of 970 Helicopter Combines will Feed 15  Helicopter Combines will Feed 15  Helicopter Combines will Feed 15  Helicopter Combines will Feed 15 
Billion with the Billion with the Billion with the Billion with the ““““TinTinTinTin”””” can reinvented, alongcan reinvented, alongcan reinvented, alongcan reinvented, along with 1,001  with 1,001  with 1,001  with 1,001 
preservative Inventions! preservative Inventions! preservative Inventions! preservative Inventions! 

Happy Birthday, Numb Nuts DictatorsHappy Birthday, Numb Nuts DictatorsHappy Birthday, Numb Nuts DictatorsHappy Birthday, Numb Nuts Dictators Have Birthday Have Birthday Have Birthday Have Birthday’’’’s Too s Too s Too s Too 

Happy Birthday, Mad Dog JewHappy Birthday, Mad Dog JewHappy Birthday, Mad Dog JewHappy Birthday, Mad Dog Jew’’’’s Showing Their Teeth,s Showing Their Teeth,s Showing Their Teeth,s Showing Their Teeth, When 3  When 3  When 3  When 3 
Billion People Need Dentures and $7 Trillion in Dental Work Billion People Need Dentures and $7 Trillion in Dental Work Billion People Need Dentures and $7 Trillion in Dental Work Billion People Need Dentures and $7 Trillion in Dental Work 
Bankrupt theBankrupt theBankrupt theBankrupt the Jews Bombing Syria the Last 3 Nights!  Jews Bombing Syria the Last 3 Nights!  Jews Bombing Syria the Last 3 Nights!  Jews Bombing Syria the Last 3 Nights! 

5555----7777----13 Happy Birthday, soon 1513 Happy Birthday, soon 1513 Happy Birthday, soon 1513 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People will Celebrate a  Billion People will Celebrate a  Billion People will Celebrate a  Billion People will Celebrate a 
Birthday With You Birthday With You Birthday With You Birthday With You 

5555----7777----13 Happy Birthday,13 Happy Birthday,13 Happy Birthday,13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People will Celebrate a  soon 15 Billion People will Celebrate a  soon 15 Billion People will Celebrate a  soon 15 Billion People will Celebrate a 
Birthday With You Birthday With You Birthday With You Birthday With You 

5555----7777----13 Happy13 Happy13 Happy13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People will Celebrate a  Birthday, soon 15 Billion People will Celebrate a  Birthday, soon 15 Billion People will Celebrate a  Birthday, soon 15 Billion People will Celebrate a 
Birthday With You, All will beBirthday With You, All will beBirthday With You, All will beBirthday With You, All will be in Perfect Health and have a  in Perfect Health and have a  in Perfect Health and have a  in Perfect Health and have a 
Beautify Sexy White Teeth to Smile + Flirt!Beautify Sexy White Teeth to Smile + Flirt!Beautify Sexy White Teeth to Smile + Flirt!Beautify Sexy White Teeth to Smile + Flirt!

5555----7777----13 Happy Birthday Dr Nancy Snyderman her book13 Happy Birthday Dr Nancy Snyderman her book13 Happy Birthday Dr Nancy Snyderman her book13 Happy Birthday Dr Nancy Snyderman her book
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““““Necessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary Journeys”””” was the inspiration for this Happy Birthday was the inspiration for this Happy Birthday was the inspiration for this Happy Birthday was the inspiration for this Happy Birthday 
Rx intended forRx intended forRx intended forRx intended for 15 Billion People on Earth!  15 Billion People on Earth!  15 Billion People on Earth!  15 Billion People on Earth! 

I write 1 page Handwritten at Mallory PierI write 1 page Handwritten at Mallory PierI write 1 page Handwritten at Mallory PierI write 1 page Handwritten at Mallory Pier with the Carnival  with the Carnival  with the Carnival  with the Carnival 
Ship Breeze Docked then type up the 1st draft. When I get aShip Breeze Docked then type up the 1st draft. When I get aShip Breeze Docked then type up the 1st draft. When I get aShip Breeze Docked then type up the 1st draft. When I get a few  few  few  few 
wives we will edit this Happy Birthday Card to 15 Billion People. wives we will edit this Happy Birthday Card to 15 Billion People. wives we will edit this Happy Birthday Card to 15 Billion People. wives we will edit this Happy Birthday Card to 15 Billion People. 
TimeTimeTimeTime Capsule Card.  Capsule Card.  Capsule Card.  Capsule Card. 
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Send cash or check to..... GregSend cash or check to..... GregSend cash or check to..... GregSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl  Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl  Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl  Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 
33041 33041 33041 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082

http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos

CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE -------------------- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index----2 2 2 2 
IIII edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely...
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Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest Earth  Stars Nearest Earth  Stars Nearest Earth  Stars Nearest Earth 

Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

WolfWolfWolfWolf 359 7.6  359 7.6  359 7.6  359 7.6 

Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 
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Sirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light years

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 

Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B8B8B8B 8.9  8.9  8.9  8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 light years  years  years  years 

Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 

Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years 

AliensAliensAliensAliens are at every star in this picture... this is not Top Secret or  are at every star in this picture... this is not Top Secret or  are at every star in this picture... this is not Top Secret or  are at every star in this picture... this is not Top Secret or 
Classified justClassified justClassified justClassified just Off Limits by the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders  Off Limits by the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders  Off Limits by the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders  Off Limits by the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders 
in Afghanistan with Dronesin Afghanistan with Dronesin Afghanistan with Dronesin Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from 9/11 when the  for revenge from 9/11 when the  for revenge from 9/11 when the  for revenge from 9/11 when the 
Pentagon buried not in Arlington 50KPentagon buried not in Arlington 50KPentagon buried not in Arlington 50KPentagon buried not in Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at  ElectricWindmillCars at  ElectricWindmillCars at  ElectricWindmillCars at 
the Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the Newthe Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the Newthe Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the Newthe Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the New Mexico Mexico Mexico Mexico 
desert! So the Generals could kill Muslims! desert! So the Generals could kill Muslims! desert! So the Generals could kill Muslims! desert! So the Generals could kill Muslims! 
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New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO GREG'S 1ST VIDEO GREG'S 1ST VIDEO GREG'S 1ST VIDEO 
HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl  West Fl  West Fl  West Fl 
33041 33041 33041 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos

CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE -------------------- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index----2 2 2 2 
IIII edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

5555----3333----13 9/11 Star with Aliens, raised13 9/11 Star with Aliens, raised13 9/11 Star with Aliens, raised13 9/11 Star with Aliens, raised to 1,776 to 1,776 to 1,776 to 1,776’’’’ of NYC's Freedom of NYC's Freedom of NYC's Freedom of NYC's Freedom 
Tower Today!! 1980 to 2013 Holocaust via Oil... EraTower Today!! 1980 to 2013 Holocaust via Oil... EraTower Today!! 1980 to 2013 Holocaust via Oil... EraTower Today!! 1980 to 2013 Holocaust via Oil... Era of greed for  of greed for  of greed for  of greed for 
$177 Trillion in oil revenues won out over the 1980$177 Trillion in oil revenues won out over the 1980$177 Trillion in oil revenues won out over the 1980$177 Trillion in oil revenues won out over the 1980
ElectricWindmillCar Invention! It crashed and burned when BP ElectricWindmillCar Invention! It crashed and burned when BP ElectricWindmillCar Invention! It crashed and burned when BP ElectricWindmillCar Invention! It crashed and burned when BP 
Oil Men tossedOil Men tossedOil Men tossedOil Men tossed Gasoline Bombs from the LA freeways overpass!  Gasoline Bombs from the LA freeways overpass!  Gasoline Bombs from the LA freeways overpass!  Gasoline Bombs from the LA freeways overpass! 
NASA has Top Secret clearance!NASA has Top Secret clearance!NASA has Top Secret clearance!NASA has Top Secret clearance! "Newborn Aliens" 4 light years  "Newborn Aliens" 4 light years  "Newborn Aliens" 4 light years  "Newborn Aliens" 4 light years 
from Earth were abandoned by NASA for $177from Earth were abandoned by NASA for $177from Earth were abandoned by NASA for $177from Earth were abandoned by NASA for $177 Trillion in BP Oil  Trillion in BP Oil  Trillion in BP Oil  Trillion in BP Oil 
bribes and gov. perks! Road Rage "Crash + Burn" screaming atbribes and gov. perks! Road Rage "Crash + Burn" screaming atbribes and gov. perks! Road Rage "Crash + Burn" screaming atbribes and gov. perks! Road Rage "Crash + Burn" screaming at
Greg over a "Pencil" Illegal Aliens always refuse the free Greg over a "Pencil" Illegal Aliens always refuse the free Greg over a "Pencil" Illegal Aliens always refuse the free Greg over a "Pencil" Illegal Aliens always refuse the free 
vaccination in thevaccination in thevaccination in thevaccination in the USA when Mexico's $177 Trillion was spent by  USA when Mexico's $177 Trillion was spent by  USA when Mexico's $177 Trillion was spent by  USA when Mexico's $177 Trillion was spent by 
the highest "Class", on the "Upperthe highest "Class", on the "Upperthe highest "Class", on the "Upperthe highest "Class", on the "Upper Class" only! Bush used his share  Class" only! Bush used his share  Class" only! Bush used his share  Class" only! Bush used his share 
of the $177 Trillion to kill 22 1st graders viaof the $177 Trillion to kill 22 1st graders viaof the $177 Trillion to kill 22 1st graders viaof the $177 Trillion to kill 22 1st graders via MIT designed  MIT designed  MIT designed  MIT designed 
Drones, French "Total" is The French Owned Oil Company!$Drones, French "Total" is The French Owned Oil Company!$Drones, French "Total" is The French Owned Oil Company!$Drones, French "Total" is The French Owned Oil Company!$
Untouchable New French Revolution! "Untouchables" New Untouchable New French Revolution! "Untouchables" New Untouchable New French Revolution! "Untouchables" New Untouchable New French Revolution! "Untouchables" New 
England Journal ofEngland Journal ofEngland Journal ofEngland Journal of Medicine refuses to publish links to help you  Medicine refuses to publish links to help you  Medicine refuses to publish links to help you  Medicine refuses to publish links to help you 
get started invent a cure all +get started invent a cure all +get started invent a cure all +get started invent a cure all + Leprosy! 1,001 other diseases and  Leprosy! 1,001 other diseases and  Leprosy! 1,001 other diseases and  Leprosy! 1,001 other diseases and 
no links at NEJM. NY Times article Today onno links at NEJM. NY Times article Today onno links at NEJM. NY Times article Today onno links at NEJM. NY Times article Today on tracking down  tracking down  tracking down  tracking down 
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several types of cancer's DNA... MD said this will be used 200several types of cancer's DNA... MD said this will be used 200several types of cancer's DNA... MD said this will be used 200several types of cancer's DNA... MD said this will be used 200
years from Today! This MD must know our Numb Nuts Dictators, years from Today! This MD must know our Numb Nuts Dictators, years from Today! This MD must know our Numb Nuts Dictators, years from Today! This MD must know our Numb Nuts Dictators, 
McCain, Kerry,McCain, Kerry,McCain, Kerry,McCain, Kerry, Kennedy, Hillary will be successful in stifling a  Kennedy, Hillary will be successful in stifling a  Kennedy, Hillary will be successful in stifling a  Kennedy, Hillary will be successful in stifling a 
Rx Overnight Miracle cure forRx Overnight Miracle cure forRx Overnight Miracle cure forRx Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer for the next 200  Breast Cancer for the next 200  Breast Cancer for the next 200  Breast Cancer for the next 200 
years. Greg + Wives can brainstorm a Miracleyears. Greg + Wives can brainstorm a Miracleyears. Greg + Wives can brainstorm a Miracleyears. Greg + Wives can brainstorm a Miracle Breast Cancer  Breast Cancer  Breast Cancer  Breast Cancer 
cure 24/7 for the 40K women who will die in 2014 as we will getcure 24/7 for the 40K women who will die in 2014 as we will getcure 24/7 for the 40K women who will die in 2014 as we will getcure 24/7 for the 40K women who will die in 2014 as we will get
the cure for Breast Cancer by Christmas Day 2013... Jews will be the cure for Breast Cancer by Christmas Day 2013... Jews will be the cure for Breast Cancer by Christmas Day 2013... Jews will be the cure for Breast Cancer by Christmas Day 2013... Jews will be 
Mad as Hell tooMad as Hell tooMad as Hell tooMad as Hell too as Greg + Wives are on their Target List to  as Greg + Wives are on their Target List to  as Greg + Wives are on their Target List to  as Greg + Wives are on their Target List to 
Assassinate if the USA ever givesAssassinate if the USA ever givesAssassinate if the USA ever givesAssassinate if the USA ever gives them the "Green" light. Mad Dog  them the "Green" light. Mad Dog  them the "Green" light. Mad Dog  them the "Green" light. Mad Dog 
Jew's showing their teeth when 3 billion peopleJew's showing their teeth when 3 billion peopleJew's showing their teeth when 3 billion peopleJew's showing their teeth when 3 billion people need free  need free  need free  need free 
Dentures and 7 trillion dollars worth of dental work. "Red" Dentures and 7 trillion dollars worth of dental work. "Red" Dentures and 7 trillion dollars worth of dental work. "Red" Dentures and 7 trillion dollars worth of dental work. "Red" 
light oflight oflight oflight of Obama is Chemical Warfare... Pentagon will record all  Obama is Chemical Warfare... Pentagon will record all  Obama is Chemical Warfare... Pentagon will record all  Obama is Chemical Warfare... Pentagon will record all 
video and audio of ourvideo and audio of ourvideo and audio of ourvideo and audio of our 24/7 brainstorming as if we get close to  24/7 brainstorming as if we get close to  24/7 brainstorming as if we get close to  24/7 brainstorming as if we get close to 
a Lobotomy Gas A Bomb a Lobotomy Gas A Bomb a Lobotomy Gas A Bomb a Lobotomy Gas A Bomb ---- Greg will getGreg will getGreg will getGreg will get 72 wives in Heaven if you  72 wives in Heaven if you  72 wives in Heaven if you  72 wives in Heaven if you 
believe the Muslims! Humor was on "Today" Show Obamabelieve the Muslims! Humor was on "Today" Show Obamabelieve the Muslims! Humor was on "Today" Show Obamabelieve the Muslims! Humor was on "Today" Show Obama joke he  joke he  joke he  joke he 
was a Muslim Socialists at a China dinner. Chinese women was a Muslim Socialists at a China dinner. Chinese women was a Muslim Socialists at a China dinner. Chinese women was a Muslim Socialists at a China dinner. Chinese women 
interview sayinterview sayinterview sayinterview say Humor is OK... I will show these 2 Chinese women  Humor is OK... I will show these 2 Chinese women  Humor is OK... I will show these 2 Chinese women  Humor is OK... I will show these 2 Chinese women 
Officer Jason with wife andOfficer Jason with wife andOfficer Jason with wife andOfficer Jason with wife and daughter!  daughter!  daughter!  daughter! 

CopCopCopCop burned in a  burned in a  burned in a  burned in a 

fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York Times! fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York Times! fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York Times! fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York Times! 

IIII will show these 2 Chinese women Officer Jason with wife and  will show these 2 Chinese women Officer Jason with wife and  will show these 2 Chinese women Officer Jason with wife and  will show these 2 Chinese women Officer Jason with wife and 
daughter, look atdaughter, look atdaughter, look atdaughter, look at his burnt face from being rearended,  his burnt face from being rearended,  his burnt face from being rearended,  his burnt face from being rearended, 
bursting his cop car in flames. MIT copbursting his cop car in flames. MIT copbursting his cop car in flames. MIT copbursting his cop car in flames. MIT cop shot by the Russian  shot by the Russian  shot by the Russian  shot by the Russian 
Boston Marathon Bombers made Headlines in the NY Times,Boston Marathon Bombers made Headlines in the NY Times,Boston Marathon Bombers made Headlines in the NY Times,Boston Marathon Bombers made Headlines in the NY Times,
Officer Jason with wife and baby, his burnt face will not be on Officer Jason with wife and baby, his burnt face will not be on Officer Jason with wife and baby, his burnt face will not be on Officer Jason with wife and baby, his burnt face will not be on 
the front pagethe front pagethe front pagethe front page of the New York Times until the New French  of the New York Times until the New French  of the New York Times until the New French  of the New York Times until the New French 
Revolution is successful! Revolution is successful! Revolution is successful! Revolution is successful! 
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5555----3333----13 1980 ElectricWindmillCar was scraped by Jimmy Carter,13 1980 ElectricWindmillCar was scraped by Jimmy Carter,13 1980 ElectricWindmillCar was scraped by Jimmy Carter,13 1980 ElectricWindmillCar was scraped by Jimmy Carter,
wife Roslyn and all the Kennedy Men are the Numb Nuts wife Roslyn and all the Kennedy Men are the Numb Nuts wife Roslyn and all the Kennedy Men are the Numb Nuts wife Roslyn and all the Kennedy Men are the Numb Nuts 
Dictators + more WorldDictators + more WorldDictators + more WorldDictators + more World Wide!! Tallest + Richest $177 Trillion  Wide!! Tallest + Richest $177 Trillion  Wide!! Tallest + Richest $177 Trillion  Wide!! Tallest + Richest $177 Trillion 
"Men" in the World are Muslims Men in"Men" in the World are Muslims Men in"Men" in the World are Muslims Men in"Men" in the World are Muslims Men in (UAE) United Arab  (UAE) United Arab  (UAE) United Arab  (UAE) United Arab 
Emirates, they have the tallest building, built byEmirates, they have the tallest building, built byEmirates, they have the tallest building, built byEmirates, they have the tallest building, built by Frenchmen....  Frenchmen....  Frenchmen....  Frenchmen.... 
no New French Revolution... Burj Khalifa is the tallest buildingno New French Revolution... Burj Khalifa is the tallest buildingno New French Revolution... Burj Khalifa is the tallest buildingno New French Revolution... Burj Khalifa is the tallest building
in the world, and the magnificent centerpiece of Downtown in the world, and the magnificent centerpiece of Downtown in the world, and the magnificent centerpiece of Downtown in the world, and the magnificent centerpiece of Downtown 
Dubai, Muslim own andDubai, Muslim own andDubai, Muslim own andDubai, Muslim own and paid by $4 gasoline sold by Jews +  paid by $4 gasoline sold by Jews +  paid by $4 gasoline sold by Jews +  paid by $4 gasoline sold by Jews + 
Christians... CIA is behind the stories theChristians... CIA is behind the stories theChristians... CIA is behind the stories theChristians... CIA is behind the stories the Christian Science  Christian Science  Christian Science  Christian Science 
Monitor Newspaper writes!! ABC Disney Owned and ABC NightlyMonitor Newspaper writes!! ABC Disney Owned and ABC NightlyMonitor Newspaper writes!! ABC Disney Owned and ABC NightlyMonitor Newspaper writes!! ABC Disney Owned and ABC Nightly
News with Diane Sawyer, you can see the torture in her face... News with Diane Sawyer, you can see the torture in her face... News with Diane Sawyer, you can see the torture in her face... News with Diane Sawyer, you can see the torture in her face... 
gasoline exhaustgasoline exhaustgasoline exhaustgasoline exhaust pollution of childhood cancers she has to  pollution of childhood cancers she has to  pollution of childhood cancers she has to  pollution of childhood cancers she has to 
report they are caused by genetics!!!report they are caused by genetics!!!report they are caused by genetics!!!report they are caused by genetics!!! They are caused by  They are caused by  They are caused by  They are caused by 
gasoline exhaust pollution is the truth and 84% believegasoline exhaust pollution is the truth and 84% believegasoline exhaust pollution is the truth and 84% believegasoline exhaust pollution is the truth and 84% believe this!!  this!!  this!!  this!! 

5555----3333----13 Greg + Wives are still Invention POW's 13 Greg + Wives are still Invention POW's 13 Greg + Wives are still Invention POW's 13 Greg + Wives are still Invention POW's ---- POW McCain  POW McCain  POW McCain  POW McCain 
mademademademade this Top Secret Classified as he wants his revenge from  this Top Secret Classified as he wants his revenge from  this Top Secret Classified as he wants his revenge from  this Top Secret Classified as he wants his revenge from 
Vietnam Era in his andVietnam Era in his andVietnam Era in his andVietnam Era in his and Kerry's Gasoline Holocaust Era without  Kerry's Gasoline Holocaust Era without  Kerry's Gasoline Holocaust Era without  Kerry's Gasoline Holocaust Era without 
the public knowing who the Mastermindsthe public knowing who the Mastermindsthe public knowing who the Mastermindsthe public knowing who the Masterminds are who stifle 24/7  are who stifle 24/7  are who stifle 24/7  are who stifle 24/7 
brainstorming the cure for 1,001 different cancers, mostbrainstorming the cure for 1,001 different cancers, mostbrainstorming the cure for 1,001 different cancers, mostbrainstorming the cure for 1,001 different cancers, most caused  caused  caused  caused 
via red meat, lunch meat, alcohol, and of course gasoline via red meat, lunch meat, alcohol, and of course gasoline via red meat, lunch meat, alcohol, and of course gasoline via red meat, lunch meat, alcohol, and of course gasoline 
exhaustexhaustexhaustexhaust pollution!! 1,610 Teachers changed failing grades to  pollution!! 1,610 Teachers changed failing grades to  pollution!! 1,610 Teachers changed failing grades to  pollution!! 1,610 Teachers changed failing grades to 
passing... same thing ispassing... same thing ispassing... same thing ispassing... same thing is going on now with Numb Nuts Dictators  going on now with Numb Nuts Dictators  going on now with Numb Nuts Dictators  going on now with Numb Nuts Dictators 
World Wide. Mecca needs to be Nuked withWorld Wide. Mecca needs to be Nuked withWorld Wide. Mecca needs to be Nuked withWorld Wide. Mecca needs to be Nuked with the  the  the  the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era. 400 Million Americans have been ElectricWindmillCar Era. 400 Million Americans have been ElectricWindmillCar Era. 400 Million Americans have been ElectricWindmillCar Era. 400 Million Americans have been 
screwed out of freescrewed out of freescrewed out of freescrewed out of free medical care, free and mandatory  medical care, free and mandatory  medical care, free and mandatory  medical care, free and mandatory 
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University for HS kids, and HS kids wereUniversity for HS kids, and HS kids wereUniversity for HS kids, and HS kids wereUniversity for HS kids, and HS kids were cheated out of Cadavers  cheated out of Cadavers  cheated out of Cadavers  cheated out of Cadavers 
and learning how to spell and pronounce all Medicaland learning how to spell and pronounce all Medicaland learning how to spell and pronounce all Medicaland learning how to spell and pronounce all Medical Terms,  Terms,  Terms,  Terms, 
names of all the disease and surgery operations! Bill and names of all the disease and surgery operations! Bill and names of all the disease and surgery operations! Bill and names of all the disease and surgery operations! Bill and 
Melinda GatesMelinda GatesMelinda GatesMelinda Gates are just 2 of the Gasoline Holocaust Masterminds,  are just 2 of the Gasoline Holocaust Masterminds,  are just 2 of the Gasoline Holocaust Masterminds,  are just 2 of the Gasoline Holocaust Masterminds, 
Hillary and Bill Clinton are 2Hillary and Bill Clinton are 2Hillary and Bill Clinton are 2Hillary and Bill Clinton are 2 more!! These 4 with McCain +  more!! These 4 with McCain +  more!! These 4 with McCain +  more!! These 4 with McCain + 
Kerry will let 100 American Kids die a torturousKerry will let 100 American Kids die a torturousKerry will let 100 American Kids die a torturousKerry will let 100 American Kids die a torturous death left in a  death left in a  death left in a  death left in a 
Hot Car in the Summer of 2013 Hot Car in the Summer of 2013 Hot Car in the Summer of 2013 Hot Car in the Summer of 2013 ---- CIA and FBI will document  CIA and FBI will document  CIA and FBI will document  CIA and FBI will document 
this!this!this!this! Another 40K American Women will die a torturous death  Another 40K American Women will die a torturous death  Another 40K American Women will die a torturous death  Another 40K American Women will die a torturous death 
from breast cancer in 2013from breast cancer in 2013from breast cancer in 2013from breast cancer in 2013 hidden from the front page of the  hidden from the front page of the  hidden from the front page of the  hidden from the front page of the 
New York Times along with all the OfficerNew York Times along with all the OfficerNew York Times along with all the OfficerNew York Times along with all the Officer Jason's burned and  Jason's burned and  Jason's burned and  Jason's burned and 
burned to death in fiery LA Wrecks Letterman and Leno driveburned to death in fiery LA Wrecks Letterman and Leno driveburned to death in fiery LA Wrecks Letterman and Leno driveburned to death in fiery LA Wrecks Letterman and Leno drive by  by  by  by 
without stopping to help as they got BP Oil money perks$ without stopping to help as they got BP Oil money perks$ without stopping to help as they got BP Oil money perks$ without stopping to help as they got BP Oil money perks$ 

UnitedUnitedUnitedUnited Arab Emirates free Health Care, $177 Trillion in oil  Arab Emirates free Health Care, $177 Trillion in oil  Arab Emirates free Health Care, $177 Trillion in oil  Arab Emirates free Health Care, $177 Trillion in oil 
revenues bought Organs forrevenues bought Organs forrevenues bought Organs forrevenues bought Organs for Organ Transplants and Bush was  Organ Transplants and Bush was  Organ Transplants and Bush was  Organ Transplants and Bush was 
the Pimp, Yes Sex slaves are abused and killed inthe Pimp, Yes Sex slaves are abused and killed inthe Pimp, Yes Sex slaves are abused and killed inthe Pimp, Yes Sex slaves are abused and killed in this Holocaust  this Holocaust  this Holocaust  this Holocaust 
Era of Gasoline suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era of 1,001Era of Gasoline suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era of 1,001Era of Gasoline suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era of 1,001Era of Gasoline suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era of 1,001
inventions and discoveries, Gravity Generation and Aliens at inventions and discoveries, Gravity Generation and Aliens at inventions and discoveries, Gravity Generation and Aliens at inventions and discoveries, Gravity Generation and Aliens at 
the Nearest Starsthe Nearest Starsthe Nearest Starsthe Nearest Stars was never built by Kerry, McCain, Bush, Hillary  was never built by Kerry, McCain, Bush, Hillary  was never built by Kerry, McCain, Bush, Hillary  was never built by Kerry, McCain, Bush, Hillary 
this was is a "War Crime" "Crimethis was is a "War Crime" "Crimethis was is a "War Crime" "Crimethis was is a "War Crime" "Crime Against Humanity" "Crime  Against Humanity" "Crime  Against Humanity" "Crime  Against Humanity" "Crime 
Against the Universe" Paradise Lost in Key West TodayAgainst the Universe" Paradise Lost in Key West TodayAgainst the Universe" Paradise Lost in Key West TodayAgainst the Universe" Paradise Lost in Key West Today is the Yale  is the Yale  is the Yale  is the Yale 
Key West Medical School built on Eiffel Tower Structures!!Key West Medical School built on Eiffel Tower Structures!!Key West Medical School built on Eiffel Tower Structures!!Key West Medical School built on Eiffel Tower Structures!!
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Failed Humanity because of Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide Failed Humanity because of Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide Failed Humanity because of Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide Failed Humanity because of Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide 
areareareare alcoholics, drunk on $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!$  alcoholics, drunk on $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!$  alcoholics, drunk on $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!$  alcoholics, drunk on $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!$ 

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO 
HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w
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4444----24242424----13 FBI, CIA + George Bush Presidential Library13 FBI, CIA + George Bush Presidential Library13 FBI, CIA + George Bush Presidential Library13 FBI, CIA + George Bush Presidential Library and  and  and  and 
Museum Grand Opening TODAY! CIA, FBI analysis is... Grand Museum Grand Opening TODAY! CIA, FBI analysis is... Grand Museum Grand Opening TODAY! CIA, FBI analysis is... Grand Museum Grand Opening TODAY! CIA, FBI analysis is... Grand 
Opening ShouldOpening ShouldOpening ShouldOpening Should Have Been for a "Presidential Medical School...  Have Been for a "Presidential Medical School...  Have Been for a "Presidential Medical School...  Have Been for a "Presidential Medical School... 
"Yale (Key West) Medical"Yale (Key West) Medical"Yale (Key West) Medical"Yale (Key West) Medical School"... Bush + No Child Left Behind  School"... Bush + No Child Left Behind  School"... Bush + No Child Left Behind  School"... Bush + No Child Left Behind 
was the catalyst for 1,610 Teachers andwas the catalyst for 1,610 Teachers andwas the catalyst for 1,610 Teachers andwas the catalyst for 1,610 Teachers and Principles to change  Principles to change  Principles to change  Principles to change 
failed test scores to passing to get $500K Bonus for eachfailed test scores to passing to get $500K Bonus for eachfailed test scores to passing to get $500K Bonus for eachfailed test scores to passing to get $500K Bonus for each
Principle. Worst the FBI, CIA are working on a "USA National Principle. Worst the FBI, CIA are working on a "USA National Principle. Worst the FBI, CIA are working on a "USA National Principle. Worst the FBI, CIA are working on a "USA National 
Public Libraries"Public Libraries"Public Libraries"Public Libraries" in every City and Town were 1 Billion  in every City and Town were 1 Billion  in every City and Town were 1 Billion  in every City and Town were 1 Billion 
American Citizens can search every Book +American Citizens can search every Book +American Citizens can search every Book +American Citizens can search every Book + Every Medical Article  Every Medical Article  Every Medical Article  Every Medical Article 
ever written, and read the Book + New England Journal ofever written, and read the Book + New England Journal ofever written, and read the Book + New England Journal ofever written, and read the Book + New England Journal of
Medicine for Free! Few of the 1,610 who changed failed grades Medicine for Free! Few of the 1,610 who changed failed grades Medicine for Free! Few of the 1,610 who changed failed grades Medicine for Free! Few of the 1,610 who changed failed grades 
to passing wereto passing wereto passing wereto passing were Yale Medical School Professors, knowing these  Yale Medical School Professors, knowing these  Yale Medical School Professors, knowing these  Yale Medical School Professors, knowing these 
failed MD's will kill, murderfailed MD's will kill, murderfailed MD's will kill, murderfailed MD's will kill, murder patients with their mistakes! Bully  patients with their mistakes! Bully  patients with their mistakes! Bully  patients with their mistakes! Bully 
Bush is Feared more than God by Pope FrancesBush is Feared more than God by Pope FrancesBush is Feared more than God by Pope FrancesBush is Feared more than God by Pope Frances and Yale  and Yale  and Yale  and Yale 
Medical School Professors. FBI + CIA can confirm this! Obama Medical School Professors. FBI + CIA can confirm this! Obama Medical School Professors. FBI + CIA can confirm this! Obama Medical School Professors. FBI + CIA can confirm this! Obama 
yesterdayyesterdayyesterdayyesterday in the White House with Student Inventors praised one  in the White House with Student Inventors praised one  in the White House with Student Inventors praised one  in the White House with Student Inventors praised one 
with a bike, when thewith a bike, when thewith a bike, when thewith a bike, when the rider peddles it turns a wheel that cleans  rider peddles it turns a wheel that cleans  rider peddles it turns a wheel that cleans  rider peddles it turns a wheel that cleans 
H2O... 1 Billion people in Kenya andH2O... 1 Billion people in Kenya andH2O... 1 Billion people in Kenya andH2O... 1 Billion people in Kenya and Africa would have clean  Africa would have clean  Africa would have clean  Africa would have clean 
H2O today if 1 Trillion Cans of Hydrogen at H2O today if 1 Trillion Cans of Hydrogen at H2O today if 1 Trillion Cans of Hydrogen at H2O today if 1 Trillion Cans of Hydrogen at ----254 C were254 C were254 C were254 C were on the  on the  on the  on the 
NASA assembly line, as Bush didn't use any of his $177 Trillion NASA assembly line, as Bush didn't use any of his $177 Trillion NASA assembly line, as Bush didn't use any of his $177 Trillion NASA assembly line, as Bush didn't use any of his $177 Trillion 
in BP Oilin BP Oilin BP Oilin BP Oil Revenues since the 1980 invention of the  Revenues since the 1980 invention of the  Revenues since the 1980 invention of the  Revenues since the 1980 invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar to buy $1 TrillionElectricWindmillCar to buy $1 TrillionElectricWindmillCar to buy $1 TrillionElectricWindmillCar to buy $1 Trillion NASA Manufactured cans  NASA Manufactured cans  NASA Manufactured cans  NASA Manufactured cans 
of H at of H at of H at of H at ----254 C that can do a lot more than just provide 1254 C that can do a lot more than just provide 1254 C that can do a lot more than just provide 1254 C that can do a lot more than just provide 1 billion  billion  billion  billion 
people in Kenya and Africa "Ice Cold Clean Water". FBI, CIA + people in Kenya and Africa "Ice Cold Clean Water". FBI, CIA + people in Kenya and Africa "Ice Cold Clean Water". FBI, CIA + people in Kenya and Africa "Ice Cold Clean Water". FBI, CIA + 
GeorgeGeorgeGeorgeGeorge Bush Presidential Library and Museum Grand Opening  Bush Presidential Library and Museum Grand Opening  Bush Presidential Library and Museum Grand Opening  Bush Presidential Library and Museum Grand Opening ----
is a "1984" Scam! Worstis a "1984" Scam! Worstis a "1984" Scam! Worstis a "1984" Scam! Worst case scenarios via CIA, FBI analysis is...  case scenarios via CIA, FBI analysis is...  case scenarios via CIA, FBI analysis is...  case scenarios via CIA, FBI analysis is... 
Grand Opening Should Have Been for aGrand Opening Should Have Been for aGrand Opening Should Have Been for aGrand Opening Should Have Been for a "Yale (Key West)  "Yale (Key West)  "Yale (Key West)  "Yale (Key West) 
Medical School" designed futuristically with surgery assemblyMedical School" designed futuristically with surgery assemblyMedical School" designed futuristically with surgery assemblyMedical School" designed futuristically with surgery assembly
lines and everyone in a NASA space suit! GE Hospital lines and everyone in a NASA space suit! GE Hospital lines and everyone in a NASA space suit! GE Hospital lines and everyone in a NASA space suit! GE Hospital 
Commercial with "No WaitingCommercial with "No WaitingCommercial with "No WaitingCommercial with "No Waiting Rooms"  Rooms"  Rooms"  Rooms" ---- Waiting Rooms Were Waiting Rooms Were Waiting Rooms Were Waiting Rooms Were 
Designed + Programmed into Every Kaiser Hospital byDesigned + Programmed into Every Kaiser Hospital byDesigned + Programmed into Every Kaiser Hospital byDesigned + Programmed into Every Kaiser Hospital by Kaiser  Kaiser  Kaiser  Kaiser 
MD's looking out for Kaiser MD's not You waiting for the Coup MD's looking out for Kaiser MD's not You waiting for the Coup MD's looking out for Kaiser MD's not You waiting for the Coup MD's looking out for Kaiser MD's not You waiting for the Coup 
D'Etat toD'Etat toD'Etat toD'Etat to put a end to BP Oil Holocaust! Does Bush really think  put a end to BP Oil Holocaust! Does Bush really think  put a end to BP Oil Holocaust! Does Bush really think  put a end to BP Oil Holocaust! Does Bush really think 
MD's who really didn'tMD's who really didn'tMD's who really didn'tMD's who really didn't pass will wash their hands!! Come to work  pass will wash their hands!! Come to work  pass will wash their hands!! Come to work  pass will wash their hands!! Come to work 
as a MD sick!! You do the math, Bushas a MD sick!! You do the math, Bushas a MD sick!! You do the math, Bushas a MD sick!! You do the math, Bush is a "Stupid Criminal"!! PS  is a "Stupid Criminal"!! PS  is a "Stupid Criminal"!! PS  is a "Stupid Criminal"!! PS 
Sitting in a waiting room next to someone who isSitting in a waiting room next to someone who isSitting in a waiting room next to someone who isSitting in a waiting room next to someone who is sick,  sick,  sick,  sick, 
contagious... Kaiser MD's knew this all the time!! contagious... Kaiser MD's knew this all the time!! contagious... Kaiser MD's knew this all the time!! contagious... Kaiser MD's knew this all the time!! 

4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance... Dash Cam with audio in every13 FBI surveillance... Dash Cam with audio in every13 FBI surveillance... Dash Cam with audio in every13 FBI surveillance... Dash Cam with audio in every 2013  2013  2013  2013 
ElectricWindmillCar. ElectricWindmillCar. ElectricWindmillCar. ElectricWindmillCar. 

4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar +13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar +13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar +13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + Tamerlan. Cell GPS  Tamerlan. Cell GPS  Tamerlan. Cell GPS  Tamerlan. Cell GPS 
tracked + caught them! Cell GPS tracking should be a Free addtracked + caught them! Cell GPS tracking should be a Free addtracked + caught them! Cell GPS tracking should be a Free addtracked + caught them! Cell GPS tracking should be a Free add
on from Verizon for everyone, not just the FBI. As it would save on from Verizon for everyone, not just the FBI. As it would save on from Verizon for everyone, not just the FBI. As it would save on from Verizon for everyone, not just the FBI. As it would save 
100's of lives100's of lives100's of lives100's of lives every day, month, year!  every day, month, year!  every day, month, year!  every day, month, year! 

4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance doesn't include... Hell13 FBI surveillance doesn't include... Hell13 FBI surveillance doesn't include... Hell13 FBI surveillance doesn't include... Hell No! Ability too  No! Ability too  No! Ability too  No! Ability too 
record this call! Wives like Mary Kennedy tortured to hangrecord this call! Wives like Mary Kennedy tortured to hangrecord this call! Wives like Mary Kennedy tortured to hangrecord this call! Wives like Mary Kennedy tortured to hang
herself in the Kennedy Barn would have all Kennedy's herself in the Kennedy Barn would have all Kennedy's herself in the Kennedy Barn would have all Kennedy's herself in the Kennedy Barn would have all Kennedy's 
threatening tormentsthreatening tormentsthreatening tormentsthreatening torments recorded on her cell! FBI could save 1K  recorded on her cell! FBI could save 1K  recorded on her cell! FBI could save 1K  recorded on her cell! FBI could save 1K 
womens lives in the rest of 2013 bywomens lives in the rest of 2013 bywomens lives in the rest of 2013 bywomens lives in the rest of 2013 by making this Cell feature Free  making this Cell feature Free  making this Cell feature Free  making this Cell feature Free 
from Verizon! from Verizon! from Verizon! from Verizon! 

4444----21212121----13 F.B.I. did not find13 F.B.I. did not find13 F.B.I. did not find13 F.B.I. did not find any terrorism activity, domestic or  any terrorism activity, domestic or  any terrorism activity, domestic or  any terrorism activity, domestic or 
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foreign Observing ,foreign Observing ,foreign Observing ,foreign Observing ,”””” on BP Oil... FBIon BP Oil... FBIon BP Oil... FBIon BP Oil... FBI surveillance only found  surveillance only found  surveillance only found  surveillance only found 
$177 Trillion in Oil Holocaust Money in Swiss Banks$177 Trillion in Oil Holocaust Money in Swiss Banks$177 Trillion in Oil Holocaust Money in Swiss Banks$177 Trillion in Oil Holocaust Money in Swiss Banks
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance Dash Cam in every 201313 FBI surveillance Dash Cam in every 201313 FBI surveillance Dash Cam in every 201313 FBI surveillance Dash Cam in every 2013
ElectricWindmillCar, 2 cam's 1 looking where you are driving ElectricWindmillCar, 2 cam's 1 looking where you are driving ElectricWindmillCar, 2 cam's 1 looking where you are driving ElectricWindmillCar, 2 cam's 1 looking where you are driving 
one looking insideone looking insideone looking insideone looking inside the car with audio of course. Wifi and Cell  the car with audio of course. Wifi and Cell  the car with audio of course. Wifi and Cell  the car with audio of course. Wifi and Cell 
connection so cop car behind you canconnection so cop car behind you canconnection so cop car behind you canconnection so cop car behind you can observe what's going on  observe what's going on  observe what's going on  observe what's going on 
and of course video tape it. FBI watched Greg get thisand of course video tape it. FBI watched Greg get thisand of course video tape it. FBI watched Greg get thisand of course video tape it. FBI watched Greg get this invention  invention  invention  invention 
idea years and years ago, and let the Numb Nuts Dictators of idea years and years ago, and let the Numb Nuts Dictators of idea years and years ago, and let the Numb Nuts Dictators of idea years and years ago, and let the Numb Nuts Dictators of 
the USAthe USAthe USAthe USA suppress it.  suppress it.  suppress it.  suppress it. 

4444----21212121----13 Video cameras played a critical role in helping13 Video cameras played a critical role in helping13 Video cameras played a critical role in helping13 Video cameras played a critical role in helping
authorities track suspects in this week's Boston bombings. Now authorities track suspects in this week's Boston bombings. Now authorities track suspects in this week's Boston bombings. Now authorities track suspects in this week's Boston bombings. Now 
calls forcalls forcalls forcalls for increased camera surveillance in the U.S. are putting a  increased camera surveillance in the U.S. are putting a  increased camera surveillance in the U.S. are putting a  increased camera surveillance in the U.S. are putting a 
spotlight on thespotlight on thespotlight on thespotlight on the technology and the debate about its use... and  technology and the debate about its use... and  technology and the debate about its use... and  technology and the debate about its use... and 
spin off futuristic inventionsspin off futuristic inventionsspin off futuristic inventionsspin off futuristic inventions written up in a Hemingway  written up in a Hemingway  written up in a Hemingway  written up in a Hemingway 
Writing Class in Key West! Writing Class in Key West! Writing Class in Key West! Writing Class in Key West! 

4444----21212121----13 Cameras in13 Cameras in13 Cameras in13 Cameras in every woman's living room who gets a  every woman's living room who gets a  every woman's living room who gets a  every woman's living room who gets a 
restraining order or who's husband isrestraining order or who's husband isrestraining order or who's husband isrestraining order or who's husband is coming home from war  coming home from war  coming home from war  coming home from war 
in Afghanistan as he spent all his money on Muslim Whoresin Afghanistan as he spent all his money on Muslim Whoresin Afghanistan as he spent all his money on Muslim Whoresin Afghanistan as he spent all his money on Muslim Whores and  and  and  and 
she had a lover. Not reason enough to kill her. Tell this to the she had a lover. Not reason enough to kill her. Tell this to the she had a lover. Not reason enough to kill her. Tell this to the she had a lover. Not reason enough to kill her. Tell this to the 
100 +100 +100 +100 + Marine Wives who have already been killed in 2013 and  Marine Wives who have already been killed in 2013 and  Marine Wives who have already been killed in 2013 and  Marine Wives who have already been killed in 2013 and 
thanks to MSNBC for notthanks to MSNBC for notthanks to MSNBC for notthanks to MSNBC for not reporting this body count daily on  reporting this body count daily on  reporting this body count daily on  reporting this body count daily on 
orders from the Pentagon! orders from the Pentagon! orders from the Pentagon! orders from the Pentagon! 

850 pages850 pages850 pages850 pages moved to this web link  moved to this web link  moved to this web link  moved to this web link 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

4444----21212121----13 "ElectricWindmillcar13 "ElectricWindmillcar13 "ElectricWindmillcar13 "ElectricWindmillcar----Holocaust" + Genocide... 390 Holocaust" + Genocide... 390 Holocaust" + Genocide... 390 Holocaust" + Genocide... 390 
MillionMillionMillionMillion died for $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! From 1980 to  died for $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! From 1980 to  died for $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! From 1980 to  died for $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! From 1980 to 
4444----21212121----13. 13. 13. 13. 

4444----21212121----13131313 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + Tamerlan.  FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + Tamerlan.  FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + Tamerlan.  FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + Tamerlan. 

4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance of13 FBI surveillance of13 FBI surveillance of13 FBI surveillance of 1,001 Inventions and Invention  1,001 Inventions and Invention  1,001 Inventions and Invention  1,001 Inventions and Invention 
Projects on this web page! Projects on this web page! Projects on this web page! Projects on this web page! 

4444----21212121----13 FBI13 FBI13 FBI13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and  has the YouTube Videos of Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and  has the YouTube Videos of Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and  has the YouTube Videos of Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and 
his older brother Tamerlan.his older brother Tamerlan.his older brother Tamerlan.his older brother Tamerlan.

4444----21212121----13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg Buell Lovestar, the 13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg Buell Lovestar, the 13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg Buell Lovestar, the 13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg Buell Lovestar, the 
link islink islink islink is below...  below...  below...  below... 

4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance 1,001 Cops World Wide (Officer Jasons13 FBI surveillance 1,001 Cops World Wide (Officer Jasons13 FBI surveillance 1,001 Cops World Wide (Officer Jasons13 FBI surveillance 1,001 Cops World Wide (Officer Jasons
Burned Picture below) burned in fiery wrecks for $177 Trillion Burned Picture below) burned in fiery wrecks for $177 Trillion Burned Picture below) burned in fiery wrecks for $177 Trillion Burned Picture below) burned in fiery wrecks for $177 Trillion 
in BP Oilin BP Oilin BP Oilin BP Oil Revenues!  Revenues!  Revenues!  Revenues! 
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CopCopCopCop burned in a  burned in a  burned in a  burned in a 

fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York Times!fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York Times!fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York Times!fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York Times!

4444----21212121----13 Boston's MIT campus Cop Sean killed by Dzhokhar + 13 Boston's MIT campus Cop Sean killed by Dzhokhar + 13 Boston's MIT campus Cop Sean killed by Dzhokhar + 13 Boston's MIT campus Cop Sean killed by Dzhokhar + 
Tamerlan is aTamerlan is aTamerlan is aTamerlan is a HERO!  HERO!  HERO!  HERO! 

4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance keeps BP Oil Revenues flowing $17713 FBI surveillance keeps BP Oil Revenues flowing $17713 FBI surveillance keeps BP Oil Revenues flowing $17713 FBI surveillance keeps BP Oil Revenues flowing $177
Trillion Trillion Trillion Trillion ---- $1 Trillion in bribes went to Pakistan's former  $1 Trillion in bribes went to Pakistan's former  $1 Trillion in bribes went to Pakistan's former  $1 Trillion in bribes went to Pakistan's former 
President andPresident andPresident andPresident and military ruler Pervez Musharraf, now under  military ruler Pervez Musharraf, now under  military ruler Pervez Musharraf, now under  military ruler Pervez Musharraf, now under 
arrest! arrest! arrest! arrest! 

4444----21212121----13 FBI13 FBI13 FBI13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + Tamerlan... Tamerlan  surveillance of Dzhokhar + Tamerlan... Tamerlan  surveillance of Dzhokhar + Tamerlan... Tamerlan  surveillance of Dzhokhar + Tamerlan... Tamerlan 
and Dzhokhar Tsarnaev in theand Dzhokhar Tsarnaev in theand Dzhokhar Tsarnaev in theand Dzhokhar Tsarnaev in the 1990s were Chechens in Tokmok,  1990s were Chechens in Tokmok,  1990s were Chechens in Tokmok,  1990s were Chechens in Tokmok, 
at the snowat the snowat the snowat the snow----capped Tien Shan mountains outsidecapped Tien Shan mountains outsidecapped Tien Shan mountains outsidecapped Tien Shan mountains outside capital  capital  capital  capital 
Bishkek. Bishkek. Bishkek. Bishkek. 

4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance in 1990s of Greg Buell13 FBI surveillance in 1990s of Greg Buell13 FBI surveillance in 1990s of Greg Buell13 FBI surveillance in 1990s of Greg Buell Lovestar was in  Lovestar was in  Lovestar was in  Lovestar was in 
Boulder, Colorado (Yes all Greg's Cell calls were recorded byBoulder, Colorado (Yes all Greg's Cell calls were recorded byBoulder, Colorado (Yes all Greg's Cell calls were recorded byBoulder, Colorado (Yes all Greg's Cell calls were recorded by the  the  the  the 
FBI) posting ElectricWindmillCar posters on Campus while FBI FBI) posting ElectricWindmillCar posters on Campus while FBI FBI) posting ElectricWindmillCar posters on Campus while FBI FBI) posting ElectricWindmillCar posters on Campus while FBI 
surveillancesurveillancesurveillancesurveillance keeps tabs on $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!  keeps tabs on $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!  keeps tabs on $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!  keeps tabs on $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! 

4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance in13 FBI surveillance in13 FBI surveillance in13 FBI surveillance in 1990s of Greg Buell Lovestar  1990s of Greg Buell Lovestar  1990s of Greg Buell Lovestar  1990s of Greg Buell Lovestar 
watched the building of 10 Super Size Aircraftwatched the building of 10 Super Size Aircraftwatched the building of 10 Super Size Aircraftwatched the building of 10 Super Size Aircraft Carriers because  Carriers because  Carriers because  Carriers because 
the Numb Nuts Dictators had $177 Trillion in Holocaust Oilthe Numb Nuts Dictators had $177 Trillion in Holocaust Oilthe Numb Nuts Dictators had $177 Trillion in Holocaust Oilthe Numb Nuts Dictators had $177 Trillion in Holocaust Oil
Revenues, none of these Trillions build a single Yale Key West Revenues, none of these Trillions build a single Yale Key West Revenues, none of these Trillions build a single Yale Key West Revenues, none of these Trillions build a single Yale Key West 
Medical School.Medical School.Medical School.Medical School.

4444----21212121----13 JFK Aircraft Carrier with 10K windmills on decks, 13 JFK Aircraft Carrier with 10K windmills on decks, 13 JFK Aircraft Carrier with 10K windmills on decks, 13 JFK Aircraft Carrier with 10K windmills on decks, 
generating thegenerating thegenerating thegenerating the electricity for the ELECTROLYSIS OF H2O below  electricity for the ELECTROLYSIS OF H2O below  electricity for the ELECTROLYSIS OF H2O below  electricity for the ELECTROLYSIS OF H2O below 
decks void of 945 Fdecks void of 945 Fdecks void of 945 Fdecks void of 945 F----35 Fighter35 Fighter35 Fighter35 Fighter Jets and missiles.  Jets and missiles.  Jets and missiles.  Jets and missiles. 

4444----21212121----13 Japan Ambassador Caroline Kennedy is like13 Japan Ambassador Caroline Kennedy is like13 Japan Ambassador Caroline Kennedy is like13 Japan Ambassador Caroline Kennedy is like Nicholas  Nicholas  Nicholas  Nicholas 
and Alexandra observing 40K dead women! Plague of breast and Alexandra observing 40K dead women! Plague of breast and Alexandra observing 40K dead women! Plague of breast and Alexandra observing 40K dead women! Plague of breast 
cancer incancer incancer incancer in 2013, 1 Million DEAD world wide in 2013 while Oil  2013, 1 Million DEAD world wide in 2013 while Oil  2013, 1 Million DEAD world wide in 2013 while Oil  2013, 1 Million DEAD world wide in 2013 while Oil 
Czar Putin spends $7 TrillionCzar Putin spends $7 TrillionCzar Putin spends $7 TrillionCzar Putin spends $7 Trillion dollars on Saint Petersburg  dollars on Saint Petersburg  dollars on Saint Petersburg  dollars on Saint Petersburg 
Skyscrapers! None a Yale Saint Petersburg MedicalSkyscrapers! None a Yale Saint Petersburg MedicalSkyscrapers! None a Yale Saint Petersburg MedicalSkyscrapers! None a Yale Saint Petersburg Medical School. $  School. $  School. $  School. $ 
None for Greg + Wives to work on a Cure! None for Greg + Wives to work on a Cure! None for Greg + Wives to work on a Cure! None for Greg + Wives to work on a Cure! 

4444----21212121----13 H at 13 H at 13 H at 13 H at ----254 C254 C254 C254 C in NASA cans from the JFK electrolysis of  in NASA cans from the JFK electrolysis of  in NASA cans from the JFK electrolysis of  in NASA cans from the JFK electrolysis of 
H2O to generate heat andH2O to generate heat andH2O to generate heat andH2O to generate heat and electricity... Independence Day for  electricity... Independence Day for  electricity... Independence Day for  electricity... Independence Day for 
the Earnest Eradication of Gasoline Exhaustthe Earnest Eradication of Gasoline Exhaustthe Earnest Eradication of Gasoline Exhaustthe Earnest Eradication of Gasoline Exhaust from the air we  from the air we  from the air we  from the air we 
breath, and Aliens 4 light years away the Pentagon has killedbreath, and Aliens 4 light years away the Pentagon has killedbreath, and Aliens 4 light years away the Pentagon has killedbreath, and Aliens 4 light years away the Pentagon has killed
building Drones! Instead of inventing a Manned Space building Drones! Instead of inventing a Manned Space building Drones! Instead of inventing a Manned Space building Drones! Instead of inventing a Manned Space 
Telescopes to hear andTelescopes to hear andTelescopes to hear andTelescopes to hear and Observe Aliens at the 10 nearest stars to  Observe Aliens at the 10 nearest stars to  Observe Aliens at the 10 nearest stars to  Observe Aliens at the 10 nearest stars to 
Earth listed below. Most of gas cloudsEarth listed below. Most of gas cloudsEarth listed below. Most of gas cloudsEarth listed below. Most of gas clouds in the picture below are  in the picture below are  in the picture below are  in the picture below are 
made of Hydrogen. made of Hydrogen. made of Hydrogen. made of Hydrogen. 
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4444----21212121----13 JFK Carrier can make13 JFK Carrier can make13 JFK Carrier can make13 JFK Carrier can make 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H  1 Trillion NASA made cans of H  1 Trillion NASA made cans of H  1 Trillion NASA made cans of H 
at at at at ----254 C NYC's Statue of Liberty watched 9/11254 C NYC's Statue of Liberty watched 9/11254 C NYC's Statue of Liberty watched 9/11254 C NYC's Statue of Liberty watched 9/11 unable to expose  unable to expose  unable to expose  unable to expose 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 
andandandand under FBI surveillance!  under FBI surveillance!  under FBI surveillance!  under FBI surveillance! 

4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance! Of Hydrogen in this13 FBI surveillance! Of Hydrogen in this13 FBI surveillance! Of Hydrogen in this13 FBI surveillance! Of Hydrogen in this Million light year  Million light year  Million light year  Million light year 
long cloud of gases fails to Observe "Aliens", and FBIlong cloud of gases fails to Observe "Aliens", and FBIlong cloud of gases fails to Observe "Aliens", and FBIlong cloud of gases fails to Observe "Aliens", and FBI Observers  Observers  Observers  Observers 
fail to bankrupt Mecca via the ElectricWindmillCar and H at fail to bankrupt Mecca via the ElectricWindmillCar and H at fail to bankrupt Mecca via the ElectricWindmillCar and H at fail to bankrupt Mecca via the ElectricWindmillCar and H at ----
254 C to254 C to254 C to254 C to generate Home Electricity without wires from the Nuke  generate Home Electricity without wires from the Nuke  generate Home Electricity without wires from the Nuke  generate Home Electricity without wires from the Nuke 
or Coal Power Plant whichor Coal Power Plant whichor Coal Power Plant whichor Coal Power Plant which kills way more kids daily than Sandy  kills way more kids daily than Sandy  kills way more kids daily than Sandy  kills way more kids daily than Sandy 
Hook shootings! Hook shootings! Hook shootings! Hook shootings! 

in Red is the Horse head Nebula, arrow points to it is a zoomed in Red is the Horse head Nebula, arrow points to it is a zoomed in Red is the Horse head Nebula, arrow points to it is a zoomed in Red is the Horse head Nebula, arrow points to it is a zoomed 
inininin view.  view.  view.  view. 

4444----21212121----13 10th Year as every semester I posted them. This is how13 10th Year as every semester I posted them. This is how13 10th Year as every semester I posted them. This is how13 10th Year as every semester I posted them. This is how
25K student in Colorado learned of the Suppression of the 25K student in Colorado learned of the Suppression of the 25K student in Colorado learned of the Suppression of the 25K student in Colorado learned of the Suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar.ElectricWindmillCar.ElectricWindmillCar.ElectricWindmillCar.

4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance of Greg was to protect the $177 Trillion 13 FBI surveillance of Greg was to protect the $177 Trillion 13 FBI surveillance of Greg was to protect the $177 Trillion 13 FBI surveillance of Greg was to protect the $177 Trillion 
in BPin BPin BPin BP Oil Revenues  Oil Revenues  Oil Revenues  Oil Revenues 

4444----21212121----13 Hell I even dated a FBI women and spent the night13 Hell I even dated a FBI women and spent the night13 Hell I even dated a FBI women and spent the night13 Hell I even dated a FBI women and spent the night in  in  in  in 
the home of another FBI agent, cooking breakfast and helping the home of another FBI agent, cooking breakfast and helping the home of another FBI agent, cooking breakfast and helping the home of another FBI agent, cooking breakfast and helping 
to wash dished.to wash dished.to wash dished.to wash dished. All the time talking about the  All the time talking about the  All the time talking about the  All the time talking about the 
ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! 

4444----21212121----13 Tamerlan's13 Tamerlan's13 Tamerlan's13 Tamerlan's father, Anzor, made a living selling used  father, Anzor, made a living selling used  father, Anzor, made a living selling used  father, Anzor, made a living selling used 
cars cars cars cars ---- gasoline fueled cars 10 years gasoline fueled cars 10 years gasoline fueled cars 10 years gasoline fueled cars 10 years after the invention of the  after the invention of the  after the invention of the  after the invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in the USA! ElectricWindmillCar in the USA! ElectricWindmillCar in the USA! ElectricWindmillCar in the USA! 

4444----21212121----13131313 Tsarnaev was a boxer, several years ago he told a  Tsarnaev was a boxer, several years ago he told a  Tsarnaev was a boxer, several years ago he told a  Tsarnaev was a boxer, several years ago he told a 
journalist that he didn't havejournalist that he didn't havejournalist that he didn't havejournalist that he didn't have any American friends. Tsarnaev  any American friends. Tsarnaev  any American friends. Tsarnaev  any American friends. Tsarnaev 
was arrested in Boston in July 2009 for domesticwas arrested in Boston in July 2009 for domesticwas arrested in Boston in July 2009 for domesticwas arrested in Boston in July 2009 for domestic violence after  violence after  violence after  violence after 
assaulting his girlfriend, according to a report on the websiteassaulting his girlfriend, according to a report on the websiteassaulting his girlfriend, according to a report on the websiteassaulting his girlfriend, according to a report on the website
SpotCrime.com. There was no indication of whether the victim SpotCrime.com. There was no indication of whether the victim SpotCrime.com. There was no indication of whether the victim SpotCrime.com. There was no indication of whether the victim 
was Russell orwas Russell orwas Russell orwas Russell or another woman. It's unclear when the two got  another woman. It's unclear when the two got  another woman. It's unclear when the two got  another woman. It's unclear when the two got 
married. Katherine Russell, 24, hadmarried. Katherine Russell, 24, hadmarried. Katherine Russell, 24, hadmarried. Katherine Russell, 24, had a young child with  a young child with  a young child with  a young child with 
Tamerlan Tsarnaev. Tamerlan Tsarnaev. Tamerlan Tsarnaev. Tamerlan Tsarnaev. 

4444----21212121----13 $177 Trillion in Saudi Oil13 $177 Trillion in Saudi Oil13 $177 Trillion in Saudi Oil13 $177 Trillion in Saudi Oil Revenues went to Muslim  Revenues went to Muslim  Revenues went to Muslim  Revenues went to Muslim 
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wars against Russia! wars against Russia! wars against Russia! wars against Russia! 

4444----21212121----13 Putin had $713 Putin had $713 Putin had $713 Putin had $7 Trillion from Oil Revenues to spend on his  Trillion from Oil Revenues to spend on his  Trillion from Oil Revenues to spend on his  Trillion from Oil Revenues to spend on his 
war's against the Muslims.war's against the Muslims.war's against the Muslims.war's against the Muslims.

4444----21212121----13 FBI got a call from Moscow about Tamerlan and failed 13 FBI got a call from Moscow about Tamerlan and failed 13 FBI got a call from Moscow about Tamerlan and failed 13 FBI got a call from Moscow about Tamerlan and failed 
to put ato put ato put ato put a hidden camera with audio in his room, car... and  hidden camera with audio in his room, car... and  hidden camera with audio in his room, car... and  hidden camera with audio in his room, car... and 
didn't record every call on hisdidn't record every call on hisdidn't record every call on hisdidn't record every call on his cell.  cell.  cell.  cell. 

4444----21212121----13 FBI should be working overtime this weekend and next 13 FBI should be working overtime this weekend and next 13 FBI should be working overtime this weekend and next 13 FBI should be working overtime this weekend and next 
weekweekweekweek 1st recording all cell calls from Muslims, then putting in  1st recording all cell calls from Muslims, then putting in  1st recording all cell calls from Muslims, then putting in  1st recording all cell calls from Muslims, then putting in 
car cams with audiocar cams with audiocar cams with audiocar cams with audio and house cams with audio.  and house cams with audio.  and house cams with audio.  and house cams with audio. 

4444----21212121----13 Saudi Arabia whips women who protest13 Saudi Arabia whips women who protest13 Saudi Arabia whips women who protest13 Saudi Arabia whips women who protest not driving a  not driving a  not driving a  not driving a 
gasoline fueled car. Hillary watched the wack's and kept it Topgasoline fueled car. Hillary watched the wack's and kept it Topgasoline fueled car. Hillary watched the wack's and kept it Topgasoline fueled car. Hillary watched the wack's and kept it Top
Secret. Now Saudi Arabia will not let NASA drive 4 light years to Secret. Now Saudi Arabia will not let NASA drive 4 light years to Secret. Now Saudi Arabia will not let NASA drive 4 light years to Secret. Now Saudi Arabia will not let NASA drive 4 light years to 
the nearestthe nearestthe nearestthe nearest star. Muslims must be bankrupted with the  star. Muslims must be bankrupted with the  star. Muslims must be bankrupted with the  star. Muslims must be bankrupted with the 
ElectricWindmillCar and 1,001 otherElectricWindmillCar and 1,001 otherElectricWindmillCar and 1,001 otherElectricWindmillCar and 1,001 other inventions. Legal  inventions. Legal  inventions. Legal  inventions. Legal 
Polygamist Marriages for the FBI and the rest of us who wantPolygamist Marriages for the FBI and the rest of us who wantPolygamist Marriages for the FBI and the rest of us who wantPolygamist Marriages for the FBI and the rest of us who want to  to  to  to 
Brainstorm 24/7 1,001 invention projects with the wives! This Brainstorm 24/7 1,001 invention projects with the wives! This Brainstorm 24/7 1,001 invention projects with the wives! This Brainstorm 24/7 1,001 invention projects with the wives! This 
would bewould bewould bewould be against the law in Saudi Arabia... really!  against the law in Saudi Arabia... really!  against the law in Saudi Arabia... really!  against the law in Saudi Arabia... really! 

4444----21212121----13 USA news that13 USA news that13 USA news that13 USA news that Tamerlan had been shot dead by police  Tamerlan had been shot dead by police  Tamerlan had been shot dead by police  Tamerlan had been shot dead by police 
and Dzhokhar captured after a dayand Dzhokhar captured after a dayand Dzhokhar captured after a dayand Dzhokhar captured after a day----longlonglonglong manhunt!  manhunt!  manhunt!  manhunt! 

4444----21212121----13 Tamerlan's date of birth 13 Tamerlan's date of birth 13 Tamerlan's date of birth 13 Tamerlan's date of birth ---- October 21, 1986  October 21, 1986  October 21, 1986  October 21, 1986 ---- Dzhokhar, Dzhokhar, Dzhokhar, Dzhokhar,
born in 1993. born in 1993. born in 1993. born in 1993. 

4444----21212121----13 Heat13 Heat13 Heat13 Heat----sensing technology is a common feature insensing technology is a common feature insensing technology is a common feature insensing technology is a common feature in many  many  many  many 
military vehicles as it strips away the cloak of darkness, or the military vehicles as it strips away the cloak of darkness, or the military vehicles as it strips away the cloak of darkness, or the military vehicles as it strips away the cloak of darkness, or the 
cover ofcover ofcover ofcover of fog and smoke. Fog can be driven through will be when  fog and smoke. Fog can be driven through will be when  fog and smoke. Fog can be driven through will be when  fog and smoke. Fog can be driven through will be when 
1,001 Invention Projects1,001 Invention Projects1,001 Invention Projects1,001 Invention Projects are no longer suppressed.  are no longer suppressed.  are no longer suppressed.  are no longer suppressed. 

4444----21212121----13 75 car pile ups with many fiery wrecks13 75 car pile ups with many fiery wrecks13 75 car pile ups with many fiery wrecks13 75 car pile ups with many fiery wrecks behind and in  behind and in  behind and in  behind and in 
front of huge semi trucks... front of huge semi trucks... front of huge semi trucks... front of huge semi trucks... 

4444----21212121----13 Motion Detection13 Motion Detection13 Motion Detection13 Motion Detection Sensors too... FBI has going along  Sensors too... FBI has going along  Sensors too... FBI has going along  Sensors too... FBI has going along 
with the mass market suppression of inventionwith the mass market suppression of inventionwith the mass market suppression of inventionwith the mass market suppression of invention accessories for the  accessories for the  accessories for the  accessories for the 
ElectricWindmillCar seeing its suppressed! ElectricWindmillCar seeing its suppressed! ElectricWindmillCar seeing its suppressed! ElectricWindmillCar seeing its suppressed! 

4444----21212121----13131313 FBI surveillance of Making "Polygamist Marriage Legal"  FBI surveillance of Making "Polygamist Marriage Legal"  FBI surveillance of Making "Polygamist Marriage Legal"  FBI surveillance of Making "Polygamist Marriage Legal" 
and give the wives 1,001and give the wives 1,001and give the wives 1,001and give the wives 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out with  Invention Projects spelled out with  Invention Projects spelled out with  Invention Projects spelled out with 
links to talk about 24/7 with the lovinglinks to talk about 24/7 with the lovinglinks to talk about 24/7 with the lovinglinks to talk about 24/7 with the loving husband!  husband!  husband!  husband! 

4444----21212121----13 NBC never had a kind story on Making "Polygamist13 NBC never had a kind story on Making "Polygamist13 NBC never had a kind story on Making "Polygamist13 NBC never had a kind story on Making "Polygamist
Marriage Legal" for 1,001 inventions, like the inventions I just Marriage Legal" for 1,001 inventions, like the inventions I just Marriage Legal" for 1,001 inventions, like the inventions I just Marriage Legal" for 1,001 inventions, like the inventions I just 
mentionedmentionedmentionedmentioned above. The New Age of Futuristic Invention Projects  above. The New Age of Futuristic Invention Projects  above. The New Age of Futuristic Invention Projects  above. The New Age of Futuristic Invention Projects 
Filled Pages of a HemingwayFilled Pages of a HemingwayFilled Pages of a HemingwayFilled Pages of a Hemingway Novel, writing with many wives  Novel, writing with many wives  Novel, writing with many wives  Novel, writing with many wives 
from Key West 2013. Writing Class Brainstormingfrom Key West 2013. Writing Class Brainstormingfrom Key West 2013. Writing Class Brainstormingfrom Key West 2013. Writing Class Brainstorming Orgy with Los  Orgy with Los  Orgy with Los  Orgy with Los 
Alamos Nuking BP Oil Holocaust + Fiery Wrecks, in Key West, Alamos Nuking BP Oil Holocaust + Fiery Wrecks, in Key West, Alamos Nuking BP Oil Holocaust + Fiery Wrecks, in Key West, Alamos Nuking BP Oil Holocaust + Fiery Wrecks, in Key West, 
Rome,Rome,Rome,Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA!  Paris, Moscow, LA!  Paris, Moscow, LA!  Paris, Moscow, LA! 

4444----21212121----13 They were eight and 15 years old, the State Committee13 They were eight and 15 years old, the State Committee13 They were eight and 15 years old, the State Committee13 They were eight and 15 years old, the State Committee
for National Security considers it inappropriate to link them to for National Security considers it inappropriate to link them to for National Security considers it inappropriate to link them to for National Security considers it inappropriate to link them to 
Kyrgyzstan.Kyrgyzstan.Kyrgyzstan.Kyrgyzstan.

4444----21212121----13 Greg Buell Lovestar is trying to link them to $177 13 Greg Buell Lovestar is trying to link them to $177 13 Greg Buell Lovestar is trying to link them to $177 13 Greg Buell Lovestar is trying to link them to $177 
TrillionTrillionTrillionTrillion dollars in BP + Saudi Oil Money spent on "War Toys"  dollars in BP + Saudi Oil Money spent on "War Toys"  dollars in BP + Saudi Oil Money spent on "War Toys"  dollars in BP + Saudi Oil Money spent on "War Toys" 
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built at MIT built at MIT built at MIT built at MIT ----

SoSoSoSo why was the MIT Campus Cop shot 5 or 10 times by the  why was the MIT Campus Cop shot 5 or 10 times by the  why was the MIT Campus Cop shot 5 or 10 times by the  why was the MIT Campus Cop shot 5 or 10 times by the 
"Brothers"..."Brothers"..."Brothers"..."Brothers"...

4444----21212121----13 MIT is the GE and GMC of "Drone's Inventing + 13 MIT is the GE and GMC of "Drone's Inventing + 13 MIT is the GE and GMC of "Drone's Inventing + 13 MIT is the GE and GMC of "Drone's Inventing + 
Production"Production"Production"Production" killing 22 1st graders in Pakistan every day of  killing 22 1st graders in Pakistan every day of  killing 22 1st graders in Pakistan every day of  killing 22 1st graders in Pakistan every day of 
2013. 2013. 2013. 2013. 

4444----21212121----13 Boston13 Boston13 Boston13 Boston Marathon bomber Dzhokhar Tsarnaev was at  Marathon bomber Dzhokhar Tsarnaev was at  Marathon bomber Dzhokhar Tsarnaev was at  Marathon bomber Dzhokhar Tsarnaev was at 
the University of Massachusettsthe University of Massachusettsthe University of Massachusettsthe University of Massachusetts Dartmouth this week after the  Dartmouth this week after the  Dartmouth this week after the  Dartmouth this week after the 
explosions killed and injured so many!explosions killed and injured so many!explosions killed and injured so many!explosions killed and injured so many!

4444----21212121----13 He is a registered student at Dartmouth! 13 He is a registered student at Dartmouth! 13 He is a registered student at Dartmouth! 13 He is a registered student at Dartmouth! 

4444----21212121----13 Greg is13 Greg is13 Greg is13 Greg is in living in Key West this week out of work  in living in Key West this week out of work  in living in Key West this week out of work  in living in Key West this week out of work 
because the Holocaust of suppressingbecause the Holocaust of suppressingbecause the Holocaust of suppressingbecause the Holocaust of suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is  the ElectricWindmillCar is  the ElectricWindmillCar is  the ElectricWindmillCar is 
not supported by those who vowed to never let anothernot supported by those who vowed to never let anothernot supported by those who vowed to never let anothernot supported by those who vowed to never let another Holocaust  Holocaust  Holocaust  Holocaust 
happen, now the Jew's have $177 Trillion dollars for stifling happen, now the Jew's have $177 Trillion dollars for stifling happen, now the Jew's have $177 Trillion dollars for stifling happen, now the Jew's have $177 Trillion dollars for stifling 
Greg inGreg inGreg inGreg in Key West  Key West  Key West  Key West 

4444----21212121----13 Last week so I wrote up ElectricWindmillcar13 Last week so I wrote up ElectricWindmillcar13 Last week so I wrote up ElectricWindmillcar13 Last week so I wrote up ElectricWindmillcar----Holocaust"Holocaust"Holocaust"Holocaust"
+ Genocide... 390 Million died for $177 Trillion in BP Oil + Genocide... 390 Million died for $177 Trillion in BP Oil + Genocide... 390 Million died for $177 Trillion in BP Oil + Genocide... 390 Million died for $177 Trillion in BP Oil 
Revenues! From 1980Revenues! From 1980Revenues! From 1980Revenues! From 1980 to 4 to 4 to 4 to 4----21212121----13. 13. 13. 13. 

4444----21212121----13 Now it from 1980 to 413 Now it from 1980 to 413 Now it from 1980 to 413 Now it from 1980 to 4----21212121----13. 13. 13. 13. 

4444----21212121----13131313 Dzhokhar Tsarnaev was studying medicine in a premed  Dzhokhar Tsarnaev was studying medicine in a premed  Dzhokhar Tsarnaev was studying medicine in a premed  Dzhokhar Tsarnaev was studying medicine in a premed 
program at Dartmouth.program at Dartmouth.program at Dartmouth.program at Dartmouth.

4444----21212121----13 Key West Mafia has suppressed the Yale Key West Medical 13 Key West Mafia has suppressed the Yale Key West Medical 13 Key West Mafia has suppressed the Yale Key West Medical 13 Key West Mafia has suppressed the Yale Key West Medical 
School +School +School +School + Hospital since March 4th 2011.  Hospital since March 4th 2011.  Hospital since March 4th 2011.  Hospital since March 4th 2011. 

4444----21212121----13 Revenge on these Numb Nuts City13 Revenge on these Numb Nuts City13 Revenge on these Numb Nuts City13 Revenge on these Numb Nuts City of Key West Dictators  of Key West Dictators  of Key West Dictators  of Key West Dictators 
should be once the Yale Key West Medical School + Hospitalshould be once the Yale Key West Medical School + Hospitalshould be once the Yale Key West Medical School + Hospitalshould be once the Yale Key West Medical School + Hospital is  is  is  is 
built on Eiffel Tower Structures they should have to drive the built on Eiffel Tower Structures they should have to drive the built on Eiffel Tower Structures they should have to drive the built on Eiffel Tower Structures they should have to drive the 
deadly highwaydeadly highwaydeadly highwaydeadly highway and 7 Mile Bridge (Gas Tanker head on Crash  and 7 Mile Bridge (Gas Tanker head on Crash  and 7 Mile Bridge (Gas Tanker head on Crash  and 7 Mile Bridge (Gas Tanker head on Crash 
with Mom Dad 2 Kids in the SUV) towith Mom Dad 2 Kids in the SUV) towith Mom Dad 2 Kids in the SUV) towith Mom Dad 2 Kids in the SUV) to the Jewish Hospitals in  the Jewish Hospitals in  the Jewish Hospitals in  the Jewish Hospitals in 
Miami! Miami! Miami! Miami! 

4444----21212121----13 Back to Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his13 Back to Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his13 Back to Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his13 Back to Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his older brother  older brother  older brother  older brother 
Tamerlan. They were ethnic Chechens brothers who had lived inTamerlan. They were ethnic Chechens brothers who had lived inTamerlan. They were ethnic Chechens brothers who had lived inTamerlan. They were ethnic Chechens brothers who had lived in
Dagestan, which neighbors Chechnya in southern Russia. Dagestan, which neighbors Chechnya in southern Russia. Dagestan, which neighbors Chechnya in southern Russia. Dagestan, which neighbors Chechnya in southern Russia. 
Florida Addy, 19, ofFlorida Addy, 19, ofFlorida Addy, 19, ofFlorida Addy, 19, of Lynn, lived on the same dormitory floor as  Lynn, lived on the same dormitory floor as  Lynn, lived on the same dormitory floor as  Lynn, lived on the same dormitory floor as 
Dzhokhar Tsarnaev last year. She saidDzhokhar Tsarnaev last year. She saidDzhokhar Tsarnaev last year. She saidDzhokhar Tsarnaev last year. She said in a charming way. He  in a charming way. He  in a charming way. He  in a charming way. He 
usually wore a hoodie! usually wore a hoodie! usually wore a hoodie! usually wore a hoodie! 

4444----21212121----13 Obama just wore a13 Obama just wore a13 Obama just wore a13 Obama just wore a Hoodie... it was not charming on  Hoodie... it was not charming on  Hoodie... it was not charming on  Hoodie... it was not charming on 
Obama, who BP Oil, ExxonObama, who BP Oil, ExxonObama, who BP Oil, ExxonObama, who BP Oil, Exxon----Mobil set up to beMobil set up to beMobil set up to beMobil set up to be arrested for oil  arrested for oil  arrested for oil  arrested for oil 
Treason, Holocaust, Genocide as 100's of cops just in the USATreason, Holocaust, Genocide as 100's of cops just in the USATreason, Holocaust, Genocide as 100's of cops just in the USATreason, Holocaust, Genocide as 100's of cops just in the USA
have been burned and burned to death in fiery wrecks. have been burned and burned to death in fiery wrecks. have been burned and burned to death in fiery wrecks. have been burned and burned to death in fiery wrecks. 

4444----21212121----13 Remember 713 Remember 713 Remember 713 Remember 7 Mile Bridge the picture in front of the Gas  Mile Bridge the picture in front of the Gas  Mile Bridge the picture in front of the Gas  Mile Bridge the picture in front of the Gas 
Tanker on fire is a SUV with mom dadTanker on fire is a SUV with mom dadTanker on fire is a SUV with mom dadTanker on fire is a SUV with mom dad and 2 kids... Obama, the  and 2 kids... Obama, the  and 2 kids... Obama, the  and 2 kids... Obama, the 
FBI + the CIA have documented all fiery wrecks sinceFBI + the CIA have documented all fiery wrecks sinceFBI + the CIA have documented all fiery wrecks sinceFBI + the CIA have documented all fiery wrecks since 1980... to  1980... to  1980... to  1980... to 
use this at Obama's Treason Trial. use this at Obama's Treason Trial. use this at Obama's Treason Trial. use this at Obama's Treason Trial. 

4444----21212121----13 Addy said she just13 Addy said she just13 Addy said she just13 Addy said she just learned he had a girlfriend who did  learned he had a girlfriend who did  learned he had a girlfriend who did  learned he had a girlfriend who did 
not attend UMass Dartmouth. The last timenot attend UMass Dartmouth. The last timenot attend UMass Dartmouth. The last timenot attend UMass Dartmouth. The last time she saw him was  she saw him was  she saw him was  she saw him was 
last week when she bummed a cigarette off him, she said.last week when she bummed a cigarette off him, she said.last week when she bummed a cigarette off him, she said.last week when she bummed a cigarette off him, she said.

4444----21212121----13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn Williams, a UMass 13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn Williams, a UMass 13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn Williams, a UMass 13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn Williams, a UMass 
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Dartmouth professorDartmouth professorDartmouth professorDartmouth professor of Islamic studies, helped Tsarnaev with a  of Islamic studies, helped Tsarnaev with a  of Islamic studies, helped Tsarnaev with a  of Islamic studies, helped Tsarnaev with a 
high school project about Chechnya.high school project about Chechnya.high school project about Chechnya.high school project about Chechnya.

4444----21212121----13 Two Years Ago I put on my Key West Web Page.... Key West 13 Two Years Ago I put on my Key West Web Page.... Key West 13 Two Years Ago I put on my Key West Web Page.... Key West 13 Two Years Ago I put on my Key West Web Page.... Key West 
NumbNumbNumbNumb Nuts Dictators stifle Greg + Wives from brainstorming a  Nuts Dictators stifle Greg + Wives from brainstorming a  Nuts Dictators stifle Greg + Wives from brainstorming a  Nuts Dictators stifle Greg + Wives from brainstorming a 
Breast Cancer CureBreast Cancer CureBreast Cancer CureBreast Cancer Cure Today, on purpose. Send cash or check to.....  Today, on purpose. Send cash or check to.....  Today, on purpose. Send cash or check to.....  Today, on purpose. Send cash or check to..... 
Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FlGreg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FlGreg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FlGreg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340  33041 NEW CELL # 305 340  33041 NEW CELL # 305 340  33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 
8082 8082 8082 8082 

4444----21212121----13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn Williams, a UMass  Williams, a UMass  Williams, a UMass  Williams, a UMass 
Dartmouth professor of Islamic studies, helped Tsarnaev with aDartmouth professor of Islamic studies, helped Tsarnaev with aDartmouth professor of Islamic studies, helped Tsarnaev with aDartmouth professor of Islamic studies, helped Tsarnaev with a
high school project about Chechnya. "It's sort of sickening," high school project about Chechnya. "It's sort of sickening," high school project about Chechnya. "It's sort of sickening," high school project about Chechnya. "It's sort of sickening," 
Williams said ofWilliams said ofWilliams said ofWilliams said of the bombings.  the bombings.  the bombings.  the bombings. 

4444----21212121----13 "It's sort of sickening," for the FBI + CIA13 "It's sort of sickening," for the FBI + CIA13 "It's sort of sickening," for the FBI + CIA13 "It's sort of sickening," for the FBI + CIA "Observers" who  "Observers" who  "Observers" who  "Observers" who 
have to document all the fiery wrecks, as "Burn Units" in Miamihave to document all the fiery wrecks, as "Burn Units" in Miamihave to document all the fiery wrecks, as "Burn Units" in Miamihave to document all the fiery wrecks, as "Burn Units" in Miami
cost $ Trillions, BP Oil + Exxon Mobil don't pay a cent and cost $ Trillions, BP Oil + Exxon Mobil don't pay a cent and cost $ Trillions, BP Oil + Exxon Mobil don't pay a cent and cost $ Trillions, BP Oil + Exxon Mobil don't pay a cent and 
forgot about "Pain"forgot about "Pain"forgot about "Pain"forgot about "Pain" not one cent of the $177 Trillion in Oil  not one cent of the $177 Trillion in Oil  not one cent of the $177 Trillion in Oil  not one cent of the $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues since the invention of theRevenues since the invention of theRevenues since the invention of theRevenues since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar when  ElectricWindmillCar when  ElectricWindmillCar when  ElectricWindmillCar when 
to pay a "Cop" or "Kid" burned in a fiery wreck.to pay a "Cop" or "Kid" burned in a fiery wreck.to pay a "Cop" or "Kid" burned in a fiery wreck.to pay a "Cop" or "Kid" burned in a fiery wreck.

4444----21212121----13 CBS, ABC, NBC will show you several people pulling the 13 CBS, ABC, NBC will show you several people pulling the 13 CBS, ABC, NBC will show you several people pulling the 13 CBS, ABC, NBC will show you several people pulling the 
driverdriverdriverdriver out of a fiery wreck. Thats it! He or She gets nothing from  out of a fiery wreck. Thats it! He or She gets nothing from  out of a fiery wreck. Thats it! He or She gets nothing from  out of a fiery wreck. Thats it! He or She gets nothing from 
the $177 Trillion inthe $177 Trillion inthe $177 Trillion inthe $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!$  Oil Revenues!$  Oil Revenues!$  Oil Revenues!$ 

4444----21212121----13 The capture of the Boston Marathon bombing13 The capture of the Boston Marathon bombing13 The capture of the Boston Marathon bombing13 The capture of the Boston Marathon bombing suspect  suspect  suspect  suspect 
raises a host of freighted legal issues for a society still feeling raises a host of freighted legal issues for a society still feeling raises a host of freighted legal issues for a society still feeling raises a host of freighted legal issues for a society still feeling 
thethethethe shadow of 9/11, including ElectricWindmillCars driving  shadow of 9/11, including ElectricWindmillCars driving  shadow of 9/11, including ElectricWindmillCars driving  shadow of 9/11, including ElectricWindmillCars driving 
around "Times Square" inaround "Times Square" inaround "Times Square" inaround "Times Square" in front of NBC "Today Show" 10 years  front of NBC "Today Show" 10 years  front of NBC "Today Show" 10 years  front of NBC "Today Show" 10 years 
before 9/11. before 9/11. before 9/11. before 9/11. 

4444----21212121----13 9/11 would never13 9/11 would never13 9/11 would never13 9/11 would never have happened if the  have happened if the  have happened if the  have happened if the 
ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980 by Carter,ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980 by Carter,ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980 by Carter,ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980 by Carter, his  his  his  his 
wife Roslyn and Kennedy who bullied them! Attorney General wife Roslyn and Kennedy who bullied them! Attorney General wife Roslyn and Kennedy who bullied them! Attorney General wife Roslyn and Kennedy who bullied them! Attorney General 
Eric Holder.Eric Holder.Eric Holder.Eric Holder. Under federal law, prosecutors must go through  Under federal law, prosecutors must go through  Under federal law, prosecutors must go through  Under federal law, prosecutors must go through 
what is known within the Justicewhat is known within the Justicewhat is known within the Justicewhat is known within the Justice Department as a death  Department as a death  Department as a death  Department as a death 
penalty protocol, under which the U.S. attorneypenalty protocol, under which the U.S. attorneypenalty protocol, under which the U.S. attorneypenalty protocol, under which the U.S. attorney’’’’s offices offices offices office and  and  and  and 
Justice Department lawyers in Washington analyze all aspects Justice Department lawyers in Washington analyze all aspects Justice Department lawyers in Washington analyze all aspects Justice Department lawyers in Washington analyze all aspects 
of the crime.of the crime.of the crime.of the crime.

4444----21212121----13 Today the DA faces the Capital Crime's Death Penalty. 13 Today the DA faces the Capital Crime's Death Penalty. 13 Today the DA faces the Capital Crime's Death Penalty. 13 Today the DA faces the Capital Crime's Death Penalty. 
Rome copsRome copsRome copsRome cops died too, in fiery wrecks since 1980.  died too, in fiery wrecks since 1980.  died too, in fiery wrecks since 1980.  died too, in fiery wrecks since 1980. 

4444----21212121----13 Pope Frances faces the13 Pope Frances faces the13 Pope Frances faces the13 Pope Frances faces the Penalty of Hell. Pope will tell God,  Penalty of Hell. Pope will tell God,  Penalty of Hell. Pope will tell God,  Penalty of Hell. Pope will tell God, 
he has already told God many times that thehe has already told God many times that thehe has already told God many times that thehe has already told God many times that the Numb Nuts  Numb Nuts  Numb Nuts  Numb Nuts 
Dictators World Wide bullied him into the worst Holocaust Dictators World Wide bullied him into the worst Holocaust Dictators World Wide bullied him into the worst Holocaust Dictators World Wide bullied him into the worst Holocaust ----
GenocideGenocideGenocideGenocide in History!  in History!  in History!  in History! 

4444----21212121----13 Rome Cops will arrest Pope Frances just like13 Rome Cops will arrest Pope Frances just like13 Rome Cops will arrest Pope Frances just like13 Rome Cops will arrest Pope Frances just like Pakistan  Pakistan  Pakistan  Pakistan 
arrested the top General Pervez Musharraf... who has $1 Trillion arrested the top General Pervez Musharraf... who has $1 Trillion arrested the top General Pervez Musharraf... who has $1 Trillion arrested the top General Pervez Musharraf... who has $1 Trillion 
in BPin BPin BPin BP Oil money in a Swiss Bank the Same Swiss Bank Hitler Kept  Oil money in a Swiss Bank the Same Swiss Bank Hitler Kept  Oil money in a Swiss Bank the Same Swiss Bank Hitler Kept  Oil money in a Swiss Bank the Same Swiss Bank Hitler Kept 
his Jewish Money!his Jewish Money!his Jewish Money!his Jewish Money!

4444----21212121----13 Today in Key West the Jewish Mafia, at Pirates Key and 13 Today in Key West the Jewish Mafia, at Pirates Key and 13 Today in Key West the Jewish Mafia, at Pirates Key and 13 Today in Key West the Jewish Mafia, at Pirates Key and 
PiratesPiratesPiratesPirates Corner stifle Greg and Wives from working on a  Corner stifle Greg and Wives from working on a  Corner stifle Greg and Wives from working on a  Corner stifle Greg and Wives from working on a 
Overnight Miracle Cure for BreastOvernight Miracle Cure for BreastOvernight Miracle Cure for BreastOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer 24/7 on orders from  Cancer 24/7 on orders from  Cancer 24/7 on orders from  Cancer 24/7 on orders from 
the City of Key West Numb Nuts Dictators who followthe City of Key West Numb Nuts Dictators who followthe City of Key West Numb Nuts Dictators who followthe City of Key West Numb Nuts Dictators who follow orders from  orders from  orders from  orders from 
the Numb Nuts Dictators McCain, Kerry, Bush, etc. the Numb Nuts Dictators McCain, Kerry, Bush, etc. the Numb Nuts Dictators McCain, Kerry, Bush, etc. the Numb Nuts Dictators McCain, Kerry, Bush, etc. 

4444----21212121----13131313 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and  FBI has the YouTube Videos of Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and  FBI has the YouTube Videos of Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and  FBI has the YouTube Videos of Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and 
his older brother Tamerlan.his older brother Tamerlan.his older brother Tamerlan.his older brother Tamerlan.
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4444----21212121----13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg Buell Lovestar, the 13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg Buell Lovestar, the 13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg Buell Lovestar, the 13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg Buell Lovestar, the 
link islink islink islink is below... Greg's YouTube Video could have prevented 9/11  below... Greg's YouTube Video could have prevented 9/11  below... Greg's YouTube Video could have prevented 9/11  below... Greg's YouTube Video could have prevented 9/11 
and the Boston Bombsand the Boston Bombsand the Boston Bombsand the Boston Bombs going off! FBI Failed Humanity because  going off! FBI Failed Humanity because  going off! FBI Failed Humanity because  going off! FBI Failed Humanity because 
of Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide areof Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide areof Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide areof Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide are alcoholics, drunk on  alcoholics, drunk on  alcoholics, drunk on  alcoholics, drunk on 
$177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!$ $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!$ $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!$ $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!$ 

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO GREG'S 1ST VIDEO GREG'S 1ST VIDEO GREG'S 1ST VIDEO 
HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest Earth  Stars Nearest Earth  Stars Nearest Earth  Stars Nearest Earth 
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Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

WolfWolfWolfWolf 359 7.6  359 7.6  359 7.6  359 7.6 

Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light years

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 

Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B8B8B8B 8.9  8.9  8.9  8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 light years  years  years  years 

Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 

Ross 128 10.8 light yearsRoss 128 10.8 light yearsRoss 128 10.8 light yearsRoss 128 10.8 light years
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New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO GREG'S 1ST VIDEO GREG'S 1ST VIDEO GREG'S 1ST VIDEO 
HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FlSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FlSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FlSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 33041 33041 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 
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http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos

CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE -------------------- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index----2 2 2 2 
IIII edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

4444----15151515----13 "Breast13 "Breast13 "Breast13 "Breast----CancerCancerCancerCancer----Holocaust"...Holocaust"...Holocaust"...Holocaust"... Key West Numb Nuts  Key West Numb Nuts  Key West Numb Nuts  Key West Numb Nuts 
Dictators stifle Greg + Wives from brainstorming a BreastDictators stifle Greg + Wives from brainstorming a BreastDictators stifle Greg + Wives from brainstorming a BreastDictators stifle Greg + Wives from brainstorming a Breast
Cancer Cure Today, on purpose. These Top Brass Dictators know Cancer Cure Today, on purpose. These Top Brass Dictators know Cancer Cure Today, on purpose. These Top Brass Dictators know Cancer Cure Today, on purpose. These Top Brass Dictators know 
this is massthis is massthis is massthis is mass murder, they say to Hell with the "Women Observers"  murder, they say to Hell with the "Women Observers"  murder, they say to Hell with the "Women Observers"  murder, they say to Hell with the "Women Observers" 
in our "1984" Society Wein our "1984" Society Wein our "1984" Society Wein our "1984" Society We DON'T WANT GREG + WIVES GETTING  DON'T WANT GREG + WIVES GETTING  DON'T WANT GREG + WIVES GETTING  DON'T WANT GREG + WIVES GETTING 
THIS CURE! via McCain, Generals + Admirals!THIS CURE! via McCain, Generals + Admirals!THIS CURE! via McCain, Generals + Admirals!THIS CURE! via McCain, Generals + Admirals! Sick!  Sick!  Sick!  Sick! 

4444----15151515----13 "Vaccination13 "Vaccination13 "Vaccination13 "Vaccination----Holocaust" Day Care workers can refuse Holocaust" Day Care workers can refuse Holocaust" Day Care workers can refuse Holocaust" Day Care workers can refuse 
allallallall vaccines, Nurses can refuse all vaccines! Sick Numb Nuts  vaccines, Nurses can refuse all vaccines! Sick Numb Nuts  vaccines, Nurses can refuse all vaccines! Sick Numb Nuts  vaccines, Nurses can refuse all vaccines! Sick Numb Nuts 
Dictators, you do theDictators, you do theDictators, you do theDictators, you do the math!  math!  math!  math! 

4444----15151515----13 "Alcoholics13 "Alcoholics13 "Alcoholics13 "Alcoholics----Holocaust" In Key West Wine comes with Holocaust" In Key West Wine comes with Holocaust" In Key West Wine comes with Holocaust" In Key West Wine comes with 
GlazedGlazedGlazedGlazed Donuts at 7 am!  Donuts at 7 am!  Donuts at 7 am!  Donuts at 7 am! 

4444----15151515----13 "Tobacco13 "Tobacco13 "Tobacco13 "Tobacco----Holocaust" Our Orwellian DictatorsHolocaust" Our Orwellian DictatorsHolocaust" Our Orwellian DictatorsHolocaust" Our Orwellian Dictators refuse to  refuse to  refuse to  refuse to 
Harvest rice, figs + cashews with Helicopter Combines!Harvest rice, figs + cashews with Helicopter Combines!Harvest rice, figs + cashews with Helicopter Combines!Harvest rice, figs + cashews with Helicopter Combines!
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By Bill + Melinda Gates not buildingBy Bill + Melinda Gates not buildingBy Bill + Melinda Gates not buildingBy Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard Key West  the Harvard Key West  the Harvard Key West  the Harvard Key West 
Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Tower Structure.Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Tower Structure.Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Tower Structure.Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. Red  Red  Red  Red 
Circle is where 25 Eiffel tower structures will be built and the Circle is where 25 Eiffel tower structures will be built and the Circle is where 25 Eiffel tower structures will be built and the Circle is where 25 Eiffel tower structures will be built and the 
Yale KeyYale KeyYale KeyYale Key West Med School will be installed on top via pre made  West Med School will be installed on top via pre made  West Med School will be installed on top via pre made  West Med School will be installed on top via pre made 
containers... 25,000containers... 25,000containers... 25,000containers... 25,000 Medical Students will change Key West and  Medical Students will change Key West and  Medical Students will change Key West and  Medical Students will change Key West and 
be ready just in time for 15 Billionbe ready just in time for 15 Billionbe ready just in time for 15 Billionbe ready just in time for 15 Billion people on Earth! Assembly  people on Earth! Assembly  people on Earth! Assembly  people on Earth! Assembly 
line surgery and "Tourists Traps" will be built in,line surgery and "Tourists Traps" will be built in,line surgery and "Tourists Traps" will be built in,line surgery and "Tourists Traps" will be built in, grin!  grin!  grin!  grin! 
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4444----15151515----13 "Spoiled13 "Spoiled13 "Spoiled13 "Spoiled----FoodFoodFoodFood----Holocaust" Bill + MelindaHolocaust" Bill + MelindaHolocaust" Bill + MelindaHolocaust" Bill + Melinda work the  work the  work the  work the 
MSNBC News for Malaria not the "SpoiledMSNBC News for Malaria not the "SpoiledMSNBC News for Malaria not the "SpoiledMSNBC News for Malaria not the "Spoiled----FoodFoodFoodFood----Holocaust" in Holocaust" in Holocaust" in Holocaust" in 
need ofneed ofneed ofneed of 1,001 MIT inventors who have work building "Drones"  1,001 MIT inventors who have work building "Drones"  1,001 MIT inventors who have work building "Drones"  1,001 MIT inventors who have work building "Drones" 
for the last 20 years!for the last 20 years!for the last 20 years!for the last 20 years!

4444----15151515----13 "Cardiac13 "Cardiac13 "Cardiac13 "Cardiac----ArrestArrestArrestArrest----Holocaust" Daily Body Count in this Holocaust" Daily Body Count in this Holocaust" Daily Body Count in this Holocaust" Daily Body Count in this 
"War" not on"War" not on"War" not on"War" not on NBC Nightly News and never will be!  NBC Nightly News and never will be!  NBC Nightly News and never will be!  NBC Nightly News and never will be! 

4444----15151515----13 "Microsoft13 "Microsoft13 "Microsoft13 "Microsoft----Holocaust" WindowHolocaust" WindowHolocaust" WindowHolocaust" Window 8 Bill + Melinda  8 Bill + Melinda  8 Bill + Melinda  8 Bill + Melinda 
suppressed Greg's Idea to preinstall 1,001 Invention Projects +suppressed Greg's Idea to preinstall 1,001 Invention Projects +suppressed Greg's Idea to preinstall 1,001 Invention Projects +suppressed Greg's Idea to preinstall 1,001 Invention Projects + A  A  A  A 
Icon to record this internet session as a YouTube Video for Icon to record this internet session as a YouTube Video for Icon to record this internet session as a YouTube Video for Icon to record this internet session as a YouTube Video for 
playbackplaybackplaybackplayback brainstorming 24/7 with a few wives in a Legal  brainstorming 24/7 with a few wives in a Legal  brainstorming 24/7 with a few wives in a Legal  brainstorming 24/7 with a few wives in a Legal 
Polygamous Marriage! PolygamousPolygamous Marriage! PolygamousPolygamous Marriage! PolygamousPolygamous Marriage! Polygamous Marriage Catalyst for  Marriage Catalyst for  Marriage Catalyst for  Marriage Catalyst for 
Discovery III Shuttles with "Gravity Engines"!Discovery III Shuttles with "Gravity Engines"!Discovery III Shuttles with "Gravity Engines"!Discovery III Shuttles with "Gravity Engines"!

4444----15151515----13 "Hurricane13 "Hurricane13 "Hurricane13 "Hurricane----Holocaust"... A Suppressed Idea to move a Holocaust"... A Suppressed Idea to move a Holocaust"... A Suppressed Idea to move a Holocaust"... A Suppressed Idea to move a 
HurricaneHurricaneHurricaneHurricane out to sea!  out to sea!  out to sea!  out to sea! 

4444----15151515----13 "Exhaust13 "Exhaust13 "Exhaust13 "Exhaust----Holocaust"... Pollution from cars andHolocaust"... Pollution from cars andHolocaust"... Pollution from cars andHolocaust"... Pollution from cars and deiseal  deiseal  deiseal  deiseal 
causes 100K birth defectscauses 100K birth defectscauses 100K birth defectscauses 100K birth defects----deaths! deaths! deaths! deaths! 

4444----15151515----13131313 "Car "Car "Car "Car----WreckWreckWreckWreck----Holocaust"... Wifi Dash Cams, Super Air Bags Holocaust"... Wifi Dash Cams, Super Air Bags Holocaust"... Wifi Dash Cams, Super Air Bags Holocaust"... Wifi Dash Cams, Super Air Bags 
on the Outside, Fon the Outside, Fon the Outside, Fon the Outside, F----35353535 Radar inside!  Radar inside!  Radar inside!  Radar inside! 

4444----15151515----13 "Star13 "Star13 "Star13 "Star----TravelTravelTravelTravel----Holocaust"... Pentagon Top BrassHolocaust"... Pentagon Top BrassHolocaust"... Pentagon Top BrassHolocaust"... Pentagon Top Brass "Killed" a  "Killed" a  "Killed" a  "Killed" a 
fleet of New Shuttles for "War Games"! fleet of New Shuttles for "War Games"! fleet of New Shuttles for "War Games"! fleet of New Shuttles for "War Games"! 

4444----15151515----13131313 "Hemingway "Hemingway "Hemingway "Hemingway----UtopianUtopianUtopianUtopian----InventionInventionInventionInvention----FilledFilledFilledFilled----WritingWritingWritingWriting----ClassesClassesClassesClasses----
Holocaust" Key West MandyHolocaust" Key West MandyHolocaust" Key West MandyHolocaust" Key West Mandy Miles wrote today don't leave your  Miles wrote today don't leave your  Miles wrote today don't leave your  Miles wrote today don't leave your 
junk on the curb. She writes every Sunday andjunk on the curb. She writes every Sunday andjunk on the curb. She writes every Sunday andjunk on the curb. She writes every Sunday and is Light Years  is Light Years  is Light Years  is Light Years 
from writing about taking afrom writing about taking afrom writing about taking afrom writing about taking a "Hemingway "Hemingway "Hemingway "Hemingway----UtopianUtopianUtopianUtopian----InventionInventionInventionInvention----
FilledFilledFilledFilled----WritingWritingWritingWriting----Class, in Key West! NY Times saidClass, in Key West! NY Times saidClass, in Key West! NY Times saidClass, in Key West! NY Times said "God" is Dead  "God" is Dead  "God" is Dead  "God" is Dead 
without researching 1 Trillion Galaxies first! without researching 1 Trillion Galaxies first! without researching 1 Trillion Galaxies first! without researching 1 Trillion Galaxies first! 

4444----15151515----13 The13 The13 The13 The suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in Key West  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in Key West  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in Key West  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in Key West 
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is ais ais ais a ElectricWindmillcar ElectricWindmillcar ElectricWindmillcar ElectricWindmillcar----Holocaust + Genocide... with more Holocaust + Genocide... with more Holocaust + Genocide... with more Holocaust + Genocide... with more 
people "gassed" viapeople "gassed" viapeople "gassed" viapeople "gassed" via exhaust in 100's of polluted big cities, cause  exhaust in 100's of polluted big cities, cause  exhaust in 100's of polluted big cities, cause  exhaust in 100's of polluted big cities, cause 
of kids birth defects are coveredof kids birth defects are coveredof kids birth defects are coveredof kids birth defects are covered up by the Top Brass at the  up by the Top Brass at the  up by the Top Brass at the  up by the Top Brass at the 
Pentagon, and fiery wreck statistics are "Top Secret"Pentagon, and fiery wreck statistics are "Top Secret"Pentagon, and fiery wreck statistics are "Top Secret"Pentagon, and fiery wreck statistics are "Top Secret" (Pictures +  (Pictures +  (Pictures +  (Pictures + 
Videos) too. Videos) too. Videos) too. Videos) too. 

4444----15151515----13 The Suppression of Greg's ideas to move13 The Suppression of Greg's ideas to move13 The Suppression of Greg's ideas to move13 The Suppression of Greg's ideas to move a Hurricane  a Hurricane  a Hurricane  a Hurricane 
heading for Key West Out to sea is a "Hurricaneheading for Key West Out to sea is a "Hurricaneheading for Key West Out to sea is a "Hurricaneheading for Key West Out to sea is a "Hurricane----Holocaust"Holocaust"Holocaust"Holocaust"

4444----15151515----13 Hurricane Sandy could have been moved out to sea... 13 Hurricane Sandy could have been moved out to sea... 13 Hurricane Sandy could have been moved out to sea... 13 Hurricane Sandy could have been moved out to sea... 
but our Numbbut our Numbbut our Numbbut our Numb Nuts Dictator, (McCain) and Others are "Stupid  Nuts Dictator, (McCain) and Others are "Stupid  Nuts Dictator, (McCain) and Others are "Stupid  Nuts Dictator, (McCain) and Others are "Stupid 
Criminals" when the crime is aCriminals" when the crime is aCriminals" when the crime is aCriminals" when the crime is a Holocaust + Mass Murder from  Holocaust + Mass Murder from  Holocaust + Mass Murder from  Holocaust + Mass Murder from 
fiery wrecks, whooping cough workers at the Miamifiery wrecks, whooping cough workers at the Miamifiery wrecks, whooping cough workers at the Miamifiery wrecks, whooping cough workers at the Miami Day Care  Day Care  Day Care  Day Care 
Centers, or Hepatitis Infected People not registering with theirCenters, or Hepatitis Infected People not registering with theirCenters, or Hepatitis Infected People not registering with theirCenters, or Hepatitis Infected People not registering with their
neighbors and coneighbors and coneighbors and coneighbors and co----workers. workers. workers. workers. 

4444----15151515----13 The Suppression of a Greg's ideas to13 The Suppression of a Greg's ideas to13 The Suppression of a Greg's ideas to13 The Suppression of a Greg's ideas to move a Hurricane  move a Hurricane  move a Hurricane  move a Hurricane 
heading for Key West Out to sea is a "Hurricaneheading for Key West Out to sea is a "Hurricaneheading for Key West Out to sea is a "Hurricaneheading for Key West Out to sea is a "Hurricane----Holocaust"Holocaust"Holocaust"Holocaust"

4444----15151515----13 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud lightning rods dropped into 13 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud lightning rods dropped into 13 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud lightning rods dropped into 13 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud lightning rods dropped into 
Sandy,Sandy,Sandy,Sandy, where... a NOAA super computer simulation would tell  where... a NOAA super computer simulation would tell  where... a NOAA super computer simulation would tell  where... a NOAA super computer simulation would tell 
the pilots the best area ofthe pilots the best area ofthe pilots the best area ofthe pilots the best area of the spinning Hurricane to drop a  the spinning Hurricane to drop a  the spinning Hurricane to drop a  the spinning Hurricane to drop a 
trillion lighting rods, setting off 1 Trilliontrillion lighting rods, setting off 1 Trilliontrillion lighting rods, setting off 1 Trilliontrillion lighting rods, setting off 1 Trillion cloud to cloud  cloud to cloud  cloud to cloud  cloud to cloud 
lightning strikes to move the Hurricane out to sea... Hurricanelightning strikes to move the Hurricane out to sea... Hurricanelightning strikes to move the Hurricane out to sea... Hurricanelightning strikes to move the Hurricane out to sea... Hurricane
direction and or speed could be changed by launching 1 direction and or speed could be changed by launching 1 direction and or speed could be changed by launching 1 direction and or speed could be changed by launching 1 
trillion lightning rodtrillion lightning rodtrillion lightning rodtrillion lightning rod wires into the Hurricane by Planes flying  wires into the Hurricane by Planes flying  wires into the Hurricane by Planes flying  wires into the Hurricane by Planes flying 
above the Hurricane, discharging ofabove the Hurricane, discharging ofabove the Hurricane, discharging ofabove the Hurricane, discharging of massive amounts of  massive amounts of  massive amounts of  massive amounts of 
lightning will change a Hurricane's direction... temp?lightning will change a Hurricane's direction... temp?lightning will change a Hurricane's direction... temp?lightning will change a Hurricane's direction... temp?

4444----15151515----13 1 Trillion tons of dry ice on the other side of Sandy...?13 1 Trillion tons of dry ice on the other side of Sandy...?13 1 Trillion tons of dry ice on the other side of Sandy...?13 1 Trillion tons of dry ice on the other side of Sandy...?
Brainstorm a way to move a Hurricane out to sea!! As NYC will Brainstorm a way to move a Hurricane out to sea!! As NYC will Brainstorm a way to move a Hurricane out to sea!! As NYC will Brainstorm a way to move a Hurricane out to sea!! As NYC will 
build a sea wallbuild a sea wallbuild a sea wallbuild a sea wall not KW. Sandy the Gov. didn't even try to move  not KW. Sandy the Gov. didn't even try to move  not KW. Sandy the Gov. didn't even try to move  not KW. Sandy the Gov. didn't even try to move 
Sandy from NYC. 1,001 OtherSandy from NYC. 1,001 OtherSandy from NYC. 1,001 OtherSandy from NYC. 1,001 Other Invention Projects. 101 can be  Invention Projects. 101 can be  Invention Projects. 101 can be  Invention Projects. 101 can be 
called a Holocaust as 100 kids will be left incalled a Holocaust as 100 kids will be left incalled a Holocaust as 100 kids will be left incalled a Holocaust as 100 kids will be left in Hot Cars to die in  Hot Cars to die in  Hot Cars to die in  Hot Cars to die in 
the summer of 2013 and NBC Miami will have a few commentthe summer of 2013 and NBC Miami will have a few commentthe summer of 2013 and NBC Miami will have a few commentthe summer of 2013 and NBC Miami will have a few comment
about not forgetting the kids in hot cars at the same time about not forgetting the kids in hot cars at the same time about not forgetting the kids in hot cars at the same time about not forgetting the kids in hot cars at the same time 
covering up thecovering up thecovering up thecovering up the ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar----Holocaust and Genocide! Holocaust and Genocide! Holocaust and Genocide! Holocaust and Genocide! 

4444----15151515----13 I need job $ to13 I need job $ to13 I need job $ to13 I need job $ to finance my research for a Rx Penicillin  finance my research for a Rx Penicillin  finance my research for a Rx Penicillin  finance my research for a Rx Penicillin 
like Overnight Miracle cure for breastlike Overnight Miracle cure for breastlike Overnight Miracle cure for breastlike Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer and 1,001  cancer and 1,001  cancer and 1,001  cancer and 1,001 
Invention Projects... MRI contrast agent to see all the cancerInvention Projects... MRI contrast agent to see all the cancerInvention Projects... MRI contrast agent to see all the cancerInvention Projects... MRI contrast agent to see all the cancer
cells, and pulse to destroy every cancer cell in your body via a cells, and pulse to destroy every cancer cell in your body via a cells, and pulse to destroy every cancer cell in your body via a cells, and pulse to destroy every cancer cell in your body via a 
pulse orpulse orpulse orpulse or electric shock... programmed into the MRI, etc.  electric shock... programmed into the MRI, etc.  electric shock... programmed into the MRI, etc.  electric shock... programmed into the MRI, etc. 
4444----12121212----13 NBC Nightly News13 NBC Nightly News13 NBC Nightly News13 NBC Nightly News Special... North Korea can launch 2  Special... North Korea can launch 2  Special... North Korea can launch 2  Special... North Korea can launch 2 
Nukes on its Missiles! Nukes on its Missiles! Nukes on its Missiles! Nukes on its Missiles! 

4444----12121212----13 The13 The13 The13 The suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in Key West  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in Key West  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in Key West  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in Key West 
is a Holocaust + Genocide...is a Holocaust + Genocide...is a Holocaust + Genocide...is a Holocaust + Genocide... BP Oil will let North Korea Nuke  BP Oil will let North Korea Nuke  BP Oil will let North Korea Nuke  BP Oil will let North Korea Nuke 
Seoul for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues$Seoul for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues$Seoul for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues$Seoul for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues$ Pirates in Key West  Pirates in Key West  Pirates in Key West  Pirates in Key West 
2013. 2013. 2013. 2013. 

4444----12121212----13 The Holocaust of The atomic bombings13 The Holocaust of The atomic bombings13 The Holocaust of The atomic bombings13 The Holocaust of The atomic bombings of the cities of  of the cities of  of the cities of  of the cities of 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japan were conducted by the Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japan were conducted by the Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japan were conducted by the Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japan were conducted by the 
UnitedUnitedUnitedUnited States during the final stages of World War II in 1945.  States during the final stages of World War II in 1945.  States during the final stages of World War II in 1945.  States during the final stages of World War II in 1945. 
These two eventsThese two eventsThese two eventsThese two events represent the only use of nuclear weapons in  represent the only use of nuclear weapons in  represent the only use of nuclear weapons in  represent the only use of nuclear weapons in 
warfare to date. Following a firewarfare to date. Following a firewarfare to date. Following a firewarfare to date. Following a fire bombing campaign that  bombing campaign that  bombing campaign that  bombing campaign that 
destroyed many Japanese cities, the Allies prepared for adestroyed many Japanese cities, the Allies prepared for adestroyed many Japanese cities, the Allies prepared for adestroyed many Japanese cities, the Allies prepared for a costly  costly  costly  costly 
invasion of Japan. North Korea Today and the invasion of Japan. North Korea Today and the invasion of Japan. North Korea Today and the invasion of Japan. North Korea Today and the 
ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ---- Awe Awe Awe Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous  Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous  Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous  Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous 
Wives + ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. AreWives + ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. AreWives + ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. AreWives + ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. Are "Top Secret" by  "Top Secret" by  "Top Secret" by  "Top Secret" by 
McCain and the Other Numb Nuts Dictators in our Orwell Era!McCain and the Other Numb Nuts Dictators in our Orwell Era!McCain and the Other Numb Nuts Dictators in our Orwell Era!McCain and the Other Numb Nuts Dictators in our Orwell Era!
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4444----12121212----13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous Wives +13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous Wives +13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous Wives +13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous Wives +
ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. We bike Duval and do the ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. We bike Duval and do the ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. We bike Duval and do the ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. We bike Duval and do the 
Duval Walk and areDuval Walk and areDuval Walk and areDuval Walk and are unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" +  unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" +  unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" +  unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + 
"Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could"Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could"Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could"Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could never happen again with  never happen again with  never happen again with  never happen again with 
BP Oil as Hitler! The Jewish Mafia can't be tempted withBP Oil as Hitler! The Jewish Mafia can't be tempted withBP Oil as Hitler! The Jewish Mafia can't be tempted withBP Oil as Hitler! The Jewish Mafia can't be tempted with $177  $177  $177  $177 
Trillion dollars! The GasolineHolcaust$ or spell it out as theTrillion dollars! The GasolineHolcaust$ or spell it out as theTrillion dollars! The GasolineHolcaust$ or spell it out as theTrillion dollars! The GasolineHolcaust$ or spell it out as the
gasoline$gasoline$gasoline$gasoline$----Holocaust$! BP Oil Men's $177 Trillion dollars Holocaust$! BP Oil Men's $177 Trillion dollars Holocaust$! BP Oil Men's $177 Trillion dollars Holocaust$! BP Oil Men's $177 Trillion dollars 
overwhelmed obedientoverwhelmed obedientoverwhelmed obedientoverwhelmed obedient wives, Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill +  wives, Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill +  wives, Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill +  wives, Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill + 
Melinda! Melinda! Melinda! Melinda! 

4444----12121212----13 Ortega + Orwell on the same page in the American13 Ortega + Orwell on the same page in the American13 Ortega + Orwell on the same page in the American13 Ortega + Orwell on the same page in the American
Heritage illustrated College dicHeritage illustrated College dicHeritage illustrated College dicHeritage illustrated College dic----tiontiontiontion----arararar----y I'm reading today. y I'm reading today. y I'm reading today. y I'm reading today. 
Ortega wasOrtega wasOrtega wasOrtega was President from 1984 to 1990 and kept "Top Secret"  President from 1984 to 1990 and kept "Top Secret"  President from 1984 to 1990 and kept "Top Secret"  President from 1984 to 1990 and kept "Top Secret" 
the Helicopter Combines forthe Helicopter Combines forthe Helicopter Combines forthe Helicopter Combines for all the hard to harvest South  all the hard to harvest South  all the hard to harvest South  all the hard to harvest South 
American Crops! General Ortega does not harvestAmerican Crops! General Ortega does not harvestAmerican Crops! General Ortega does not harvestAmerican Crops! General Ortega does not harvest any crops that  any crops that  any crops that  any crops that 
feed people... feed people... feed people... feed people... 

4444----12121212----13 Organic, Organized crime, Orgasm,13 Organic, Organized crime, Orgasm,13 Organic, Organized crime, Orgasm,13 Organic, Organized crime, Orgasm, Orgy were on the  Orgy were on the  Orgy were on the  Orgy were on the 
page before Ortega + Orwell but no illustrations for these...page before Ortega + Orwell but no illustrations for these...page before Ortega + Orwell but no illustrations for these...page before Ortega + Orwell but no illustrations for these... grin!  grin!  grin!  grin! 

4444----12121212----13 Orion the Greek Hunter in his Constellation. Today we13 Orion the Greek Hunter in his Constellation. Today we13 Orion the Greek Hunter in his Constellation. Today we13 Orion the Greek Hunter in his Constellation. Today we
"Hunt" Inventions to hear and see "Aliens" before the Numb Nuts "Hunt" Inventions to hear and see "Aliens" before the Numb Nuts "Hunt" Inventions to hear and see "Aliens" before the Numb Nuts "Hunt" Inventions to hear and see "Aliens" before the Numb Nuts 
DictatorsDictatorsDictatorsDictators "Alienate" North Korea enough to Nuke Seoul.  "Alienate" North Korea enough to Nuke Seoul.  "Alienate" North Korea enough to Nuke Seoul.  "Alienate" North Korea enough to Nuke Seoul. 

4444----12121212----13 Overabundance of13 Overabundance of13 Overabundance of13 Overabundance of Helicopter Combines for Ocean  Helicopter Combines for Ocean  Helicopter Combines for Ocean  Helicopter Combines for Ocean 
fishing, along with the Overabundance... offishing, along with the Overabundance... offishing, along with the Overabundance... offishing, along with the Overabundance... of fish... 1 Trillion fish  fish... 1 Trillion fish  fish... 1 Trillion fish  fish... 1 Trillion fish 
after the Navy feeds the fish! after the Navy feeds the fish! after the Navy feeds the fish! after the Navy feeds the fish! 

4444----12121212----13131313 Overabundance of Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of  Overabundance of Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of  Overabundance of Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of  Overabundance of Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of 
Polygamous Wives +Polygamous Wives +Polygamous Wives +Polygamous Wives + ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. 1,001  ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. 1,001  ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. 1,001  ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. 1,001 
Invention Projects will be brain stormedInvention Projects will be brain stormedInvention Projects will be brain stormedInvention Projects will be brain stormed on the Honeymoon!  on the Honeymoon!  on the Honeymoon!  on the Honeymoon! 

4444----12121212----13 1st graders killed, mass murder of 22 children13 1st graders killed, mass murder of 22 children13 1st graders killed, mass murder of 22 children13 1st graders killed, mass murder of 22 children by the  by the  by the  by the 
son of a GE Executive! son of a GE Executive! son of a GE Executive! son of a GE Executive! 

4444----12121212----13 Gun Control Laws in the news not13 Gun Control Laws in the news not13 Gun Control Laws in the news not13 Gun Control Laws in the news not GE Organized Crimes  GE Organized Crimes  GE Organized Crimes  GE Organized Crimes 
and Genocide via its outdate, Nuclear Power Plants andand Genocide via its outdate, Nuclear Power Plants andand Genocide via its outdate, Nuclear Power Plants andand Genocide via its outdate, Nuclear Power Plants and
Gasoline Fueled Jet Engines when H at Gasoline Fueled Jet Engines when H at Gasoline Fueled Jet Engines when H at Gasoline Fueled Jet Engines when H at ----254 C and power all of 254 C and power all of 254 C and power all of 254 C and power all of 
Japans homes andJapans homes andJapans homes andJapans homes and factories for "Free" as BP Oil will have its  factories for "Free" as BP Oil will have its  factories for "Free" as BP Oil will have its  factories for "Free" as BP Oil will have its 
$177 Trillion dollars confiscated$177 Trillion dollars confiscated$177 Trillion dollars confiscated$177 Trillion dollars confiscated to pay for 1 Trillion NASA  to pay for 1 Trillion NASA  to pay for 1 Trillion NASA  to pay for 1 Trillion NASA 
manufactured cans of liquid Hydrogen! That will flymanufactured cans of liquid Hydrogen! That will flymanufactured cans of liquid Hydrogen! That will flymanufactured cans of liquid Hydrogen! That will fly Boeing  Boeing  Boeing  Boeing 
Jets with free fuel of H... GE Executive who's son killed 22 1st Jets with free fuel of H... GE Executive who's son killed 22 1st Jets with free fuel of H... GE Executive who's son killed 22 1st Jets with free fuel of H... GE Executive who's son killed 22 1st 
gradersgradersgradersgraders suppressed Boeing from changing from gasoline Jet fuel  suppressed Boeing from changing from gasoline Jet fuel  suppressed Boeing from changing from gasoline Jet fuel  suppressed Boeing from changing from gasoline Jet fuel 
to Hydrogen Jet Fuel andto Hydrogen Jet Fuel andto Hydrogen Jet Fuel andto Hydrogen Jet Fuel and it would be free.  it would be free.  it would be free.  it would be free. 

4444----12121212----13 Overabundance of 1st graders 22 killed by13 Overabundance of 1st graders 22 killed by13 Overabundance of 1st graders 22 killed by13 Overabundance of 1st graders 22 killed by Pentagon's  Pentagon's  Pentagon's  Pentagon's 
$1 Million dollar Drones manufactured by MIT. $1 Million dollar Drones manufactured by MIT. $1 Million dollar Drones manufactured by MIT. $1 Million dollar Drones manufactured by MIT. 

4444----12121212----13131313 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + "Pirates  Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + "Pirates  Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + "Pirates  Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + "Pirates 
Corner" The Holocaust couldCorner" The Holocaust couldCorner" The Holocaust couldCorner" The Holocaust could never happen again with BP Oil as  never happen again with BP Oil as  never happen again with BP Oil as  never happen again with BP Oil as 
Hitler! Hitler! Hitler! Hitler! 
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4444----12121212----13 Unsuspicious of13 Unsuspicious of13 Unsuspicious of13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + "Pirates  TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + "Pirates  TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + "Pirates  TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + "Pirates 
Corner" The Holocaust could never happenCorner" The Holocaust could never happenCorner" The Holocaust could never happenCorner" The Holocaust could never happen again with GE as  again with GE as  again with GE as  again with GE as 
Hitler! Hitler! Hitler! Hitler! 

4444----12121212----13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + "Pirates  Key" + "Pirates  Key" + "Pirates  Key" + "Pirates 
Corner" The Holocaust could never happen again with 984 FCorner" The Holocaust could never happen again with 984 FCorner" The Holocaust could never happen again with 984 FCorner" The Holocaust could never happen again with 984 F----35353535
Fighter Jets on Boeing's assembly line instead of 984 Helicopter Fighter Jets on Boeing's assembly line instead of 984 Helicopter Fighter Jets on Boeing's assembly line instead of 984 Helicopter Fighter Jets on Boeing's assembly line instead of 984 Helicopter 
Combines toCombines toCombines toCombines to harvest the Banana Republics crops  harvest the Banana Republics crops  harvest the Banana Republics crops  harvest the Banana Republics crops ----
Overabundance of figs, cashews, bananas,Overabundance of figs, cashews, bananas,Overabundance of figs, cashews, bananas,Overabundance of figs, cashews, bananas, etc.  etc.  etc.  etc. 

4444----12121212----13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + "Pirates 13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + "Pirates 13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + "Pirates 13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + "Pirates 
Corner"Corner"Corner"Corner" The Holocaust could never happen again with... The  The Holocaust could never happen again with... The  The Holocaust could never happen again with... The  The Holocaust could never happen again with... The 
GasolineHolcaust$ or spell itGasolineHolcaust$ or spell itGasolineHolcaust$ or spell itGasolineHolcaust$ or spell it out as the gasoline$ out as the gasoline$ out as the gasoline$ out as the gasoline$----Holocaust$! Holocaust$! Holocaust$! Holocaust$! 
BP Oil Men's $177 Trillion dollars overwhelmedBP Oil Men's $177 Trillion dollars overwhelmedBP Oil Men's $177 Trillion dollars overwhelmedBP Oil Men's $177 Trillion dollars overwhelmed obedient wives,  obedient wives,  obedient wives,  obedient wives, 
Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill + Melinda! Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill + Melinda! Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill + Melinda! Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill + Melinda! 

4444----12121212----13 Air13 Air13 Air13 Air Bags  Bags  Bags  Bags ---- Overabundance of Super Air Bags on the  Overabundance of Super Air Bags on the  Overabundance of Super Air Bags on the  Overabundance of Super Air Bags on the 
Outside of cars and SemiOutside of cars and SemiOutside of cars and SemiOutside of cars and Semi----Trucks...Trucks...Trucks...Trucks... "Top Secret" yes this is a  "Top Secret" yes this is a  "Top Secret" yes this is a  "Top Secret" yes this is a 
Genocide + Holocaust as Greg Buell LoveStar inventedGenocide + Holocaust as Greg Buell LoveStar inventedGenocide + Holocaust as Greg Buell LoveStar inventedGenocide + Holocaust as Greg Buell LoveStar invented the idea  the idea  the idea  the idea 
of the Overabundance of Super Air Bags on the Outside of cars of the Overabundance of Super Air Bags on the Outside of cars of the Overabundance of Super Air Bags on the Outside of cars of the Overabundance of Super Air Bags on the Outside of cars 
andandandand Semi Semi Semi Semi----Trucks... in 1990 when Ortega was still President. Trucks... in 1990 when Ortega was still President. Trucks... in 1990 when Ortega was still President. Trucks... in 1990 when Ortega was still President. 
Today is 4Today is 4Today is 4Today is 4----12121212----13 that is13 that is13 that is13 that is 23 years the Overabundance of Super  23 years the Overabundance of Super  23 years the Overabundance of Super  23 years the Overabundance of Super 
Air Bags on the Outside of cars andAir Bags on the Outside of cars andAir Bags on the Outside of cars andAir Bags on the Outside of cars and Semi Semi Semi Semi----Trucks... Trucks... Trucks... Trucks... 
manufacturing of these would be on the 4th or 5th generation...manufacturing of these would be on the 4th or 5th generation...manufacturing of these would be on the 4th or 5th generation...manufacturing of these would be on the 4th or 5th generation...
all the kinks worked out! This is a Genocide + Holocaust! all the kinks worked out! This is a Genocide + Holocaust! all the kinks worked out! This is a Genocide + Holocaust! all the kinks worked out! This is a Genocide + Holocaust! 

4444----12121212----13131313 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + "Pirates  Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + "Pirates  Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + "Pirates  Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + "Pirates 
Corner" The Holocaust couldCorner" The Holocaust couldCorner" The Holocaust couldCorner" The Holocaust could never happen again...  never happen again...  never happen again...  never happen again... 

4444----12121212----13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous Wives +  Wives +  Wives +  Wives + 
ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. 

4444----12121212----13 ABC Nightly News with13 ABC Nightly News with13 ABC Nightly News with13 ABC Nightly News with Diane Sawyer ends with Paris  Diane Sawyer ends with Paris  Diane Sawyer ends with Paris  Diane Sawyer ends with Paris 
Pickpockets at the Louvre, at the sidewalk cafe andPickpockets at the Louvre, at the sidewalk cafe andPickpockets at the Louvre, at the sidewalk cafe andPickpockets at the Louvre, at the sidewalk cafe and other  other  other  other 
Tourists Attractions all caught on video for us so we are not Tourists Attractions all caught on video for us so we are not Tourists Attractions all caught on video for us so we are not Tourists Attractions all caught on video for us so we are not 
unsuspiciousunsuspiciousunsuspiciousunsuspicious of Todays "Pirates"  of Todays "Pirates"  of Todays "Pirates"  of Todays "Pirates" 

4444----12121212----13 NBC Nightly News ended with the Vietnam POW13 NBC Nightly News ended with the Vietnam POW13 NBC Nightly News ended with the Vietnam POW13 NBC Nightly News ended with the Vietnam POW McCain  McCain  McCain  McCain 
getting the Medal of Honor from 99 other Senators! Top Secret is getting the Medal of Honor from 99 other Senators! Top Secret is getting the Medal of Honor from 99 other Senators! Top Secret is getting the Medal of Honor from 99 other Senators! Top Secret is 
thatthatthatthat Today Vietnam is selling its oil to BP for $1 Trillion a year!  Today Vietnam is selling its oil to BP for $1 Trillion a year!  Today Vietnam is selling its oil to BP for $1 Trillion a year!  Today Vietnam is selling its oil to BP for $1 Trillion a year! 

4444----12121212----13131313 "Tortured" into hanging herself in the Kennedy Barn.  "Tortured" into hanging herself in the Kennedy Barn.  "Tortured" into hanging herself in the Kennedy Barn.  "Tortured" into hanging herself in the Kennedy Barn. 
Mary was not given a MedalMary was not given a MedalMary was not given a MedalMary was not given a Medal of Honor from 99 Senators Today.  of Honor from 99 Senators Today.  of Honor from 99 Senators Today.  of Honor from 99 Senators Today. 

4444----12121212----13 43 American Women Were Murdered13 43 American Women Were Murdered13 43 American Women Were Murdered13 43 American Women Were Murdered Today... 85% by  Today... 85% by  Today... 85% by  Today... 85% by 
Drunk Men and not even Diane Sawyer on ABC Nightly News Drunk Men and not even Diane Sawyer on ABC Nightly News Drunk Men and not even Diane Sawyer on ABC Nightly News Drunk Men and not even Diane Sawyer on ABC Nightly News 
had thehad thehad thehad the Daily Body Count as our Numb Nuts Dictators (Yes  Daily Body Count as our Numb Nuts Dictators (Yes  Daily Body Count as our Numb Nuts Dictators (Yes  Daily Body Count as our Numb Nuts Dictators (Yes 
McCain) is one of our Numb NutsMcCain) is one of our Numb NutsMcCain) is one of our Numb NutsMcCain) is one of our Numb Nuts Dictators, keep these statistics  Dictators, keep these statistics  Dictators, keep these statistics  Dictators, keep these statistics 
Top Secret of course! Top Secret of course! Top Secret of course! Top Secret of course! 
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By Bill + Melinda Gates not buildingBy Bill + Melinda Gates not buildingBy Bill + Melinda Gates not buildingBy Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard Key West  the Harvard Key West  the Harvard Key West  the Harvard Key West 
Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Tower Structure.Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Tower Structure.Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Tower Structure.Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. Red  Red  Red  Red 
Circle is where 25 Eiffel tower structures will be built and the Circle is where 25 Eiffel tower structures will be built and the Circle is where 25 Eiffel tower structures will be built and the Circle is where 25 Eiffel tower structures will be built and the 
Yale KeyYale KeyYale KeyYale Key West Med School will be installed on top via pre made  West Med School will be installed on top via pre made  West Med School will be installed on top via pre made  West Med School will be installed on top via pre made 
containers... 25,000containers... 25,000containers... 25,000containers... 25,000 Medical Students will change Key West and  Medical Students will change Key West and  Medical Students will change Key West and  Medical Students will change Key West and 
be ready just in time for 15 Billionbe ready just in time for 15 Billionbe ready just in time for 15 Billionbe ready just in time for 15 Billion people on Earth! Assembly  people on Earth! Assembly  people on Earth! Assembly  people on Earth! Assembly 
line surgery and "Tourists Traps" will be built in,line surgery and "Tourists Traps" will be built in,line surgery and "Tourists Traps" will be built in,line surgery and "Tourists Traps" will be built in, grin!  grin!  grin!  grin! 
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4444----10101010----13 Happy Birthday's with "Hemingway +13 Happy Birthday's with "Hemingway +13 Happy Birthday's with "Hemingway +13 Happy Birthday's with "Hemingway + Gellhorn" no  Gellhorn" no  Gellhorn" no  Gellhorn" no 
Birthday's were in the HBO Movie, I got the DVD today. I read Birthday's were in the HBO Movie, I got the DVD today. I read Birthday's were in the HBO Movie, I got the DVD today. I read Birthday's were in the HBO Movie, I got the DVD today. I read 
allallallall the public Hemingway + Gellhorn letters and can't  the public Hemingway + Gellhorn letters and can't  the public Hemingway + Gellhorn letters and can't  the public Hemingway + Gellhorn letters and can't 
remember any letters betweenremember any letters betweenremember any letters betweenremember any letters between them about their Birthdays  them about their Birthdays  them about their Birthdays  them about their Birthdays 
Together. "Hemingway + Gellhorn II" should start withTogether. "Hemingway + Gellhorn II" should start withTogether. "Hemingway + Gellhorn II" should start withTogether. "Hemingway + Gellhorn II" should start with their best  their best  their best  their best 
Birthday Together... writing a novel! Birthday Together... writing a novel! Birthday Together... writing a novel! Birthday Together... writing a novel! 

4444----10101010----13 DVD "Hemingway13 DVD "Hemingway13 DVD "Hemingway13 DVD "Hemingway + Gellhorn" got it from Amazon today  + Gellhorn" got it from Amazon today  + Gellhorn" got it from Amazon today  + Gellhorn" got it from Amazon today 
and it's good, hope Sony takes over fromand it's good, hope Sony takes over fromand it's good, hope Sony takes over fromand it's good, hope Sony takes over from HBO and makes  HBO and makes  HBO and makes  HBO and makes 
"Hemingway + Gellhorn II" with actual writing of one or two, "Hemingway + Gellhorn II" with actual writing of one or two, "Hemingway + Gellhorn II" with actual writing of one or two, "Hemingway + Gellhorn II" with actual writing of one or two, 
threethreethreethree of Hemingways Novels!  of Hemingways Novels!  of Hemingways Novels!  of Hemingways Novels! 

4444----10101010----13 Here in Key West we know... Moon's gravity13 Here in Key West we know... Moon's gravity13 Here in Key West we know... Moon's gravity13 Here in Key West we know... Moon's gravity is responsible  is responsible  is responsible  is responsible 
for the ocean tides! Look at everything and think... How isfor the ocean tides! Look at everything and think... How isfor the ocean tides! Look at everything and think... How isfor the ocean tides! Look at everything and think... How is
gravity generated! This is how the discovery will be made. Look gravity generated! This is how the discovery will be made. Look gravity generated! This is how the discovery will be made. Look gravity generated! This is how the discovery will be made. Look 
both ways forboth ways forboth ways forboth ways for motorcycles... there are no stickers that tell you to  motorcycles... there are no stickers that tell you to  motorcycles... there are no stickers that tell you to  motorcycles... there are no stickers that tell you to 
Look at everything andLook at everything andLook at everything andLook at everything and think how is gravity generated! Our  think how is gravity generated! Our  think how is gravity generated! Our  think how is gravity generated! Our 
"1984" Numb Nuts Dictators are looking for a"1984" Numb Nuts Dictators are looking for a"1984" Numb Nuts Dictators are looking for a"1984" Numb Nuts Dictators are looking for a way to get out of  way to get out of  way to get out of  way to get out of 
Yale History Textbooks for being the Master Minds of the WorstYale History Textbooks for being the Master Minds of the WorstYale History Textbooks for being the Master Minds of the WorstYale History Textbooks for being the Master Minds of the Worst
Genocide on Earth. The suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Genocide on Earth. The suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Genocide on Earth. The suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Genocide on Earth. The suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! 
390 Million have390 Million have390 Million have390 Million have died from suppressing the  died from suppressing the  died from suppressing the  died from suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! 

4444----10101010----13 Here in Key West13 Here in Key West13 Here in Key West13 Here in Key West Greg knows... he will be the one who  Greg knows... he will be the one who  Greg knows... he will be the one who  Greg knows... he will be the one who 
discovers how Gravity is Generated. Gravitydiscovers how Gravity is Generated. Gravitydiscovers how Gravity is Generated. Gravitydiscovers how Gravity is Generated. Gravity of Hemingways 4  of Hemingways 4  of Hemingways 4  of Hemingways 4 
wives, gravity of making A Polygamous Marriage legal in Key wives, gravity of making A Polygamous Marriage legal in Key wives, gravity of making A Polygamous Marriage legal in Key wives, gravity of making A Polygamous Marriage legal in Key 
WestWestWestWest to brainstorm 24/7 with millions of "Observers" watching  to brainstorm 24/7 with millions of "Observers" watching  to brainstorm 24/7 with millions of "Observers" watching  to brainstorm 24/7 with millions of "Observers" watching 
this Honeymoon Video,this Honeymoon Video,this Honeymoon Video,this Honeymoon Video, it has to get us and them off with the  it has to get us and them off with the  it has to get us and them off with the  it has to get us and them off with the 
climax being "Gravity"! climax being "Gravity"! climax being "Gravity"! climax being "Gravity"! 

4444----10101010----13131313 We are never aware of the Sun's gravity Yet, it is the  We are never aware of the Sun's gravity Yet, it is the  We are never aware of the Sun's gravity Yet, it is the  We are never aware of the Sun's gravity Yet, it is the 
Sun's gravity that keepsSun's gravity that keepsSun's gravity that keepsSun's gravity that keeps the Earth in its orbit!  the Earth in its orbit!  the Earth in its orbit!  the Earth in its orbit! 

4444----10101010----13 1 trillionth Key West Sunset from Westin13 1 trillionth Key West Sunset from Westin13 1 trillionth Key West Sunset from Westin13 1 trillionth Key West Sunset from Westin Hotel came and  Hotel came and  Hotel came and  Hotel came and 
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went. went. went. went. 

4444----10101010----13 Gravity of our situation in the Universe +13 Gravity of our situation in the Universe +13 Gravity of our situation in the Universe +13 Gravity of our situation in the Universe + Status in Key  Status in Key  Status in Key  Status in Key 
West... West... West... West... 

4444----10101010----13 Proof of wealth is the "White Rolls Royce"13 Proof of wealth is the "White Rolls Royce"13 Proof of wealth is the "White Rolls Royce"13 Proof of wealth is the "White Rolls Royce" driving down  driving down  driving down  driving down 
Duval turning at Green. Duval turning at Green. Duval turning at Green. Duval turning at Green. 

4444----10101010----13 $4 gasoline, Gravity of13 $4 gasoline, Gravity of13 $4 gasoline, Gravity of13 $4 gasoline, Gravity of "Genocide" at Pirates Key!  "Genocide" at Pirates Key!  "Genocide" at Pirates Key!  "Genocide" at Pirates Key! 

4444----10101010----13 God's best invention is "Women"!13 God's best invention is "Women"!13 God's best invention is "Women"!13 God's best invention is "Women"!

4444----10101010----13 Gravity is God's best "Perpetual Motion Machine"!13 Gravity is God's best "Perpetual Motion Machine"!13 Gravity is God's best "Perpetual Motion Machine"!13 Gravity is God's best "Perpetual Motion Machine"!

4444----10101010----13 Gregs 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar is the 13 Gregs 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar is the 13 Gregs 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar is the 13 Gregs 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar is the 
WorldsWorldsWorldsWorlds 1st Perpetual Motion Machine suppressed from MIT  1st Perpetual Motion Machine suppressed from MIT  1st Perpetual Motion Machine suppressed from MIT  1st Perpetual Motion Machine suppressed from MIT 
textbooks, worst MIT textbookstextbooks, worst MIT textbookstextbooks, worst MIT textbookstextbooks, worst MIT textbooks say there are no Perpetual Motion  say there are no Perpetual Motion  say there are no Perpetual Motion  say there are no Perpetual Motion 
Machines... stifling students since 1980 fromMachines... stifling students since 1980 fromMachines... stifling students since 1980 fromMachines... stifling students since 1980 from "Looking" for  "Looking" for  "Looking" for  "Looking" for 
another Perpetual Motion Machine! another Perpetual Motion Machine! another Perpetual Motion Machine! another Perpetual Motion Machine! 

4444----10=13 Here in Key West10=13 Here in Key West10=13 Here in Key West10=13 Here in Key West we know... Moon's gravity is responsible  we know... Moon's gravity is responsible  we know... Moon's gravity is responsible  we know... Moon's gravity is responsible 
for the ocean tides! Look at everythingfor the ocean tides! Look at everythingfor the ocean tides! Look at everythingfor the ocean tides! Look at everything and think... How is  and think... How is  and think... How is  and think... How is 
gravity generated! This is how the discovery will be made.gravity generated! This is how the discovery will be made.gravity generated! This is how the discovery will be made.gravity generated! This is how the discovery will be made. Look  Look  Look  Look 
both ways for motorcycles... there are no stickers that tell you to both ways for motorcycles... there are no stickers that tell you to both ways for motorcycles... there are no stickers that tell you to both ways for motorcycles... there are no stickers that tell you to 
Look atLook atLook atLook at everything and think how is gravity generated! Our  everything and think how is gravity generated! Our  everything and think how is gravity generated! Our  everything and think how is gravity generated! Our 
"1984" Numb Nuts Dictators"1984" Numb Nuts Dictators"1984" Numb Nuts Dictators"1984" Numb Nuts Dictators are looking for a way to get out of  are looking for a way to get out of  are looking for a way to get out of  are looking for a way to get out of 
Yale History Textbooks for being the MasterYale History Textbooks for being the MasterYale History Textbooks for being the MasterYale History Textbooks for being the Master Minds of the Worst  Minds of the Worst  Minds of the Worst  Minds of the Worst 
Genocide on Earth. The suppression of theGenocide on Earth. The suppression of theGenocide on Earth. The suppression of theGenocide on Earth. The suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar! 
390 Million have died from suppressing the390 Million have died from suppressing the390 Million have died from suppressing the390 Million have died from suppressing the
ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! 

MAIN REASON ROADRUNNER SUPERCOMPUTER WILLMAIN REASON ROADRUNNER SUPERCOMPUTER WILLMAIN REASON ROADRUNNER SUPERCOMPUTER WILLMAIN REASON ROADRUNNER SUPERCOMPUTER WILL NOT BE  NOT BE  NOT BE  NOT BE 
USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST OF ELECTRICITY USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST OF ELECTRICITY USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST OF ELECTRICITY USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST OF ELECTRICITY ----
THIS ISTHIS ISTHIS ISTHIS IS DISINFORMATION BY LOS ALAMOS!  DISINFORMATION BY LOS ALAMOS!  DISINFORMATION BY LOS ALAMOS!  DISINFORMATION BY LOS ALAMOS! 

MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show"MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show"MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show"MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this morning. I don't  this morning. I don't  this morning. I don't  this morning. I don't 
drink, I don't do drugs... Mariel didn't say if her 2drink, I don't do drugs... Mariel didn't say if her 2drink, I don't do drugs... Mariel didn't say if her 2drink, I don't do drugs... Mariel didn't say if her 2 daughters  daughters  daughters  daughters 
are alcohol free, she showed a picture with all 3 of them in it.are alcohol free, she showed a picture with all 3 of them in it.are alcohol free, she showed a picture with all 3 of them in it.are alcohol free, she showed a picture with all 3 of them in it.

4444----8888----13 390 million people died from suppressing the13 390 million people died from suppressing the13 390 million people died from suppressing the13 390 million people died from suppressing the
ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. Died from "Breast Cancer 40K ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. Died from "Breast Cancer 40K ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. Died from "Breast Cancer 40K ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. Died from "Breast Cancer 40K 
every year fromevery year fromevery year fromevery year from 1980 to 2013! Fiery LA Wrecks! Fiery Paris +  1980 to 2013! Fiery LA Wrecks! Fiery Paris +  1980 to 2013! Fiery LA Wrecks! Fiery Paris +  1980 to 2013! Fiery LA Wrecks! Fiery Paris + 
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London Wrecks, and the Miami to KeyLondon Wrecks, and the Miami to KeyLondon Wrecks, and the Miami to KeyLondon Wrecks, and the Miami to Key West drive, malaria,  West drive, malaria,  West drive, malaria,  West drive, malaria, 
dengue fever, cholera, cirrhosis of the liver, yellowdengue fever, cholera, cirrhosis of the liver, yellowdengue fever, cholera, cirrhosis of the liver, yellowdengue fever, cholera, cirrhosis of the liver, yellow fever,  fever,  fever,  fever, 
cancer... stroke, cardiac arrest, heart attacks. "Hot Cars,"cancer... stroke, cardiac arrest, heart attacks. "Hot Cars,"cancer... stroke, cardiac arrest, heart attacks. "Hot Cars,"cancer... stroke, cardiac arrest, heart attacks. "Hot Cars,"
ElectricWindmillCar will be climate controlled 24/7. ElectricWindmillCar will be climate controlled 24/7. ElectricWindmillCar will be climate controlled 24/7. ElectricWindmillCar will be climate controlled 24/7. 

4444----8888----13 1 Trillion 113 1 Trillion 113 1 Trillion 113 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions "Brain Stormed" in a  Utopian Inventions "Brain Stormed" in a  Utopian Inventions "Brain Stormed" in a  Utopian Inventions "Brain Stormed" in a 
Hemingway Novel written in a HemingwayHemingway Novel written in a HemingwayHemingway Novel written in a HemingwayHemingway Novel written in a Hemingway Writing Class in Key  Writing Class in Key  Writing Class in Key  Writing Class in Key 
West will document 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions killedWest will document 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions killedWest will document 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions killedWest will document 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions killed along  along  along  along 
with the 390 million killed suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar with the 390 million killed suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar with the 390 million killed suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar with the 390 million killed suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar 
from 1980from 1980from 1980from 1980 to 2013.  to 2013.  to 2013.  to 2013. 

4444----8888----13 Fiery LA Wrecks that Leno + Letterman drove by without13 Fiery LA Wrecks that Leno + Letterman drove by without13 Fiery LA Wrecks that Leno + Letterman drove by without13 Fiery LA Wrecks that Leno + Letterman drove by without
stopping to help. 1,001 times the guy on fire runs by Letterman stopping to help. 1,001 times the guy on fire runs by Letterman stopping to help. 1,001 times the guy on fire runs by Letterman stopping to help. 1,001 times the guy on fire runs by Letterman 
in hisin hisin hisin his monolog... this is Numb Nuts Dictators Humor!  monolog... this is Numb Nuts Dictators Humor!  monolog... this is Numb Nuts Dictators Humor!  monolog... this is Numb Nuts Dictators Humor! 

4444----8888----13 ...to much spitting13 ...to much spitting13 ...to much spitting13 ...to much spitting going on in Key West on orders from  going on in Key West on orders from  going on in Key West on orders from  going on in Key West on orders from 
the Numb Nuts Dictators trying to earn theirthe Numb Nuts Dictators trying to earn theirthe Numb Nuts Dictators trying to earn theirthe Numb Nuts Dictators trying to earn their $ Bribes $ for  $ Bribes $ for  $ Bribes $ for  $ Bribes $ for 
going alone with Fiery LA wrecks, they must feel guilty about going alone with Fiery LA wrecks, they must feel guilty about going alone with Fiery LA wrecks, they must feel guilty about going alone with Fiery LA wrecks, they must feel guilty about 
notnotnotnot stopping to Help! Fiery Paris wrecks.... Fiery Wrecks World  stopping to Help! Fiery Paris wrecks.... Fiery Wrecks World  stopping to Help! Fiery Paris wrecks.... Fiery Wrecks World  stopping to Help! Fiery Paris wrecks.... Fiery Wrecks World 
Wide. Key West NumbWide. Key West NumbWide. Key West NumbWide. Key West Numb Nuts Dictators suppress the idea someone  Nuts Dictators suppress the idea someone  Nuts Dictators suppress the idea someone  Nuts Dictators suppress the idea someone 
in Rome today will be in a Fiery Wreckin Rome today will be in a Fiery Wreckin Rome today will be in a Fiery Wreckin Rome today will be in a Fiery Wreck they drove by without  they drove by without  they drove by without  they drove by without 
stopping! $177 Trillion in Bribes for the City of Keystopping! $177 Trillion in Bribes for the City of Keystopping! $177 Trillion in Bribes for the City of Keystopping! $177 Trillion in Bribes for the City of Key West! BP Oil's  West! BP Oil's  West! BP Oil's  West! BP Oil's 
real pay out, cash under the fiery wrecks with burning bodiesreal pay out, cash under the fiery wrecks with burning bodiesreal pay out, cash under the fiery wrecks with burning bodiesreal pay out, cash under the fiery wrecks with burning bodies
inside! Key West Bike Cop pulled a women tourists out of a inside! Key West Bike Cop pulled a women tourists out of a inside! Key West Bike Cop pulled a women tourists out of a inside! Key West Bike Cop pulled a women tourists out of a 
burning car on theburning car on theburning car on theburning car on the front page of the Citizen News paper, she  front page of the Citizen News paper, she  front page of the Citizen News paper, she  front page of the Citizen News paper, she 
crashed into the Truman White Housecrashed into the Truman White Housecrashed into the Truman White Housecrashed into the Truman White House Gate!  Gate!  Gate!  Gate! 

4444----8888----13 Mass knowledge about the suppression of the13 Mass knowledge about the suppression of the13 Mass knowledge about the suppression of the13 Mass knowledge about the suppression of the
ElectricWindmillCar invention can not stop the next 390 ElectricWindmillCar invention can not stop the next 390 ElectricWindmillCar invention can not stop the next 390 ElectricWindmillCar invention can not stop the next 390 
million people frommillion people frommillion people frommillion people from dying from the suppression of the  dying from the suppression of the  dying from the suppression of the  dying from the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar... ElectricWindmillCar... ElectricWindmillCar... ElectricWindmillCar... 

4444----8888----13 Greg13 Greg13 Greg13 Greg Today on Bike reading and writing up Futuristic  Today on Bike reading and writing up Futuristic  Today on Bike reading and writing up Futuristic  Today on Bike reading and writing up Futuristic 
Invention Projects! Greg + WivesInvention Projects! Greg + WivesInvention Projects! Greg + WivesInvention Projects! Greg + Wives in a legal Polygamists  in a legal Polygamists  in a legal Polygamists  in a legal Polygamists 
Marriage should be typing into a Los Alamos SuperMarriage should be typing into a Los Alamos SuperMarriage should be typing into a Los Alamos SuperMarriage should be typing into a Los Alamos Super Computer  Computer  Computer  Computer 
and Brainstorming in a Hemingway Writing Class! and Brainstorming in a Hemingway Writing Class! and Brainstorming in a Hemingway Writing Class! and Brainstorming in a Hemingway Writing Class! 
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4444----8888----13 Because the next $177 Trillion in oil revenues has 13 Because the next $177 Trillion in oil revenues has 13 Because the next $177 Trillion in oil revenues has 13 Because the next $177 Trillion in oil revenues has 
alreadyalreadyalreadyalready been spent rebuilding after the Korean Nuclear War,  been spent rebuilding after the Korean Nuclear War,  been spent rebuilding after the Korean Nuclear War,  been spent rebuilding after the Korean Nuclear War, 
Samsung and all the otherSamsung and all the otherSamsung and all the otherSamsung and all the other South Korean businesses will be  South Korean businesses will be  South Korean businesses will be  South Korean businesses will be 
Nuked! Nuked! Nuked! Nuked! 

4444----8888----13 Vaccination cannot13 Vaccination cannot13 Vaccination cannot13 Vaccination cannot eliminate these diseases. High Fever  eliminate these diseases. High Fever  eliminate these diseases. High Fever  eliminate these diseases. High Fever 
of Invention Euphoria can save 390 Millionof Invention Euphoria can save 390 Millionof Invention Euphoria can save 390 Millionof Invention Euphoria can save 390 Million people's lives.  people's lives.  people's lives.  people's lives. 

4444----8888----13 1981 inventions would have cut traffic deaths.13 1981 inventions would have cut traffic deaths.13 1981 inventions would have cut traffic deaths.13 1981 inventions would have cut traffic deaths. Gasoline  Gasoline  Gasoline  Gasoline 
cars have increased the traffic fatalities every year.cars have increased the traffic fatalities every year.cars have increased the traffic fatalities every year.cars have increased the traffic fatalities every year.
ElectricWindmillCar's with super air bags on the outside and FElectricWindmillCar's with super air bags on the outside and FElectricWindmillCar's with super air bags on the outside and FElectricWindmillCar's with super air bags on the outside and F----
35 electronics35 electronics35 electronics35 electronics and radar traffic fatalities for 2013 would be  and radar traffic fatalities for 2013 would be  and radar traffic fatalities for 2013 would be  and radar traffic fatalities for 2013 would be 
zero! zero! zero! zero! 

4444----8888----13 Futuristic13 Futuristic13 Futuristic13 Futuristic Utopian Hemingway Novel will spell out each  Utopian Hemingway Novel will spell out each  Utopian Hemingway Novel will spell out each  Utopian Hemingway Novel will spell out each 
and ever one of the 1,001and ever one of the 1,001and ever one of the 1,001and ever one of the 1,001 ElectricWindmillCar invention  ElectricWindmillCar invention  ElectricWindmillCar invention  ElectricWindmillCar invention 
needed to get this statistic! needed to get this statistic! needed to get this statistic! needed to get this statistic! 

4444----8888----13 113 113 113 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions in a Hemingway Novel  Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions in a Hemingway Novel  Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions in a Hemingway Novel  Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions in a Hemingway Novel 
written in a Hemingwaywritten in a Hemingwaywritten in a Hemingwaywritten in a Hemingway Writing Class in Key West will  Writing Class in Key West will  Writing Class in Key West will  Writing Class in Key West will 
document 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions killeddocument 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions killeddocument 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions killeddocument 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions killed along with the  along with the  along with the  along with the 
390 million killed suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar from 390 million killed suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar from 390 million killed suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar from 390 million killed suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar from 
1980198019801980 to 2013. Even the simple invention of putting a bar code  to 2013. Even the simple invention of putting a bar code  to 2013. Even the simple invention of putting a bar code  to 2013. Even the simple invention of putting a bar code 
on the new counterfeiton the new counterfeiton the new counterfeiton the new counterfeit proof money the Publix cashiers have to  proof money the Publix cashiers have to  proof money the Publix cashiers have to  proof money the Publix cashiers have to 
use a marker on use a marker on use a marker on use a marker on ---- bar coded bills would bar coded bills would bar coded bills would bar coded bills would let Publix cashiers scan  let Publix cashiers scan  let Publix cashiers scan  let Publix cashiers scan 
the bar code it reads a $5 or a $50 and your change isthe bar code it reads a $5 or a $50 and your change isthe bar code it reads a $5 or a $50 and your change isthe bar code it reads a $5 or a $50 and your change is bar code  bar code  bar code  bar code 
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scanned for the correct $ bills back. Last night in Key West a scanned for the correct $ bills back. Last night in Key West a scanned for the correct $ bills back. Last night in Key West a scanned for the correct $ bills back. Last night in Key West a 
womenwomenwomenwomen had to wait until the "Cashiers" draw was counted and  had to wait until the "Cashiers" draw was counted and  had to wait until the "Cashiers" draw was counted and  had to wait until the "Cashiers" draw was counted and 
balanced as she gave thebalanced as she gave thebalanced as she gave thebalanced as she gave the "Cashier" a $20 and the "Cashier" spit  "Cashier" a $20 and the "Cashier" spit  "Cashier" a $20 and the "Cashier" spit  "Cashier" a $20 and the "Cashier" spit 
out it was a $10 dollar bill... to muchout it was a $10 dollar bill... to muchout it was a $10 dollar bill... to muchout it was a $10 dollar bill... to much spitting going on in Key  spitting going on in Key  spitting going on in Key  spitting going on in Key 
West on orders from the Numb Nuts Dictators trying toWest on orders from the Numb Nuts Dictators trying toWest on orders from the Numb Nuts Dictators trying toWest on orders from the Numb Nuts Dictators trying to earn  earn  earn  earn 
their $ Bribes $ for going along with Fiery LA wrecks they must their $ Bribes $ for going along with Fiery LA wrecks they must their $ Bribes $ for going along with Fiery LA wrecks they must their $ Bribes $ for going along with Fiery LA wrecks they must 
feel guiltyfeel guiltyfeel guiltyfeel guilty about not stopping to Help!  about not stopping to Help!  about not stopping to Help!  about not stopping to Help! 

4444----8888----13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos would drop like the  would drop like the  would drop like the  would drop like the 
390 million people, mosquitos flying into "Fog" of H at 390 million people, mosquitos flying into "Fog" of H at 390 million people, mosquitos flying into "Fog" of H at 390 million people, mosquitos flying into "Fog" of H at ----254254254254 C  C  C  C 
with built in fans! with built in fans! with built in fans! with built in fans! 

4444----8888----13 "Fog" and 75 car pile ups with many cars on13 "Fog" and 75 car pile ups with many cars on13 "Fog" and 75 car pile ups with many cars on13 "Fog" and 75 car pile ups with many cars on fire is our  fire is our  fire is our  fire is our 
Numb Nuts Dictators "Genocide" as this Futuristic Utopian Numb Nuts Dictators "Genocide" as this Futuristic Utopian Numb Nuts Dictators "Genocide" as this Futuristic Utopian Numb Nuts Dictators "Genocide" as this Futuristic Utopian 
InventionInventionInventionInvention to let traffic drive through "Fog" without crashing  to let traffic drive through "Fog" without crashing  to let traffic drive through "Fog" without crashing  to let traffic drive through "Fog" without crashing 
went into "Drones" thatwent into "Drones" thatwent into "Drones" thatwent into "Drones" that killed 22 1st graders in Pakistan  killed 22 1st graders in Pakistan  killed 22 1st graders in Pakistan  killed 22 1st graders in Pakistan 
yesterday! yesterday! yesterday! yesterday! 

4444----8888----13 These will be13 These will be13 These will be13 These will be documented in a Futuristic Utopian  documented in a Futuristic Utopian  documented in a Futuristic Utopian  documented in a Futuristic Utopian 
Hemingway Novel. Spelling out 1,001 brainHemingway Novel. Spelling out 1,001 brainHemingway Novel. Spelling out 1,001 brainHemingway Novel. Spelling out 1,001 brain stormed ideas to  stormed ideas to  stormed ideas to  stormed ideas to 
prevent deadly wrecks... fiction that would be non fiction ifprevent deadly wrecks... fiction that would be non fiction ifprevent deadly wrecks... fiction that would be non fiction ifprevent deadly wrecks... fiction that would be non fiction if the  the  the  the 
ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed by Numb Nuts Dictators ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed by Numb Nuts Dictators ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed by Numb Nuts Dictators ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed by Numb Nuts Dictators 
World Wide andWorld Wide andWorld Wide andWorld Wide and the Popes.  the Popes.  the Popes.  the Popes. 

4444----8888----13 Cirrhosis is most commonly caused by alcoholism...13 Cirrhosis is most commonly caused by alcoholism...13 Cirrhosis is most commonly caused by alcoholism...13 Cirrhosis is most commonly caused by alcoholism...
Bartender can't cut you off after taking a Cirrhosis Breath Test Bartender can't cut you off after taking a Cirrhosis Breath Test Bartender can't cut you off after taking a Cirrhosis Breath Test Bartender can't cut you off after taking a Cirrhosis Breath Test 
in the .99in the .99in the .99in the .99 Cirrhosis Range. Cirrhosis breath test 1.0 the only  Cirrhosis Range. Cirrhosis breath test 1.0 the only  Cirrhosis Range. Cirrhosis breath test 1.0 the only  Cirrhosis Range. Cirrhosis breath test 1.0 the only 
option is a liveroption is a liveroption is a liveroption is a liver transplant.  transplant.  transplant.  transplant. 

4444----8888----13 Yale Key West Medical School will have one assembly13 Yale Key West Medical School will have one assembly13 Yale Key West Medical School will have one assembly13 Yale Key West Medical School will have one assembly line  line  line  line 
for liver transplants, with everyone brainstorming how to tweak for liver transplants, with everyone brainstorming how to tweak for liver transplants, with everyone brainstorming how to tweak for liver transplants, with everyone brainstorming how to tweak 
thethethethe assembly line and knowing the Coup Leaders will Transfer  assembly line and knowing the Coup Leaders will Transfer  assembly line and knowing the Coup Leaders will Transfer  assembly line and knowing the Coup Leaders will Transfer 
Homeland Security outHomeland Security outHomeland Security outHomeland Security out of the Social Security Offices Nation  of the Social Security Offices Nation  of the Social Security Offices Nation  of the Social Security Offices Nation 
Wide to giving all alcoholics theWide to giving all alcoholics theWide to giving all alcoholics theWide to giving all alcoholics the Cirrhosis breath test!  Cirrhosis breath test!  Cirrhosis breath test!  Cirrhosis breath test! 

4444----8888----13 Real Terrorists from Saudi Arabia have13 Real Terrorists from Saudi Arabia have13 Real Terrorists from Saudi Arabia have13 Real Terrorists from Saudi Arabia have been selling the  been selling the  been selling the  been selling the 
Numb Nuts Dictator $4 gasoline since 1980 amassing $177Numb Nuts Dictator $4 gasoline since 1980 amassing $177Numb Nuts Dictator $4 gasoline since 1980 amassing $177Numb Nuts Dictator $4 gasoline since 1980 amassing $177
Trillion dollars. $1 Trillion went to bribe the Presidents of Trillion dollars. $1 Trillion went to bribe the Presidents of Trillion dollars. $1 Trillion went to bribe the Presidents of Trillion dollars. $1 Trillion went to bribe the Presidents of 
Pakistan,Pakistan,Pakistan,Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran... and many more $.  Afghanistan, Iran... and many more $.  Afghanistan, Iran... and many more $.  Afghanistan, Iran... and many more $. 

4444----8888----13 "Freedom Tower" Medical13 "Freedom Tower" Medical13 "Freedom Tower" Medical13 "Freedom Tower" Medical School will prevail! After  School will prevail! After  School will prevail! After  School will prevail! After 
ElectricWindmillCars drive around and around "TimesElectricWindmillCars drive around and around "TimesElectricWindmillCars drive around and around "TimesElectricWindmillCars drive around and around "Times Square"  Square"  Square"  Square" 
NYC NYC NYC NYC ---- NYC people will be reminded "Childhood Leukemia" is  NYC people will be reminded "Childhood Leukemia" is  NYC people will be reminded "Childhood Leukemia" is  NYC people will be reminded "Childhood Leukemia" is 
caused bycaused bycaused bycaused by Deiseal Exhaust and Ford built a 2013 Deiseal Car  Deiseal Exhaust and Ford built a 2013 Deiseal Car  Deiseal Exhaust and Ford built a 2013 Deiseal Car  Deiseal Exhaust and Ford built a 2013 Deiseal Car 
knowing this! knowing this! knowing this! knowing this! 

4444----8888----13131313 Today Saudia Arabia has free Medicare + Free University  Today Saudia Arabia has free Medicare + Free University  Today Saudia Arabia has free Medicare + Free University  Today Saudia Arabia has free Medicare + Free University 
and a New Yale Meccaand a New Yale Meccaand a New Yale Meccaand a New Yale Mecca Medical School, which is free, free, free!  Medical School, which is free, free, free!  Medical School, which is free, free, free!  Medical School, which is free, free, free! 

4444----8888----13 $1 Trillion could have13 $1 Trillion could have13 $1 Trillion could have13 $1 Trillion could have bribed North Korea into "Peace"  bribed North Korea into "Peace"  bribed North Korea into "Peace"  bribed North Korea into "Peace" 
this was voted down by the Pentagon's Shock +this was voted down by the Pentagon's Shock +this was voted down by the Pentagon's Shock +this was voted down by the Pentagon's Shock + Awe of Victory...  Awe of Victory...  Awe of Victory...  Awe of Victory... 
50K ElectricWindmillcars were buried in the New Mexico desert50K ElectricWindmillcars were buried in the New Mexico desert50K ElectricWindmillcars were buried in the New Mexico desert50K ElectricWindmillcars were buried in the New Mexico desert
at the start of "Desert Storm" in Iraq. at the start of "Desert Storm" in Iraq. at the start of "Desert Storm" in Iraq. at the start of "Desert Storm" in Iraq. 

4444----8888----13 City of Key West in the13 City of Key West in the13 City of Key West in the13 City of Key West in the Sunday Citizen is going to buy 5  Sunday Citizen is going to buy 5  Sunday Citizen is going to buy 5  Sunday Citizen is going to buy 5 
Electric Cars you plug in... when they all knowElectric Cars you plug in... when they all knowElectric Cars you plug in... when they all knowElectric Cars you plug in... when they all know about the  about the  about the  about the 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era! suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era! suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era! suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era! 

4444----8888----13 Yale Law13 Yale Law13 Yale Law13 Yale Law School after the Coup will be as unused as it is  School after the Coup will be as unused as it is  School after the Coup will be as unused as it is  School after the Coup will be as unused as it is 
before the Coup! before the Coup! before the Coup! before the Coup! 

4444----8888----13131313 Law Students are suing the Law Schools as they are not  Law Students are suing the Law Schools as they are not  Law Students are suing the Law Schools as they are not  Law Students are suing the Law Schools as they are not 
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told about thetold about thetold about thetold about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar until after  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar until after  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar until after  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar until after 
they graduate! they graduate! they graduate! they graduate! 

4444----8888----13131313 390 Million People wait for Boeing to build the  390 Million People wait for Boeing to build the  390 Million People wait for Boeing to build the  390 Million People wait for Boeing to build the 
Helicopter Combines for rice,Helicopter Combines for rice,Helicopter Combines for rice,Helicopter Combines for rice, figs, cashews going to waste today  figs, cashews going to waste today  figs, cashews going to waste today  figs, cashews going to waste today 
deep in the Amazon... 390 Million Aliens atdeep in the Amazon... 390 Million Aliens atdeep in the Amazon... 390 Million Aliens atdeep in the Amazon... 390 Million Aliens at the Nearest Star  the Nearest Star  the Nearest Star  the Nearest Star 
Alpha Centauri going to waste... Alpha Centauri going to waste... Alpha Centauri going to waste... Alpha Centauri going to waste... 

4444----8888----13 Yale Tokyo13 Yale Tokyo13 Yale Tokyo13 Yale Tokyo Medical School will refuse to use Electricity  Medical School will refuse to use Electricity  Medical School will refuse to use Electricity  Medical School will refuse to use Electricity 
Generated by GE Nuclear PowerGenerated by GE Nuclear PowerGenerated by GE Nuclear PowerGenerated by GE Nuclear Power Plants, instead they will  Plants, instead they will  Plants, instead they will  Plants, instead they will 
generate all their Electric needs via cans of H atgenerate all their Electric needs via cans of H atgenerate all their Electric needs via cans of H atgenerate all their Electric needs via cans of H at ----254 C which 254 C which 254 C which 254 C which 
Key West could use to cool the Oil Genocide Warriors down with!Key West could use to cool the Oil Genocide Warriors down with!Key West could use to cool the Oil Genocide Warriors down with!Key West could use to cool the Oil Genocide Warriors down with!

4444----8888----13 Rents for all the "Booths" and "T Shirt Shops" on Duval + 13 Rents for all the "Booths" and "T Shirt Shops" on Duval + 13 Rents for all the "Booths" and "T Shirt Shops" on Duval + 13 Rents for all the "Booths" and "T Shirt Shops" on Duval + 
GreenGreenGreenGreen will double, tipple, as $177 Trillion in confiscated BP Oil  will double, tipple, as $177 Trillion in confiscated BP Oil  will double, tipple, as $177 Trillion in confiscated BP Oil  will double, tipple, as $177 Trillion in confiscated BP Oil 
money will buy amoney will buy amoney will buy amoney will buy a Euphoria of Key West Vacations, and  Euphoria of Key West Vacations, and  Euphoria of Key West Vacations, and  Euphoria of Key West Vacations, and 
construction of the Yale Key West Medicalconstruction of the Yale Key West Medicalconstruction of the Yale Key West Medicalconstruction of the Yale Key West Medical School will help too.  School will help too.  School will help too.  School will help too. 
Yale Paris Medical School, Yale Rome Medical School, BPYale Paris Medical School, Yale Rome Medical School, BPYale Paris Medical School, Yale Rome Medical School, BPYale Paris Medical School, Yale Rome Medical School, BP Oil  Oil  Oil  Oil 
and Bill + Melinda Gates built "Zero" Medical Schools and and Bill + Melinda Gates built "Zero" Medical Schools and and Bill + Melinda Gates built "Zero" Medical Schools and and Bill + Melinda Gates built "Zero" Medical Schools and 
considered "Zero"considered "Zero"considered "Zero"considered "Zero" statistics for murdered women and car wrecks  statistics for murdered women and car wrecks  statistics for murdered women and car wrecks  statistics for murdered women and car wrecks 
only in a Utopian Futuristiconly in a Utopian Futuristiconly in a Utopian Futuristiconly in a Utopian Futuristic Hemingway Novel they wouldn't  Hemingway Novel they wouldn't  Hemingway Novel they wouldn't  Hemingway Novel they wouldn't 
finance the writing classes for! And they got offfinance the writing classes for! And they got offfinance the writing classes for! And they got offfinance the writing classes for! And they got off stifling Greg +  stifling Greg +  stifling Greg +  stifling Greg + 
Wives observed in Key West. Wives observed in Key West. Wives observed in Key West. Wives observed in Key West. 
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4444----5555----13 MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this morning. I13 MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this morning. I13 MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this morning. I13 MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this morning. I
don't drink, I don't do drugs... Mariel didn't say if her 2 don't drink, I don't do drugs... Mariel didn't say if her 2 don't drink, I don't do drugs... Mariel didn't say if her 2 don't drink, I don't do drugs... Mariel didn't say if her 2 
daughters aredaughters aredaughters aredaughters are alcohol free, she showed a picture with all 3 of  alcohol free, she showed a picture with all 3 of  alcohol free, she showed a picture with all 3 of  alcohol free, she showed a picture with all 3 of 
them in it. them in it. them in it. them in it. 

4444----5555----13 I13 I13 I13 I left a message on Mariel Hemingway left a message on Mariel Hemingway left a message on Mariel Hemingway left a message on Mariel Hemingway’’’’s web page the s web page the s web page the s web page the 
WillingWay web I hope sheWillingWay web I hope sheWillingWay web I hope sheWillingWay web I hope she replies....  replies....  replies....  replies.... 

4444----5555----13 Glazed Donuts was just given a 7 am Wine with Glazed13 Glazed Donuts was just given a 7 am Wine with Glazed13 Glazed Donuts was just given a 7 am Wine with Glazed13 Glazed Donuts was just given a 7 am Wine with Glazed
Donuts liquor license by Mayor Cates! Donuts liquor license by Mayor Cates! Donuts liquor license by Mayor Cates! Donuts liquor license by Mayor Cates! 

4444----5555----13 Wow I guess the Mayor of13 Wow I guess the Mayor of13 Wow I guess the Mayor of13 Wow I guess the Mayor of Key West in not working on the  Key West in not working on the  Key West in not working on the  Key West in not working on the 
Invention Project for a 2014 "Antabuse" or takingInvention Project for a 2014 "Antabuse" or takingInvention Project for a 2014 "Antabuse" or takingInvention Project for a 2014 "Antabuse" or taking any  any  any  any 
Hemingway Writing Classes Hemingway Writing Classes Hemingway Writing Classes Hemingway Writing Classes 
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4444----5555----13 To Write The Utopian Novel with 10113 To Write The Utopian Novel with 10113 To Write The Utopian Novel with 10113 To Write The Utopian Novel with 101 Brainstormed Ideas  Brainstormed Ideas  Brainstormed Ideas  Brainstormed Ideas 
for the Next Generation "Antabuse"! And the Mayor wants 1for the Next Generation "Antabuse"! And the Mayor wants 1for the Next Generation "Antabuse"! And the Mayor wants 1for the Next Generation "Antabuse"! And the Mayor wants 1
more year in the next Election. I hope MARIEL HEMINGWAY gets more year in the next Election. I hope MARIEL HEMINGWAY gets more year in the next Election. I hope MARIEL HEMINGWAY gets more year in the next Election. I hope MARIEL HEMINGWAY gets 
the Mayor Fired!the Mayor Fired!the Mayor Fired!the Mayor Fired!

4444----5555----13 ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ADDICTION IN KEY WEST if 13 ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ADDICTION IN KEY WEST if 13 ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ADDICTION IN KEY WEST if 13 ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ADDICTION IN KEY WEST if 
graded must be ingraded must be ingraded must be ingraded must be in the top 10...  the top 10...  the top 10...  the top 10... 

4444----5555----13 Harvard Key West Medical School was not for Bill +13 Harvard Key West Medical School was not for Bill +13 Harvard Key West Medical School was not for Bill +13 Harvard Key West Medical School was not for Bill +
Melinda Gates they picked mosquitos... and still lost out to Greg Melinda Gates they picked mosquitos... and still lost out to Greg Melinda Gates they picked mosquitos... and still lost out to Greg Melinda Gates they picked mosquitos... and still lost out to Greg 
+ Wives who+ Wives who+ Wives who+ Wives who invented the idea of using H at  invented the idea of using H at  invented the idea of using H at  invented the idea of using H at ----254 C in a cooler 254 C in a cooler 254 C in a cooler 254 C in a cooler 
w/fan to give mosquitosw/fan to give mosquitosw/fan to give mosquitosw/fan to give mosquitos flying by frost bite! How many Alcoholics  flying by frost bite! How many Alcoholics  flying by frost bite! How many Alcoholics  flying by frost bite! How many Alcoholics 
work at Microsoft and did any murder awork at Microsoft and did any murder awork at Microsoft and did any murder awork at Microsoft and did any murder a women?  women?  women?  women? 

4444----5555----13 Yale Key West Medical School has been set back 2 years as13 Yale Key West Medical School has been set back 2 years as13 Yale Key West Medical School has been set back 2 years as13 Yale Key West Medical School has been set back 2 years as
2 years and 2 days ago I took the Mayors pictures on the 2 years and 2 days ago I took the Mayors pictures on the 2 years and 2 days ago I took the Mayors pictures on the 2 years and 2 days ago I took the Mayors pictures on the 
Schooner WesternSchooner WesternSchooner WesternSchooner Western Union... next day walking by taking more  Union... next day walking by taking more  Union... next day walking by taking more  Union... next day walking by taking more 
pictures one of his crew mates spit atpictures one of his crew mates spit atpictures one of his crew mates spit atpictures one of his crew mates spit at me, as Key West is tooo  me, as Key West is tooo  me, as Key West is tooo  me, as Key West is tooo 
Orwellian! Orwellian! Orwellian! Orwellian! 

4444----5555----13 Crime Report in the Key West13 Crime Report in the Key West13 Crime Report in the Key West13 Crime Report in the Key West Citizen makes you wonder if  Citizen makes you wonder if  Citizen makes you wonder if  Citizen makes you wonder if 
you missed the news of Yale and Harvard deletion ofyou missed the news of Yale and Harvard deletion ofyou missed the news of Yale and Harvard deletion ofyou missed the news of Yale and Harvard deletion of their  their  their  their 
Social Science PhD programs! Social Science PhD programs! Social Science PhD programs! Social Science PhD programs! 

4444----5555----13 PhD in Invention will be13 PhD in Invention will be13 PhD in Invention will be13 PhD in Invention will be offered at Yale + Harvard after  offered at Yale + Harvard after  offered at Yale + Harvard after  offered at Yale + Harvard after 
the BP Oil Genocide Revolution!the BP Oil Genocide Revolution!the BP Oil Genocide Revolution!the BP Oil Genocide Revolution!

4444----5555----13 Write like Hemingway is a book you can buy13 Write like Hemingway is a book you can buy13 Write like Hemingway is a book you can buy13 Write like Hemingway is a book you can buy here... I  here... I  here... I  here... I 
looked at it then bought a used copy on Amazon for 50 cents looked at it then bought a used copy on Amazon for 50 cents looked at it then bought a used copy on Amazon for 50 cents looked at it then bought a used copy on Amazon for 50 cents 
this gotthis gotthis gotthis got me kicked out of the Only Book Store Left in Key West!  me kicked out of the Only Book Store Left in Key West!  me kicked out of the Only Book Store Left in Key West!  me kicked out of the Only Book Store Left in Key West! 

4444----5555----13 MARIEL13 MARIEL13 MARIEL13 MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this morning. I  HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this morning. I  HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this morning. I  HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this morning. I 
don't drink, I don't do drugs...don't drink, I don't do drugs...don't drink, I don't do drugs...don't drink, I don't do drugs... Running From Crazy could have  Running From Crazy could have  Running From Crazy could have  Running From Crazy could have 
taken 1 hour on the "Today Show" talking abouttaken 1 hour on the "Today Show" talking abouttaken 1 hour on the "Today Show" talking abouttaken 1 hour on the "Today Show" talking about Alcohol  Alcohol  Alcohol  Alcohol 
because she forgot, and Matt Lauer is censored from because she forgot, and Matt Lauer is censored from because she forgot, and Matt Lauer is censored from because she forgot, and Matt Lauer is censored from 
mentioning Violencementioning Violencementioning Violencementioning Violence Against Women 85% of women murdered  Against Women 85% of women murdered  Against Women 85% of women murdered  Against Women 85% of women murdered 
is by drunk Men! is by drunk Men! is by drunk Men! is by drunk Men! 

4444----5555----13131313 InventSomething Today as the "Today Show" will never  InventSomething Today as the "Today Show" will never  InventSomething Today as the "Today Show" will never  InventSomething Today as the "Today Show" will never 
ever (In our Gasoline Era)ever (In our Gasoline Era)ever (In our Gasoline Era)ever (In our Gasoline Era) have a story about the next  have a story about the next  have a story about the next  have a story about the next 
generation inventing a better "Disulfiram"generation inventing a better "Disulfiram"generation inventing a better "Disulfiram"generation inventing a better "Disulfiram"

4444----5555----13 "Disulfiram is a drug discovered in the 1920s[1] and 13 "Disulfiram is a drug discovered in the 1920s[1] and 13 "Disulfiram is a drug discovered in the 1920s[1] and 13 "Disulfiram is a drug discovered in the 1920s[1] and 
used toused toused toused to support the treatment of chronic alcoholism by  support the treatment of chronic alcoholism by  support the treatment of chronic alcoholism by  support the treatment of chronic alcoholism by 
producing an acute sensitivity toproducing an acute sensitivity toproducing an acute sensitivity toproducing an acute sensitivity to alcohol. It blocks the  alcohol. It blocks the  alcohol. It blocks the  alcohol. It blocks the 
processing of alcohol in the body by inhibitingprocessing of alcohol in the body by inhibitingprocessing of alcohol in the body by inhibitingprocessing of alcohol in the body by inhibiting acetaldehyde  acetaldehyde  acetaldehyde  acetaldehyde 
dehydrogenase thus causing an unpleasant reaction when dehydrogenase thus causing an unpleasant reaction when dehydrogenase thus causing an unpleasant reaction when dehydrogenase thus causing an unpleasant reaction when 
alcohol isalcohol isalcohol isalcohol is consumed. Disulfiram should be used in conjunction  consumed. Disulfiram should be used in conjunction  consumed. Disulfiram should be used in conjunction  consumed. Disulfiram should be used in conjunction 
with counseling and support.with counseling and support.with counseling and support.with counseling and support. Trade names for disulfiram in  Trade names for disulfiram in  Trade names for disulfiram in  Trade names for disulfiram in 
different countries are Antabuse and Antabusedifferent countries are Antabuse and Antabusedifferent countries are Antabuse and Antabusedifferent countries are Antabuse and Antabuse manufactured  manufactured  manufactured  manufactured 
by Odyssey Pharmaceuticals. Disulfiram is also being studied as by Odyssey Pharmaceuticals. Disulfiram is also being studied as by Odyssey Pharmaceuticals. Disulfiram is also being studied as by Odyssey Pharmaceuticals. Disulfiram is also being studied as 
aaaa treatment for cocaine dependence, as it prevents the  treatment for cocaine dependence, as it prevents the  treatment for cocaine dependence, as it prevents the  treatment for cocaine dependence, as it prevents the 
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breakdown of dopamine (abreakdown of dopamine (abreakdown of dopamine (abreakdown of dopamine (a neurotransmitter whose release is  neurotransmitter whose release is  neurotransmitter whose release is  neurotransmitter whose release is 
stimulated by cocaine); the excess dopaminestimulated by cocaine); the excess dopaminestimulated by cocaine); the excess dopaminestimulated by cocaine); the excess dopamine results in  results in  results in  results in 
increased anxiety" increased anxiety" increased anxiety" increased anxiety" 

4444----4444----13 Key West 82 F Summer in Key West is Hot for 613 Key West 82 F Summer in Key West is Hot for 613 Key West 82 F Summer in Key West is Hot for 613 Key West 82 F Summer in Key West is Hot for 6 months, our  months, our  months, our  months, our 
Numb Nuts Dictator will not let Greg + Wives market a cooler Numb Nuts Dictator will not let Greg + Wives market a cooler Numb Nuts Dictator will not let Greg + Wives market a cooler Numb Nuts Dictator will not let Greg + Wives market a cooler 
with awith awith awith a small can of H at  small can of H at  small can of H at  small can of H at ----254 C to keep drinks and food cold 254 C to keep drinks and food cold 254 C to keep drinks and food cold 254 C to keep drinks and food cold 
and with abundant H atand with abundant H atand with abundant H atand with abundant H at ----254 a small fan with H at 254 a small fan with H at 254 a small fan with H at 254 a small fan with H at ----254 C 254 C 254 C 254 C 
behind it would make Key West a Literalbehind it would make Key West a Literalbehind it would make Key West a Literalbehind it would make Key West a Literal Paradise!  Paradise!  Paradise!  Paradise! 

4444----4444----13 Hot Cars in Key West in the Summer are Hell... a cooler13 Hot Cars in Key West in the Summer are Hell... a cooler13 Hot Cars in Key West in the Summer are Hell... a cooler13 Hot Cars in Key West in the Summer are Hell... a cooler
with a small can of H at with a small can of H at with a small can of H at with a small can of H at ----254 C with a built in fan would finally 254 C with a built in fan would finally 254 C with a built in fan would finally 254 C with a built in fan would finally 
put an end toput an end toput an end toput an end to getting into a Hot Car! 100 kids will be left to die getting into a Hot Car! 100 kids will be left to die getting into a Hot Car! 100 kids will be left to die getting into a Hot Car! 100 kids will be left to die 
in Hot Cars again in thein Hot Cars again in thein Hot Cars again in thein Hot Cars again in the Summer of 2013.  Summer of 2013.  Summer of 2013.  Summer of 2013. 

4444----4444----13 Dry Ice in Key West needs to be marketed to Key13 Dry Ice in Key West needs to be marketed to Key13 Dry Ice in Key West needs to be marketed to Key13 Dry Ice in Key West needs to be marketed to Key West  West  West  West 
Businesses and the Tourists, until our Numb Nuts Dictators Businesses and the Tourists, until our Numb Nuts Dictators Businesses and the Tourists, until our Numb Nuts Dictators Businesses and the Tourists, until our Numb Nuts Dictators 
World Wide asWorld Wide asWorld Wide asWorld Wide as the Equator needs to be a Paradise with 1,001  the Equator needs to be a Paradise with 1,001  the Equator needs to be a Paradise with 1,001  the Equator needs to be a Paradise with 1,001 
Inventions that can use a can of HInventions that can use a can of HInventions that can use a can of HInventions that can use a can of H at  at  at  at ----254 C 254 C 254 C 254 C 

4444----4444----13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos would drop like13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos would drop like13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos would drop like13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos would drop like
people in 100 F flying into a cafe or back yard with cans of H at people in 100 F flying into a cafe or back yard with cans of H at people in 100 F flying into a cafe or back yard with cans of H at people in 100 F flying into a cafe or back yard with cans of H at 
----254 C with254 C with254 C with254 C with built in fans!  built in fans!  built in fans!  built in fans! 

4444----4444----13 DA started arresting 1,610 teachers and principles13 DA started arresting 1,610 teachers and principles13 DA started arresting 1,610 teachers and principles13 DA started arresting 1,610 teachers and principles today  today  today  today 
on the "Today Show" news... arrest of Principles and teachers in on the "Today Show" news... arrest of Principles and teachers in on the "Today Show" news... arrest of Principles and teachers in on the "Today Show" news... arrest of Principles and teachers in 
““““1,6101,6101,6101,610 Schools that cheated for students... debate about paying  Schools that cheated for students... debate about paying  Schools that cheated for students... debate about paying  Schools that cheated for students... debate about paying 
kids to read a book orkids to read a book orkids to read a book orkids to read a book or write a report well the teachers pocketed  write a report well the teachers pocketed  write a report well the teachers pocketed  write a report well the teachers pocketed 
$100 million in cash. I think we$100 million in cash. I think we$100 million in cash. I think we$100 million in cash. I think we should looking into paying the  should looking into paying the  should looking into paying the  should looking into paying the 
kids $100 million and see if test scores improve.kids $100 million and see if test scores improve.kids $100 million and see if test scores improve.kids $100 million and see if test scores improve. Our Numb Nuts  Our Numb Nuts  Our Numb Nuts  Our Numb Nuts 
Dictator will be blackmailed by these teachers threatening toDictator will be blackmailed by these teachers threatening toDictator will be blackmailed by these teachers threatening toDictator will be blackmailed by these teachers threatening to
expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Genocide! expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Genocide! expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Genocide! expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Genocide! 

850 pages850 pages850 pages850 pages moved to this web link  moved to this web link  moved to this web link  moved to this web link 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

Greg reading the Dictionary. I take notes in red ink,Greg reading the Dictionary. I take notes in red ink,Greg reading the Dictionary. I take notes in red ink,Greg reading the Dictionary. I take notes in red ink, have  have  have  have 
gotten 101 invention projects ideas marked in last month gotten 101 invention projects ideas marked in last month gotten 101 invention projects ideas marked in last month gotten 101 invention projects ideas marked in last month 
alone, so don'talone, so don'talone, so don'talone, so don't lose this book is one invention project we must  lose this book is one invention project we must  lose this book is one invention project we must  lose this book is one invention project we must 
get... grin! I spent 8 months onget... grin! I spent 8 months onget... grin! I spent 8 months onget... grin! I spent 8 months on this pier in Key West writing 2  this pier in Key West writing 2  this pier in Key West writing 2  this pier in Key West writing 2 
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handwritten pages a day. I used 50 pages ofhandwritten pages a day. I used 50 pages ofhandwritten pages a day. I used 50 pages ofhandwritten pages a day. I used 50 pages of daily internet  daily internet  daily internet  daily internet 
notes as reference then I would clip the 2 handwritten pages notes as reference then I would clip the 2 handwritten pages notes as reference then I would clip the 2 handwritten pages notes as reference then I would clip the 2 handwritten pages 
oneoneoneone on each side of my Acer Windows 7 notebook and write from  on each side of my Acer Windows 7 notebook and write from  on each side of my Acer Windows 7 notebook and write from  on each side of my Acer Windows 7 notebook and write from 
5 pm to 10 pm or5 pm to 10 pm or5 pm to 10 pm or5 pm to 10 pm or midnight 5 pages. I did this every day for 8  midnight 5 pages. I did this every day for 8  midnight 5 pages. I did this every day for 8  midnight 5 pages. I did this every day for 8 
months only missing 3 days. Themonths only missing 3 days. Themonths only missing 3 days. Themonths only missing 3 days. The link to the 850 pages I wrote is  link to the 850 pages I wrote is  link to the 850 pages I wrote is  link to the 850 pages I wrote is 
above and below. End of Pier by "Dangerabove and below. End of Pier by "Dangerabove and below. End of Pier by "Dangerabove and below. End of Pier by "Danger Sailboat Charters" I  Sailboat Charters" I  Sailboat Charters" I  Sailboat Charters" I 
worked ok for months but had to move when the crew blastedworked ok for months but had to move when the crew blastedworked ok for months but had to move when the crew blastedworked ok for months but had to move when the crew blasted
the pier with music and loud talking about tips... If you come to the pier with music and loud talking about tips... If you come to the pier with music and loud talking about tips... If you come to the pier with music and loud talking about tips... If you come to 
Key WestKey WestKey WestKey West "Danger Sail Boat" charters are the best buy for islands  "Danger Sail Boat" charters are the best buy for islands  "Danger Sail Boat" charters are the best buy for islands  "Danger Sail Boat" charters are the best buy for islands 
off Key West... $100off Key West... $100off Key West... $100off Key West... $100 for the full day I will do this when I get paid  for the full day I will do this when I get paid  for the full day I will do this when I get paid  for the full day I will do this when I get paid 
for the ElectricWindmillCar orfor the ElectricWindmillCar orfor the ElectricWindmillCar orfor the ElectricWindmillCar or get a job... In Key West this web  get a job... In Key West this web  get a job... In Key West this web  get a job... In Key West this web 
page has made greg a "Shark" as no one wantspage has made greg a "Shark" as no one wantspage has made greg a "Shark" as no one wantspage has made greg a "Shark" as no one wants the "Observers"  the "Observers"  the "Observers"  the "Observers" 
who follow me 24/7... like the Movie "Enemy of the State"!who follow me 24/7... like the Movie "Enemy of the State"!who follow me 24/7... like the Movie "Enemy of the State"!who follow me 24/7... like the Movie "Enemy of the State"!

850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

MARIEL HEMINGWAY. MarielMARIEL HEMINGWAY. MarielMARIEL HEMINGWAY. MarielMARIEL HEMINGWAY. Mariel’’’’s passion is her love . Thes passion is her love . Thes passion is her love . Thes passion is her love . The
WillingWay book launch date March 12, 2013. Mariel is also WillingWay book launch date March 12, 2013. Mariel is also WillingWay book launch date March 12, 2013. Mariel is also WillingWay book launch date March 12, 2013. Mariel is also 
outspoken in heroutspoken in heroutspoken in heroutspoken in her advocacy for mental health.  advocacy for mental health.  advocacy for mental health.  advocacy for mental health. 

Greg would like to get Mariel HemingwayGreg would like to get Mariel HemingwayGreg would like to get Mariel HemingwayGreg would like to get Mariel Hemingway outspokenness for  outspokenness for  outspokenness for  outspokenness for 
writing and writing classes for Utopian Futuristic Novels withwriting and writing classes for Utopian Futuristic Novels withwriting and writing classes for Utopian Futuristic Novels withwriting and writing classes for Utopian Futuristic Novels with
1,001 Invention Projects brain stormed in the Novel. 1,001 Invention Projects brain stormed in the Novel. 1,001 Invention Projects brain stormed in the Novel. 1,001 Invention Projects brain stormed in the Novel. 

Mariel HemingwayMariel HemingwayMariel HemingwayMariel Hemingway’’’’ssss Running from Crazy... BP Oil Era  Running from Crazy... BP Oil Era  Running from Crazy... BP Oil Era  Running from Crazy... BP Oil Era 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is Crazysuppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is Crazysuppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is Crazysuppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is Crazy Greed of Oil Men  Greed of Oil Men  Greed of Oil Men  Greed of Oil Men 
just for $177 Trillion Dollars in Cash $ just for $177 Trillion Dollars in Cash $ just for $177 Trillion Dollars in Cash $ just for $177 Trillion Dollars in Cash $ 

Greg Buell says: Your comment is awaiting moderation.Greg Buell says: Your comment is awaiting moderation.Greg Buell says: Your comment is awaiting moderation.Greg Buell says: Your comment is awaiting moderation. April 3,  April 3,  April 3,  April 3, 
2013 at 12:01 pm 2013 at 12:01 pm 2013 at 12:01 pm 2013 at 12:01 pm 

I sent 2 other emails to Mariel but my mouseI sent 2 other emails to Mariel but my mouseI sent 2 other emails to Mariel but my mouseI sent 2 other emails to Mariel but my mouse locked up in  locked up in  locked up in  locked up in 
Windows 7 and had to tab over to submit so didnWindows 7 and had to tab over to submit so didnWindows 7 and had to tab over to submit so didnWindows 7 and had to tab over to submit so didn’’’’t make a copy t make a copy t make a copy t make a copy 
IIII could paste here but the just of my email was  could paste here but the just of my email was  could paste here but the just of my email was  could paste here but the just of my email was ““““MemoryMemoryMemoryMemory””””
inventing in our currentinventing in our currentinventing in our currentinventing in our current Era of Oil a memory pill Rx for Total  Era of Oil a memory pill Rx for Total  Era of Oil a memory pill Rx for Total  Era of Oil a memory pill Rx for Total 
Recall. Recall. Recall. Recall. ““““War + PeaceWar + PeaceWar + PeaceWar + Peace”””” its Hell justits Hell justits Hell justits Hell just remembering the Characters I  remembering the Characters I  remembering the Characters I  remembering the Characters I 
would like to write a Utopian Futuristic would like to write a Utopian Futuristic would like to write a Utopian Futuristic would like to write a Utopian Futuristic ““““War +War +War +War + Peace Peace Peace Peace”””” full of full of full of full of 
innovations and of course brainstorm for 100 pages on how we innovations and of course brainstorm for 100 pages on how we innovations and of course brainstorm for 100 pages on how we innovations and of course brainstorm for 100 pages on how we 
cancancancan get the cure for cancer and other diseases, another 100  get the cure for cancer and other diseases, another 100  get the cure for cancer and other diseases, another 100  get the cure for cancer and other diseases, another 100 
pages on "assembly linepages on "assembly linepages on "assembly linepages on "assembly line surgery" and building a better Medical  surgery" and building a better Medical  surgery" and building a better Medical  surgery" and building a better Medical 
School and Today Cheating if 1,610School and Today Cheating if 1,610School and Today Cheating if 1,610School and Today Cheating if 1,610 teachers and principles  teachers and principles  teachers and principles  teachers and principles 
cheated for decades before our Numb Nuts Dictatorcheated for decades before our Numb Nuts Dictatorcheated for decades before our Numb Nuts Dictatorcheated for decades before our Numb Nuts Dictator arrested  arrested  arrested  arrested 
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them... why did he wait so long and why arrest them now. He them... why did he wait so long and why arrest them now. He them... why did he wait so long and why arrest them now. He them... why did he wait so long and why arrest them now. He 
has $177has $177has $177has $177 Trillion dollars so he will not miss all the $500,000  Trillion dollars so he will not miss all the $500,000  Trillion dollars so he will not miss all the $500,000  Trillion dollars so he will not miss all the $500,000 
bonus payment to 1,610bonus payment to 1,610bonus payment to 1,610bonus payment to 1,610 teachers for getting higher scores out of  teachers for getting higher scores out of  teachers for getting higher scores out of  teachers for getting higher scores out of 
their students? their students? their students? their students? 

This is theThis is theThis is theThis is the message I left on Mariel Hemingway message I left on Mariel Hemingway message I left on Mariel Hemingway message I left on Mariel Hemingway’’’’s s s s ---- The The The The 
WillingWay web page I hope sheWillingWay web page I hope sheWillingWay web page I hope sheWillingWay web page I hope she replies....  replies....  replies....  replies.... 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 1,001 inventionhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 1,001 inventionhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 1,001 inventionhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 1,001 invention projects  projects  projects  projects 
and I use 50 pages of articles then write 2 hand written pages and I use 50 pages of articles then write 2 hand written pages and I use 50 pages of articles then write 2 hand written pages and I use 50 pages of articles then write 2 hand written pages 
thenthenthenthen type these up you can find the link to the 850 pages I wrote  type these up you can find the link to the 850 pages I wrote  type these up you can find the link to the 850 pages I wrote  type these up you can find the link to the 850 pages I wrote 
in Key West.. Iin Key West.. Iin Key West.. Iin Key West.. I bought Earnest Hemingway's book titled  bought Earnest Hemingway's book titled  bought Earnest Hemingway's book titled  bought Earnest Hemingway's book titled 
"Research" the A bomb story etc but not"Research" the A bomb story etc but not"Research" the A bomb story etc but not"Research" the A bomb story etc but not much on shock  much on shock  much on shock  much on shock 
treatments.. as we all know total recall some have better treatments.. as we all know total recall some have better treatments.. as we all know total recall some have better treatments.. as we all know total recall some have better 
memoriesmemoriesmemoriesmemories than others if I could get ahold of Mayo Clinic electro  than others if I could get ahold of Mayo Clinic electro  than others if I could get ahold of Mayo Clinic electro  than others if I could get ahold of Mayo Clinic electro 
shock on Earnest 50shock on Earnest 50shock on Earnest 50shock on Earnest 50 pages of notes then get 50 pages on electro  pages of notes then get 50 pages on electro  pages of notes then get 50 pages on electro  pages of notes then get 50 pages on electro 
shock today with lots of memoryshock today with lots of memoryshock today with lots of memoryshock today with lots of memory articles and write these up into  articles and write these up into  articles and write these up into  articles and write these up into 
2 hand written pages then 5 typed this will2 hand written pages then 5 typed this will2 hand written pages then 5 typed this will2 hand written pages then 5 typed this will come out like a  come out like a  come out like a  come out like a 
Utopian Novel ie in 1933 Hemingway at Capt tonys talked the Utopian Novel ie in 1933 Hemingway at Capt tonys talked the Utopian Novel ie in 1933 Hemingway at Capt tonys talked the Utopian Novel ie in 1933 Hemingway at Capt tonys talked the 
navenavenavenave into feed the turtles now today we have Hemingway beach  into feed the turtles now today we have Hemingway beach  into feed the turtles now today we have Hemingway beach  into feed the turtles now today we have Hemingway beach 
in key west were 1in key west were 1in key west were 1in key west were 1 trillion turtles lay their eggs.. and add in 1  trillion turtles lay their eggs.. and add in 1  trillion turtles lay their eggs.. and add in 1  trillion turtles lay their eggs.. and add in 1 
trillion sports fish in key westtrillion sports fish in key westtrillion sports fish in key westtrillion sports fish in key west today because what Hemingway  today because what Hemingway  today because what Hemingway  today because what Hemingway 
got the navy buddies at capt tonys to feed them ingot the navy buddies at capt tonys to feed them ingot the navy buddies at capt tonys to feed them ingot the navy buddies at capt tonys to feed them in 1933 thanks  1933 thanks  1933 thanks  1933 thanks 

greg Buell greg Buell greg Buell greg Buell 

New cell 305 340 8082 New cell 305 340 8082 New cell 305 340 8082 New cell 305 340 8082 

PO Box 214PO Box 214PO Box 214PO Box 214 key west FL 33041  key west FL 33041  key west FL 33041  key west FL 33041 

Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 StarsKey West Chronology of Travel to the 10 StarsKey West Chronology of Travel to the 10 StarsKey West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest Earth  Nearest Earth  Nearest Earth  Nearest Earth 

Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... 

ProximaProximaProximaProxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years  Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years  Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years  Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

AlphaAlphaAlphaAlpha Centauri B 4.3  Centauri B 4.3  Centauri B 4.3  Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 
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New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO GREG'S 1ST VIDEO GREG'S 1ST VIDEO GREG'S 1ST VIDEO 
HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FlSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FlSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FlSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 33041 33041 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 
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http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos

CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE -------------------- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index----2 2 2 2 
IIII edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

4444----2222----13 ADHD Dr13 ADHD Dr13 ADHD Dr13 ADHD Dr Nancy can't explain under diagnosing before  Nancy can't explain under diagnosing before  Nancy can't explain under diagnosing before  Nancy can't explain under diagnosing before 
and now over diagnosis of ADHD...and now over diagnosis of ADHD...and now over diagnosis of ADHD...and now over diagnosis of ADHD... those who are diagnosing  those who are diagnosing  those who are diagnosing  those who are diagnosing 
are getting a little lazy and not "Observing" longare getting a little lazy and not "Observing" longare getting a little lazy and not "Observing" longare getting a little lazy and not "Observing" long enough...  enough...  enough...  enough... 

4444----2222----13 Boredom... Being Bored... changed to concentration13 Boredom... Being Bored... changed to concentration13 Boredom... Being Bored... changed to concentration13 Boredom... Being Bored... changed to concentration
working on 1,001 invention projects spell out in Windows 8, Bill working on 1,001 invention projects spell out in Windows 8, Bill working on 1,001 invention projects spell out in Windows 8, Bill working on 1,001 invention projects spell out in Windows 8, Bill 
+ Melinda Gates+ Melinda Gates+ Melinda Gates+ Melinda Gates killed these kids future careers as Inventors! By  killed these kids future careers as Inventors! By  killed these kids future careers as Inventors! By  killed these kids future careers as Inventors! By 
not pre installing 1,001not pre installing 1,001not pre installing 1,001not pre installing 1,001 Invention Projects in Windows 8 with  Invention Projects in Windows 8 with  Invention Projects in Windows 8 with  Invention Projects in Windows 8 with 
links to get them started inventinglinks to get them started inventinglinks to get them started inventinglinks to get them started inventing something!  something!  something!  something! 

4444----2222----13 Egregious practices are part of a emphasis on13 Egregious practices are part of a emphasis on13 Egregious practices are part of a emphasis on13 Egregious practices are part of a emphasis on pressuring  pressuring  pressuring  pressuring 
educators to produce spectacular test results. Yale Medical educators to produce spectacular test results. Yale Medical educators to produce spectacular test results. Yale Medical educators to produce spectacular test results. Yale Medical 
SchoolSchoolSchoolSchool has passed 100's of MD's since Bush ordered them passed  has passed 100's of MD's since Bush ordered them passed  has passed 100's of MD's since Bush ordered them passed  has passed 100's of MD's since Bush ordered them passed 
when they reallywhen they reallywhen they reallywhen they really failed... this Genocide Trial can not happen  failed... this Genocide Trial can not happen  failed... this Genocide Trial can not happen  failed... this Genocide Trial can not happen 
until after the BP Oil Era Genocideuntil after the BP Oil Era Genocideuntil after the BP Oil Era Genocideuntil after the BP Oil Era Genocide Trials for suppressing the  Trials for suppressing the  Trials for suppressing the  Trials for suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillcar since 1980.ElectricWindmillcar since 1980.ElectricWindmillcar since 1980.ElectricWindmillcar since 1980.

3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West Publix is3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West Publix is3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West Publix is3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West Publix is closed. A  closed. A  closed. A  closed. A 
surprise for Greg Since they are Belligerent towards this websurprise for Greg Since they are Belligerent towards this websurprise for Greg Since they are Belligerent towards this websurprise for Greg Since they are Belligerent towards this web
www.electricwindmillcar.com www.electricwindmillcar.com www.electricwindmillcar.com www.electricwindmillcar.com 
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MAIN REASON ROADRUNNER SUPERCOMPUTER WILLMAIN REASON ROADRUNNER SUPERCOMPUTER WILLMAIN REASON ROADRUNNER SUPERCOMPUTER WILLMAIN REASON ROADRUNNER SUPERCOMPUTER WILL NOT BE  NOT BE  NOT BE  NOT BE 
USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST OF ELECTRICITY USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST OF ELECTRICITY USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST OF ELECTRICITY USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST OF ELECTRICITY ----
THIS ISTHIS ISTHIS ISTHIS IS DISINFORMATION BY LOS ALAMOS!  DISINFORMATION BY LOS ALAMOS!  DISINFORMATION BY LOS ALAMOS!  DISINFORMATION BY LOS ALAMOS! 

This picture below is the supercomputerThis picture below is the supercomputerThis picture below is the supercomputerThis picture below is the supercomputer with 584 racks inside  with 584 racks inside  with 584 racks inside  with 584 racks inside 
are Intel i7 and other CPU's and CPU's 100's times fasterare Intel i7 and other CPU's and CPU's 100's times fasterare Intel i7 and other CPU's and CPU's 100's times fasterare Intel i7 and other CPU's and CPU's 100's times faster like the  like the  like the  like the 
Xeon Extreme that sells for $5,000 for 1 and there are trillionsXeon Extreme that sells for $5,000 for 1 and there are trillionsXeon Extreme that sells for $5,000 for 1 and there are trillionsXeon Extreme that sells for $5,000 for 1 and there are trillions
installed in the supercomputers. All students were left behind by installed in the supercomputers. All students were left behind by installed in the supercomputers. All students were left behind by installed in the supercomputers. All students were left behind by 
Intel notIntel notIntel notIntel not selling millions of school district's in America  selling millions of school district's in America  selling millions of school district's in America  selling millions of school district's in America 
classroom computers with Intelclassroom computers with Intelclassroom computers with Intelclassroom computers with Intel Xeon Extreme CPU at $5,000 for  Xeon Extreme CPU at $5,000 for  Xeon Extreme CPU at $5,000 for  Xeon Extreme CPU at $5,000 for 
1 CPU no school districts bought any for1 CPU no school districts bought any for1 CPU no school districts bought any for1 CPU no school districts bought any for children. Worst Auto  children. Worst Auto  children. Worst Auto  children. Worst Auto 
cad software also cost $5,000 for each and every studentcad software also cost $5,000 for each and every studentcad software also cost $5,000 for each and every studentcad software also cost $5,000 for each and every student who  who  who  who 
uses it! All this left behind 1,001 inventions, one being the uses it! All this left behind 1,001 inventions, one being the uses it! All this left behind 1,001 inventions, one being the uses it! All this left behind 1,001 inventions, one being the 
HelicopterHelicopterHelicopterHelicopter Combine to harvest 1 trillion fish, figs, and cashews!  Combine to harvest 1 trillion fish, figs, and cashews!  Combine to harvest 1 trillion fish, figs, and cashews!  Combine to harvest 1 trillion fish, figs, and cashews! 
This is a crime by Obama,This is a crime by Obama,This is a crime by Obama,This is a crime by Obama, Clinton, Kerry, Kennedy, Bush, and of  Clinton, Kerry, Kennedy, Bush, and of  Clinton, Kerry, Kennedy, Bush, and of  Clinton, Kerry, Kennedy, Bush, and of 
course Hillary! Breast Cancer Overnightcourse Hillary! Breast Cancer Overnightcourse Hillary! Breast Cancer Overnightcourse Hillary! Breast Cancer Overnight Cure was lost in 1981  Cure was lost in 1981  Cure was lost in 1981  Cure was lost in 1981 
via the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar!via the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar!via the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar!via the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar!
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Hemingway Beach in Key West... 1 Trillion Turtles feed in 1939,Hemingway Beach in Key West... 1 Trillion Turtles feed in 1939,Hemingway Beach in Key West... 1 Trillion Turtles feed in 1939,Hemingway Beach in Key West... 1 Trillion Turtles feed in 1939,
today we have 1 Trillion Turtles is a work of fiction writing for today we have 1 Trillion Turtles is a work of fiction writing for today we have 1 Trillion Turtles is a work of fiction writing for today we have 1 Trillion Turtles is a work of fiction writing for 
HemingwayHemingwayHemingwayHemingway Utopian Writing Classes!  Utopian Writing Classes!  Utopian Writing Classes!  Utopian Writing Classes! 

4444----2222----13 DA arresting started today on the "Today13 DA arresting started today on the "Today13 DA arresting started today on the "Today13 DA arresting started today on the "Today Show" arrest of  Show" arrest of  Show" arrest of  Show" arrest of 
Principles and teachers in Principles and teachers in Principles and teachers in Principles and teachers in ““““1,610 Schools that cheated for1,610 Schools that cheated for1,610 Schools that cheated for1,610 Schools that cheated for
students, changing answers to get a passing grade to profit students, changing answers to get a passing grade to profit students, changing answers to get a passing grade to profit students, changing answers to get a passing grade to profit 
from $500K in bonusfrom $500K in bonusfrom $500K in bonusfrom $500K in bonus dollars paid to just 1 teacher. $1 Trillion  dollars paid to just 1 teacher. $1 Trillion  dollars paid to just 1 teacher. $1 Trillion  dollars paid to just 1 teacher. $1 Trillion 
in bonus dollars paid to the 1,610in bonus dollars paid to the 1,610in bonus dollars paid to the 1,610in bonus dollars paid to the 1,610 in schools that cheated.  in schools that cheated.  in schools that cheated.  in schools that cheated. ””””
Under No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Under No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Under No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Under No Child Left Behind (NCLB) 

4444----2222----13 Key13 Key13 Key13 Key West  West  West  West ”””” Under No Child Left Behind (NCLB), cheating Under No Child Left Behind (NCLB), cheating Under No Child Left Behind (NCLB), cheating Under No Child Left Behind (NCLB), cheating 
of course you don't need toof course you don't need toof course you don't need toof course you don't need to be a rocket scientists to figure out  be a rocket scientists to figure out  be a rocket scientists to figure out  be a rocket scientists to figure out 
the Key West Citizen Headlines of Schoolthe Key West Citizen Headlines of Schoolthe Key West Citizen Headlines of Schoolthe Key West Citizen Headlines of School Grades are all A +  Grades are all A +  Grades are all A +  Grades are all A + 

4444----2222----13 Same time Key West Citizen suppressing13 Same time Key West Citizen suppressing13 Same time Key West Citizen suppressing13 Same time Key West Citizen suppressing the fact tourists  the fact tourists  the fact tourists  the fact tourists 
have No Hemingway Writing classes in a tourists centered townhave No Hemingway Writing classes in a tourists centered townhave No Hemingway Writing classes in a tourists centered townhave No Hemingway Writing classes in a tourists centered town
of Key West, this does not make sense! of Key West, this does not make sense! of Key West, this does not make sense! of Key West, this does not make sense! 

4444----2222----13 100's of Carnival and13 100's of Carnival and13 100's of Carnival and13 100's of Carnival and Disney Cruise Ship passengers  Disney Cruise Ship passengers  Disney Cruise Ship passengers  Disney Cruise Ship passengers 
would have signed up for writing the Utopianwould have signed up for writing the Utopianwould have signed up for writing the Utopianwould have signed up for writing the Utopian Hemingway Novel  Hemingway Novel  Hemingway Novel  Hemingway Novel 
Class with the 1st writing assignment to write that in 1933 atClass with the 1st writing assignment to write that in 1933 atClass with the 1st writing assignment to write that in 1933 atClass with the 1st writing assignment to write that in 1933 at
Capt. Tony's Hemingway and buddies got the Navy to feed the Capt. Tony's Hemingway and buddies got the Navy to feed the Capt. Tony's Hemingway and buddies got the Navy to feed the Capt. Tony's Hemingway and buddies got the Navy to feed the 
turtles and todayturtles and todayturtles and todayturtles and today 4 4 4 4----2222----13 there is a Hemingway Beach were 1 13 there is a Hemingway Beach were 1 13 there is a Hemingway Beach were 1 13 there is a Hemingway Beach were 1 
Trillion turtles lay their eggs!Trillion turtles lay their eggs!Trillion turtles lay their eggs!Trillion turtles lay their eggs!

4444----2222----13 2nd writing assignment will be just as Utopian and 13 2nd writing assignment will be just as Utopian and 13 2nd writing assignment will be just as Utopian and 13 2nd writing assignment will be just as Utopian and 
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relevant forrelevant forrelevant forrelevant for Todays "To Have Have Not" goings on with BP Oil  Todays "To Have Have Not" goings on with BP Oil  Todays "To Have Have Not" goings on with BP Oil  Todays "To Have Have Not" goings on with BP Oil 
greed and genocide!greed and genocide!greed and genocide!greed and genocide!

4444----2222----13 It's unfair to arrest Teachers who Cheated for13 It's unfair to arrest Teachers who Cheated for13 It's unfair to arrest Teachers who Cheated for13 It's unfair to arrest Teachers who Cheated for Students  Students  Students  Students 
she said to MSNBC Monday. MSNBC Cheated 7 Billion People out she said to MSNBC Monday. MSNBC Cheated 7 Billion People out she said to MSNBC Monday. MSNBC Cheated 7 Billion People out she said to MSNBC Monday. MSNBC Cheated 7 Billion People out 
of theof theof theof the ElectricWindmillCar Era!  ElectricWindmillCar Era!  ElectricWindmillCar Era!  ElectricWindmillCar Era! 

4444----2222----13 DA Prosecutors say that the educators13 DA Prosecutors say that the educators13 DA Prosecutors say that the educators13 DA Prosecutors say that the educators cheated on the  cheated on the  cheated on the  cheated on the 
CRCT in order to reap CRCT in order to reap CRCT in order to reap CRCT in order to reap ““““the benefit of financial rewardsthe benefit of financial rewardsthe benefit of financial rewardsthe benefit of financial rewards
associated with high test scores. associated with high test scores. associated with high test scores. associated with high test scores. 

4444----2222----13 DA in Court making the13 DA in Court making the13 DA in Court making the13 DA in Court making the "Teachers" realize what they  "Teachers" realize what they  "Teachers" realize what they  "Teachers" realize what they 
could have bought for $500,000 one "Teacher" got ascould have bought for $500,000 one "Teacher" got ascould have bought for $500,000 one "Teacher" got ascould have bought for $500,000 one "Teacher" got as a Federal  a Federal  a Federal  a Federal 
Bonus for improving 1K High School kids test scores she changed Bonus for improving 1K High School kids test scores she changed Bonus for improving 1K High School kids test scores she changed Bonus for improving 1K High School kids test scores she changed 
wrongwrongwrongwrong answers to right answers Coup Leaders of the  answers to right answers Coup Leaders of the  answers to right answers Coup Leaders of the  answers to right answers Coup Leaders of the 
ElectricWindmillCar can change whatElectricWindmillCar can change whatElectricWindmillCar can change whatElectricWindmillCar can change what Bill and Melinda Gates  Bill and Melinda Gates  Bill and Melinda Gates  Bill and Melinda Gates 
killed in High School inventions by buying 1K of the 100killed in High School inventions by buying 1K of the 100killed in High School inventions by buying 1K of the 100killed in High School inventions by buying 1K of the 100 inch  inch  inch  inch 
monitors below and add the Icon in Windows to record this monitors below and add the Icon in Windows to record this monitors below and add the Icon in Windows to record this monitors below and add the Icon in Windows to record this 
Invention SearchInvention SearchInvention SearchInvention Search Session to a YouTube Video Format... can you  Session to a YouTube Video Format... can you  Session to a YouTube Video Format... can you  Session to a YouTube Video Format... can you 
imagine watching Inventionimagine watching Inventionimagine watching Inventionimagine watching Invention Brainstorming videos on this 100  Brainstorming videos on this 100  Brainstorming videos on this 100  Brainstorming videos on this 100 
inch monitor... Invention Bill and Melindainch monitor... Invention Bill and Melindainch monitor... Invention Bill and Melindainch monitor... Invention Bill and Melinda killed will rise from  killed will rise from  killed will rise from  killed will rise from 
the dead. the dead. the dead. the dead. 

4444----2222----13 Prosecutors say that the "NY Times" cheated on NASA in 13 Prosecutors say that the "NY Times" cheated on NASA in 13 Prosecutors say that the "NY Times" cheated on NASA in 13 Prosecutors say that the "NY Times" cheated on NASA in 
orderorderorderorder to reap  to reap  to reap  to reap ““““the benefit of financial rewards associated with the benefit of financial rewards associated with the benefit of financial rewards associated with the benefit of financial rewards associated with 
highest $4 price ofhighest $4 price ofhighest $4 price ofhighest $4 price of gasoline for many decades after the  gasoline for many decades after the  gasoline for many decades after the  gasoline for many decades after the 
ElectricWindmillCar's 1980 invention.ElectricWindmillCar's 1980 invention.ElectricWindmillCar's 1980 invention.ElectricWindmillCar's 1980 invention.

4444----2222----13 413 413 413 4----2222----13 No NASA Shuttles Today... 13 No NASA Shuttles Today... 13 No NASA Shuttles Today... 13 No NASA Shuttles Today... ”””” Under No Child Left Under No Child Left Under No Child Left Under No Child Left 
BehindBehindBehindBehind (NCLB), 100's arrested today for cheating NCLB, No one  (NCLB), 100's arrested today for cheating NCLB, No one  (NCLB), 100's arrested today for cheating NCLB, No one  (NCLB), 100's arrested today for cheating NCLB, No one 
arrested for Noarrested for Noarrested for Noarrested for No Shuttles...  Shuttles...  Shuttles...  Shuttles... 

4444----2222----13 Discovery III with "Gravity Engines," NY Times will13 Discovery III with "Gravity Engines," NY Times will13 Discovery III with "Gravity Engines," NY Times will13 Discovery III with "Gravity Engines," NY Times will be left  be left  be left  be left 
behind for stifling and suppressing this headline and behind for stifling and suppressing this headline and behind for stifling and suppressing this headline and behind for stifling and suppressing this headline and 
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"Manhattan"Manhattan"Manhattan"Manhattan Project" while the "Inventors" tried to expose what if  Project" while the "Inventors" tried to expose what if  Project" while the "Inventors" tried to expose what if  Project" while the "Inventors" tried to expose what if 
only ElectricWindmillCarsonly ElectricWindmillCarsonly ElectricWindmillCarsonly ElectricWindmillCars were allowed to drive around "Times  were allowed to drive around "Times  were allowed to drive around "Times  were allowed to drive around "Times 
Square" decades before 9Square" decades before 9Square" decades before 9Square" decades before 9----11, there would11, there would11, there would11, there would never had been a 9 never had been a 9 never had been a 9 never had been a 9----
11. 11. 11. 11. 

4444----2222----13 13 13 13 ”””” Under No Child Left Behind (NCLB), NoUnder No Child Left Behind (NCLB), NoUnder No Child Left Behind (NCLB), NoUnder No Child Left Behind (NCLB), No NASA Shuttles  NASA Shuttles  NASA Shuttles  NASA Shuttles 
today 4today 4today 4today 4----2222----13 13 13 13 

4444----2222----13 13 13 13 ““““1,610 Schools that cheated for1,610 Schools that cheated for1,610 Schools that cheated for1,610 Schools that cheated for students, changing  students, changing  students, changing  students, changing 
answers to get a passing grade. answers to get a passing grade. answers to get a passing grade. answers to get a passing grade. ”””” Under No Child Left BehindUnder No Child Left BehindUnder No Child Left BehindUnder No Child Left Behind
(NCLB) (NCLB) (NCLB) (NCLB) 

4444----2222----13 FBI and CIA cheated 15 Billion... People by going along13 FBI and CIA cheated 15 Billion... People by going along13 FBI and CIA cheated 15 Billion... People by going along13 FBI and CIA cheated 15 Billion... People by going along
with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 
2013 as humanity2013 as humanity2013 as humanity2013 as humanity will not catch up to 1,001 lost inventions and  will not catch up to 1,001 lost inventions and  will not catch up to 1,001 lost inventions and  will not catch up to 1,001 lost inventions and 
build a memorial for the 7build a memorial for the 7build a memorial for the 7build a memorial for the 7 million who died suppressing the  million who died suppressing the  million who died suppressing the  million who died suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! 

4444----2222----13 To add insults to burns Bush ordered CBS, ABC, NBC13 To add insults to burns Bush ordered CBS, ABC, NBC13 To add insults to burns Bush ordered CBS, ABC, NBC13 To add insults to burns Bush ordered CBS, ABC, NBC not  not  not  not 
to broadcast video of fiery wrecks... Dr. Nancy on "Today Show" to broadcast video of fiery wrecks... Dr. Nancy on "Today Show" to broadcast video of fiery wrecks... Dr. Nancy on "Today Show" to broadcast video of fiery wrecks... Dr. Nancy on "Today Show" 
today CBStoday CBStoday CBStoday CBS should have shown the basketballs players broken leg!  should have shown the basketballs players broken leg!  should have shown the basketballs players broken leg!  should have shown the basketballs players broken leg! 

4444----2222----13 At the "Oil13 At the "Oil13 At the "Oil13 At the "Oil Genocide Trials" All censored videos of  Genocide Trials" All censored videos of  Genocide Trials" All censored videos of  Genocide Trials" All censored videos of 
Obama, Kerry, Kennedy, Hillary,Obama, Kerry, Kennedy, Hillary,Obama, Kerry, Kennedy, Hillary,Obama, Kerry, Kennedy, Hillary, Generals, will be watched by  Generals, will be watched by  Generals, will be watched by  Generals, will be watched by 
billions of people world wide! billions of people world wide! billions of people world wide! billions of people world wide! 

4444----2222----13131313 Another wave of school teachers cheating scandals has  Another wave of school teachers cheating scandals has  Another wave of school teachers cheating scandals has  Another wave of school teachers cheating scandals has 
swept the nation. Fed'sswept the nation. Fed'sswept the nation. Fed'sswept the nation. Fed's found  found  found  found ““““1,610 Schools that cheated for 1,610 Schools that cheated for 1,610 Schools that cheated for 1,610 Schools that cheated for 
students, changing answers to get astudents, changing answers to get astudents, changing answers to get astudents, changing answers to get a passing grade.  passing grade.  passing grade.  passing grade. 

4444----2222----13 Bill + Melinda Gates should have been arrested13 Bill + Melinda Gates should have been arrested13 Bill + Melinda Gates should have been arrested13 Bill + Melinda Gates should have been arrested with the  with the  with the  with the 
100's of Principles and teachers as Microsoft stifled and killed100's of Principles and teachers as Microsoft stifled and killed100's of Principles and teachers as Microsoft stifled and killed100's of Principles and teachers as Microsoft stifled and killed
literally and figuratively 7 million school kids via Windows, literally and figuratively 7 million school kids via Windows, literally and figuratively 7 million school kids via Windows, literally and figuratively 7 million school kids via Windows, 
Word, Excel,Word, Excel,Word, Excel,Word, Excel, Office 2013.  Office 2013.  Office 2013.  Office 2013. 

4444----2222----13 13 13 13 ”””” Under No Child Left Behind (NCLB), No NASAUnder No Child Left Behind (NCLB), No NASAUnder No Child Left Behind (NCLB), No NASAUnder No Child Left Behind (NCLB), No NASA Shuttles  Shuttles  Shuttles  Shuttles 
today 4today 4today 4today 4----2222----13 13 13 13 

4444----2222----13 No Discovery III Shuttle fleet with gravity13 No Discovery III Shuttle fleet with gravity13 No Discovery III Shuttle fleet with gravity13 No Discovery III Shuttle fleet with gravity engines they  engines they  engines they  engines they 
were left behind with Child Inventors who were cheated by were left behind with Child Inventors who were cheated by were left behind with Child Inventors who were cheated by were left behind with Child Inventors who were cheated by 
Admirals,Admirals,Admirals,Admirals, Generals, FBI, CIA "Observers"!  Generals, FBI, CIA "Observers"!  Generals, FBI, CIA "Observers"!  Generals, FBI, CIA "Observers"! 

4444----2222----13 Egregious practices are part of a13 Egregious practices are part of a13 Egregious practices are part of a13 Egregious practices are part of a emphasis on pressuring  emphasis on pressuring  emphasis on pressuring  emphasis on pressuring 
educators to produce spectacular test results. Yaleeducators to produce spectacular test results. Yaleeducators to produce spectacular test results. Yaleeducators to produce spectacular test results. Yale Medical  Medical  Medical  Medical 
School has passed 100's of MD's since Bush ordered them passed School has passed 100's of MD's since Bush ordered them passed School has passed 100's of MD's since Bush ordered them passed School has passed 100's of MD's since Bush ordered them passed 
when theywhen theywhen theywhen they really failed... this Genocide Trial can not happen  really failed... this Genocide Trial can not happen  really failed... this Genocide Trial can not happen  really failed... this Genocide Trial can not happen 
until after the BP Oil Erauntil after the BP Oil Erauntil after the BP Oil Erauntil after the BP Oil Era Genocide Trials for suppressing the  Genocide Trials for suppressing the  Genocide Trials for suppressing the  Genocide Trials for suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillcar since 1980.ElectricWindmillcar since 1980.ElectricWindmillcar since 1980.ElectricWindmillcar since 1980.
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BREAKING NEWS FROM LOS ALAMOS No!BREAKING NEWS FROM LOS ALAMOS No!BREAKING NEWS FROM LOS ALAMOS No!BREAKING NEWS FROM LOS ALAMOS No! Roadrunner IBM  Roadrunner IBM  Roadrunner IBM  Roadrunner IBM 
supercomputer will not be used for Breast Cancer Computersupercomputer will not be used for Breast Cancer Computersupercomputer will not be used for Breast Cancer Computersupercomputer will not be used for Breast Cancer Computer
Simulations... women smoking, drinking, and overweight, Simulations... women smoking, drinking, and overweight, Simulations... women smoking, drinking, and overweight, Simulations... women smoking, drinking, and overweight, 
eating red meat oreating red meat oreating red meat oreating red meat or having a glass of wine would be able to  having a glass of wine would be able to  having a glass of wine would be able to  having a glass of wine would be able to 
Observe YouTube Videos of whats going onObserve YouTube Videos of whats going onObserve YouTube Videos of whats going onObserve YouTube Videos of whats going on in their breast  in their breast  in their breast  in their breast 
between Cancer Cells. 1 or 1 trillion breast cancer cells andbetween Cancer Cells. 1 or 1 trillion breast cancer cells andbetween Cancer Cells. 1 or 1 trillion breast cancer cells andbetween Cancer Cells. 1 or 1 trillion breast cancer cells and why  why  why  why 
and how 1 cancer cell in the breast turns into 1 trillion cancer and how 1 cancer cell in the breast turns into 1 trillion cancer and how 1 cancer cell in the breast turns into 1 trillion cancer and how 1 cancer cell in the breast turns into 1 trillion cancer 
cells incells incells incells in her breast when fat cells in the milk duct make DNA  her breast when fat cells in the milk duct make DNA  her breast when fat cells in the milk duct make DNA  her breast when fat cells in the milk duct make DNA 
mistakes called mutations..mistakes called mutations..mistakes called mutations..mistakes called mutations.. when they eat red meat... or have a  when they eat red meat... or have a  when they eat red meat... or have a  when they eat red meat... or have a 
glass of wine and smoke molecules in herglass of wine and smoke molecules in herglass of wine and smoke molecules in herglass of wine and smoke molecules in her breast! Visualization  breast! Visualization  breast! Visualization  breast! Visualization 
of ESTROGEN and EXERCISE in this supercomputer simulationof ESTROGEN and EXERCISE in this supercomputer simulationof ESTROGEN and EXERCISE in this supercomputer simulationof ESTROGEN and EXERCISE in this supercomputer simulation
will be vividly recalled in the women who live to be 90 as it's a will be vividly recalled in the women who live to be 90 as it's a will be vividly recalled in the women who live to be 90 as it's a will be vividly recalled in the women who live to be 90 as it's a 
dramaticdramaticdramaticdramatic video! Realization's happen when you see your heart  video! Realization's happen when you see your heart  video! Realization's happen when you see your heart  video! Realization's happen when you see your heart 
rate up to 160 for 15 minsrate up to 160 for 15 minsrate up to 160 for 15 minsrate up to 160 for 15 mins in a YouTube Video!  in a YouTube Video!  in a YouTube Video!  in a YouTube Video! 

This link below connects you to Los Alamos. EveryoneThis link below connects you to Los Alamos. EveryoneThis link below connects you to Los Alamos. EveryoneThis link below connects you to Los Alamos. Everyone at Los  at Los  at Los  at Los 
Alamos knows about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Alamos knows about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Alamos knows about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Alamos knows about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar 
and 1and 1and 1and 1 trillion NASA manufactured Cans for H at  trillion NASA manufactured Cans for H at  trillion NASA manufactured Cans for H at  trillion NASA manufactured Cans for H at ----254 C to fuel 254 C to fuel 254 C to fuel 254 C to fuel 
electric generators, yetelectric generators, yetelectric generators, yetelectric generators, yet the MAIN REASON ROADRUNNER WILL  the MAIN REASON ROADRUNNER WILL  the MAIN REASON ROADRUNNER WILL  the MAIN REASON ROADRUNNER WILL 
NOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST OFNOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST OFNOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST OFNOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST OF
ELECTRICITY ELECTRICITY ELECTRICITY ELECTRICITY ---- THIS IS DISINFORMATION BY LOS ALAMOS!  THIS IS DISINFORMATION BY LOS ALAMOS!  THIS IS DISINFORMATION BY LOS ALAMOS!  THIS IS DISINFORMATION BY LOS ALAMOS! 

Los Alamos wants "Women In Combat" killing 22 1st gradersLos Alamos wants "Women In Combat" killing 22 1st gradersLos Alamos wants "Women In Combat" killing 22 1st gradersLos Alamos wants "Women In Combat" killing 22 1st graders like  like  like  like 
"Sandy Hook" via a Helicopter Gun ships! "Sandy Hook" via a Helicopter Gun ships! "Sandy Hook" via a Helicopter Gun ships! "Sandy Hook" via a Helicopter Gun ships! 

Los Alamos wants "Women In Combat" killing 22 1st gradersLos Alamos wants "Women In Combat" killing 22 1st gradersLos Alamos wants "Women In Combat" killing 22 1st gradersLos Alamos wants "Women In Combat" killing 22 1st graders like  like  like  like 
"Sandy Hook" via a Helicopter Gun ship not a Helicopter "Sandy Hook" via a Helicopter Gun ship not a Helicopter "Sandy Hook" via a Helicopter Gun ship not a Helicopter "Sandy Hook" via a Helicopter Gun ship not a Helicopter 
Combine harvestingCombine harvestingCombine harvestingCombine harvesting figs and Cashews but in the Iraqi War  figs and Cashews but in the Iraqi War  figs and Cashews but in the Iraqi War  figs and Cashews but in the Iraqi War 
Nations... 15 Billion people need womenNations... 15 Billion people need womenNations... 15 Billion people need womenNations... 15 Billion people need women Combating wasted  Combating wasted  Combating wasted  Combating wasted 
crops of figs and cashews in the Amazon Today because Boeingcrops of figs and cashews in the Amazon Today because Boeingcrops of figs and cashews in the Amazon Today because Boeingcrops of figs and cashews in the Amazon Today because Boeing
refused to build a fleet of Helicopter Combines in 2003 when refused to build a fleet of Helicopter Combines in 2003 when refused to build a fleet of Helicopter Combines in 2003 when refused to build a fleet of Helicopter Combines in 2003 when 
Greg proposed thisGreg proposed thisGreg proposed thisGreg proposed this marriage!  marriage!  marriage!  marriage! 
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Helicopter Combine harvesting figs and Cashews... 15Helicopter Combine harvesting figs and Cashews... 15Helicopter Combine harvesting figs and Cashews... 15Helicopter Combine harvesting figs and Cashews... 15 Billion  Billion  Billion  Billion 
people need women Combating wasted crops of figs and cashews people need women Combating wasted crops of figs and cashews people need women Combating wasted crops of figs and cashews people need women Combating wasted crops of figs and cashews 
in thein thein thein the Amazon Today because Boeing refused to build a fleet of  Amazon Today because Boeing refused to build a fleet of  Amazon Today because Boeing refused to build a fleet of  Amazon Today because Boeing refused to build a fleet of 
Helicopter Combines inHelicopter Combines inHelicopter Combines inHelicopter Combines in 2003 when Greg proposed this marriage!  2003 when Greg proposed this marriage!  2003 when Greg proposed this marriage!  2003 when Greg proposed this marriage! 

1 Trillion Fish in the Oceans and Boeing refused to1 Trillion Fish in the Oceans and Boeing refused to1 Trillion Fish in the Oceans and Boeing refused to1 Trillion Fish in the Oceans and Boeing refused to Engineer  Engineer  Engineer  Engineer 
the Helicopter Fishing Fleet to keep up with the times! Becausethe Helicopter Fishing Fleet to keep up with the times! Becausethe Helicopter Fishing Fleet to keep up with the times! Becausethe Helicopter Fishing Fleet to keep up with the times! Because
Boeing's Mindless Overeating Eating of BP Oil Bribes for Fighter Boeing's Mindless Overeating Eating of BP Oil Bribes for Fighter Boeing's Mindless Overeating Eating of BP Oil Bribes for Fighter Boeing's Mindless Overeating Eating of BP Oil Bribes for Fighter 
Jets $1Jets $1Jets $1Jets $1 Trillion!  Trillion!  Trillion!  Trillion! 

Free Electricity via H at Free Electricity via H at Free Electricity via H at Free Electricity via H at ----254 C will push back the254 C will push back the254 C will push back the254 C will push back the Nuclear War  Nuclear War  Nuclear War  Nuclear War 
Clock and Los Alamos, all 25 supercomputers bought from IBM Clock and Los Alamos, all 25 supercomputers bought from IBM Clock and Los Alamos, all 25 supercomputers bought from IBM Clock and Los Alamos, all 25 supercomputers bought from IBM 
at $1at $1at $1at $1 Trillion will be used by Dr. Nancy Snyderman's  Trillion will be used by Dr. Nancy Snyderman's  Trillion will be used by Dr. Nancy Snyderman's  Trillion will be used by Dr. Nancy Snyderman's 
Manhattan Project for a overnightManhattan Project for a overnightManhattan Project for a overnightManhattan Project for a overnight Rx Cure for Breast Cancer!  Rx Cure for Breast Cancer!  Rx Cure for Breast Cancer!  Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! 
Los Alamos will do everything they can to stop thisLos Alamos will do everything they can to stop thisLos Alamos will do everything they can to stop thisLos Alamos will do everything they can to stop this New  New  New  New 
Manhattan Project using Los Alamos 25 supercomputers worth Manhattan Project using Los Alamos 25 supercomputers worth Manhattan Project using Los Alamos 25 supercomputers worth Manhattan Project using Los Alamos 25 supercomputers worth 
$1 Trillion$1 Trillion$1 Trillion$1 Trillion dollars less IBM's profits!  dollars less IBM's profits!  dollars less IBM's profits!  dollars less IBM's profits! 

Los Alamos Lab Recycles Nukes Los Alamos Lab Recycles Nukes Los Alamos Lab Recycles Nukes Los Alamos Lab Recycles Nukes ---- War On Breast Cancer with NOWar On Breast Cancer with NOWar On Breast Cancer with NOWar On Breast Cancer with NO
Manhattan Project Because Pentagon orders Nukes Manhattan Project Because Pentagon orders Nukes Manhattan Project Because Pentagon orders Nukes Manhattan Project Because Pentagon orders Nukes 
Recycled!!Recycled!!Recycled!!Recycled!!">Los Alamos">Los Alamos">Los Alamos">Los Alamos Lab Recycles Nukes  Lab Recycles Nukes  Lab Recycles Nukes  Lab Recycles Nukes ---- War On Breast War On Breast War On Breast War On Breast 
Cancer Cancer Cancer Cancer ---- No Manhattan Project No Manhattan Project No Manhattan Project No Manhattan Project ---- Yet as Dr.Yet as Dr.Yet as Dr.Yet as Dr. Nancy Snyderman as  Nancy Snyderman as  Nancy Snyderman as  Nancy Snyderman as 
its Dr. Oppenheimer didn't replace Jay Leno at 11:30 yet...its Dr. Oppenheimer didn't replace Jay Leno at 11:30 yet...its Dr. Oppenheimer didn't replace Jay Leno at 11:30 yet...its Dr. Oppenheimer didn't replace Jay Leno at 11:30 yet...
Tonight Show with all guest brainstorming a Overnight Rx Cure Tonight Show with all guest brainstorming a Overnight Rx Cure Tonight Show with all guest brainstorming a Overnight Rx Cure Tonight Show with all guest brainstorming a Overnight Rx Cure 
for Breast Cancerfor Breast Cancerfor Breast Cancerfor Breast Cancer then "Today Show" can fire Mat Lauer and Dr  then "Today Show" can fire Mat Lauer and Dr  then "Today Show" can fire Mat Lauer and Dr  then "Today Show" can fire Mat Lauer and Dr 
Oppenheimer's can start anotherOppenheimer's can start anotherOppenheimer's can start anotherOppenheimer's can start another "Manhattan Project" for 1,001  "Manhattan Project" for 1,001  "Manhattan Project" for 1,001  "Manhattan Project" for 1,001 
diseases that Plague us... to Hell with ESPN anddiseases that Plague us... to Hell with ESPN anddiseases that Plague us... to Hell with ESPN anddiseases that Plague us... to Hell with ESPN and Obama's 5  Obama's 5  Obama's 5  Obama's 5 
Hours of Basketball on CBSHours of Basketball on CBSHours of Basketball on CBSHours of Basketball on CBS

MARIEL HEMINGWAY. MarielMARIEL HEMINGWAY. MarielMARIEL HEMINGWAY. MarielMARIEL HEMINGWAY. Mariel’’’’s passion is her love . Thes passion is her love . Thes passion is her love . Thes passion is her love . The
WillingWay book launch date March 12, 2013. Mariel is also WillingWay book launch date March 12, 2013. Mariel is also WillingWay book launch date March 12, 2013. Mariel is also WillingWay book launch date March 12, 2013. Mariel is also 
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outspoken in heroutspoken in heroutspoken in heroutspoken in her advocacy for mental health.  advocacy for mental health.  advocacy for mental health.  advocacy for mental health. 

Greg would like to get Mariel HemingwayGreg would like to get Mariel HemingwayGreg would like to get Mariel HemingwayGreg would like to get Mariel Hemingway outspoken in writing  outspoken in writing  outspoken in writing  outspoken in writing 
and writing classes for Utopian Futuristic Novels withand writing classes for Utopian Futuristic Novels withand writing classes for Utopian Futuristic Novels withand writing classes for Utopian Futuristic Novels with 1,001  1,001  1,001  1,001 
Invention Projects brain stormed in the Novel. Invention Projects brain stormed in the Novel. Invention Projects brain stormed in the Novel. Invention Projects brain stormed in the Novel. 

Mariel HemingwayMariel HemingwayMariel HemingwayMariel Hemingway’’’’ssss Running from Crazy... BP Oil Era  Running from Crazy... BP Oil Era  Running from Crazy... BP Oil Era  Running from Crazy... BP Oil Era 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is Crazysuppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is Crazysuppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is Crazysuppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is Crazy Greed of Oil Men  Greed of Oil Men  Greed of Oil Men  Greed of Oil Men 
just for $177 Trillion Dollars in Cash $ just for $177 Trillion Dollars in Cash $ just for $177 Trillion Dollars in Cash $ just for $177 Trillion Dollars in Cash $ 

Greg Buell says: Your comment is awaiting moderation.Greg Buell says: Your comment is awaiting moderation.Greg Buell says: Your comment is awaiting moderation.Greg Buell says: Your comment is awaiting moderation. April 3,  April 3,  April 3,  April 3, 
2013 at 12:01 pm 2013 at 12:01 pm 2013 at 12:01 pm 2013 at 12:01 pm 

I sent 2 other emails to Mariel but my mouseI sent 2 other emails to Mariel but my mouseI sent 2 other emails to Mariel but my mouseI sent 2 other emails to Mariel but my mouse locked up in  locked up in  locked up in  locked up in 
Windows 7 and had to tab over to submit so didnWindows 7 and had to tab over to submit so didnWindows 7 and had to tab over to submit so didnWindows 7 and had to tab over to submit so didn’’’’t make a copy t make a copy t make a copy t make a copy 
IIII could paste here but the just of my email was  could paste here but the just of my email was  could paste here but the just of my email was  could paste here but the just of my email was ““““MemoryMemoryMemoryMemory””””
inventing in our currentinventing in our currentinventing in our currentinventing in our current Era of Oil a memory pill Rx for Total  Era of Oil a memory pill Rx for Total  Era of Oil a memory pill Rx for Total  Era of Oil a memory pill Rx for Total 
Recall. Recall. Recall. Recall. ““““War + PeaceWar + PeaceWar + PeaceWar + Peace”””” its Hell justits Hell justits Hell justits Hell just remembering the Characters I  remembering the Characters I  remembering the Characters I  remembering the Characters I 
would like to write a Utopian Futuristic would like to write a Utopian Futuristic would like to write a Utopian Futuristic would like to write a Utopian Futuristic ““““War +War +War +War + Peace Peace Peace Peace”””” full of full of full of full of 
innovations and of course brainstorm for 100 pages on how we innovations and of course brainstorm for 100 pages on how we innovations and of course brainstorm for 100 pages on how we innovations and of course brainstorm for 100 pages on how we 
cancancancan get the cure for cancer and other diseases, another 100  get the cure for cancer and other diseases, another 100  get the cure for cancer and other diseases, another 100  get the cure for cancer and other diseases, another 100 
pages on assembly likepages on assembly likepages on assembly likepages on assembly like surgery and building a better Medical  surgery and building a better Medical  surgery and building a better Medical  surgery and building a better Medical 
School and Today Cheating if 1,610School and Today Cheating if 1,610School and Today Cheating if 1,610School and Today Cheating if 1,610 teachers and principles  teachers and principles  teachers and principles  teachers and principles 
cheated for decades before our Numb Nuts Dictatorcheated for decades before our Numb Nuts Dictatorcheated for decades before our Numb Nuts Dictatorcheated for decades before our Numb Nuts Dictator arrested  arrested  arrested  arrested 
them... why did he wait so long and why arrest them now. He them... why did he wait so long and why arrest them now. He them... why did he wait so long and why arrest them now. He them... why did he wait so long and why arrest them now. He 
has $177has $177has $177has $177 Trillion dollars so he will not miss all the $500,000  Trillion dollars so he will not miss all the $500,000  Trillion dollars so he will not miss all the $500,000  Trillion dollars so he will not miss all the $500,000 
bonus payment to 1,610bonus payment to 1,610bonus payment to 1,610bonus payment to 1,610 teachers for getting higher scores out of  teachers for getting higher scores out of  teachers for getting higher scores out of  teachers for getting higher scores out of 
their students? their students? their students? their students? 

This is theThis is theThis is theThis is the message I left on Mariel Hemingway message I left on Mariel Hemingway message I left on Mariel Hemingway message I left on Mariel Hemingway’’’’s s s s ---- The The The The 
WillingWay web page I hope sheWillingWay web page I hope sheWillingWay web page I hope sheWillingWay web page I hope she replies....  replies....  replies....  replies.... 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 1,001 inventionhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 1,001 inventionhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 1,001 inventionhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 1,001 invention projects  projects  projects  projects 
and I use 50 pages of articles then write 2 hand written pages and I use 50 pages of articles then write 2 hand written pages and I use 50 pages of articles then write 2 hand written pages and I use 50 pages of articles then write 2 hand written pages 
thenthenthenthen type these up you can find the link to the 850 pages I wrote  type these up you can find the link to the 850 pages I wrote  type these up you can find the link to the 850 pages I wrote  type these up you can find the link to the 850 pages I wrote 
in Key West.. Iin Key West.. Iin Key West.. Iin Key West.. I bought Earnest Hemingway's book titled  bought Earnest Hemingway's book titled  bought Earnest Hemingway's book titled  bought Earnest Hemingway's book titled 
"Research" the A bomb story etc but not"Research" the A bomb story etc but not"Research" the A bomb story etc but not"Research" the A bomb story etc but not much on shock  much on shock  much on shock  much on shock 
treatments.. as we all know total recall some have better treatments.. as we all know total recall some have better treatments.. as we all know total recall some have better treatments.. as we all know total recall some have better 
memoriesmemoriesmemoriesmemories than others if I could get ahold of Mayo Clinic electro  than others if I could get ahold of Mayo Clinic electro  than others if I could get ahold of Mayo Clinic electro  than others if I could get ahold of Mayo Clinic electro 
shock on Earnest 50shock on Earnest 50shock on Earnest 50shock on Earnest 50 pages of notes then get 50 pages on electro  pages of notes then get 50 pages on electro  pages of notes then get 50 pages on electro  pages of notes then get 50 pages on electro 
shock today with lots of memoryshock today with lots of memoryshock today with lots of memoryshock today with lots of memory articles and write these up into  articles and write these up into  articles and write these up into  articles and write these up into 
2 hand written pages then 5 typed this will2 hand written pages then 5 typed this will2 hand written pages then 5 typed this will2 hand written pages then 5 typed this will come out like a  come out like a  come out like a  come out like a 
Utopian Novel ie in 1933 Hemingway at Capt tonys talked the Utopian Novel ie in 1933 Hemingway at Capt tonys talked the Utopian Novel ie in 1933 Hemingway at Capt tonys talked the Utopian Novel ie in 1933 Hemingway at Capt tonys talked the 
navenavenavenave into feed the turtles now today we have Hemingway beach  into feed the turtles now today we have Hemingway beach  into feed the turtles now today we have Hemingway beach  into feed the turtles now today we have Hemingway beach 
in key west were 1in key west were 1in key west were 1in key west were 1 trillion turtles lay their eggs.. and add in 1  trillion turtles lay their eggs.. and add in 1  trillion turtles lay their eggs.. and add in 1  trillion turtles lay their eggs.. and add in 1 
trillion sports fish in key westtrillion sports fish in key westtrillion sports fish in key westtrillion sports fish in key west today because what Hemingway  today because what Hemingway  today because what Hemingway  today because what Hemingway 
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got the navy buddies at capt tonys to feed them ingot the navy buddies at capt tonys to feed them ingot the navy buddies at capt tonys to feed them ingot the navy buddies at capt tonys to feed them in 1933 thanks  1933 thanks  1933 thanks  1933 thanks 

greg Buell greg Buell greg Buell greg Buell 

New cell 305 340 8082 New cell 305 340 8082 New cell 305 340 8082 New cell 305 340 8082 

PO Box 214PO Box 214PO Box 214PO Box 214 key west FL 33041  key west FL 33041  key west FL 33041  key west FL 33041 

3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West Publix is closed. A  Publix is closed. A  Publix is closed. A  Publix is closed. A 
surprise for Greg Since they are Belligerent towards thissurprise for Greg Since they are Belligerent towards thissurprise for Greg Since they are Belligerent towards thissurprise for Greg Since they are Belligerent towards this web  web  web  web 
www.electricwindmillcar.com www.electricwindmillcar.com www.electricwindmillcar.com www.electricwindmillcar.com 

3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West Publix is closed. A  Publix is closed. A  Publix is closed. A  Publix is closed. A 
surprise for Greg Since they are Belligerent towards thissurprise for Greg Since they are Belligerent towards thissurprise for Greg Since they are Belligerent towards thissurprise for Greg Since they are Belligerent towards this web  web  web  web 
www.electricwindmillcar.com and stifle Greg + Wives www.electricwindmillcar.com and stifle Greg + Wives www.electricwindmillcar.com and stifle Greg + Wives www.electricwindmillcar.com and stifle Greg + Wives 
"Brainstorming 24/7" a"Brainstorming 24/7" a"Brainstorming 24/7" a"Brainstorming 24/7" a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast  Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast  Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast  Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer! And 1,001 Invention Projects for 7Cancer! And 1,001 Invention Projects for 7Cancer! And 1,001 Invention Projects for 7Cancer! And 1,001 Invention Projects for 7 Billion People on  Billion People on  Billion People on  Billion People on 
Earth, and the 15 Billion who will populate Earth soon!Earth, and the 15 Billion who will populate Earth soon!Earth, and the 15 Billion who will populate Earth soon!Earth, and the 15 Billion who will populate Earth soon!

3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis wished for3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis wished for3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis wished for3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis wished for 10,000  10,000  10,000  10,000 
Windmills on the JFK Super Aircraft Carrier (Caroline Kennedy Windmills on the JFK Super Aircraft Carrier (Caroline Kennedy Windmills on the JFK Super Aircraft Carrier (Caroline Kennedy Windmills on the JFK Super Aircraft Carrier (Caroline Kennedy 
willwillwillwill Christen) with H2O Electrolysis below decks (No F 35 Fighter  Christen) with H2O Electrolysis below decks (No F 35 Fighter  Christen) with H2O Electrolysis below decks (No F 35 Fighter  Christen) with H2O Electrolysis below decks (No F 35 Fighter 
Jets and missiles)Jets and missiles)Jets and missiles)Jets and missiles) and production of 1 Trillion NASA  and production of 1 Trillion NASA  and production of 1 Trillion NASA  and production of 1 Trillion NASA 
manufactured in the USA cans of H at manufactured in the USA cans of H at manufactured in the USA cans of H at manufactured in the USA cans of H at ----254 C254 C254 C254 C free to generate  free to generate  free to generate  free to generate 
Home Electricity without any more High Tension Wires as a Home Electricity without any more High Tension Wires as a Home Electricity without any more High Tension Wires as a Home Electricity without any more High Tension Wires as a 
tokentokentokentoken to the Oil Genocide Era of BP Oil from 1980 to 2013 for  to the Oil Genocide Era of BP Oil from 1980 to 2013 for  to the Oil Genocide Era of BP Oil from 1980 to 2013 for  to the Oil Genocide Era of BP Oil from 1980 to 2013 for 
$177 Trillion in Oil$177 Trillion in Oil$177 Trillion in Oil$177 Trillion in Oil Revenues an Evil Greed worst than that of  Revenues an Evil Greed worst than that of  Revenues an Evil Greed worst than that of  Revenues an Evil Greed worst than that of 
King Louis XVI and Queen MarieKing Louis XVI and Queen MarieKing Louis XVI and Queen MarieKing Louis XVI and Queen Marie Antoinette... $177 Trillion in  Antoinette... $177 Trillion in  Antoinette... $177 Trillion in  Antoinette... $177 Trillion in 
Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2013 by BP Oil and theOil Revenues from 1980 to 2013 by BP Oil and theOil Revenues from 1980 to 2013 by BP Oil and theOil Revenues from 1980 to 2013 by BP Oil and the Worlds Numb  Worlds Numb  Worlds Numb  Worlds Numb 
Nuts Oil Men $ 7 Million died suppressing the Nuts Oil Men $ 7 Million died suppressing the Nuts Oil Men $ 7 Million died suppressing the Nuts Oil Men $ 7 Million died suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCar for Oil Revenues $ 7 Million Inventors were  for Oil Revenues $ 7 Million Inventors were  for Oil Revenues $ 7 Million Inventors were  for Oil Revenues $ 7 Million Inventors were 
killed by Bill + Melinda Gates bykilled by Bill + Melinda Gates bykilled by Bill + Melinda Gates bykilled by Bill + Melinda Gates by not pre installing 1,001  not pre installing 1,001  not pre installing 1,001  not pre installing 1,001 
Invention Projects in Windows 8. Invention Projects in Windows 8. Invention Projects in Windows 8. Invention Projects in Windows 8. 

By Bill +By Bill +By Bill +By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard Key West  Melinda Gates not building the Harvard Key West  Melinda Gates not building the Harvard Key West  Melinda Gates not building the Harvard Key West 
Medical School in Key West atopMedical School in Key West atopMedical School in Key West atopMedical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. State  a Eiffel Tower Structure. State  a Eiffel Tower Structure. State  a Eiffel Tower Structure. State 
Lottery's and Vegas stifled 1 Billion peopleLottery's and Vegas stifled 1 Billion peopleLottery's and Vegas stifled 1 Billion peopleLottery's and Vegas stifled 1 Billion people from becoming an  from becoming an  from becoming an  from becoming an 
MD or Inventor, why work on 1,001 Invention Projects when theyMD or Inventor, why work on 1,001 Invention Projects when theyMD or Inventor, why work on 1,001 Invention Projects when theyMD or Inventor, why work on 1,001 Invention Projects when they
were never preinstalled in Windows 8 and you can win a State were never preinstalled in Windows 8 and you can win a State were never preinstalled in Windows 8 and you can win a State were never preinstalled in Windows 8 and you can win a State 
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Lottery or VegasLottery or VegasLottery or VegasLottery or Vegas Jackpot!  Jackpot!  Jackpot!  Jackpot! 

By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard KeyBy Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard KeyBy Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard KeyBy Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard Key West  West  West  West 
Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. Red Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. Red Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. Red Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. Red 
Circle isCircle isCircle isCircle is where 25 Eiffel tower structures will be built and the  where 25 Eiffel tower structures will be built and the  where 25 Eiffel tower structures will be built and the  where 25 Eiffel tower structures will be built and the 
Yale Key West Med SchoolYale Key West Med SchoolYale Key West Med SchoolYale Key West Med School will be installed on top via pre made  will be installed on top via pre made  will be installed on top via pre made  will be installed on top via pre made 
containers... 25,000 Medical Students willcontainers... 25,000 Medical Students willcontainers... 25,000 Medical Students willcontainers... 25,000 Medical Students will change Key West and  change Key West and  change Key West and  change Key West and 
be ready just in time for 15 Billion people on Earth!be ready just in time for 15 Billion people on Earth!be ready just in time for 15 Billion people on Earth!be ready just in time for 15 Billion people on Earth! Assembly  Assembly  Assembly  Assembly 
line surgery and "Tourists Traps" will be built in, grin!line surgery and "Tourists Traps" will be built in, grin!line surgery and "Tourists Traps" will be built in, grin!line surgery and "Tourists Traps" will be built in, grin!

By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard Key WestBy Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard Key WestBy Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard Key WestBy Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard Key West
Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. Red Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. Red Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. Red Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. Red 
Circle is where 25Circle is where 25Circle is where 25Circle is where 25 Eiffel tower structures will be built and the  Eiffel tower structures will be built and the  Eiffel tower structures will be built and the  Eiffel tower structures will be built and the 
Yale Key West Med School will beYale Key West Med School will beYale Key West Med School will beYale Key West Med School will be installed on top via pre made  installed on top via pre made  installed on top via pre made  installed on top via pre made 
containers... 25,000 Medical Students will changecontainers... 25,000 Medical Students will changecontainers... 25,000 Medical Students will changecontainers... 25,000 Medical Students will change Key West and  Key West and  Key West and  Key West and 
be ready just in time for 15 Billion people on Earth! Assembly be ready just in time for 15 Billion people on Earth! Assembly be ready just in time for 15 Billion people on Earth! Assembly be ready just in time for 15 Billion people on Earth! Assembly 
linelinelineline surgery and "Tourists Traps" will be built in, grin!  surgery and "Tourists Traps" will be built in, grin!  surgery and "Tourists Traps" will be built in, grin!  surgery and "Tourists Traps" will be built in, grin! 
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By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard Key WestBy Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard Key WestBy Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard Key WestBy Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard Key West
Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. State Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. State Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. State Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. State 
Lottery's andLottery's andLottery's andLottery's and Vegas stifled 1 Billion people from becoming an  Vegas stifled 1 Billion people from becoming an  Vegas stifled 1 Billion people from becoming an  Vegas stifled 1 Billion people from becoming an 
MD or Inventor, why work onMD or Inventor, why work onMD or Inventor, why work onMD or Inventor, why work on 1,001 Invention Projects when they  1,001 Invention Projects when they  1,001 Invention Projects when they  1,001 Invention Projects when they 
were never preinstalled in Windows 8 and youwere never preinstalled in Windows 8 and youwere never preinstalled in Windows 8 and youwere never preinstalled in Windows 8 and you can win a State  can win a State  can win a State  can win a State 
Lottery or Vegas Jackpot! Lottery or Vegas Jackpot! Lottery or Vegas Jackpot! Lottery or Vegas Jackpot! 

3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis wished for3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis wished for3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis wished for3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis wished for an end to  an end to  an end to  an end to 
violence linked to Alcohol, Drugs, BP Oil and the dangers violence linked to Alcohol, Drugs, BP Oil and the dangers violence linked to Alcohol, Drugs, BP Oil and the dangers violence linked to Alcohol, Drugs, BP Oil and the dangers 
stemmingstemmingstemmingstemming from the reckless exploitation of natural resources!  from the reckless exploitation of natural resources!  from the reckless exploitation of natural resources!  from the reckless exploitation of natural resources! 

3 31 13 Easter3 31 13 Easter3 31 13 Easter3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis "And so we ask the  Sunday Mass as Pope Francis "And so we ask the  Sunday Mass as Pope Francis "And so we ask the  Sunday Mass as Pope Francis "And so we ask the 
risen Jesus, who turns death intorisen Jesus, who turns death intorisen Jesus, who turns death intorisen Jesus, who turns death into life, to change hatred into  life, to change hatred into  life, to change hatred into  life, to change hatred into 
love, vengeance into forgiveness, war into peace,"love, vengeance into forgiveness, war into peace,"love, vengeance into forgiveness, war into peace,"love, vengeance into forgiveness, war into peace,"

3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis said "Invent" World 3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis said "Invent" World 3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis said "Invent" World 3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis said "Invent" World 
Peace! APeace! APeace! APeace! A day after North Korea declared War on South Korea  day after North Korea declared War on South Korea  day after North Korea declared War on South Korea  day after North Korea declared War on South Korea 
and the USA! and the USA! and the USA! and the USA! 

3 31 133 31 133 31 133 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis saying that conflicts  Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis saying that conflicts  Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis saying that conflicts  Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis saying that conflicts 
have lasted too long inhave lasted too long inhave lasted too long inhave lasted too long in Syria, in addition to "Peace for the  Syria, in addition to "Peace for the  Syria, in addition to "Peace for the  Syria, in addition to "Peace for the 
Middle East, and particularly betweenMiddle East, and particularly betweenMiddle East, and particularly betweenMiddle East, and particularly between Israelis and  Israelis and  Israelis and  Israelis and 
Palestinians" Palestinians" Palestinians" Palestinians" 

3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis.3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis.3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis.3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis. Before a crowd of  Before a crowd of  Before a crowd of  Before a crowd of 
250,000 in St. Peter's Square, he also denounced warfare and250,000 in St. Peter's Square, he also denounced warfare and250,000 in St. Peter's Square, he also denounced warfare and250,000 in St. Peter's Square, he also denounced warfare and
terrorism across the world, and decried a greedy affluent world terrorism across the world, and decried a greedy affluent world terrorism across the world, and decried a greedy affluent world terrorism across the world, and decried a greedy affluent world 
looking forlooking forlooking forlooking for "easy gain via BP Oil."  "easy gain via BP Oil."  "easy gain via BP Oil."  "easy gain via BP Oil." 

3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis "And3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis "And3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis "And3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis "And so we ask the  so we ask the  so we ask the  so we ask the 
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risen Jesus, who turns death into life, to change hatred intorisen Jesus, who turns death into life, to change hatred intorisen Jesus, who turns death into life, to change hatred intorisen Jesus, who turns death into life, to change hatred into
love, vengeance into forgiveness, war into peace," love, vengeance into forgiveness, war into peace," love, vengeance into forgiveness, war into peace," love, vengeance into forgiveness, war into peace," 

3 31 13 Easter Sunday3 31 13 Easter Sunday3 31 13 Easter Sunday3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis is looking out from  Mass as Pope Francis is looking out from  Mass as Pope Francis is looking out from  Mass as Pope Francis is looking out from 
the balcony of St. Peter's Basilicathe balcony of St. Peter's Basilicathe balcony of St. Peter's Basilicathe balcony of St. Peter's Basilica reflected his push for peace  reflected his push for peace  reflected his push for peace  reflected his push for peace 
and social justice "Observing" the masses andand social justice "Observing" the masses andand social justice "Observing" the masses andand social justice "Observing" the masses and thinking about  thinking about  thinking about  thinking about 
the "Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide" and in Key West who arethe "Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide" and in Key West who arethe "Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide" and in Key West who arethe "Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide" and in Key West who are
Belligerent towards this web www.electricwindmillcar.com and Belligerent towards this web www.electricwindmillcar.com and Belligerent towards this web www.electricwindmillcar.com and Belligerent towards this web www.electricwindmillcar.com and 
stifle Greg + Wivesstifle Greg + Wivesstifle Greg + Wivesstifle Greg + Wives "Brainstorming 24/7" a Rx Overnight Miracle  "Brainstorming 24/7" a Rx Overnight Miracle  "Brainstorming 24/7" a Rx Overnight Miracle  "Brainstorming 24/7" a Rx Overnight Miracle 
Cure for Breast Cancer! Gas LobotomyCure for Breast Cancer! Gas LobotomyCure for Breast Cancer! Gas LobotomyCure for Breast Cancer! Gas Lobotomy A A A A----Bomb Easter Invention Bomb Easter Invention Bomb Easter Invention Bomb Easter Invention 
for Domestic Violence and Murder of Women World Wide byfor Domestic Violence and Murder of Women World Wide byfor Domestic Violence and Murder of Women World Wide byfor Domestic Violence and Murder of Women World Wide by
Drunk Men... And 1,001 Invention Projects for 7 Billion People Drunk Men... And 1,001 Invention Projects for 7 Billion People Drunk Men... And 1,001 Invention Projects for 7 Billion People Drunk Men... And 1,001 Invention Projects for 7 Billion People 
on Earth, and theon Earth, and theon Earth, and theon Earth, and the 15 Billion who will populate Earth soon! Take  15 Billion who will populate Earth soon! Take  15 Billion who will populate Earth soon! Take  15 Billion who will populate Earth soon! Take 
this Easter in Remembrance ofthis Easter in Remembrance ofthis Easter in Remembrance ofthis Easter in Remembrance of "Blade Runner" in Africa and  "Blade Runner" in Africa and  "Blade Runner" in Africa and  "Blade Runner" in Africa and 
Kennedy who Tortured Mary into Hanging Herself inKennedy who Tortured Mary into Hanging Herself inKennedy who Tortured Mary into Hanging Herself inKennedy who Tortured Mary into Hanging Herself in the Barn!  the Barn!  the Barn!  the Barn! 
Class, in classrooms across the USA teachers will be arrested Class, in classrooms across the USA teachers will be arrested Class, in classrooms across the USA teachers will be arrested Class, in classrooms across the USA teachers will be arrested 
tomorrowtomorrowtomorrowtomorrow for cheating on the students test to Pass the Federal  for cheating on the students test to Pass the Federal  for cheating on the students test to Pass the Federal  for cheating on the students test to Pass the Federal 
Governments achievementGovernments achievementGovernments achievementGovernments achievement goals. When the Feds, FBI and CIA  goals. When the Feds, FBI and CIA  goals. When the Feds, FBI and CIA  goals. When the Feds, FBI and CIA 
failed all 7 Billion on Earth by Suppressingfailed all 7 Billion on Earth by Suppressingfailed all 7 Billion on Earth by Suppressingfailed all 7 Billion on Earth by Suppressing the  the  the  the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era of Mandatory and free University ElectricWindmillCar Era of Mandatory and free University ElectricWindmillCar Era of Mandatory and free University ElectricWindmillCar Era of Mandatory and free University 
education witheducation witheducation witheducation with Microsoft put into the Dept of Education so  Microsoft put into the Dept of Education so  Microsoft put into the Dept of Education so  Microsoft put into the Dept of Education so 
Students doing that "Book Report" orStudents doing that "Book Report" orStudents doing that "Book Report" orStudents doing that "Book Report" or "Invention Project" can  "Invention Project" can  "Invention Project" can  "Invention Project" can 
click on the Icon "Record this Session" so they can playclick on the Icon "Record this Session" so they can playclick on the Icon "Record this Session" so they can playclick on the Icon "Record this Session" so they can play it back  it back  it back  it back 
100's of times brainstorming the book report or the invention 100's of times brainstorming the book report or the invention 100's of times brainstorming the book report or the invention 100's of times brainstorming the book report or the invention 
projectprojectprojectproject without the "Fear" Bill + Melinda Gates will put them in  without the "Fear" Bill + Melinda Gates will put them in  without the "Fear" Bill + Melinda Gates will put them in  without the "Fear" Bill + Melinda Gates will put them in 
Prison for usingPrison for usingPrison for usingPrison for using Windows 8... grin!!! Paul McCartney let Linda  Windows 8... grin!!! Paul McCartney let Linda  Windows 8... grin!!! Paul McCartney let Linda  Windows 8... grin!!! Paul McCartney let Linda 
die of breast cancer instead ofdie of breast cancer instead ofdie of breast cancer instead ofdie of breast cancer instead of exposing the suppression of the  exposing the suppression of the  exposing the suppression of the  exposing the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar's Inventor Euphoria thatElectricWindmillCar's Inventor Euphoria thatElectricWindmillCar's Inventor Euphoria thatElectricWindmillCar's Inventor Euphoria that would have cured  would have cured  would have cured  would have cured 
cancer before Easter Sunday 1981. cancer before Easter Sunday 1981. cancer before Easter Sunday 1981. cancer before Easter Sunday 1981. 

BREAKING NEWSBREAKING NEWSBREAKING NEWSBREAKING NEWS FROM LOS ALAMOS No! Roadrunner IBM  FROM LOS ALAMOS No! Roadrunner IBM  FROM LOS ALAMOS No! Roadrunner IBM  FROM LOS ALAMOS No! Roadrunner IBM 
supercomputer will not be used for Breastsupercomputer will not be used for Breastsupercomputer will not be used for Breastsupercomputer will not be used for Breast Cancer Computer  Cancer Computer  Cancer Computer  Cancer Computer 
Simulations... women smoking, drinking, and overweight, Simulations... women smoking, drinking, and overweight, Simulations... women smoking, drinking, and overweight, Simulations... women smoking, drinking, and overweight, 
eatingeatingeatingeating red meat or having a glass of wine would be able to  red meat or having a glass of wine would be able to  red meat or having a glass of wine would be able to  red meat or having a glass of wine would be able to 
Observe YouTube Videos ofObserve YouTube Videos ofObserve YouTube Videos ofObserve YouTube Videos of whats going on in their breast  whats going on in their breast  whats going on in their breast  whats going on in their breast 
between Cancer Cells. 1 or 1 trillion breastbetween Cancer Cells. 1 or 1 trillion breastbetween Cancer Cells. 1 or 1 trillion breastbetween Cancer Cells. 1 or 1 trillion breast cancer cells and why  cancer cells and why  cancer cells and why  cancer cells and why 
and how 1 cancer cell in the breast turns into 1 trillionand how 1 cancer cell in the breast turns into 1 trillionand how 1 cancer cell in the breast turns into 1 trillionand how 1 cancer cell in the breast turns into 1 trillion cancer  cancer  cancer  cancer 
cells in her breast when fat cells in the milk duct make DNA cells in her breast when fat cells in the milk duct make DNA cells in her breast when fat cells in the milk duct make DNA cells in her breast when fat cells in the milk duct make DNA 
mistakesmistakesmistakesmistakes called mutations.. when they eat red meat... or have a  called mutations.. when they eat red meat... or have a  called mutations.. when they eat red meat... or have a  called mutations.. when they eat red meat... or have a 
glass of wine and smokeglass of wine and smokeglass of wine and smokeglass of wine and smoke molecules in her breast! Visualization  molecules in her breast! Visualization  molecules in her breast! Visualization  molecules in her breast! Visualization 
of ESTROGEN in this supercomputerof ESTROGEN in this supercomputerof ESTROGEN in this supercomputerof ESTROGEN in this supercomputer simulation will be vividly  simulation will be vividly  simulation will be vividly  simulation will be vividly 
recalled in the women who live to be 90 as its arecalled in the women who live to be 90 as its arecalled in the women who live to be 90 as its arecalled in the women who live to be 90 as its a dramatic video!  dramatic video!  dramatic video!  dramatic video! 

This link below connects you to Los Alamos. Everyone atThis link below connects you to Los Alamos. Everyone atThis link below connects you to Los Alamos. Everyone atThis link below connects you to Los Alamos. Everyone at Los  Los  Los  Los 
Alamos knows about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Alamos knows about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Alamos knows about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Alamos knows about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar 
and 1 trillionand 1 trillionand 1 trillionand 1 trillion NASA manufactured Cans for H at  NASA manufactured Cans for H at  NASA manufactured Cans for H at  NASA manufactured Cans for H at ----254 C to fuel 254 C to fuel 254 C to fuel 254 C to fuel 
electric generators, yet the MAINelectric generators, yet the MAINelectric generators, yet the MAINelectric generators, yet the MAIN REASON ROADRUNNER WILL  REASON ROADRUNNER WILL  REASON ROADRUNNER WILL  REASON ROADRUNNER WILL 
NOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST OFNOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST OFNOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST OFNOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST OF
ELECTRICITY ELECTRICITY ELECTRICITY ELECTRICITY ---- THIS IS DISINFORMATION BY LOS ALAMOS! Free  THIS IS DISINFORMATION BY LOS ALAMOS! Free  THIS IS DISINFORMATION BY LOS ALAMOS! Free  THIS IS DISINFORMATION BY LOS ALAMOS! Free 
Electricity via H atElectricity via H atElectricity via H atElectricity via H at ----254 C will push back the Nuclear War Clock 254 C will push back the Nuclear War Clock 254 C will push back the Nuclear War Clock 254 C will push back the Nuclear War Clock 
and Los Alamos, all 25and Los Alamos, all 25and Los Alamos, all 25and Los Alamos, all 25 supercomputers bought from IBM at $1  supercomputers bought from IBM at $1  supercomputers bought from IBM at $1  supercomputers bought from IBM at $1 
Trillion will be used by Dr. NancyTrillion will be used by Dr. NancyTrillion will be used by Dr. NancyTrillion will be used by Dr. Nancy Snyderman's Manhattan  Snyderman's Manhattan  Snyderman's Manhattan  Snyderman's Manhattan 
Project for a overnight Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! LosProject for a overnight Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! LosProject for a overnight Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! LosProject for a overnight Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! Los Alamos  Alamos  Alamos  Alamos 
will do everything they can to stop this New Manhattan Project will do everything they can to stop this New Manhattan Project will do everything they can to stop this New Manhattan Project will do everything they can to stop this New Manhattan Project 
using Losusing Losusing Losusing Los Alamos 25 supercomputers worth $1 Trillion dollars  Alamos 25 supercomputers worth $1 Trillion dollars  Alamos 25 supercomputers worth $1 Trillion dollars  Alamos 25 supercomputers worth $1 Trillion dollars 
less IBM's profits!less IBM's profits!less IBM's profits!less IBM's profits!
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Los AlamosLos AlamosLos AlamosLos Alamos Lab Recycles Nukes  Lab Recycles Nukes  Lab Recycles Nukes  Lab Recycles Nukes ---- War On Breast Cancer with NO  War On Breast Cancer with NO  War On Breast Cancer with NO  War On Breast Cancer with NO 
Manhattan Project BecauseManhattan Project BecauseManhattan Project BecauseManhattan Project Because Pentagon orders Nukes  Pentagon orders Nukes  Pentagon orders Nukes  Pentagon orders Nukes 
Recycled!!Recycled!!Recycled!!Recycled!!">Los Alamos Lab Recycles Nukes ">Los Alamos Lab Recycles Nukes ">Los Alamos Lab Recycles Nukes ">Los Alamos Lab Recycles Nukes ---- War On War On War On War On Breast  Breast  Breast  Breast 
Cancer Cancer Cancer Cancer ---- No Manhattan Project  No Manhattan Project  No Manhattan Project  No Manhattan Project ---- Yet as Dr. Nancy Snyderman as  Yet as Dr. Nancy Snyderman as  Yet as Dr. Nancy Snyderman as  Yet as Dr. Nancy Snyderman as 
its Dr.its Dr.its Dr.its Dr. Oppenheimer didn't replace Jay Leno at 11:30 yet Oppenheimer didn't replace Jay Leno at 11:30 yet Oppenheimer didn't replace Jay Leno at 11:30 yet Oppenheimer didn't replace Jay Leno at 11:30 yet
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Roadrunner was so far ahead of theRoadrunner was so far ahead of theRoadrunner was so far ahead of theRoadrunner was so far ahead of the competition that it earned  competition that it earned  competition that it earned  competition that it earned 
the #1 slot on the Top 500 supercomputer list in Junethe #1 slot on the Top 500 supercomputer list in Junethe #1 slot on the Top 500 supercomputer list in Junethe #1 slot on the Top 500 supercomputer list in June 2008,  2008,  2008,  2008, 
November 2008, and one last time in June 2009. Today, Easter November 2008, and one last time in June 2009. Today, Easter November 2008, and one last time in June 2009. Today, Easter November 2008, and one last time in June 2009. Today, Easter 
2013 this2013 this2013 this2013 this computer has been declared obsolete and it's being  computer has been declared obsolete and it's being  computer has been declared obsolete and it's being  computer has been declared obsolete and it's being 
taken offline. No it will nottaken offline. No it will nottaken offline. No it will nottaken offline. No it will not be given to Race for the Cure of  be given to Race for the Cure of  be given to Race for the Cure of  be given to Race for the Cure of 
Breast Cancer... Based at the US Department ofBreast Cancer... Based at the US Department ofBreast Cancer... Based at the US Department ofBreast Cancer... Based at the US Department of Energy's Los  Energy's Los  Energy's Los  Energy's Los 
Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico, Roadrunner will beAlamos National Laboratory in New Mexico, Roadrunner will beAlamos National Laboratory in New Mexico, Roadrunner will beAlamos National Laboratory in New Mexico, Roadrunner will be
studied for a while and then ultimately dismantled. While the studied for a while and then ultimately dismantled. While the studied for a while and then ultimately dismantled. While the studied for a while and then ultimately dismantled. While the 
computer is stillcomputer is stillcomputer is stillcomputer is still one of the 22 fastest in the world, it isn't  one of the 22 fastest in the world, it isn't  one of the 22 fastest in the world, it isn't  one of the 22 fastest in the world, it isn't 
energyenergyenergyenergy----efficient enough to make theefficient enough to make theefficient enough to make theefficient enough to make the power bill worth it.  power bill worth it.  power bill worth it.  power bill worth it. 
Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and H at Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and H at Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and H at Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and H at ----254 C to254 C to254 C to254 C to
generate free electricity by Stupid Criminals at Los Alamos! generate free electricity by Stupid Criminals at Los Alamos! generate free electricity by Stupid Criminals at Los Alamos! generate free electricity by Stupid Criminals at Los Alamos! 

RoadrunnerRoadrunnerRoadrunnerRoadrunner lost its world's lost its world's lost its world's lost its world's----fastest title in November 2009 to fastest title in November 2009 to fastest title in November 2009 to fastest title in November 2009 to 
Jaguar, another Department ofJaguar, another Department ofJaguar, another Department ofJaguar, another Department of Energy supercomputer  Energy supercomputer  Energy supercomputer  Energy supercomputer 
combining AMD Opterons with Cray processors. Jaguar hitcombining AMD Opterons with Cray processors. Jaguar hitcombining AMD Opterons with Cray processors. Jaguar hitcombining AMD Opterons with Cray processors. Jaguar hit 1.76  1.76  1.76  1.76 
petaflops to take the title, and it still exists as part of an even petaflops to take the title, and it still exists as part of an even petaflops to take the title, and it still exists as part of an even petaflops to take the title, and it still exists as part of an even 
newernewernewernewer cluster called Titan.  cluster called Titan.  cluster called Titan.  cluster called Titan. 

Titan took the top spot in the November 2012Titan took the top spot in the November 2012Titan took the top spot in the November 2012Titan took the top spot in the November 2012 supercomputers  supercomputers  supercomputers  supercomputers 
and IBM made $220 million. and IBM made $220 million. and IBM made $220 million. and IBM made $220 million. 

Roadrunner is thus stillRoadrunner is thus stillRoadrunner is thus stillRoadrunner is thus still capable of performing scientific work at  capable of performing scientific work at  capable of performing scientific work at  capable of performing scientific work at 
mindmindmindmind---- boggling speeds, but has been boggling speeds, but has been boggling speeds, but has been boggling speeds, but has been surpassed by competitors in  surpassed by competitors in  surpassed by competitors in  surpassed by competitors in 
terms of energy efficiency. terms of energy efficiency. terms of energy efficiency. terms of energy efficiency. 

No! RoadrunnerNo! RoadrunnerNo! RoadrunnerNo! Roadrunner will not be used for Breast Cancer Computer  will not be used for Breast Cancer Computer  will not be used for Breast Cancer Computer  will not be used for Breast Cancer Computer 
Simulations... women smoking,Simulations... women smoking,Simulations... women smoking,Simulations... women smoking, drinking, and overweight,  drinking, and overweight,  drinking, and overweight,  drinking, and overweight, 
eating red meat or having a glass of wine would beeating red meat or having a glass of wine would beeating red meat or having a glass of wine would beeating red meat or having a glass of wine would be able to  able to  able to  able to 
Observe whats going on in their breast between Cancer Cells 1 or Observe whats going on in their breast between Cancer Cells 1 or Observe whats going on in their breast between Cancer Cells 1 or Observe whats going on in their breast between Cancer Cells 1 or 
1111 trillion breast cancer cells and why and how 1 cancer cell in  trillion breast cancer cells and why and how 1 cancer cell in  trillion breast cancer cells and why and how 1 cancer cell in  trillion breast cancer cells and why and how 1 cancer cell in 
the breast turnsthe breast turnsthe breast turnsthe breast turns into 1 trillion cancer cells in her breast when  into 1 trillion cancer cells in her breast when  into 1 trillion cancer cells in her breast when  into 1 trillion cancer cells in her breast when 
fat cells in the milk duct makefat cells in the milk duct makefat cells in the milk duct makefat cells in the milk duct make DNA mistakes called mutations..  DNA mistakes called mutations..  DNA mistakes called mutations..  DNA mistakes called mutations.. 
when they eat red meat... or have a glass ofwhen they eat red meat... or have a glass ofwhen they eat red meat... or have a glass ofwhen they eat red meat... or have a glass of wine!  wine!  wine!  wine! 

3333----30303030----13 Greg's Good Friday in Key West in 313 Greg's Good Friday in Key West in 313 Greg's Good Friday in Key West in 313 Greg's Good Friday in Key West in 3 lines, "Perfect  lines, "Perfect  lines, "Perfect  lines, "Perfect 
Pedicab" guy from Russia spit at me I took his pic... then KWPedicab" guy from Russia spit at me I took his pic... then KWPedicab" guy from Russia spit at me I took his pic... then KWPedicab" guy from Russia spit at me I took his pic... then KW Cop  Cop  Cop  Cop 
ate at Amigos "Observing" Greg at Rumors Lounge for 1 hour... ate at Amigos "Observing" Greg at Rumors Lounge for 1 hour... ate at Amigos "Observing" Greg at Rumors Lounge for 1 hour... ate at Amigos "Observing" Greg at Rumors Lounge for 1 hour... 
then Casperthen Casperthen Casperthen Casper the scam artists in Gregs "2013 Capt Tony's Story"  the scam artists in Gregs "2013 Capt Tony's Story"  the scam artists in Gregs "2013 Capt Tony's Story"  the scam artists in Gregs "2013 Capt Tony's Story" 
LARC LARC LARC LARC ---- PETIT THEFT 1ST DEGREE PETIT THEFT 1ST DEGREE PETIT THEFT 1ST DEGREE PETIT THEFT 1ST DEGREE robbed Greg in front of  robbed Greg in front of  robbed Greg in front of  robbed Greg in front of 
"Observers" of Gregs nights work at Gilleys "Booth"! $"Observers" of Gregs nights work at Gilleys "Booth"! $"Observers" of Gregs nights work at Gilleys "Booth"! $"Observers" of Gregs nights work at Gilleys "Booth"! $ Greg will  Greg will  Greg will  Greg will 
sell this Character! Tony's Manager is as big wide as Hemingway sell this Character! Tony's Manager is as big wide as Hemingway sell this Character! Tony's Manager is as big wide as Hemingway sell this Character! Tony's Manager is as big wide as Hemingway 
waswaswaswas tall 6' 5" pot belly Manager at Capt. Tony's 2013!!  tall 6' 5" pot belly Manager at Capt. Tony's 2013!!  tall 6' 5" pot belly Manager at Capt. Tony's 2013!!  tall 6' 5" pot belly Manager at Capt. Tony's 2013!! 
Hemingway would pick a fightHemingway would pick a fightHemingway would pick a fightHemingway would pick a fight with him for being so "POT  with him for being so "POT  with him for being so "POT  with him for being so "POT 
BELLY" for sure! Greg will write a fat story! MakeBELLY" for sure! Greg will write a fat story! MakeBELLY" for sure! Greg will write a fat story! MakeBELLY" for sure! Greg will write a fat story! Make more $ than  more $ than  more $ than  more $ than 
Caspers PETIT THEFT 1ST DEGREE robbing Greg in front of Caspers PETIT THEFT 1ST DEGREE robbing Greg in front of Caspers PETIT THEFT 1ST DEGREE robbing Greg in front of Caspers PETIT THEFT 1ST DEGREE robbing Greg in front of 
"Observers""Observers""Observers""Observers" And "1984" Cop at Amigos right across the street...  And "1984" Cop at Amigos right across the street...  And "1984" Cop at Amigos right across the street...  And "1984" Cop at Amigos right across the street... 
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Guys at "Rumors Lounge"Guys at "Rumors Lounge"Guys at "Rumors Lounge"Guys at "Rumors Lounge" Depraved drunks talking Loud A Depraved drunks talking Loud A Depraved drunks talking Loud A Depraved drunks talking Loud A----Hole Hole Hole Hole 
only 2 words they know and their IQ Admiralsonly 2 words they know and their IQ Admiralsonly 2 words they know and their IQ Admiralsonly 2 words they know and their IQ Admirals Drinking  Drinking  Drinking  Drinking 
Buddies for Sure, don't have to be a Rocket Scientists to figure Buddies for Sure, don't have to be a Rocket Scientists to figure Buddies for Sure, don't have to be a Rocket Scientists to figure Buddies for Sure, don't have to be a Rocket Scientists to figure 
thisthisthisthis out! 3 out! 3 out! 3 out! 3----30303030----13 Greg's Good Friday in Key West! 13 Greg's Good Friday in Key West! 13 Greg's Good Friday in Key West! 13 Greg's Good Friday in Key West! 

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Good Friday procession with Dr Nancy Good Friday procession with Dr Nancy Good Friday procession with Dr Nancy Good Friday procession with Dr Nancy
Snyderman reporting on a Dentists DMD infecting 7K with Snyderman reporting on a Dentists DMD infecting 7K with Snyderman reporting on a Dentists DMD infecting 7K with Snyderman reporting on a Dentists DMD infecting 7K with 
Hepatitis...Hepatitis...Hepatitis...Hepatitis...

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Good Friday Make, "Polygamist Marriage  Good Friday Make, "Polygamist Marriage  Good Friday Make, "Polygamist Marriage  Good Friday Make, "Polygamist Marriage 
Legal" GiveLegal" GiveLegal" GiveLegal" Give the wives 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out with  the wives 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out with  the wives 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out with  the wives 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out with 
links! Inventions thatlinks! Inventions thatlinks! Inventions thatlinks! Inventions that "Harvest Nobel Prizes" Cure for the  "Harvest Nobel Prizes" Cure for the  "Harvest Nobel Prizes" Cure for the  "Harvest Nobel Prizes" Cure for the 
Cancers of War + BP Oil's Mad Men $ $177Cancers of War + BP Oil's Mad Men $ $177Cancers of War + BP Oil's Mad Men $ $177Cancers of War + BP Oil's Mad Men $ $177 Trillion!  Trillion!  Trillion!  Trillion! 

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Good Friday Pentagons Top Brass Good Friday Pentagons Top Brass Good Friday Pentagons Top Brass Good Friday Pentagons Top Brass killed...  killed...  killed...  killed... 
"The New Manhattan Projects" at Los Alamos for to Cure "The New Manhattan Projects" at Los Alamos for to Cure "The New Manhattan Projects" at Los Alamos for to Cure "The New Manhattan Projects" at Los Alamos for to Cure 
Hepatitis andHepatitis andHepatitis andHepatitis and Breast Cancer of $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in  Breast Cancer of $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in  Breast Cancer of $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in  Breast Cancer of $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in 
Iraq and now Korea! And theIraq and now Korea! And theIraq and now Korea! And theIraq and now Korea! And the Pentagon got $70 Trillion from  Pentagon got $70 Trillion from  Pentagon got $70 Trillion from  Pentagon got $70 Trillion from 
the Oil Genocide's suppression of thethe Oil Genocide's suppression of thethe Oil Genocide's suppression of thethe Oil Genocide's suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since  ElectricWindmillCar since  ElectricWindmillCar since  ElectricWindmillCar since 
1980! 1980! 1980! 1980! 

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Good Friday Good Friday Good Friday Good Friday Pentagons "Women In  Pentagons "Women In  Pentagons "Women In  Pentagons "Women In 
Combat" killing 22 1st graders like "Sandy Hook" via aCombat" killing 22 1st graders like "Sandy Hook" via aCombat" killing 22 1st graders like "Sandy Hook" via aCombat" killing 22 1st graders like "Sandy Hook" via a
Helicopter Gun ship (not a Helicopter Combine harvesting figs Helicopter Gun ship (not a Helicopter Combine harvesting figs Helicopter Gun ship (not a Helicopter Combine harvesting figs Helicopter Gun ship (not a Helicopter Combine harvesting figs 
and Cashews) butand Cashews) butand Cashews) butand Cashews) but in the Iraqi War Nations... and at home the  in the Iraqi War Nations... and at home the  in the Iraqi War Nations... and at home the  in the Iraqi War Nations... and at home the 
statistics: Over 19K women everystatistics: Over 19K women everystatistics: Over 19K women everystatistics: Over 19K women every year since 1980 have been  year since 1980 have been  year since 1980 have been  year since 1980 have been 
killed 85% by drunks... Yale failed Humanity giving uskilled 85% by drunks... Yale failed Humanity giving uskilled 85% by drunks... Yale failed Humanity giving uskilled 85% by drunks... Yale failed Humanity giving us Bush,  Bush,  Bush,  Bush, 
Clinton's, Kerry! Homeland Security on Good Friday should be Clinton's, Kerry! Homeland Security on Good Friday should be Clinton's, Kerry! Homeland Security on Good Friday should be Clinton's, Kerry! Homeland Security on Good Friday should be 
scanningscanningscanningscanning troops coming home from War Belligerent over $  troops coming home from War Belligerent over $  troops coming home from War Belligerent over $  troops coming home from War Belligerent over $ 
Money and Sex! Yes a Army wifeMoney and Sex! Yes a Army wifeMoney and Sex! Yes a Army wifeMoney and Sex! Yes a Army wife will be killed by her husband  will be killed by her husband  will be killed by her husband  will be killed by her husband 
today, Good Friday, not for her! today, Good Friday, not for her! today, Good Friday, not for her! today, Good Friday, not for her! 
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3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Cancer from Hepatitis is what Greg's  Cancer from Hepatitis is what Greg's  Cancer from Hepatitis is what Greg's  Cancer from Hepatitis is what Greg's 
youngeryoungeryoungeryounger brother Bill Buell died from on New Years Eve a few  brother Bill Buell died from on New Years Eve a few  brother Bill Buell died from on New Years Eve a few  brother Bill Buell died from on New Years Eve a few 
years ago at a Hospice! Momyears ago at a Hospice! Momyears ago at a Hospice! Momyears ago at a Hospice! Mom + Dad in their 90's could not track  + Dad in their 90's could not track  + Dad in their 90's could not track  + Dad in their 90's could not track 
down how he got Hepatitis down how he got Hepatitis down how he got Hepatitis down how he got Hepatitis ---- Now we know 7K Now we know 7K Now we know 7K Now we know 7K most likely 70K got  most likely 70K got  most likely 70K got  most likely 70K got 
their Hepatitis from a Dentists or Doctors! their Hepatitis from a Dentists or Doctors! their Hepatitis from a Dentists or Doctors! their Hepatitis from a Dentists or Doctors! 

3333----29292929----13131313 Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday ---- 10,000 women with breast cancer will  10,000 women with breast cancer will  10,000 women with breast cancer will  10,000 women with breast cancer will 
agonize Today 3agonize Today 3agonize Today 3agonize Today 3----29292929----13 Good13 Good13 Good13 Good Friday  Friday  Friday  Friday ---- and give up their spirits....  and give up their spirits....  and give up their spirits....  and give up their spirits.... 
they would be as Belligerent as possiblethey would be as Belligerent as possiblethey would be as Belligerent as possiblethey would be as Belligerent as possible to the Pentagons Top  to the Pentagons Top  to the Pentagons Top  to the Pentagons Top 
Brass for they robbed the Race for the Cure of BreastBrass for they robbed the Race for the Cure of BreastBrass for they robbed the Race for the Cure of BreastBrass for they robbed the Race for the Cure of Breast Cancer of  Cancer of  Cancer of  Cancer of 
$7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and now Korea! $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and now Korea! $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and now Korea! $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and now Korea! 

3333----29292929----13131313 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + antibodies in  Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + antibodies in  Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + antibodies in  Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + antibodies in 
a war. a war. a war. a war. 

3333----29292929----13131313 Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday ---- Belligerent can also be used in the  Belligerent can also be used in the  Belligerent can also be used in the  Belligerent can also be used in the 
context of uncontrollablecontext of uncontrollablecontext of uncontrollablecontext of uncontrollable anger during an argument of two or  anger during an argument of two or  anger during an argument of two or  anger during an argument of two or 
more parties... more parties... more parties... more parties... 

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- "Doctors + Dictators" classified Lecture at  "Doctors + Dictators" classified Lecture at  "Doctors + Dictators" classified Lecture at  "Doctors + Dictators" classified Lecture at 
West Point + Yale Medical SchoolWest Point + Yale Medical SchoolWest Point + Yale Medical SchoolWest Point + Yale Medical School

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + antibodies in 13 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + antibodies in 13 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + antibodies in 13 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + antibodies in 
a war.a war.a war.a war.

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Belligerent can also be used in the  Belligerent can also be used in the  Belligerent can also be used in the  Belligerent can also be used in the 
context ofcontext ofcontext ofcontext of uncontrollable anger during an argument of two or  uncontrollable anger during an argument of two or  uncontrollable anger during an argument of two or  uncontrollable anger during an argument of two or 
more parties...more parties...more parties...more parties...
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3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Pentagon would kill all the Doctors if  Pentagon would kill all the Doctors if  Pentagon would kill all the Doctors if  Pentagon would kill all the Doctors if 
they spokethey spokethey spokethey spoke out screaming Hell No We Wont Go... during the  out screaming Hell No We Wont Go... during the  out screaming Hell No We Wont Go... during the  out screaming Hell No We Wont Go... during the 
lecture... "Doctors + Dictators"lecture... "Doctors + Dictators"lecture... "Doctors + Dictators"lecture... "Doctors + Dictators"

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + antibodies in 13 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + antibodies in 13 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + antibodies in 13 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + antibodies in 
a war.a war.a war.a war.

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday Pilate declared Jesus innocent and 13 Good Friday Pilate declared Jesus innocent and 13 Good Friday Pilate declared Jesus innocent and 13 Good Friday Pilate declared Jesus innocent and 
washed his ownwashed his ownwashed his ownwashed his own hands in water to show he has no part in this  hands in water to show he has no part in this  hands in water to show he has no part in this  hands in water to show he has no part in this 
condemnation. condemnation. condemnation. condemnation. 

3333----29292929----13 Good13 Good13 Good13 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + antibodies in  Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + antibodies in  Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + antibodies in  Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + antibodies in 
a war. King of the Jews."a war. King of the Jews."a war. King of the Jews."a war. King of the Jews." Jesus carried his cross to the site of  Jesus carried his cross to the site of  Jesus carried his cross to the site of  Jesus carried his cross to the site of 
execution... Hepatitis and several otherexecution... Hepatitis and several otherexecution... Hepatitis and several otherexecution... Hepatitis and several other preventable diseases will  preventable diseases will  preventable diseases will  preventable diseases will 
kill 10K or more Today, Good Friday. kill 10K or more Today, Good Friday. kill 10K or more Today, Good Friday. kill 10K or more Today, Good Friday. 

3333----29292929----13131313 Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday ---- Good Friday Agonizing the Pentagon's  Good Friday Agonizing the Pentagon's  Good Friday Agonizing the Pentagon's  Good Friday Agonizing the Pentagon's 
Top Brass, the News on theTop Brass, the News on theTop Brass, the News on theTop Brass, the News on the Today Show for Good Friday is North  Today Show for Good Friday is North  Today Show for Good Friday is North  Today Show for Good Friday is North 
Korea are psychotics screaming war with theKorea are psychotics screaming war with theKorea are psychotics screaming war with theKorea are psychotics screaming war with the USA unless you end  USA unless you end  USA unless you end  USA unless you end 
the "Oil Embargo" sanctions... This is not the "Oil Embargo"the "Oil Embargo" sanctions... This is not the "Oil Embargo"the "Oil Embargo" sanctions... This is not the "Oil Embargo"the "Oil Embargo" sanctions... This is not the "Oil Embargo"
sanctions of 1980's from Saudi Arabia which the sanctions of 1980's from Saudi Arabia which the sanctions of 1980's from Saudi Arabia which the sanctions of 1980's from Saudi Arabia which the 
ElectricWindmillCar ended, viaElectricWindmillCar ended, viaElectricWindmillCar ended, viaElectricWindmillCar ended, via Carter and Kennedy doing the  Carter and Kennedy doing the  Carter and Kennedy doing the  Carter and Kennedy doing the 
math in their heads and came up with $177 Trillionmath in their heads and came up with $177 Trillionmath in their heads and came up with $177 Trillionmath in their heads and came up with $177 Trillion in oil  in oil  in oil  in oil 
revenues for Texas! revenues for Texas! revenues for Texas! revenues for Texas! 

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Belligerency is a term Belligerency is a term Belligerency is a term Belligerency is a term used in  used in  used in  used in 
international law to indicate the status of two or more entities,international law to indicate the status of two or more entities,international law to indicate the status of two or more entities,international law to indicate the status of two or more entities,
generally sovereign states, being engaged in a war. Wars are generally sovereign states, being engaged in a war. Wars are generally sovereign states, being engaged in a war. Wars are generally sovereign states, being engaged in a war. Wars are 
often fought whenoften fought whenoften fought whenoften fought when "One Nation" puts "Sanction" or "Oil  "One Nation" puts "Sanction" or "Oil  "One Nation" puts "Sanction" or "Oil  "One Nation" puts "Sanction" or "Oil 
Embargo" on another Nation! Embargo" on another Nation! Embargo" on another Nation! Embargo" on another Nation! 

3333----29292929----13131313 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + antibodies in  Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + antibodies in  Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + antibodies in  Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + antibodies in 
a war. a war. a war. a war. 

3333----29292929----13131313 Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday ---- Cancer from Hepatitis is what Greg's  Cancer from Hepatitis is what Greg's  Cancer from Hepatitis is what Greg's  Cancer from Hepatitis is what Greg's 
younger brother Bill Buellyounger brother Bill Buellyounger brother Bill Buellyounger brother Bill Buell died from on New Years Eve a few  died from on New Years Eve a few  died from on New Years Eve a few  died from on New Years Eve a few 
years ago in a Hospice! Mom + Dad in their 90'syears ago in a Hospice! Mom + Dad in their 90'syears ago in a Hospice! Mom + Dad in their 90'syears ago in a Hospice! Mom + Dad in their 90's could not track  could not track  could not track  could not track 
down how he got Hepatitis down how he got Hepatitis down how he got Hepatitis down how he got Hepatitis ---- Now we know 7K most likely 70K got Now we know 7K most likely 70K got Now we know 7K most likely 70K got Now we know 7K most likely 70K got
their Hepatitis from a Dentists or Doctors! their Hepatitis from a Dentists or Doctors! their Hepatitis from a Dentists or Doctors! their Hepatitis from a Dentists or Doctors! 

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Jesus Jesus Jesus Jesus agonized on the cross for six hours.  agonized on the cross for six hours.  agonized on the cross for six hours.  agonized on the cross for six hours. 
During his last 3 hours on the cross, fromDuring his last 3 hours on the cross, fromDuring his last 3 hours on the cross, fromDuring his last 3 hours on the cross, from noon to 3 p.m.,  noon to 3 p.m.,  noon to 3 p.m.,  noon to 3 p.m., 
darkness fell over the whole land.[6] With a loud cry, Jesusdarkness fell over the whole land.[6] With a loud cry, Jesusdarkness fell over the whole land.[6] With a loud cry, Jesusdarkness fell over the whole land.[6] With a loud cry, Jesus gave  gave  gave  gave 
up his spirit. up his spirit. up his spirit. up his spirit. 

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- 10,000 women with breast 10,000 women with breast 10,000 women with breast 10,000 women with breast cancer will  cancer will  cancer will  cancer will 
agonize Today 3agonize Today 3agonize Today 3agonize Today 3----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- and give up their spirits.... and give up their spirits.... and give up their spirits.... and give up their spirits....

Greg + Dr. Nancy will be Belligerent as we towards the Greg + Dr. Nancy will be Belligerent as we towards the Greg + Dr. Nancy will be Belligerent as we towards the Greg + Dr. Nancy will be Belligerent as we towards the 
Pentagons TopPentagons TopPentagons TopPentagons Top Brass spending 7 Billion getting ready for War  Brass spending 7 Billion getting ready for War  Brass spending 7 Billion getting ready for War  Brass spending 7 Billion getting ready for War 
with North Korea with North Korea with North Korea with North Korea 

3333----29292929----13131313 Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday ---- uncontrollable anger during an  uncontrollable anger during an  uncontrollable anger during an  uncontrollable anger during an 
argument of two or more parties...argument of two or more parties...argument of two or more parties...argument of two or more parties...

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- 10,000 women with breast cancer will  10,000 women with breast cancer will  10,000 women with breast cancer will  10,000 women with breast cancer will 
agonize Todayagonize Todayagonize Todayagonize Today 3 3 3 3----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- and give up their spirits....  and give up their spirits....  and give up their spirits....  and give up their spirits.... 
they would be as Belligerentthey would be as Belligerentthey would be as Belligerentthey would be as Belligerent as possible to the Pentagons Top  as possible to the Pentagons Top  as possible to the Pentagons Top  as possible to the Pentagons Top 
Brass for they robbed the Race for the Cure ofBrass for they robbed the Race for the Cure ofBrass for they robbed the Race for the Cure ofBrass for they robbed the Race for the Cure of Breast Cancer of  Breast Cancer of  Breast Cancer of  Breast Cancer of 
$7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and now Korea!$7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and now Korea!$7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and now Korea!$7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and now Korea!
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3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Jesus charges of subverting the nation,  Jesus charges of subverting the nation,  Jesus charges of subverting the nation,  Jesus charges of subverting the nation, 
opposingopposingopposingopposing taxes to Caesar, Our Numb Nuts Dictators on 3 taxes to Caesar, Our Numb Nuts Dictators on 3 taxes to Caesar, Our Numb Nuts Dictators on 3 taxes to Caesar, Our Numb Nuts Dictators on 3----29292929----13 13 13 13 
Good Friday Good Friday Good Friday Good Friday ----

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Pilate authorized the Jewish leaders to  Pilate authorized the Jewish leaders to  Pilate authorized the Jewish leaders to  Pilate authorized the Jewish leaders to 
judgejudgejudgejudge Jesus according to their own law and execute sentencing;  Jesus according to their own law and execute sentencing;  Jesus according to their own law and execute sentencing;  Jesus according to their own law and execute sentencing; 
however, the Jewishhowever, the Jewishhowever, the Jewishhowever, the Jewish leaders replied that they were not allowed  leaders replied that they were not allowed  leaders replied that they were not allowed  leaders replied that they were not allowed 
by the Romans to carry out a sentenceby the Romans to carry out a sentenceby the Romans to carry out a sentenceby the Romans to carry out a sentence of death!  of death!  of death!  of death! 

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Good Friday Pentagons Top Brass Good Friday Pentagons Top Brass Good Friday Pentagons Top Brass Good Friday Pentagons Top Brass killed...  killed...  killed...  killed... 
"The New Manhattan Projects" at Los Alamos for to Cure "The New Manhattan Projects" at Los Alamos for to Cure "The New Manhattan Projects" at Los Alamos for to Cure "The New Manhattan Projects" at Los Alamos for to Cure 
Hepatitis andHepatitis andHepatitis andHepatitis and Breast Cancer of $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in  Breast Cancer of $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in  Breast Cancer of $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in  Breast Cancer of $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in 
Iraq and now Korea! And theIraq and now Korea! And theIraq and now Korea! And theIraq and now Korea! And the Pentagon got the $70 Trillion  Pentagon got the $70 Trillion  Pentagon got the $70 Trillion  Pentagon got the $70 Trillion 
from the Oil Genocide's suppression of thefrom the Oil Genocide's suppression of thefrom the Oil Genocide's suppression of thefrom the Oil Genocide's suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar 
since 1980! since 1980! since 1980! since 1980! 

The Jewish leaders replied that theyThe Jewish leaders replied that theyThe Jewish leaders replied that theyThe Jewish leaders replied that they were not allowed by the  were not allowed by the  were not allowed by the  were not allowed by the 
Romans to carry out a sentence of death! Romans to carry out a sentence of death! Romans to carry out a sentence of death! Romans to carry out a sentence of death! 

3333----29292929----13131313 Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday ---- Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday 

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Good Friday Good Friday Good Friday Good Friday

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday 

Key West Chronology of TravelKey West Chronology of TravelKey West Chronology of TravelKey West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest Earth  to the 10 Stars Nearest Earth  to the 10 Stars Nearest Earth  to the 10 Stars Nearest Earth 

Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light yearsBarnard's Star 5.9 light yearsBarnard's Star 5.9 light yearsBarnard's Star 5.9 light years
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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell POSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell POSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell POSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl  Box 214 Key West Fl  Box 214 Key West Fl  Box 214 Key West Fl 
33041 33041 33041 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO 
HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w
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http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos

CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE -------------------- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index----2 2 2 2 
IIII edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

3333----25252525----13 Yoko Ono's Dopamine in her brain is13 Yoko Ono's Dopamine in her brain is13 Yoko Ono's Dopamine in her brain is13 Yoko Ono's Dopamine in her brain is responsible for  responsible for  responsible for  responsible for 
rewards and "Judgments"! Yoko's tweet contained the statistics:rewards and "Judgments"! Yoko's tweet contained the statistics:rewards and "Judgments"! Yoko's tweet contained the statistics:rewards and "Judgments"! Yoko's tweet contained the statistics:
"Over 1,057,000 people have been killed by guns in the USA since "Over 1,057,000 people have been killed by guns in the USA since "Over 1,057,000 people have been killed by guns in the USA since "Over 1,057,000 people have been killed by guns in the USA since 
1980... In the1980... In the1980... In the1980... In the USA 100 kids died in Hot Cars every year how  USA 100 kids died in Hot Cars every year how  USA 100 kids died in Hot Cars every year how  USA 100 kids died in Hot Cars every year how 
could Yoko miss this? And worstcould Yoko miss this? And worstcould Yoko miss this? And worstcould Yoko miss this? And worst "Diesel" killed kids with the  "Diesel" killed kids with the  "Diesel" killed kids with the  "Diesel" killed kids with the 
Childhood Leukemia! Medical Journal article aboutChildhood Leukemia! Medical Journal article aboutChildhood Leukemia! Medical Journal article aboutChildhood Leukemia! Medical Journal article about "Diesel  "Diesel  "Diesel  "Diesel 
Mechanics" coming home with trillions of molecules of Diesel Mechanics" coming home with trillions of molecules of Diesel Mechanics" coming home with trillions of molecules of Diesel Mechanics" coming home with trillions of molecules of Diesel 
hugs thehugs thehugs thehugs the kids and they come down with Childhood Leukemia...  kids and they come down with Childhood Leukemia...  kids and they come down with Childhood Leukemia...  kids and they come down with Childhood Leukemia... 
how could Yoko miss these inhow could Yoko miss these inhow could Yoko miss these inhow could Yoko miss these in her tweets? Numb Nuts Dictators  her tweets? Numb Nuts Dictators  her tweets? Numb Nuts Dictators  her tweets? Numb Nuts Dictators 
must have "Thumb Screws" or something else asmust have "Thumb Screws" or something else asmust have "Thumb Screws" or something else asmust have "Thumb Screws" or something else as "Women  "Women  "Women  "Women 
Observers" living with Numb Nuts Dictators are submissive!!Observers" living with Numb Nuts Dictators are submissive!!Observers" living with Numb Nuts Dictators are submissive!!Observers" living with Numb Nuts Dictators are submissive!!

3333----25252525----13 CBS Early Show had Dopamine story with a MD who is 13 CBS Early Show had Dopamine story with a MD who is 13 CBS Early Show had Dopamine story with a MD who is 13 CBS Early Show had Dopamine story with a MD who is 
head of ahead of ahead of ahead of a Medical School talking about Numb Nuts Dictators  Medical School talking about Numb Nuts Dictators  Medical School talking about Numb Nuts Dictators  Medical School talking about Numb Nuts Dictators 
Judgments facing "Oil GenocideJudgments facing "Oil GenocideJudgments facing "Oil GenocideJudgments facing "Oil Genocide Trials" world wide... for the 7  Trials" world wide... for the 7  Trials" world wide... for the 7  Trials" world wide... for the 7 
million dead suppressing the ElectricWindmillCarmillion dead suppressing the ElectricWindmillCarmillion dead suppressing the ElectricWindmillCarmillion dead suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980,  since 1980,  since 1980,  since 1980, 
before John Lennon was shot to death! before John Lennon was shot to death! before John Lennon was shot to death! before John Lennon was shot to death! 

3333----25252525----13 Fontainebleau,13 Fontainebleau,13 Fontainebleau,13 Fontainebleau, outside Paris, "Oil Men" bid on  outside Paris, "Oil Men" bid on  outside Paris, "Oil Men" bid on  outside Paris, "Oil Men" bid on 
Napoleon and JosephineNapoleon and JosephineNapoleon and JosephineNapoleon and Josephine’’’’s Engagement Ring and its Engagement Ring and its Engagement Ring and its Engagement Ring and it Sells for  Sells for  Sells for  Sells for 
$949,000 50 Times what the jewels are worth... ring is in an 18th$949,000 50 Times what the jewels are worth... ring is in an 18th$949,000 50 Times what the jewels are worth... ring is in an 18th$949,000 50 Times what the jewels are worth... ring is in an 18th
century setting called "toi et moi," "You and Me," with opposing century setting called "toi et moi," "You and Me," with opposing century setting called "toi et moi," "You and Me," with opposing century setting called "toi et moi," "You and Me," with opposing 
teartearteartear----shapedshapedshapedshaped jewels  jewels  jewels  jewels -------- a blue sapphire and a diamond. The carat a blue sapphire and a diamond. The carat a blue sapphire and a diamond. The carat a blue sapphire and a diamond. The carat 
weight of the two gems isweight of the two gems isweight of the two gems isweight of the two gems is little less than a carat each. It  little less than a carat each. It  little less than a carat each. It  little less than a carat each. It 
illustrates Napoleon's passion for his futureillustrates Napoleon's passion for his futureillustrates Napoleon's passion for his futureillustrates Napoleon's passion for his future Queen. Auction was  Queen. Auction was  Queen. Auction was  Queen. Auction was 
also held on a unique day, celebrating the 250th anniversaryalso held on a unique day, celebrating the 250th anniversaryalso held on a unique day, celebrating the 250th anniversaryalso held on a unique day, celebrating the 250th anniversary
of Josephine's birth. (Read Greg's 2 Birthday Cards I wrote for of Josephine's birth. (Read Greg's 2 Birthday Cards I wrote for of Josephine's birth. (Read Greg's 2 Birthday Cards I wrote for of Josephine's birth. (Read Greg's 2 Birthday Cards I wrote for 
women). She waswomen). She waswomen). She waswomen). She was the rich and stylish widow of Alexandre de  the rich and stylish widow of Alexandre de  the rich and stylish widow of Alexandre de  the rich and stylish widow of Alexandre de 
Beauharnais, an aristocrat whoBeauharnais, an aristocrat whoBeauharnais, an aristocrat whoBeauharnais, an aristocrat who supported the French  supported the French  supported the French  supported the French 
Revolution but died on the guillotine. Wedding day wasRevolution but died on the guillotine. Wedding day wasRevolution but died on the guillotine. Wedding day wasRevolution but died on the guillotine. Wedding day was March  March  March  March 
9, 1796, but the honeymoon lasted only 36 hours. Napoleon left 9, 1796, but the honeymoon lasted only 36 hours. Napoleon left 9, 1796, but the honeymoon lasted only 36 hours. Napoleon left 9, 1796, but the honeymoon lasted only 36 hours. Napoleon left 
to lead theto lead theto lead theto lead the French army on a successful invasion of Italy. "How  French army on a successful invasion of Italy. "How  French army on a successful invasion of Italy. "How  French army on a successful invasion of Italy. "How 
happy I would be if I couldhappy I would be if I couldhappy I would be if I couldhappy I would be if I could assist you at your undressing," the  assist you at your undressing," the  assist you at your undressing," the  assist you at your undressing," the 
Emperor writes, "the little firm whiteEmperor writes, "the little firm whiteEmperor writes, "the little firm whiteEmperor writes, "the little firm white breast, the adorable face,  breast, the adorable face,  breast, the adorable face,  breast, the adorable face, 
the hair tied up in a scarf a la creole." Napoleonthe hair tied up in a scarf a la creole." Napoleonthe hair tied up in a scarf a la creole." Napoleonthe hair tied up in a scarf a la creole." Napoleon begged  begged  begged  begged 
Josephine to join him in on his conquest in Milan! Race for the Josephine to join him in on his conquest in Milan! Race for the Josephine to join him in on his conquest in Milan! Race for the Josephine to join him in on his conquest in Milan! Race for the 
Cure ofCure ofCure ofCure of Breast Cancer Overnight Miracle Cure is the Conquest of  Breast Cancer Overnight Miracle Cure is the Conquest of  Breast Cancer Overnight Miracle Cure is the Conquest of  Breast Cancer Overnight Miracle Cure is the Conquest of 
Greg + Wives when theyGreg + Wives when theyGreg + Wives when theyGreg + Wives when they "Make Contact" in this Orwellian Society.  "Make Contact" in this Orwellian Society.  "Make Contact" in this Orwellian Society.  "Make Contact" in this Orwellian Society. 
Women are God's best invention and inWomen are God's best invention and inWomen are God's best invention and inWomen are God's best invention and in 2013 can Brainstorm in  2013 can Brainstorm in  2013 can Brainstorm in  2013 can Brainstorm in 
the "Wars Think Tanks" Rand Corporation tens of thousandsthe "Wars Think Tanks" Rand Corporation tens of thousandsthe "Wars Think Tanks" Rand Corporation tens of thousandsthe "Wars Think Tanks" Rand Corporation tens of thousands of  of  of  of 
"Generals" brainstorm the Iraq Wars and the Genocide of "Generals" brainstorm the Iraq Wars and the Genocide of "Generals" brainstorm the Iraq Wars and the Genocide of "Generals" brainstorm the Iraq Wars and the Genocide of 
Gasoline, how to saveGasoline, how to saveGasoline, how to saveGasoline, how to save the Numb Nuts Dictators from the  the Numb Nuts Dictators from the  the Numb Nuts Dictators from the  the Numb Nuts Dictators from the 
Guillotine... or the Salem's Burning Witches atGuillotine... or the Salem's Burning Witches atGuillotine... or the Salem's Burning Witches atGuillotine... or the Salem's Burning Witches at the Steak via  the Steak via  the Steak via  the Steak via 
gasoline. Coup Leaders of the ElectricWindmillCar "whoever" gasoline. Coup Leaders of the ElectricWindmillCar "whoever" gasoline. Coup Leaders of the ElectricWindmillCar "whoever" gasoline. Coup Leaders of the ElectricWindmillCar "whoever" 
theytheytheythey are they will have gasoline burns or left in kid in a hot  are they will have gasoline burns or left in kid in a hot  are they will have gasoline burns or left in kid in a hot  are they will have gasoline burns or left in kid in a hot 
car! Czar's of Russiacar! Czar's of Russiacar! Czar's of Russiacar! Czar's of Russia have the same love story as Napoleon.  have the same love story as Napoleon.  have the same love story as Napoleon.  have the same love story as Napoleon. 
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French Government owns the "Oil CompanyFrench Government owns the "Oil CompanyFrench Government owns the "Oil CompanyFrench Government owns the "Oil Company Total" so I doubt the  Total" so I doubt the  Total" so I doubt the  Total" so I doubt the 
ElectricWindmillCar Revolution starts in Paris! Japan isElectricWindmillCar Revolution starts in Paris! Japan isElectricWindmillCar Revolution starts in Paris! Japan isElectricWindmillCar Revolution starts in Paris! Japan is
submissive to the Numb Nuts Dictators even letting GE run the submissive to the Numb Nuts Dictators even letting GE run the submissive to the Numb Nuts Dictators even letting GE run the submissive to the Numb Nuts Dictators even letting GE run the 
Nuke Plants forNuke Plants forNuke Plants forNuke Plants for electricity when this technology is out of date!  electricity when this technology is out of date!  electricity when this technology is out of date!  electricity when this technology is out of date! 
Pope Francis fears the NumbPope Francis fears the NumbPope Francis fears the NumbPope Francis fears the Numb Nuts Dictators more than he fears  Nuts Dictators more than he fears  Nuts Dictators more than he fears  Nuts Dictators more than he fears 
God! In God We Trust, and with 1 TrillionGod! In God We Trust, and with 1 TrillionGod! In God We Trust, and with 1 TrillionGod! In God We Trust, and with 1 Trillion Galaxies exposed, and  Galaxies exposed, and  Galaxies exposed, and  Galaxies exposed, and 
they are traveling into infinite space at millions ofthey are traveling into infinite space at millions ofthey are traveling into infinite space at millions ofthey are traveling into infinite space at millions of miles per  miles per  miles per  miles per 
second its just a matter of time before Greg and Wives startsecond its just a matter of time before Greg and Wives startsecond its just a matter of time before Greg and Wives startsecond its just a matter of time before Greg and Wives start
brainstorming how time and gravity are generated and 1,001 brainstorming how time and gravity are generated and 1,001 brainstorming how time and gravity are generated and 1,001 brainstorming how time and gravity are generated and 1,001 
other Inventionother Inventionother Inventionother Invention Projects on our Honeymoon in Key West! Fleet of  Projects on our Honeymoon in Key West! Fleet of  Projects on our Honeymoon in Key West! Fleet of  Projects on our Honeymoon in Key West! Fleet of 
Discovery III Shuttles withDiscovery III Shuttles withDiscovery III Shuttles withDiscovery III Shuttles with Gravity Engines will replace the  Gravity Engines will replace the  Gravity Engines will replace the  Gravity Engines will replace the 
Pentagons fleet of 750 FPentagons fleet of 750 FPentagons fleet of 750 FPentagons fleet of 750 F----35's! Helicopter35's! Helicopter35's! Helicopter35's! Helicopter Combines to harvest figs  Combines to harvest figs  Combines to harvest figs  Combines to harvest figs 
and cashews in the Amazon will be a windfall for 7and cashews in the Amazon will be a windfall for 7and cashews in the Amazon will be a windfall for 7and cashews in the Amazon will be a windfall for 7 Billion  Billion  Billion  Billion 
people hungry for Wives to Brainstorm Invention Projects with!people hungry for Wives to Brainstorm Invention Projects with!people hungry for Wives to Brainstorm Invention Projects with!people hungry for Wives to Brainstorm Invention Projects with!

3333----23232323----13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband John 13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband John 13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband John 13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband John 
Lennon's bloodyLennon's bloodyLennon's bloodyLennon's bloody glasses  glasses  glasses  glasses ---- close close close close----up of Lennon's bloodup of Lennon's bloodup of Lennon's bloodup of Lennon's blood----splattered splattered splattered splattered 
glasses, John Lennon was shotglasses, John Lennon was shotglasses, John Lennon was shotglasses, John Lennon was shot and killed on 8 Dec 1980...  and killed on 8 Dec 1980...  and killed on 8 Dec 1980...  and killed on 8 Dec 1980... 
ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 OctoberElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 OctoberElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 OctoberElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980...  1980...  1980...  1980... 

... ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... New ... ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... New ... ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... New ... ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... New 
YorkYorkYorkYork Times suppression of this news story and its Euphoria  Times suppression of this news story and its Euphoria  Times suppression of this news story and its Euphoria  Times suppression of this news story and its Euphoria 
Headlines lead to theHeadlines lead to theHeadlines lead to theHeadlines lead to the death of John Lennon! And 9/11 would  death of John Lennon! And 9/11 would  death of John Lennon! And 9/11 would  death of John Lennon! And 9/11 would 
never have happened with thenever have happened with thenever have happened with thenever have happened with the ElectricWindmillCars in Times  ElectricWindmillCars in Times  ElectricWindmillCars in Times  ElectricWindmillCars in Times 
Square on 9/11 Square on 9/11 Square on 9/11 Square on 9/11 

"1 Trillion and 1"1 Trillion and 1"1 Trillion and 1"1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects is the Reality" for Making,  Invention Projects is the Reality" for Making,  Invention Projects is the Reality" for Making,  Invention Projects is the Reality" for Making, 
"Polygamist Marriage Legal""Polygamist Marriage Legal""Polygamist Marriage Legal""Polygamist Marriage Legal"
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Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal" Give the wives 1,001 Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal" Give the wives 1,001 Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal" Give the wives 1,001 Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal" Give the wives 1,001 
InventionInventionInventionInvention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that  Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that  Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that  Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that 
"Harvest Nobel Prizes" Cure for"Harvest Nobel Prizes" Cure for"Harvest Nobel Prizes" Cure for"Harvest Nobel Prizes" Cure for the Cancers of War + BP Oil's Mad  the Cancers of War + BP Oil's Mad  the Cancers of War + BP Oil's Mad  the Cancers of War + BP Oil's Mad 
Men $ $177 Trillion! Men $ $177 Trillion! Men $ $177 Trillion! Men $ $177 Trillion! 

Race for the Cure's $7 Trillion was Robbed, sucker punched byRace for the Cure's $7 Trillion was Robbed, sucker punched byRace for the Cure's $7 Trillion was Robbed, sucker punched byRace for the Cure's $7 Trillion was Robbed, sucker punched by
the Pentagon for Wars in Iraqi! This is classified today, 1,001 the Pentagon for Wars in Iraqi! This is classified today, 1,001 the Pentagon for Wars in Iraqi! This is classified today, 1,001 the Pentagon for Wars in Iraqi! This is classified today, 1,001 
Platinum BlondsPlatinum BlondsPlatinum BlondsPlatinum Blonds at the gas station filling up, sucker punched  at the gas station filling up, sucker punched  at the gas station filling up, sucker punched  at the gas station filling up, sucker punched 
at the gas pump! Blood all overat the gas pump! Blood all overat the gas pump! Blood all overat the gas pump! Blood all over her dress... women are the  her dress... women are the  her dress... women are the  her dress... women are the 
casualties of Pentagon Wars, and fiery gasolinecasualties of Pentagon Wars, and fiery gasolinecasualties of Pentagon Wars, and fiery gasolinecasualties of Pentagon Wars, and fiery gasoline fueled car  fueled car  fueled car  fueled car 
wrecks, ER + Burn Units! wrecks, ER + Burn Units! wrecks, ER + Burn Units! wrecks, ER + Burn Units! 

3333----23232323----13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband John13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband John13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband John13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband John
Lennon's bloody glasses Lennon's bloody glasses Lennon's bloody glasses Lennon's bloody glasses ---- close close close close----up of Lennon's bloodup of Lennon's bloodup of Lennon's bloodup of Lennon's blood----splattered splattered splattered splattered 
glasses, Johnglasses, Johnglasses, Johnglasses, John Lennon was shot and killed on 8 Dec 1980...  Lennon was shot and killed on 8 Dec 1980...  Lennon was shot and killed on 8 Dec 1980...  Lennon was shot and killed on 8 Dec 1980... 
ElectricWindmillCar was invented onElectricWindmillCar was invented onElectricWindmillCar was invented onElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... New York  8 October 1980... New York  8 October 1980... New York  8 October 1980... New York 
Times suppression of this news story and the EuphoriaTimes suppression of this news story and the EuphoriaTimes suppression of this news story and the EuphoriaTimes suppression of this news story and the Euphoria Headlines  Headlines  Headlines  Headlines 
lead to the death of John Lennon! BP Oil has given the NY Times lead to the death of John Lennon! BP Oil has given the NY Times lead to the death of John Lennon! BP Oil has given the NY Times lead to the death of John Lennon! BP Oil has given the NY Times 
$$$$ Trillions since 1980!  Trillions since 1980!  Trillions since 1980!  Trillions since 1980! 

3333----23232323----13 Senate was preparing a new gun13 Senate was preparing a new gun13 Senate was preparing a new gun13 Senate was preparing a new gun----controlcontrolcontrolcontrol package.  package.  package.  package. 

3333----23232323----13 Yoko Ono's tweet contained the statistics: "Over13 Yoko Ono's tweet contained the statistics: "Over13 Yoko Ono's tweet contained the statistics: "Over13 Yoko Ono's tweet contained the statistics: "Over
1,057,000 people have been killed by guns in the USA since 1,057,000 people have been killed by guns in the USA since 1,057,000 people have been killed by guns in the USA since 1,057,000 people have been killed by guns in the USA since 
1980...1980...1980...1980...
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Killed on 8 Dec 1980... Killed on 8 Dec 1980... Killed on 8 Dec 1980... Killed on 8 Dec 1980... 

3333----23232323----13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained... October 1980  contained... October 1980  contained... October 1980  contained... October 1980 
ElectricWindmillCar was invented and suppressed butElectricWindmillCar was invented and suppressed butElectricWindmillCar was invented and suppressed butElectricWindmillCar was invented and suppressed but used to  used to  used to  used to 
end the Saudi Oil Embargo as Carter, Kennedy, Bush did the end the Saudi Oil Embargo as Carter, Kennedy, Bush did the end the Saudi Oil Embargo as Carter, Kennedy, Bush did the end the Saudi Oil Embargo as Carter, Kennedy, Bush did the 
math for $177math for $177math for $177math for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2013  Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2013  Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2013  Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2013 

3333----23232323----13 Yoko Ono's tweet13 Yoko Ono's tweet13 Yoko Ono's tweet13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over  didn't contained the statistics: Over  didn't contained the statistics: Over  didn't contained the statistics: Over 
19K women every year since 1980 have been19K women every year since 1980 have been19K women every year since 1980 have been19K women every year since 1980 have been killed 85% by  killed 85% by  killed 85% by  killed 85% by 
drunks... Bush would tell you with a grin, you do the math as drunks... Bush would tell you with a grin, you do the math as drunks... Bush would tell you with a grin, you do the math as drunks... Bush would tell you with a grin, you do the math as 
YaleYaleYaleYale failed Humanity giving us Bush, Clinton's, Kerry!  failed Humanity giving us Bush, Clinton's, Kerry!  failed Humanity giving us Bush, Clinton's, Kerry!  failed Humanity giving us Bush, Clinton's, Kerry! 

3333----23232323----13 Yoko Ono's13 Yoko Ono's13 Yoko Ono's13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 2  tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 2  tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 2  tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 2 
million fiery wrecks millionsmillion fiery wrecks millionsmillion fiery wrecks millionsmillion fiery wrecks millions burned since 1980  burned since 1980  burned since 1980  burned since 1980 

CopCopCopCop burned in a  burned in a  burned in a  burned in a 

fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York Times!fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York Times!fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York Times!fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York Times!

3333----23232323----13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 213 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 213 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 213 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 2
million fiery wrecks millions burned since 1980 million fiery wrecks millions burned since 1980 million fiery wrecks millions burned since 1980 million fiery wrecks millions burned since 1980 

3333----23232323----13 Yoko Ono's tweet13 Yoko Ono's tweet13 Yoko Ono's tweet13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 9  didn't contained the statistics: Over 9  didn't contained the statistics: Over 9  didn't contained the statistics: Over 9 
million SWF's in the USA have died amillion SWF's in the USA have died amillion SWF's in the USA have died amillion SWF's in the USA have died a torturous death via Breast  torturous death via Breast  torturous death via Breast  torturous death via Breast 
Cancer since 1980 Cancer since 1980 Cancer since 1980 Cancer since 1980 

3333----23232323----13 Yoko Ono's photo of13 Yoko Ono's photo of13 Yoko Ono's photo of13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband John  her murdered husband John  her murdered husband John  her murdered husband John 
Lennon's bloody glasses Lennon's bloody glasses Lennon's bloody glasses Lennon's bloody glasses ---- close close close close----up of Lennon'sup of Lennon'sup of Lennon'sup of Lennon's blood blood blood blood----splattered splattered splattered splattered 
glasses, John Lennon was shot and killed on 8 Dec 1980...glasses, John Lennon was shot and killed on 8 Dec 1980...glasses, John Lennon was shot and killed on 8 Dec 1980...glasses, John Lennon was shot and killed on 8 Dec 1980...
ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... New York ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... New York ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... New York ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... New York 
Times suppressionTimes suppressionTimes suppressionTimes suppression of this news story the Euphoria Headlines lead  of this news story the Euphoria Headlines lead  of this news story the Euphoria Headlines lead  of this news story the Euphoria Headlines lead 
to the death of John Lennon! BPto the death of John Lennon! BPto the death of John Lennon! BPto the death of John Lennon! BP Oil has given the NY Times $  Oil has given the NY Times $  Oil has given the NY Times $  Oil has given the NY Times $ 
Trillions since 1980! Trillions since 1980! Trillions since 1980! Trillions since 1980! 

3333----21212121----13 Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if13 Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if13 Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if13 Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one  only one  only one  only one 
could invent a way to make contact with Greg! Never lose your could invent a way to make contact with Greg! Never lose your could invent a way to make contact with Greg! Never lose your could invent a way to make contact with Greg! Never lose your 
cellcellcellcell phone with "Phone Finder"...  phone with "Phone Finder"...  phone with "Phone Finder"...  phone with "Phone Finder"... 
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3333----21212121----13 1,001 Platinum Blonds on their cell13 1,001 Platinum Blonds on their cell13 1,001 Platinum Blonds on their cell13 1,001 Platinum Blonds on their cell phone app for  phone app for  phone app for  phone app for 
Perfumes + Rx Perfumes for antibiotics + vaccinations. Numb Perfumes + Rx Perfumes for antibiotics + vaccinations. Numb Perfumes + Rx Perfumes for antibiotics + vaccinations. Numb Perfumes + Rx Perfumes for antibiotics + vaccinations. Numb 
NutsNutsNutsNuts Dictators ordered the invention apps for the poison gases of  Dictators ordered the invention apps for the poison gases of  Dictators ordered the invention apps for the poison gases of  Dictators ordered the invention apps for the poison gases of 
war. war. war. war. 

SoulSoulSoulSoul Searching and Soul Mate H2O bond and H at  Searching and Soul Mate H2O bond and H at  Searching and Soul Mate H2O bond and H at  Searching and Soul Mate H2O bond and H at ----254 C in 254 C in 254 C in 254 C in 
liquid gas tanks forliquid gas tanks forliquid gas tanks forliquid gas tanks for hydrogen. Guillotine + Gasoline's fiery car  hydrogen. Guillotine + Gasoline's fiery car  hydrogen. Guillotine + Gasoline's fiery car  hydrogen. Guillotine + Gasoline's fiery car 
wrecks. Today's Show and Tell, citywrecks. Today's Show and Tell, citywrecks. Today's Show and Tell, citywrecks. Today's Show and Tell, city blocks of 5 story apartment  blocks of 5 story apartment  blocks of 5 story apartment  blocks of 5 story apartment 
buildings and deep into Hell looking for a parkingbuildings and deep into Hell looking for a parkingbuildings and deep into Hell looking for a parkingbuildings and deep into Hell looking for a parking spot until...  spot until...  spot until...  spot until... 

Greg has a though about building a Eiffel Tower StructureGreg has a though about building a Eiffel Tower StructureGreg has a though about building a Eiffel Tower StructureGreg has a though about building a Eiffel Tower Structure over  over  over  over 
each city block of 5 story apartment buildings for roof top each city block of 5 story apartment buildings for roof top each city block of 5 story apartment buildings for roof top each city block of 5 story apartment buildings for roof top 
parking,parking,parking,parking, parking Hell solved... with one Eiffel invention they  parking Hell solved... with one Eiffel invention they  parking Hell solved... with one Eiffel invention they  parking Hell solved... with one Eiffel invention they 
have no choice but tohave no choice but tohave no choice but tohave no choice but to build.  build.  build.  build. 

Sorority's 15 billion people on Earth Campus Revolution... by theSorority's 15 billion people on Earth Campus Revolution... by theSorority's 15 billion people on Earth Campus Revolution... by theSorority's 15 billion people on Earth Campus Revolution... by the
time these girls are Grandmothers! time these girls are Grandmothers! time these girls are Grandmothers! time these girls are Grandmothers! 

Pentagon's think Tank thinks of 1Pentagon's think Tank thinks of 1Pentagon's think Tank thinks of 1Pentagon's think Tank thinks of 1 billion civilian causalities  billion civilian causalities  billion civilian causalities  billion civilian causalities 
instead of 7 million from suppressing theinstead of 7 million from suppressing theinstead of 7 million from suppressing theinstead of 7 million from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar 
Era. Era. Era. Era. 

Highest amount of Military sex assaults are theHighest amount of Military sex assaults are theHighest amount of Military sex assaults are theHighest amount of Military sex assaults are the whore house's  whore house's  whore house's  whore house's 
run by the base commanders at every military base in the run by the base commanders at every military base in the run by the base commanders at every military base in the run by the base commanders at every military base in the 
world.world.world.world.

Pussy Constellation! Pussy Constellation! Pussy Constellation! Pussy Constellation! 

3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck Cruise Ship looking3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck Cruise Ship looking3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck Cruise Ship looking3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck Cruise Ship looking like a Satellite in  like a Satellite in  like a Satellite in  like a Satellite in 
low orbit over Key West built as a "Cell Tower" + WiFilow orbit over Key West built as a "Cell Tower" + WiFilow orbit over Key West built as a "Cell Tower" + WiFilow orbit over Key West built as a "Cell Tower" + WiFi Router...  Router...  Router...  Router... 
Workhorse "Space Station" providing wifi and Cell 3G, 4G, 5G, Workhorse "Space Station" providing wifi and Cell 3G, 4G, 5G, Workhorse "Space Station" providing wifi and Cell 3G, 4G, 5G, Workhorse "Space Station" providing wifi and Cell 3G, 4G, 5G, 
BeyondBeyondBeyondBeyond 4G research From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia... you  4G research From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia... you  4G research From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia... you  4G research From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia... you 
have to read Beyond 4Ghave to read Beyond 4Ghave to read Beyond 4Ghave to read Beyond 4G here its not on Wikipedia yet! Grin!  here its not on Wikipedia yet! Grin!  here its not on Wikipedia yet! Grin!  here its not on Wikipedia yet! Grin! 

3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck Cruise Ship looking like a Satellite in  Cruise Ship looking like a Satellite in  Cruise Ship looking like a Satellite in  Cruise Ship looking like a Satellite in 
low orbit over Key West built as a "Celllow orbit over Key West built as a "Celllow orbit over Key West built as a "Celllow orbit over Key West built as a "Cell Tower" + WiFi Router...  Tower" + WiFi Router...  Tower" + WiFi Router...  Tower" + WiFi Router... 
This done... Municipal wireless network concept ofThis done... Municipal wireless network concept ofThis done... Municipal wireless network concept ofThis done... Municipal wireless network concept of turning an  turning an  turning an  turning an 
entire Island and off shore Islands and boats within 90 miles, entire Island and off shore Islands and boats within 90 miles, entire Island and off shore Islands and boats within 90 miles, entire Island and off shore Islands and boats within 90 miles, 
YesYesYesYes Cuba is there, grin. Key West City into a Wireless Access Zone,  Cuba is there, grin. Key West City into a Wireless Access Zone,  Cuba is there, grin. Key West City into a Wireless Access Zone,  Cuba is there, grin. Key West City into a Wireless Access Zone, 
with thewith thewith thewith the ultimate goal of making wireless access for wifi dash  ultimate goal of making wireless access for wifi dash  ultimate goal of making wireless access for wifi dash  ultimate goal of making wireless access for wifi dash 
cams so the cops and hearcams so the cops and hearcams so the cops and hearcams so the cops and hear and see what is going on inside the  and see what is going on inside the  and see what is going on inside the  and see what is going on inside the 
car or ship 90 + miles at sea... before thecar or ship 90 + miles at sea... before thecar or ship 90 + miles at sea... before thecar or ship 90 + miles at sea... before the lights start flashing.  lights start flashing.  lights start flashing.  lights start flashing. 
Once this is dun Key West can junk its $ million dollarOnce this is dun Key West can junk its $ million dollarOnce this is dun Key West can junk its $ million dollarOnce this is dun Key West can junk its $ million dollar license  license  license  license 
plate number reader for a wifi built into or screwed on the lic plate number reader for a wifi built into or screwed on the lic plate number reader for a wifi built into or screwed on the lic plate number reader for a wifi built into or screwed on the lic 
plate,plate,plate,plate, unless the cars wifi dash cam can also broadcast your lic  unless the cars wifi dash cam can also broadcast your lic  unless the cars wifi dash cam can also broadcast your lic  unless the cars wifi dash cam can also broadcast your lic 
plate and if you haveplate and if you haveplate and if you haveplate and if you have insurance paid up on this car... app can  insurance paid up on this car... app can  insurance paid up on this car... app can  insurance paid up on this car... app can 
check your drivers license and call itcheck your drivers license and call itcheck your drivers license and call itcheck your drivers license and call it in without ever being  in without ever being  in without ever being  in without ever being 
pulled over... email you a speeding ticket wow 1,001 wifipulled over... email you a speeding ticket wow 1,001 wifipulled over... email you a speeding ticket wow 1,001 wifipulled over... email you a speeding ticket wow 1,001 wifi
inventions will be the catch of the day for Key West WiFi inventions will be the catch of the day for Key West WiFi inventions will be the catch of the day for Key West WiFi inventions will be the catch of the day for Key West WiFi 
Satellites in lowSatellites in lowSatellites in lowSatellites in low orbit. That are as big as a 10 story Cruise Ship  orbit. That are as big as a 10 story Cruise Ship  orbit. That are as big as a 10 story Cruise Ship  orbit. That are as big as a 10 story Cruise Ship 
with a crew to sail thewith a crew to sail thewith a crew to sail thewith a crew to sail the satellite in low Earth Orbit!  satellite in low Earth Orbit!  satellite in low Earth Orbit!  satellite in low Earth Orbit! 
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Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest Earth  Stars Nearest Earth  Stars Nearest Earth  Stars Nearest Earth 

Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light yearsBarnard's Star 5.9 light yearsBarnard's Star 5.9 light yearsBarnard's Star 5.9 light years

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell POSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell POSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell POSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl  Box 214 Key West Fl  Box 214 Key West Fl  Box 214 Key West Fl 
33041 33041 33041 33041 
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NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO 
HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos

CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE -------------------- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index----2 2 2 2 
IIII edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen fromBreast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen fromBreast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen fromBreast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen from
a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make more a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make more a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make more a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make more 
news than the newnews than the newnews than the newnews than the new Pope Frances!  Pope Frances!  Pope Frances!  Pope Frances! 

Social Engineers got the masses fat enough to die for theSocial Engineers got the masses fat enough to die for theSocial Engineers got the masses fat enough to die for theSocial Engineers got the masses fat enough to die for the taste of  taste of  taste of  taste of 
cream! Steve Jobs died for Sausage + lunch meats! cream! Steve Jobs died for Sausage + lunch meats! cream! Steve Jobs died for Sausage + lunch meats! cream! Steve Jobs died for Sausage + lunch meats! 

SocialSocialSocialSocial diseases are Pentagon statistics, 007 SkyFall list of spies...  diseases are Pentagon statistics, 007 SkyFall list of spies...  diseases are Pentagon statistics, 007 SkyFall list of spies...  diseases are Pentagon statistics, 007 SkyFall list of spies... 
list of Numb Nutslist of Numb Nutslist of Numb Nutslist of Numb Nuts Dictators with STD's! Would you have voted for  Dictators with STD's! Would you have voted for  Dictators with STD's! Would you have voted for  Dictators with STD's! Would you have voted for 
Clinton or Bush with syphilis?Clinton or Bush with syphilis?Clinton or Bush with syphilis?Clinton or Bush with syphilis? Hell No! Hell No We Won't Go...  Hell No! Hell No We Won't Go...  Hell No! Hell No We Won't Go...  Hell No! Hell No We Won't Go... 
public medical diseases you have, with 15public medical diseases you have, with 15public medical diseases you have, with 15public medical diseases you have, with 15 billion people a few  billion people a few  billion people a few  billion people a few 
Clinton's, Bush's and Kennedy's can infect tens ofClinton's, Bush's and Kennedy's can infect tens ofClinton's, Bush's and Kennedy's can infect tens ofClinton's, Bush's and Kennedy's can infect tens of thousands  thousands  thousands  thousands 
with Syphilis on the brain! with Syphilis on the brain! with Syphilis on the brain! with Syphilis on the brain! 

Hepatitis A, B + C same statisticsHepatitis A, B + C same statisticsHepatitis A, B + C same statisticsHepatitis A, B + C same statistics today but with 15 Billion  today but with 15 Billion  today but with 15 Billion  today but with 15 Billion 
People on Earth you would have London with the Plague!People on Earth you would have London with the Plague!People on Earth you would have London with the Plague!People on Earth you would have London with the Plague!
British Opium Wars wanted to sell Opium in the Publix Grocery British Opium Wars wanted to sell Opium in the Publix Grocery British Opium Wars wanted to sell Opium in the Publix Grocery British Opium Wars wanted to sell Opium in the Publix Grocery 
Stores in China.Stores in China.Stores in China.Stores in China.

Cars burst into flames in head on collisions in China and the Cars burst into flames in head on collisions in China and the Cars burst into flames in head on collisions in China and the Cars burst into flames in head on collisions in China and the 
massesmassesmassesmasses believe this is normal for gasoline fueled cars... only the  believe this is normal for gasoline fueled cars... only the  believe this is normal for gasoline fueled cars... only the  believe this is normal for gasoline fueled cars... only the 
Numb Nuts DictatorsNumb Nuts DictatorsNumb Nuts DictatorsNumb Nuts Dictators in China know the ElectricWindmillCar be  in China know the ElectricWindmillCar be  in China know the ElectricWindmillCar be  in China know the ElectricWindmillCar be 
climate controlled, fire proof, crashclimate controlled, fire proof, crashclimate controlled, fire proof, crashclimate controlled, fire proof, crash proof with second and third  proof with second and third  proof with second and third  proof with second and third 
generation super air bags on the outside of the car!generation super air bags on the outside of the car!generation super air bags on the outside of the car!generation super air bags on the outside of the car!

Perfumed Christmas tree hanging from the rear view mirror Perfumed Christmas tree hanging from the rear view mirror Perfumed Christmas tree hanging from the rear view mirror Perfumed Christmas tree hanging from the rear view mirror 
will bewill bewill bewill be reinvented with Rx perfumes for antibiotics and  reinvented with Rx perfumes for antibiotics and  reinvented with Rx perfumes for antibiotics and  reinvented with Rx perfumes for antibiotics and 
vaccinations along with Jetvaccinations along with Jetvaccinations along with Jetvaccinations along with Jet Fighter rear view observations!  Fighter rear view observations!  Fighter rear view observations!  Fighter rear view observations! 

Breast Cancer Memorial in Key West atBreast Cancer Memorial in Key West atBreast Cancer Memorial in Key West atBreast Cancer Memorial in Key West at Higgs Particle Beach will  Higgs Particle Beach will  Higgs Particle Beach will  Higgs Particle Beach will 
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replace the names of AIDS with huge Sony monitors forreplace the names of AIDS with huge Sony monitors forreplace the names of AIDS with huge Sony monitors forreplace the names of AIDS with huge Sony monitors for the drive  the drive  the drive  the drive 
by look of top less women killed by the "Wars In Iraq"!by look of top less women killed by the "Wars In Iraq"!by look of top less women killed by the "Wars In Iraq"!by look of top less women killed by the "Wars In Iraq"!

"Soccer Mom's" in an Age with 15 Billion People on Earth would "Soccer Mom's" in an Age with 15 Billion People on Earth would "Soccer Mom's" in an Age with 15 Billion People on Earth would "Soccer Mom's" in an Age with 15 Billion People on Earth would 
stiflestiflestiflestifle all the "Invention Mom's"! Vivid images in your mind of  all the "Invention Mom's"! Vivid images in your mind of  all the "Invention Mom's"! Vivid images in your mind of  all the "Invention Mom's"! Vivid images in your mind of 
the "Invention Mom's"the "Invention Mom's"the "Invention Mom's"the "Invention Mom's" and now track down and arrest the  and now track down and arrest the  and now track down and arrest the  and now track down and arrest the 
"1984" social engineers who gave you Socker"1984" social engineers who gave you Socker"1984" social engineers who gave you Socker"1984" social engineers who gave you Socker Moms then you will  Moms then you will  Moms then you will  Moms then you will 
find when you break the 1984 Mirror and find the governmentfind when you break the 1984 Mirror and find the governmentfind when you break the 1984 Mirror and find the governmentfind when you break the 1984 Mirror and find the government
camera! camera! camera! camera! 

Stupid Criminals gave us decades of "Soccer Mom's" in an AgeStupid Criminals gave us decades of "Soccer Mom's" in an AgeStupid Criminals gave us decades of "Soccer Mom's" in an AgeStupid Criminals gave us decades of "Soccer Mom's" in an Age
with 15 Billion People on Earth! "Invention Mom's"! Were with 15 Billion People on Earth! "Invention Mom's"! Were with 15 Billion People on Earth! "Invention Mom's"! Were with 15 Billion People on Earth! "Invention Mom's"! Were 
suppressed with thesuppressed with thesuppressed with thesuppressed with the ElectricWindmillCar and all its life saving  ElectricWindmillCar and all its life saving  ElectricWindmillCar and all its life saving  ElectricWindmillCar and all its life saving 
accessories for lower Insuranceaccessories for lower Insuranceaccessories for lower Insuranceaccessories for lower Insurance Rates and crashes!  Rates and crashes!  Rates and crashes!  Rates and crashes! 

Tags in your shirts lets Target + Walmart takeTags in your shirts lets Target + Walmart takeTags in your shirts lets Target + Walmart takeTags in your shirts lets Target + Walmart take inventory. Chip in  inventory. Chip in  inventory. Chip in  inventory. Chip in 
your cat or dog will save you printed reward posters in Keyyour cat or dog will save you printed reward posters in Keyyour cat or dog will save you printed reward posters in Keyyour cat or dog will save you printed reward posters in Key West  West  West  West 
for the lost animal. for the lost animal. for the lost animal. for the lost animal. 

Chips implanted in the delivery roomChips implanted in the delivery roomChips implanted in the delivery roomChips implanted in the delivery room Hospital... then Kennedy  Hospital... then Kennedy  Hospital... then Kennedy  Hospital... then Kennedy 
can knock down all the nurses taking the baby... andcan knock down all the nurses taking the baby... andcan knock down all the nurses taking the baby... andcan knock down all the nurses taking the baby... and every  every  every  every 
move will be trackable! Kennedy tormenting Mary to hang move will be trackable! Kennedy tormenting Mary to hang move will be trackable! Kennedy tormenting Mary to hang move will be trackable! Kennedy tormenting Mary to hang 
herself in theherself in theherself in theherself in the barn all on Mary's web cam helmet!  barn all on Mary's web cam helmet!  barn all on Mary's web cam helmet!  barn all on Mary's web cam helmet! 

When the 15th billion baby is born aWhen the 15th billion baby is born aWhen the 15th billion baby is born aWhen the 15th billion baby is born a 5th generation GPS chip  5th generation GPS chip  5th generation GPS chip  5th generation GPS chip 
will be implanted with the babies lifetime ofwill be implanted with the babies lifetime ofwill be implanted with the babies lifetime ofwill be implanted with the babies lifetime of vaccinations  vaccinations  vaccinations  vaccinations 
"Rose"! "Rose"! "Rose"! "Rose"! 

Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only oneSmell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only oneSmell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only oneSmell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one could invent  could invent  could invent  could invent 
a way to make contact with Greg, when the 1984 Numb Nuts a way to make contact with Greg, when the 1984 Numb Nuts a way to make contact with Greg, when the 1984 Numb Nuts a way to make contact with Greg, when the 1984 Numb Nuts 
DictatorsDictatorsDictatorsDictators are distracted driving gasoline cars the wrong way...  are distracted driving gasoline cars the wrong way...  are distracted driving gasoline cars the wrong way...  are distracted driving gasoline cars the wrong way... 
crashing head on!crashing head on!crashing head on!crashing head on!

Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one could invent Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one could invent Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one could invent Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one could invent 
a waya waya waya way to make contact with Greg!  to make contact with Greg!  to make contact with Greg!  to make contact with Greg! 

Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give theMake, "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give theMake, "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give theMake, "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 1,001  wives 1,001  wives 1,001  wives 1,001 
Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that 
"Harvest"Harvest"Harvest"Harvest Nobel Prizes"  Nobel Prizes"  Nobel Prizes"  Nobel Prizes" 

3333----17171717----13 Sunday Pope Francis said God is "that of mercy." He13 Sunday Pope Francis said God is "that of mercy." He13 Sunday Pope Francis said God is "that of mercy." He13 Sunday Pope Francis said God is "that of mercy." He
didn't say God's Best Invention is Women! didn't say God's Best Invention is Women! didn't say God's Best Invention is Women! didn't say God's Best Invention is Women! 

Because the Pope has no WivesBecause the Pope has no WivesBecause the Pope has no WivesBecause the Pope has no Wives to work 24/7 with Brainstorming  to work 24/7 with Brainstorming  to work 24/7 with Brainstorming  to work 24/7 with Brainstorming 
1,001 Invention Projects. Pope Francis, He said1,001 Invention Projects. Pope Francis, He said1,001 Invention Projects. Pope Francis, He said1,001 Invention Projects. Pope Francis, He said God has an  God has an  God has an  God has an 
unfathomable capacity to pardon... unfathomable capacity to pardon... unfathomable capacity to pardon... unfathomable capacity to pardon... 

God can't "Pardon"... PopeGod can't "Pardon"... PopeGod can't "Pardon"... PopeGod can't "Pardon"... Pope Benedict XVI, + Pope John Paul II  Benedict XVI, + Pope John Paul II  Benedict XVI, + Pope John Paul II  Benedict XVI, + Pope John Paul II 
because they failed to call the FBI, turn inbecause they failed to call the FBI, turn inbecause they failed to call the FBI, turn inbecause they failed to call the FBI, turn in the depraved  the depraved  the depraved  the depraved 
criminals at BP Oil for all the "Babies", "Kids" left in hot carscriminals at BP Oil for all the "Babies", "Kids" left in hot carscriminals at BP Oil for all the "Babies", "Kids" left in hot carscriminals at BP Oil for all the "Babies", "Kids" left in hot cars to  to  to  to 
die a torturous death when the suppressed ElectricWindmillCar die a torturous death when the suppressed ElectricWindmillCar die a torturous death when the suppressed ElectricWindmillCar die a torturous death when the suppressed ElectricWindmillCar 
would bewould bewould bewould be climate controlled. From the 1st hot day of Summer  climate controlled. From the 1st hot day of Summer  climate controlled. From the 1st hot day of Summer  climate controlled. From the 1st hot day of Summer 
Pope John Paul II became PopePope John Paul II became PopePope John Paul II became PopePope John Paul II became Pope to all the hot summer days of to all the hot summer days of to all the hot summer days of to all the hot summer days of 
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Pope Benedict XVI, to the Summer of 2013 PopePope Benedict XVI, to the Summer of 2013 PopePope Benedict XVI, to the Summer of 2013 PopePope Benedict XVI, to the Summer of 2013 Pope Francis will  Francis will  Francis will  Francis will 
endure... Argentine's Hot Summers days of 2013! endure... Argentine's Hot Summers days of 2013! endure... Argentine's Hot Summers days of 2013! endure... Argentine's Hot Summers days of 2013! 

7 million7 million7 million7 million others died from the suppression of the  others died from the suppression of the  others died from the suppression of the  others died from the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar, these wereElectricWindmillCar, these wereElectricWindmillCar, these wereElectricWindmillCar, these were adults... "Baby Killers" are in  adults... "Baby Killers" are in  adults... "Baby Killers" are in  adults... "Baby Killers" are in 
the "Top Brass" Class! the "Top Brass" Class! the "Top Brass" Class! the "Top Brass" Class! 

Seeing PopeSeeing PopeSeeing PopeSeeing Pope Francis doesn't have 4 Wives He didn't say  Francis doesn't have 4 Wives He didn't say  Francis doesn't have 4 Wives He didn't say  Francis doesn't have 4 Wives He didn't say 
anything, no prayer for the 100anything, no prayer for the 100anything, no prayer for the 100anything, no prayer for the 100 Women Women Women Women----Wives who will die from Wives who will die from Wives who will die from Wives who will die from 
Breast Cancer today because the Pentagon robbedBreast Cancer today because the Pentagon robbedBreast Cancer today because the Pentagon robbedBreast Cancer today because the Pentagon robbed them at the  them at the  them at the  them at the 
gas station of $7 Trillion dollars for the "Wars in Iraq"!gas station of $7 Trillion dollars for the "Wars in Iraq"!gas station of $7 Trillion dollars for the "Wars in Iraq"!gas station of $7 Trillion dollars for the "Wars in Iraq"!

Race for the Cure was Robbed, sucker punched by the Pentagon! Race for the Cure was Robbed, sucker punched by the Pentagon! Race for the Cure was Robbed, sucker punched by the Pentagon! Race for the Cure was Robbed, sucker punched by the Pentagon! 
This isThis isThis isThis is classified today, 1,001 Platinum Blonds at the gas  classified today, 1,001 Platinum Blonds at the gas  classified today, 1,001 Platinum Blonds at the gas  classified today, 1,001 Platinum Blonds at the gas 
station filling up, suckerstation filling up, suckerstation filling up, suckerstation filling up, sucker punched at the gas pump! Blood all  punched at the gas pump! Blood all  punched at the gas pump! Blood all  punched at the gas pump! Blood all 
over her dress... women are the casualties ofover her dress... women are the casualties ofover her dress... women are the casualties ofover her dress... women are the casualties of War and Pope's  War and Pope's  War and Pope's  War and Pope's 
with no one waiting to Marry them and Brainstorm the Rx with no one waiting to Marry them and Brainstorm the Rx with no one waiting to Marry them and Brainstorm the Rx with no one waiting to Marry them and Brainstorm the Rx 
OvernightOvernightOvernightOvernight "Miracle" Cure for Breast Cancer on a hot Summer  "Miracle" Cure for Breast Cancer on a hot Summer  "Miracle" Cure for Breast Cancer on a hot Summer  "Miracle" Cure for Breast Cancer on a hot Summer 
Day of 2013 in Key West...Day of 2013 in Key West...Day of 2013 in Key West...Day of 2013 in Key West... Paradise!  Paradise!  Paradise!  Paradise! 

Eve with her War Chest of 1 Trillion Galaxies... the HoneymoonEve with her War Chest of 1 Trillion Galaxies... the HoneymoonEve with her War Chest of 1 Trillion Galaxies... the HoneymoonEve with her War Chest of 1 Trillion Galaxies... the Honeymoon
will last Forever, expanding 1 Trillion Galaxies into empty space will last Forever, expanding 1 Trillion Galaxies into empty space will last Forever, expanding 1 Trillion Galaxies into empty space will last Forever, expanding 1 Trillion Galaxies into empty space 
at millions ofat millions ofat millions ofat millions of miles per second! "1 Trillion and 1 Invention  miles per second! "1 Trillion and 1 Invention  miles per second! "1 Trillion and 1 Invention  miles per second! "1 Trillion and 1 Invention 
Projects is the Reality" forProjects is the Reality" forProjects is the Reality" forProjects is the Reality" for Making, "Polygamist Marriage Legal"  Making, "Polygamist Marriage Legal"  Making, "Polygamist Marriage Legal"  Making, "Polygamist Marriage Legal" 

"1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects"1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects"1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects"1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects is the Reality" for Making,  is the Reality" for Making,  is the Reality" for Making,  is the Reality" for Making, 
"Polygamist Marriage Legal" "Polygamist Marriage Legal" "Polygamist Marriage Legal" "Polygamist Marriage Legal" 

Make,Make,Make,Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 1,001  "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 1,001  "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 1,001  "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 1,001 
Invention Projects spelled outInvention Projects spelled outInvention Projects spelled outInvention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that  with links! Inventions that  with links! Inventions that  with links! Inventions that 
"Harvest Nobel Prizes" "Harvest Nobel Prizes" "Harvest Nobel Prizes" "Harvest Nobel Prizes" 

3333----16161616----13 Sat 15 Billion People on Earth will live better than13 Sat 15 Billion People on Earth will live better than13 Sat 15 Billion People on Earth will live better than13 Sat 15 Billion People on Earth will live better than the 7  the 7  the 7  the 7 
Billion today via Greg + Wives Inventions! So China killed 330 Billion today via Greg + Wives Inventions! So China killed 330 Billion today via Greg + Wives Inventions! So China killed 330 Billion today via Greg + Wives Inventions! So China killed 330 
millionmillionmillionmillion babies for nothing, in the news for today China did 330  babies for nothing, in the news for today China did 330  babies for nothing, in the news for today China did 330  babies for nothing, in the news for today China did 330 
million abortions sincemillion abortions sincemillion abortions sincemillion abortions since the invention of the  the invention of the  the invention of the  the invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... 

John LennonJohn LennonJohn LennonJohn Lennon’’’’s wife, Yoko Ono... s wife, Yoko Ono... s wife, Yoko Ono... s wife, Yoko Ono... 

...has known about...has known about...has known about...has known about the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar for  the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar for  the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar for  the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar for 
decades. I think there will be adecades. I think there will be adecades. I think there will be adecades. I think there will be a Hell of a argument between  Hell of a argument between  Hell of a argument between  Hell of a argument between 
Yoko and John Lennon when we are all dead... as JohnYoko and John Lennon when we are all dead... as JohnYoko and John Lennon when we are all dead... as JohnYoko and John Lennon when we are all dead... as John Lennon  Lennon  Lennon  Lennon 
would have exposed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar would have exposed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar would have exposed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar would have exposed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar 
in 1981...in 1981...in 1981...in 1981...

Paul McCartney took $Billions in BP Oil bribes to go along with Paul McCartney took $Billions in BP Oil bribes to go along with Paul McCartney took $Billions in BP Oil bribes to go along with Paul McCartney took $Billions in BP Oil bribes to go along with 
thethethethe suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and let wife Linda  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and let wife Linda  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and let wife Linda  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and let wife Linda 
die of Breast Cancerdie of Breast Cancerdie of Breast Cancerdie of Breast Cancer that would have been cured in 1981 via  that would have been cured in 1981 via  that would have been cured in 1981 via  that would have been cured in 1981 via 
Euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar EraEuphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar EraEuphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar EraEuphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar Era and Lyrics written by  and Lyrics written by  and Lyrics written by  and Lyrics written by 
John Lennon as the ElectricWindmillCar was Invented a fewJohn Lennon as the ElectricWindmillCar was Invented a fewJohn Lennon as the ElectricWindmillCar was Invented a fewJohn Lennon as the ElectricWindmillCar was Invented a few
months before he was shot! Which would never have happened if months before he was shot! Which would never have happened if months before he was shot! Which would never have happened if months before he was shot! Which would never have happened if 
thethethethe ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed, and 9 ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed, and 9 ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed, and 9 ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed, and 9----11 would 11 would 11 would 11 would 
never have happened!never have happened!never have happened!never have happened!
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Key West Top Brass counted the Homeless Here and there are 784 Key West Top Brass counted the Homeless Here and there are 784 Key West Top Brass counted the Homeless Here and there are 784 Key West Top Brass counted the Homeless Here and there are 784 
homelesshomelesshomelesshomeless people in Key west...  people in Key west...  people in Key west...  people in Key west... 

10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 

1980198019801980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the  anniversary of the invention + suppression of the  anniversary of the invention + suppression of the  anniversary of the invention + suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCar

9/11 terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them would have 9/11 terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them would have 9/11 terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them would have 9/11 terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them would have 
been 17been 17been 17been 17 homeless guys in Mecca$ on 9/11 out of tens of  homeless guys in Mecca$ on 9/11 out of tens of  homeless guys in Mecca$ on 9/11 out of tens of  homeless guys in Mecca$ on 9/11 out of tens of 
thousands of homeless guys inthousands of homeless guys inthousands of homeless guys inthousands of homeless guys in Mecca$$$  Mecca$$$  Mecca$$$  Mecca$$$ 

"Wars in Iraq" has cost $7 trillion with an additional $490"Wars in Iraq" has cost $7 trillion with an additional $490"Wars in Iraq" has cost $7 trillion with an additional $490"Wars in Iraq" has cost $7 trillion with an additional $490
billion in VA benefits owed to war veterans. billion in VA benefits owed to war veterans. billion in VA benefits owed to war veterans. billion in VA benefits owed to war veterans. 

War on Cancer with $7War on Cancer with $7War on Cancer with $7War on Cancer with $7 Trillion was confiscated by the  Trillion was confiscated by the  Trillion was confiscated by the  Trillion was confiscated by the 
Pentagon! $ Nothing is owed to "Women" forPentagon! $ Nothing is owed to "Women" forPentagon! $ Nothing is owed to "Women" forPentagon! $ Nothing is owed to "Women" for suppressing the  suppressing the  suppressing the  suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era and her lost to "Wars in Iraq" that costElectricWindmillCar Era and her lost to "Wars in Iraq" that costElectricWindmillCar Era and her lost to "Wars in Iraq" that costElectricWindmillCar Era and her lost to "Wars in Iraq" that cost
Women their $7 Trillion in Breast Cancer Donations! Women their $7 Trillion in Breast Cancer Donations! Women their $7 Trillion in Breast Cancer Donations! Women their $7 Trillion in Breast Cancer Donations! 

$1 Trillion in IBM$1 Trillion in IBM$1 Trillion in IBM$1 Trillion in IBM super computers were sold to Los Alamos from  super computers were sold to Los Alamos from  super computers were sold to Los Alamos from  super computers were sold to Los Alamos from 
1980 to 2013 1980 to 2013 1980 to 2013 1980 to 2013 

10th10th10th10th anniversary of the September 11  anniversary of the September 11  anniversary of the September 11  anniversary of the September 11 

1980 anniversary of the invention +1980 anniversary of the invention +1980 anniversary of the invention +1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the  suppression of the  suppression of the  suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar 

$177 Trillion the "Pentagon"$177 Trillion the "Pentagon"$177 Trillion the "Pentagon"$177 Trillion the "Pentagon" earned from "BP Oil" $ Revenues  earned from "BP Oil" $ Revenues  earned from "BP Oil" $ Revenues  earned from "BP Oil" $ Revenues 
from 1980 to 2013 from Suppressing thefrom 1980 to 2013 from Suppressing thefrom 1980 to 2013 from Suppressing thefrom 1980 to 2013 from Suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar 
and the 7 million civilian's who died from the suppressedand the 7 million civilian's who died from the suppressedand the 7 million civilian's who died from the suppressedand the 7 million civilian's who died from the suppressed
ElectricWindmillCar besides the 9ElectricWindmillCar besides the 9ElectricWindmillCar besides the 9ElectricWindmillCar besides the 9----11 people and now the 11 people and now the 11 people and now the 11 people and now the 
Pentagon fails to guardPentagon fails to guardPentagon fails to guardPentagon fails to guard the wives who will be killed today 3 15  the wives who will be killed today 3 15  the wives who will be killed today 3 15  the wives who will be killed today 3 15 
13 from troops coming home from "Wars".13 from troops coming home from "Wars".13 from troops coming home from "Wars".13 from troops coming home from "Wars". Hillary knows this too!  Hillary knows this too!  Hillary knows this too!  Hillary knows this too! 

10th anniversary of the September 1110th anniversary of the September 1110th anniversary of the September 1110th anniversary of the September 11

1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the
ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar 

War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additionalWar in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additionalWar in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additionalWar in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additional $490 billion  $490 billion  $490 billion  $490 billion 
in benefits owed to war veterans. in benefits owed to war veterans. in benefits owed to war veterans. in benefits owed to war veterans. 

War on Cancer with $7War on Cancer with $7War on Cancer with $7War on Cancer with $7 Trillion was confiscated by the  Trillion was confiscated by the  Trillion was confiscated by the  Trillion was confiscated by the 
Pentagon! Pentagon! Pentagon! Pentagon! 

$1 Trillion in IBM super$1 Trillion in IBM super$1 Trillion in IBM super$1 Trillion in IBM super computers were sold to Los Alamos from  computers were sold to Los Alamos from  computers were sold to Los Alamos from  computers were sold to Los Alamos from 
1980 to 2013 1980 to 2013 1980 to 2013 1980 to 2013 

10th anniversary of10th anniversary of10th anniversary of10th anniversary of the September 11  the September 11  the September 11  the September 11 

1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the
ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar 

3333----12121212----13 Invent 1,001 Something's with a few wives! Make13 Invent 1,001 Something's with a few wives! Make13 Invent 1,001 Something's with a few wives! Make13 Invent 1,001 Something's with a few wives! Make
"Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 1,001 Invention "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 1,001 Invention "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 1,001 Invention "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 1,001 Invention 
Projects spelled outProjects spelled outProjects spelled outProjects spelled out with links! Inventions that "Harvest Nobel  with links! Inventions that "Harvest Nobel  with links! Inventions that "Harvest Nobel  with links! Inventions that "Harvest Nobel 
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Prizes" via 5 Rotor HelicopterPrizes" via 5 Rotor HelicopterPrizes" via 5 Rotor HelicopterPrizes" via 5 Rotor Helicopter Combines and Flagler Shuttle III  Combines and Flagler Shuttle III  Combines and Flagler Shuttle III  Combines and Flagler Shuttle III 
Train to the Nearest Stars! Islands In TheTrain to the Nearest Stars! Islands In TheTrain to the Nearest Stars! Islands In TheTrain to the Nearest Stars! Islands In The Stream! Gun battle,  Stream! Gun battle,  Stream! Gun battle,  Stream! Gun battle, 
although the ending is slightly ambiguous. As Nearest Starsalthough the ending is slightly ambiguous. As Nearest Starsalthough the ending is slightly ambiguous. As Nearest Starsalthough the ending is slightly ambiguous. As Nearest Stars are  are  are  are 
Today's Islands and Aliens are the spoils of this Wars Today's Islands and Aliens are the spoils of this Wars Today's Islands and Aliens are the spoils of this Wars Today's Islands and Aliens are the spoils of this Wars 
Manhattan Projects!Manhattan Projects!Manhattan Projects!Manhattan Projects! A A A A----Bomb is the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure Bomb is the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure Bomb is the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure Bomb is the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure 
for Breast Cancer + A Lobotomy Gas infor Breast Cancer + A Lobotomy Gas infor Breast Cancer + A Lobotomy Gas infor Breast Cancer + A Lobotomy Gas in the Atmosphere that ends  the Atmosphere that ends  the Atmosphere that ends  the Atmosphere that ends 
all "Violence Against Women"... and everyone!all "Violence Against Women"... and everyone!all "Violence Against Women"... and everyone!all "Violence Against Women"... and everyone!

““““Diesel ExhaustDiesel ExhaustDiesel ExhaustDiesel Exhaust”””” the Plague of Autistic kids + childhoodthe Plague of Autistic kids + childhoodthe Plague of Autistic kids + childhoodthe Plague of Autistic kids + childhood
leukemia is caused by the clouds of leukemia is caused by the clouds of leukemia is caused by the clouds of leukemia is caused by the clouds of ““““Diesel ExhaustDiesel ExhaustDiesel ExhaustDiesel Exhaust”””” the the the the ““““Black Black Black Black 
DeathDeathDeathDeath”””” inininin London, this modern Black Death is from BP Oil London, this modern Black Death is from BP Oil London, this modern Black Death is from BP Oil London, this modern Black Death is from BP Oil’’’’s s s s 
Diesel and FordDiesel and FordDiesel and FordDiesel and Ford’’’’s 2013 models 2013 models 2013 models 2013 model Diesel Car! When Ford CEO knows  Diesel Car! When Ford CEO knows  Diesel Car! When Ford CEO knows  Diesel Car! When Ford CEO knows 
Diesel Exhaust causes Autistic kids + ChildhoodDiesel Exhaust causes Autistic kids + ChildhoodDiesel Exhaust causes Autistic kids + ChildhoodDiesel Exhaust causes Autistic kids + Childhood Leukemia!  Leukemia!  Leukemia!  Leukemia! 

850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

Hemingway Beach inHemingway Beach inHemingway Beach inHemingway Beach in Key West...  Key West...  Key West...  Key West... 

Hemingway Beach in Key West... 1 Trillion Turtles in 1931Hemingway Beach in Key West... 1 Trillion Turtles in 1931Hemingway Beach in Key West... 1 Trillion Turtles in 1931Hemingway Beach in Key West... 1 Trillion Turtles in 1931 and  and  and  and 
2013. In 2020 if the Key West Admiral uses the well2013. In 2020 if the Key West Admiral uses the well2013. In 2020 if the Key West Admiral uses the well2013. In 2020 if the Key West Admiral uses the well----oiled oiled oiled oiled 
revenues fromrevenues fromrevenues fromrevenues from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era from  suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era from  suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era from  suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era from 
1980 to 2013. Navy Specialists1980 to 2013. Navy Specialists1980 to 2013. Navy Specialists1980 to 2013. Navy Specialists Feeding the Damn Turtles! $100  Feeding the Damn Turtles! $100  Feeding the Damn Turtles! $100  Feeding the Damn Turtles! $100 
Trillion dollars was more "Food" than the "TopTrillion dollars was more "Food" than the "TopTrillion dollars was more "Food" than the "TopTrillion dollars was more "Food" than the "Top Brass" could eat,  Brass" could eat,  Brass" could eat,  Brass" could eat, 
so lots was wasted including 1,001 Inventions to keep foodso lots was wasted including 1,001 Inventions to keep foodso lots was wasted including 1,001 Inventions to keep foodso lots was wasted including 1,001 Inventions to keep food from  from  from  from 
going bad. Todays recall of Tuna Cans, cans invented in 1931, going bad. Todays recall of Tuna Cans, cans invented in 1931, going bad. Todays recall of Tuna Cans, cans invented in 1931, going bad. Todays recall of Tuna Cans, cans invented in 1931, 
nevernevernevernever reinvented!  reinvented!  reinvented!  reinvented! 

WellWellWellWell----oiled Admirals + Generals Making "Polygamist Marriageoiled Admirals + Generals Making "Polygamist Marriageoiled Admirals + Generals Making "Polygamist Marriageoiled Admirals + Generals Making "Polygamist Marriage
Legal"... Legal"... Legal"... Legal"... 

Gas station robbery statistics are classified today, 1,001Gas station robbery statistics are classified today, 1,001Gas station robbery statistics are classified today, 1,001Gas station robbery statistics are classified today, 1,001
Platinum Blonds filling up, sucker punched at the gas pump. Platinum Blonds filling up, sucker punched at the gas pump. Platinum Blonds filling up, sucker punched at the gas pump. Platinum Blonds filling up, sucker punched at the gas pump. 
Terrorists are BPTerrorists are BPTerrorists are BPTerrorists are BP Oil + Mobil Exxon! 1,001 old oil wells drilled in  Oil + Mobil Exxon! 1,001 old oil wells drilled in  Oil + Mobil Exxon! 1,001 old oil wells drilled in  Oil + Mobil Exxon! 1,001 old oil wells drilled in 
the ocean are leaking a fewthe ocean are leaking a fewthe ocean are leaking a fewthe ocean are leaking a few thousand gallons of oil today!  thousand gallons of oil today!  thousand gallons of oil today!  thousand gallons of oil today! 

If your wife was sucker punched in a gasIf your wife was sucker punched in a gasIf your wife was sucker punched in a gasIf your wife was sucker punched in a gas station robbery and  station robbery and  station robbery and  station robbery and 
the "Alien" got 1 year and a day in jail wouldn't you desirethe "Alien" got 1 year and a day in jail wouldn't you desirethe "Alien" got 1 year and a day in jail wouldn't you desirethe "Alien" got 1 year and a day in jail wouldn't you desire the  the  the  the 
catastrophic end to all gas stations via ElectricWindmillCar... catastrophic end to all gas stations via ElectricWindmillCar... catastrophic end to all gas stations via ElectricWindmillCar... catastrophic end to all gas stations via ElectricWindmillCar... 
Yes! AndYes! AndYes! AndYes! And recover all the money BP Oil robbed from the 1,001  recover all the money BP Oil robbed from the 1,001  recover all the money BP Oil robbed from the 1,001  recover all the money BP Oil robbed from the 1,001 
Platinum Blonds!Platinum Blonds!Platinum Blonds!Platinum Blonds!

WellWellWellWell----oiled Admirals + Generals ambitions are illegal when you oiled Admirals + Generals ambitions are illegal when you oiled Admirals + Generals ambitions are illegal when you oiled Admirals + Generals ambitions are illegal when you 
areareareare suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era!  suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era!  suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era!  suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era! 

"If Hadley was the patient and"If Hadley was the patient and"If Hadley was the patient and"If Hadley was the patient and nurturing saint, Pauline was  nurturing saint, Pauline was  nurturing saint, Pauline was  nurturing saint, Pauline was 
the intelligent general, wellthe intelligent general, wellthe intelligent general, wellthe intelligent general, well----oiled, endlesslyoiled, endlesslyoiled, endlesslyoiled, endlessly competent. Martha  competent. Martha  competent. Martha  competent. Martha 
was the soldier, the tiger, with her own books and fiercewas the soldier, the tiger, with her own books and fiercewas the soldier, the tiger, with her own books and fiercewas the soldier, the tiger, with her own books and fierce
ambitions. Mary was longambitions. Mary was longambitions. Mary was longambitions. Mary was long----suffering, loyal to the catastrophic suffering, loyal to the catastrophic suffering, loyal to the catastrophic suffering, loyal to the catastrophic 
end. He loved themend. He loved themend. He loved themend. He loved them each deeply and inexpertly."  each deeply and inexpertly."  each deeply and inexpertly."  each deeply and inexpertly." 

3333----8888----13 Numb Nuts Dictators just invented13 Numb Nuts Dictators just invented13 Numb Nuts Dictators just invented13 Numb Nuts Dictators just invented more sanctions  more sanctions  more sanctions  more sanctions 
against North Korea that have a slight chance of provoke theagainst North Korea that have a slight chance of provoke theagainst North Korea that have a slight chance of provoke theagainst North Korea that have a slight chance of provoke the
North into "Nuking" Seoul... Rest of the Worlds Numb Nuts North into "Nuking" Seoul... Rest of the Worlds Numb Nuts North into "Nuking" Seoul... Rest of the Worlds Numb Nuts North into "Nuking" Seoul... Rest of the Worlds Numb Nuts 
Dictators let thisDictators let thisDictators let thisDictators let this happen in public... wow! Billions of Aliens have  happen in public... wow! Billions of Aliens have  happen in public... wow! Billions of Aliens have  happen in public... wow! Billions of Aliens have 
a chance of being at the Starsa chance of being at the Starsa chance of being at the Starsa chance of being at the Stars just a few light years from Earth  just a few light years from Earth  just a few light years from Earth  just a few light years from Earth 
and the Worlds Dictators are playing war gamesand the Worlds Dictators are playing war gamesand the Worlds Dictators are playing war gamesand the Worlds Dictators are playing war games as they know  as they know  as they know  as they know 
the Nobel Peace Prize will go to one of them even if Seoul isthe Nobel Peace Prize will go to one of them even if Seoul isthe Nobel Peace Prize will go to one of them even if Seoul isthe Nobel Peace Prize will go to one of them even if Seoul is
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"Nuked"! "Nuked"! "Nuked"! "Nuked"! 

Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the wives 1,001Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the wives 1,001Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the wives 1,001Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the wives 1,001
Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that 
"Harvest Nobel"Harvest Nobel"Harvest Nobel"Harvest Nobel Prizes"!  Prizes"!  Prizes"!  Prizes"! 

Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the wives 1,001Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the wives 1,001Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the wives 1,001Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the wives 1,001
Invention Projects spelled out with links to talk about 24/7 with Invention Projects spelled out with links to talk about 24/7 with Invention Projects spelled out with links to talk about 24/7 with Invention Projects spelled out with links to talk about 24/7 with 
the lovingthe lovingthe lovingthe loving husband! NBC never had a kind story on Making  husband! NBC never had a kind story on Making  husband! NBC never had a kind story on Making  husband! NBC never had a kind story on Making 
"Polygamist Marriage Legal" for"Polygamist Marriage Legal" for"Polygamist Marriage Legal" for"Polygamist Marriage Legal" for the New Age of Futuristic  the New Age of Futuristic  the New Age of Futuristic  the New Age of Futuristic 
Invention Filled Pages of a Hemingway Novel, writingInvention Filled Pages of a Hemingway Novel, writingInvention Filled Pages of a Hemingway Novel, writingInvention Filled Pages of a Hemingway Novel, writing with  with  with  with 
many wives from Key West 2013. many wives from Key West 2013. many wives from Key West 2013. many wives from Key West 2013. 

““““Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,”””” Learn French for the New FrenchLearn French for the New FrenchLearn French for the New FrenchLearn French for the New French
Revolution... and Star Travel, discover Aliens, billions of them Revolution... and Star Travel, discover Aliens, billions of them Revolution... and Star Travel, discover Aliens, billions of them Revolution... and Star Travel, discover Aliens, billions of them 
at the nearestat the nearestat the nearestat the nearest 4 Stars  4 Stars  4 Stars  4 Stars ---- four Star General Schwarzkopf four Star General Schwarzkopf four Star General Schwarzkopf four Star General Schwarzkopf 
commanded the U.S.commanded the U.S.commanded the U.S.commanded the U.S.----led internationalled internationalled internationalled international coalition that drove  coalition that drove  coalition that drove  coalition that drove 
Saddam Hussein's forces out of Kuwait in 1991. He was 78Saddam Hussein's forces out of Kuwait in 1991. He was 78Saddam Hussein's forces out of Kuwait in 1991. He was 78Saddam Hussein's forces out of Kuwait in 1991. He was 78 when  when  when  when 
he died in Tampa on Dec. 27 of complications from pneumonia.he died in Tampa on Dec. 27 of complications from pneumonia.he died in Tampa on Dec. 27 of complications from pneumonia.he died in Tampa on Dec. 27 of complications from pneumonia.

Pneumonia kills 1 million every year yet there is not a Pneumonia kills 1 million every year yet there is not a Pneumonia kills 1 million every year yet there is not a Pneumonia kills 1 million every year yet there is not a 
internationalinternationalinternationalinternational coalition sending in a Four Star MD to eradicate  coalition sending in a Four Star MD to eradicate  coalition sending in a Four Star MD to eradicate  coalition sending in a Four Star MD to eradicate 
Pneumonia! Or Utopian airPneumonia! Or Utopian airPneumonia! Or Utopian airPneumonia! Or Utopian air filters at the Army, Navy, Miami  filters at the Army, Navy, Miami  filters at the Army, Navy, Miami  filters at the Army, Navy, Miami 
Day Care Centers as Whooping Cough, Chickenpox,Day Care Centers as Whooping Cough, Chickenpox,Day Care Centers as Whooping Cough, Chickenpox,Day Care Centers as Whooping Cough, Chickenpox, Influenza,  Influenza,  Influenza,  Influenza, 
Measles, Smallpox and Tuberculosis are all spread by airborneMeasles, Smallpox and Tuberculosis are all spread by airborneMeasles, Smallpox and Tuberculosis are all spread by airborneMeasles, Smallpox and Tuberculosis are all spread by airborne
transmission well as hugs + kisses! Publix Grocery Stores must transmission well as hugs + kisses! Publix Grocery Stores must transmission well as hugs + kisses! Publix Grocery Stores must transmission well as hugs + kisses! Publix Grocery Stores must 
have air bonehave air bonehave air bonehave air bone filters... the Cruise Ship norovirus lives for a long  filters... the Cruise Ship norovirus lives for a long  filters... the Cruise Ship norovirus lives for a long  filters... the Cruise Ship norovirus lives for a long 
time on the Oreo Cookietime on the Oreo Cookietime on the Oreo Cookietime on the Oreo Cookie package someone sneezed on at Publix  package someone sneezed on at Publix  package someone sneezed on at Publix  package someone sneezed on at Publix 
Grocery store so everyone should be testGrocery store so everyone should be testGrocery store so everyone should be testGrocery store so everyone should be test for these diseases via  for these diseases via  for these diseases via  for these diseases via 
futuristic breath analyzer! Food Stamp Card should notfuturistic breath analyzer! Food Stamp Card should notfuturistic breath analyzer! Food Stamp Card should notfuturistic breath analyzer! Food Stamp Card should not let you  let you  let you  let you 
buy Oreo Cookies, Junk Foods... buy Oreo Cookies, Junk Foods... buy Oreo Cookies, Junk Foods... buy Oreo Cookies, Junk Foods... 

Surgical Mask would be effectiveSurgical Mask would be effectiveSurgical Mask would be effectiveSurgical Mask would be effective to control the Carnival and  to control the Carnival and  to control the Carnival and  to control the Carnival and 
Disney Cruise Ships outbreak of norovirus!Disney Cruise Ships outbreak of norovirus!Disney Cruise Ships outbreak of norovirus!Disney Cruise Ships outbreak of norovirus!

Surgical Mask are effective interventions to protect healthcare Surgical Mask are effective interventions to protect healthcare Surgical Mask are effective interventions to protect healthcare Surgical Mask are effective interventions to protect healthcare 
workersworkersworkersworkers and vulnerable people, such as infants and the elderly.  and vulnerable people, such as infants and the elderly.  and vulnerable people, such as infants and the elderly.  and vulnerable people, such as infants and the elderly. 

Surgical MaskSurgical MaskSurgical MaskSurgical Mask would be effective at Day Care Centers also...  would be effective at Day Care Centers also...  would be effective at Day Care Centers also...  would be effective at Day Care Centers also... 

The Centers for DiseaseThe Centers for DiseaseThe Centers for DiseaseThe Centers for Disease Control recommends that persons with  Control recommends that persons with  Control recommends that persons with  Control recommends that persons with 
influenza wear surgical masks to preventinfluenza wear surgical masks to preventinfluenza wear surgical masks to preventinfluenza wear surgical masks to prevent transmission to  transmission to  transmission to  transmission to 
susceptible individuals. Yet, this recommendation has beensusceptible individuals. Yet, this recommendation has beensusceptible individuals. Yet, this recommendation has beensusceptible individuals. Yet, this recommendation has been
supported so far by only one study of mask impact on the supported so far by only one study of mask impact on the supported so far by only one study of mask impact on the supported so far by only one study of mask impact on the 
containment of largecontainment of largecontainment of largecontainment of large droplet spray during influenza infection.  droplet spray during influenza infection.  droplet spray during influenza infection.  droplet spray during influenza infection. 
Maryland's study is the first toMaryland's study is the first toMaryland's study is the first toMaryland's study is the first to provide data showing that using  provide data showing that using  provide data showing that using  provide data showing that using 
a surgical mask can reduce the release of evena surgical mask can reduce the release of evena surgical mask can reduce the release of evena surgical mask can reduce the release of even the smallest  the smallest  the smallest  the smallest 
droplets containing infectious virus. For this reason, health droplets containing infectious virus. For this reason, health droplets containing infectious virus. For this reason, health droplets containing infectious virus. For this reason, health 
carecarecarecare facilities should put surgical masks on those suspected of  facilities should put surgical masks on those suspected of  facilities should put surgical masks on those suspected of  facilities should put surgical masks on those suspected of 
having influenza, andhaving influenza, andhaving influenza, andhaving influenza, and individuals with influenza can protect  individuals with influenza can protect  individuals with influenza can protect  individuals with influenza can protect 
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their families by wearing a mask. Studytheir families by wearing a mask. Studytheir families by wearing a mask. Studytheir families by wearing a mask. Study Methods Dr. Milton and  Methods Dr. Milton and  Methods Dr. Milton and  Methods Dr. Milton and 
his research team, including scientists from Harvard andhis research team, including scientists from Harvard andhis research team, including scientists from Harvard andhis research team, including scientists from Harvard and
Boston University Schools of Public Health and the University of Boston University Schools of Public Health and the University of Boston University Schools of Public Health and the University of Boston University Schools of Public Health and the University of 
Hong Kong,Hong Kong,Hong Kong,Hong Kong, collected the exhaled breath from 38 flu patients  collected the exhaled breath from 38 flu patients  collected the exhaled breath from 38 flu patients  collected the exhaled breath from 38 flu patients 
and tested both the coarse (=and tested both the coarse (=and tested both the coarse (=and tested both the coarse (= 5  5  5  5 µµµµm) and fine (< 5 m) and fine (< 5 m) and fine (< 5 m) and fine (< 5 µµµµm) particles m) particles m) particles m) particles 
for the number of viruses using molecularfor the number of viruses using molecularfor the number of viruses using molecularfor the number of viruses using molecular methods. They found  methods. They found  methods. They found  methods. They found 
that the fine particles had 8.8 times more virus than thethat the fine particles had 8.8 times more virus than thethat the fine particles had 8.8 times more virus than thethat the fine particles had 8.8 times more virus than the coarse  coarse  coarse  coarse 
particles (larger but still airborne droplets). They also tested theparticles (larger but still airborne droplets). They also tested theparticles (larger but still airborne droplets). They also tested theparticles (larger but still airborne droplets). They also tested the
airborne droplets for "culturable" virus and found that virus airborne droplets for "culturable" virus and found that virus airborne droplets for "culturable" virus and found that virus airborne droplets for "culturable" virus and found that virus 
was not onlywas not onlywas not onlywas not only abundant in some cases, but infectious. However,  abundant in some cases, but infectious. However,  abundant in some cases, but infectious. However,  abundant in some cases, but infectious. However, 
there was a big range of howthere was a big range of howthere was a big range of howthere was a big range of how many viruses people put into the  many viruses people put into the  many viruses people put into the  many viruses people put into the 
air air air air –––– some were undetectable while others putsome were undetectable while others putsome were undetectable while others putsome were undetectable while others put out over 100,000  out over 100,000  out over 100,000  out over 100,000 
every 30 minutes. The researchers also tested the impact ofevery 30 minutes. The researchers also tested the impact ofevery 30 minutes. The researchers also tested the impact ofevery 30 minutes. The researchers also tested the impact of
wearing a surgical mask on the virus shedding into airborne wearing a surgical mask on the virus shedding into airborne wearing a surgical mask on the virus shedding into airborne wearing a surgical mask on the virus shedding into airborne 
droplets. Wearing adroplets. Wearing adroplets. Wearing adroplets. Wearing a surgical mask significantly decreased the  surgical mask significantly decreased the  surgical mask significantly decreased the  surgical mask significantly decreased the 
presence of virus in airborne dropletspresence of virus in airborne dropletspresence of virus in airborne dropletspresence of virus in airborne droplets from exhaled breath.  from exhaled breath.  from exhaled breath.  from exhaled breath. 

Yale Key West Medical School built on Eiffel TowerYale Key West Medical School built on Eiffel TowerYale Key West Medical School built on Eiffel TowerYale Key West Medical School built on Eiffel Tower Structures will  Structures will  Structures will  Structures will 
be revolutionary as everyone will wear a "Space Suit" of onebe revolutionary as everyone will wear a "Space Suit" of onebe revolutionary as everyone will wear a "Space Suit" of onebe revolutionary as everyone will wear a "Space Suit" of one type  type  type  type 
or another. 100% infection control will be the goal of this "Elite or another. 100% infection control will be the goal of this "Elite or another. 100% infection control will be the goal of this "Elite or another. 100% infection control will be the goal of this "Elite 
MedicalMedicalMedicalMedical School" while all other Medical school are to  School" while all other Medical school are to  School" while all other Medical school are to  School" while all other Medical school are to 
embarrassed to make public theirembarrassed to make public theirembarrassed to make public theirembarrassed to make public their rates of infecting kids and  rates of infecting kids and  rates of infecting kids and  rates of infecting kids and 
the elderly so the statistics are suppressed!the elderly so the statistics are suppressed!the elderly so the statistics are suppressed!the elderly so the statistics are suppressed!

1 million women are murdered, Blade Runner is an example of 1 million women are murdered, Blade Runner is an example of 1 million women are murdered, Blade Runner is an example of 1 million women are murdered, Blade Runner is an example of 
1 murderer,1 murderer,1 murderer,1 murderer, let out on bail to plot his strategy! Kennedy  let out on bail to plot his strategy! Kennedy  let out on bail to plot his strategy! Kennedy  let out on bail to plot his strategy! Kennedy 
tortured Mary into hanging herselftortured Mary into hanging herselftortured Mary into hanging herselftortured Mary into hanging herself in the barn and he goes  in the barn and he goes  in the barn and he goes  in the barn and he goes 
Scott free! Tens of thousands of women are Scott free! Tens of thousands of women are Scott free! Tens of thousands of women are Scott free! Tens of thousands of women are ““““BulliedBulliedBulliedBullied”””” into into into into 
hanging themselves, yet the hanging themselves, yet the hanging themselves, yet the hanging themselves, yet the ““““Today ShowToday ShowToday ShowToday Show”””” never has a example never has a example never has a example never has a example 
of women wivesof women wivesof women wivesof women wives bullied to death!  bullied to death!  bullied to death!  bullied to death! 

““““Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,”””” same lecture title at Westsame lecture title at Westsame lecture title at Westsame lecture title at West Point + Yale  Point + Yale  Point + Yale  Point + Yale 
Medical School. Both are classified for students and ProfessorsMedical School. Both are classified for students and ProfessorsMedical School. Both are classified for students and ProfessorsMedical School. Both are classified for students and Professors
only. 7 Billion People on Earth and 1 Trillion Galaxies in the only. 7 Billion People on Earth and 1 Trillion Galaxies in the only. 7 Billion People on Earth and 1 Trillion Galaxies in the only. 7 Billion People on Earth and 1 Trillion Galaxies in the 
Universe haveUniverse haveUniverse haveUniverse have nothing in common with the lecture  nothing in common with the lecture  nothing in common with the lecture  nothing in common with the lecture ““““Dictators + Dictators + Dictators + Dictators + 
Doctors,Doctors,Doctors,Doctors,””””! ! ! ! West Point West Point West Point West Point ““““HonorHonorHonorHonor Code Code Code Code”””” and MDand MDand MDand MD’’’’s Hippocratic Oath s Hippocratic Oath s Hippocratic Oath s Hippocratic Oath 
have nothing to do with 7 Billion People onhave nothing to do with 7 Billion People onhave nothing to do with 7 Billion People onhave nothing to do with 7 Billion People on Earth and 1  Earth and 1  Earth and 1  Earth and 1 
Trillion Galaxies in the Universe! $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues Trillion Galaxies in the Universe! $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues Trillion Galaxies in the Universe! $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues Trillion Galaxies in the Universe! $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues 
inininin Swiss Banks is what  Swiss Banks is what  Swiss Banks is what  Swiss Banks is what ““““MatterMatterMatterMatter”””” is made of! Atoms, Quarks, Higgs is made of! Atoms, Quarks, Higgs is made of! Atoms, Quarks, Higgs is made of! Atoms, Quarks, Higgs 
particles are in aparticles are in aparticles are in aparticles are in a distant Utopian Novel Hemingway never  distant Utopian Novel Hemingway never  distant Utopian Novel Hemingway never  distant Utopian Novel Hemingway never 
wrote! But 4 wives with a futuristicwrote! But 4 wives with a futuristicwrote! But 4 wives with a futuristicwrote! But 4 wives with a futuristic Hemingway Clone talking  Hemingway Clone talking  Hemingway Clone talking  Hemingway Clone talking 
writing + invention classes in Key West can and willwriting + invention classes in Key West can and willwriting + invention classes in Key West can and willwriting + invention classes in Key West can and will discover  discover  discover  discover 
what's in "Matter" that generates "Gravity". Gravity of the what's in "Matter" that generates "Gravity". Gravity of the what's in "Matter" that generates "Gravity". Gravity of the what's in "Matter" that generates "Gravity". Gravity of the 
Universe onUniverse onUniverse onUniverse on Earth is off course via the "Black Hole" of BP Oil and  Earth is off course via the "Black Hole" of BP Oil and  Earth is off course via the "Black Hole" of BP Oil and  Earth is off course via the "Black Hole" of BP Oil and 
a British Queena British Queena British Queena British Queen Elizabeth's escaping with $177 Trillion in oil  Elizabeth's escaping with $177 Trillion in oil  Elizabeth's escaping with $177 Trillion in oil  Elizabeth's escaping with $177 Trillion in oil 
revenues from suppressing therevenues from suppressing therevenues from suppressing therevenues from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar invented in  ElectricWindmillCar invented in  ElectricWindmillCar invented in  ElectricWindmillCar invented in 
1980. Bill + Melinda Gates helped kill several1980. Bill + Melinda Gates helped kill several1980. Bill + Melinda Gates helped kill several1980. Bill + Melinda Gates helped kill several generations of  generations of  generations of  generations of 
aspiring inventors kept in the "Dark Ages" of Euphoria of aaspiring inventors kept in the "Dark Ages" of Euphoria of aaspiring inventors kept in the "Dark Ages" of Euphoria of aaspiring inventors kept in the "Dark Ages" of Euphoria of a
ElectricWindmillcar Age! Ocean of H2O in Key West and ElectricWindmillcar Age! Ocean of H2O in Key West and ElectricWindmillcar Age! Ocean of H2O in Key West and ElectricWindmillcar Age! Ocean of H2O in Key West and 
Hydrogen Electrolysis viaHydrogen Electrolysis viaHydrogen Electrolysis viaHydrogen Electrolysis via 10,000 Windmills on a Navy Aircraft  10,000 Windmills on a Navy Aircraft  10,000 Windmills on a Navy Aircraft  10,000 Windmills on a Navy Aircraft 
Carrier is suppressing a New Era of H atCarrier is suppressing a New Era of H atCarrier is suppressing a New Era of H atCarrier is suppressing a New Era of H at ----254 C in NASA cans, 1 254 C in NASA cans, 1 254 C in NASA cans, 1 254 C in NASA cans, 1 
Trillion of them can replace all the wood stoves the UNTrillion of them can replace all the wood stoves the UNTrillion of them can replace all the wood stoves the UNTrillion of them can replace all the wood stoves the UN is  is  is  is 
currently buying for Africa. UN + WHO are criminal currently buying for Africa. UN + WHO are criminal currently buying for Africa. UN + WHO are criminal currently buying for Africa. UN + WHO are criminal 
Organizations!Organizations!Organizations!Organizations!

Hemingway House has not started innovative writing classes for Hemingway House has not started innovative writing classes for Hemingway House has not started innovative writing classes for Hemingway House has not started innovative writing classes for 
"To Have"To Have"To Have"To Have Have Not" in way of Gravity Engines, for the Discovery  Have Not" in way of Gravity Engines, for the Discovery  Have Not" in way of Gravity Engines, for the Discovery  Have Not" in way of Gravity Engines, for the Discovery 
III Shuttle Fleet. MRIIII Shuttle Fleet. MRIIII Shuttle Fleet. MRIIII Shuttle Fleet. MRI modifications to the MRI software so a 7  modifications to the MRI software so a 7  modifications to the MRI software so a 7  modifications to the MRI software so a 7 
second full body scan can cure cancer,second full body scan can cure cancer,second full body scan can cure cancer,second full body scan can cure cancer, and  and  and  and ““““39 Steps39 Steps39 Steps39 Steps”””” GE reject, GE reject, GE reject, GE reject, 
the silent Jet Engine Invention. Saudi Arabia has hadthe silent Jet Engine Invention. Saudi Arabia has hadthe silent Jet Engine Invention. Saudi Arabia has hadthe silent Jet Engine Invention. Saudi Arabia has had a free  a free  a free  a free 
University and Health Care since 1980, profiting from the University and Health Care since 1980, profiting from the University and Health Care since 1980, profiting from the University and Health Care since 1980, profiting from the 
suppression ofsuppression ofsuppression ofsuppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in the USA! Confiscating  the ElectricWindmillCar in the USA! Confiscating  the ElectricWindmillCar in the USA! Confiscating  the ElectricWindmillCar in the USA! Confiscating 
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this $177 Trillion in oilthis $177 Trillion in oilthis $177 Trillion in oilthis $177 Trillion in oil revenues now in Swiss Banks will give  revenues now in Swiss Banks will give  revenues now in Swiss Banks will give  revenues now in Swiss Banks will give 
the USA a cure for breast cancer viathe USA a cure for breast cancer viathe USA a cure for breast cancer viathe USA a cure for breast cancer via "Manhattan Project" lead  "Manhattan Project" lead  "Manhattan Project" lead  "Manhattan Project" lead 
by Dr Nancy, armed with $1 Trillion dollars worth ofby Dr Nancy, armed with $1 Trillion dollars worth ofby Dr Nancy, armed with $1 Trillion dollars worth ofby Dr Nancy, armed with $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM  IBM  IBM  IBM 
supercomputers at Los Alamos! No Nuke computer simulations supercomputers at Los Alamos! No Nuke computer simulations supercomputers at Los Alamos! No Nuke computer simulations supercomputers at Los Alamos! No Nuke computer simulations 
until after auntil after auntil after auntil after a cancer cure computer simulation! That lets a MRI  cancer cure computer simulation! That lets a MRI  cancer cure computer simulation! That lets a MRI  cancer cure computer simulation! That lets a MRI 
full body scan of 7 seconds zapfull body scan of 7 seconds zapfull body scan of 7 seconds zapfull body scan of 7 seconds zap every cancer cell in your body!  every cancer cell in your body!  every cancer cell in your body!  every cancer cell in your body! 
Airport XAirport XAirport XAirport X----Ray scans cause 10 cancers in everyRay scans cause 10 cancers in everyRay scans cause 10 cancers in everyRay scans cause 10 cancers in every 100K people  100K people  100K people  100K people 
scanned! scanned! scanned! scanned! 

Plague of Autistic kids + childhood leukemia isPlague of Autistic kids + childhood leukemia isPlague of Autistic kids + childhood leukemia isPlague of Autistic kids + childhood leukemia is most likely  most likely  most likely  most likely 
caused by the clouds of caused by the clouds of caused by the clouds of caused by the clouds of ““““Diesel ExhaustDiesel ExhaustDiesel ExhaustDiesel Exhaust”””” the the the the ““““Black DeathBlack DeathBlack DeathBlack Death”””” inininin
London, this modern Black Death is from BP OilLondon, this modern Black Death is from BP OilLondon, this modern Black Death is from BP OilLondon, this modern Black Death is from BP Oil’’’’s Diesel and s Diesel and s Diesel and s Diesel and 
FordFordFordFord’’’’s 2013 models 2013 models 2013 models 2013 model Diesel Car! When Ford CEO knows Diesel  Diesel Car! When Ford CEO knows Diesel  Diesel Car! When Ford CEO knows Diesel  Diesel Car! When Ford CEO knows Diesel 
Exhaust causes Autistic kids + ChildhoodExhaust causes Autistic kids + ChildhoodExhaust causes Autistic kids + ChildhoodExhaust causes Autistic kids + Childhood Leukemia!  Leukemia!  Leukemia!  Leukemia! 

““““Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,”””” Pope had to quit because he knew aboutPope had to quit because he knew aboutPope had to quit because he knew aboutPope had to quit because he knew about
the several government run genocides that the governments the several government run genocides that the governments the several government run genocides that the governments the several government run genocides that the governments 
Numb Nuts DictatorsNumb Nuts DictatorsNumb Nuts DictatorsNumb Nuts Dictators earn $177 Trillion from! Pope will tell God  earn $177 Trillion from! Pope will tell God  earn $177 Trillion from! Pope will tell God  earn $177 Trillion from! Pope will tell God 
Numb Nuts Dictators rule and makeNumb Nuts Dictators rule and makeNumb Nuts Dictators rule and makeNumb Nuts Dictators rule and make the rules for the Vatican.  the rules for the Vatican.  the rules for the Vatican.  the rules for the Vatican. 

““““Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,”””” When Doctors becomeWhen Doctors becomeWhen Doctors becomeWhen Doctors become the World Numb  the World Numb  the World Numb  the World Numb 
Nuts Dictators, Homeland Security will be the disease cops, #1Nuts Dictators, Homeland Security will be the disease cops, #1Nuts Dictators, Homeland Security will be the disease cops, #1Nuts Dictators, Homeland Security will be the disease cops, #1
terrorists is breast cancer and todays Numb Nuts Dictators keep terrorists is breast cancer and todays Numb Nuts Dictators keep terrorists is breast cancer and todays Numb Nuts Dictators keep terrorists is breast cancer and todays Numb Nuts Dictators keep 
the statisticsthe statisticsthe statisticsthe statistics of the daily body count suppressed, while reporting  of the daily body count suppressed, while reporting  of the daily body count suppressed, while reporting  of the daily body count suppressed, while reporting 
the Syrian, Afghan, andthe Syrian, Afghan, andthe Syrian, Afghan, andthe Syrian, Afghan, and Iraqi car bombings dramatically on  Iraqi car bombings dramatically on  Iraqi car bombings dramatically on  Iraqi car bombings dramatically on 
the MSNBC Nightly News! 100 women will die athe MSNBC Nightly News! 100 women will die athe MSNBC Nightly News! 100 women will die athe MSNBC Nightly News! 100 women will die a torturous death  torturous death  torturous death  torturous death 
today from breast cancer and this will never ever be reported ontoday from breast cancer and this will never ever be reported ontoday from breast cancer and this will never ever be reported ontoday from breast cancer and this will never ever be reported on
the NBC Nightly News or on ABC with Diane Sawyer! the NBC Nightly News or on ABC with Diane Sawyer! the NBC Nightly News or on ABC with Diane Sawyer! the NBC Nightly News or on ABC with Diane Sawyer! 

““““Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,”””” In exasperation Mothers of kids who died In exasperation Mothers of kids who died In exasperation Mothers of kids who died In exasperation Mothers of kids who died 
in Hot Cars would have hanged Dr Koopin Hot Cars would have hanged Dr Koopin Hot Cars would have hanged Dr Koopin Hot Cars would have hanged Dr Koop for not calling the FBI  for not calling the FBI  for not calling the FBI  for not calling the FBI 
about the suppression of the Climate Controlledabout the suppression of the Climate Controlledabout the suppression of the Climate Controlledabout the suppression of the Climate Controlled
ElectricWindmillCar. Dr. Koop also failed humanity by not ElectricWindmillCar. Dr. Koop also failed humanity by not ElectricWindmillCar. Dr. Koop also failed humanity by not ElectricWindmillCar. Dr. Koop also failed humanity by not 
pulling off apulling off apulling off apulling off a successful coup on the prohibition of tobacco that  successful coup on the prohibition of tobacco that  successful coup on the prohibition of tobacco that  successful coup on the prohibition of tobacco that 
kills 1 million people eachkills 1 million people eachkills 1 million people eachkills 1 million people each and every year!  and every year!  and every year!  and every year! 

““““Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,”””” In Shock + Awe MissionIn Shock + Awe MissionIn Shock + Awe MissionIn Shock + Awe Mission Accomplished  Accomplished  Accomplished  Accomplished ----
Yale Alumni THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1928 The Yale StudentYale Alumni THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1928 The Yale StudentYale Alumni THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1928 The Yale StudentYale Alumni THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1928 The Yale Student
Council votes to eliminate signed integrity pledges! Council votes to eliminate signed integrity pledges! Council votes to eliminate signed integrity pledges! Council votes to eliminate signed integrity pledges! 

““““Dictators +Dictators +Dictators +Dictators + Doctors, Doctors, Doctors, Doctors,”””” In Shock + Awe! In Shock + Awe! In Shock + Awe! In Shock + Awe! 

2013 New Years Day Pardon for Greg + Wives...2013 New Years Day Pardon for Greg + Wives...2013 New Years Day Pardon for Greg + Wives...2013 New Years Day Pardon for Greg + Wives...
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Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars NearestKey West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars NearestKey West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars NearestKey West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest Earth  Earth  Earth  Earth 

Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... 

Proxima CentauriProxima CentauriProxima CentauriProxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years  Alpha 4.3 light years  Alpha 4.3 light years  Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri BAlpha Centauri BAlpha Centauri BAlpha Centauri B 4.3  4.3  4.3  4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

Wolf 359 7.6Wolf 359 7.6Wolf 359 7.6Wolf 359 7.6

Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light years

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 

Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B8B8B8B 8.9  8.9  8.9  8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 light years  years  years  years 

Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 

Ross 128 10.8 light yearsRoss 128 10.8 light yearsRoss 128 10.8 light yearsRoss 128 10.8 light years
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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell POSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell POSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell POSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl  Box 214 Key West Fl  Box 214 Key West Fl  Box 214 Key West Fl 
33041 33041 33041 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * 
Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1STGREG'S 1STGREG'S 1STGREG'S 1ST VIDEO  VIDEO  VIDEO  VIDEO 
HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w 

http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos
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CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE -------------------- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index----2 2 2 2 
IIII edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely... edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen fromBreast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen fromBreast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen fromBreast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen from
a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make more a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make more a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make more a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make more 
news than the newnews than the newnews than the newnews than the new Pope Frances!  Pope Frances!  Pope Frances!  Pope Frances! 

People who are diagnosed with breast cancer and then go onPeople who are diagnosed with breast cancer and then go onPeople who are diagnosed with breast cancer and then go onPeople who are diagnosed with breast cancer and then go on to  to  to  to 
consume a steady diet of highconsume a steady diet of highconsume a steady diet of highconsume a steady diet of high----fat dairy foods increase their fat dairy foods increase their fat dairy foods increase their fat dairy foods increase their 
chances of dyingchances of dyingchances of dyingchances of dying years earlier than those who consumed low years earlier than those who consumed low years earlier than those who consumed low years earlier than those who consumed low---- to to to to 
nonnonnonnon----fat milk products, accordingfat milk products, accordingfat milk products, accordingfat milk products, according to a new study by Kaiser  to a new study by Kaiser  to a new study by Kaiser  to a new study by Kaiser 
Permanente researchers. The study, published ThursdayPermanente researchers. The study, published ThursdayPermanente researchers. The study, published ThursdayPermanente researchers. The study, published Thursday in the  in the  in the  in the 
Journal of the National Cancer Institute, is considered the first Journal of the National Cancer Institute, is considered the first Journal of the National Cancer Institute, is considered the first Journal of the National Cancer Institute, is considered the first 
to lookto lookto lookto look at the differences in high at the differences in high at the differences in high at the differences in high----fat and lowfat and lowfat and lowfat and low----fat dairy intake fat dairy intake fat dairy intake fat dairy intake 
following a breastfollowing a breastfollowing a breastfollowing a breast cancer diagnosis on long cancer diagnosis on long cancer diagnosis on long cancer diagnosis on long----term survival. term survival. term survival. term survival. 

Breast Cancer supercomputerBreast Cancer supercomputerBreast Cancer supercomputerBreast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen from  simulation showing estrogen from  simulation showing estrogen from  simulation showing estrogen from 
a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meata diet of high fat dairy foods and red meata diet of high fat dairy foods and red meata diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make more  would make more  would make more  would make more 
news than the new Pope Frances! news than the new Pope Frances! news than the new Pope Frances! news than the new Pope Frances! 

Drink Milk CommercialsDrink Milk CommercialsDrink Milk CommercialsDrink Milk Commercials on NBC would have to air a few seconds  on NBC would have to air a few seconds  on NBC would have to air a few seconds  on NBC would have to air a few seconds 
of this Los Alamos A Bomb supercomputerof this Los Alamos A Bomb supercomputerof this Los Alamos A Bomb supercomputerof this Los Alamos A Bomb supercomputer simulation of high fat  simulation of high fat  simulation of high fat  simulation of high fat 
milk and you will observe DNA mutations via "Whole Milk"milk and you will observe DNA mutations via "Whole Milk"milk and you will observe DNA mutations via "Whole Milk"milk and you will observe DNA mutations via "Whole Milk"
molecules, cancer feeding on whole Milk... molecules, cancer feeding on whole Milk... molecules, cancer feeding on whole Milk... molecules, cancer feeding on whole Milk... 

Tobacco's A Bomb would be aTobacco's A Bomb would be aTobacco's A Bomb would be aTobacco's A Bomb would be a Los Alamos Supercomputer  Los Alamos Supercomputer  Los Alamos Supercomputer  Los Alamos Supercomputer 
simulation of trillions of smoke particles causing DNAsimulation of trillions of smoke particles causing DNAsimulation of trillions of smoke particles causing DNAsimulation of trillions of smoke particles causing DNA
mutations! YouTube video that Google could have made instead mutations! YouTube video that Google could have made instead mutations! YouTube video that Google could have made instead mutations! YouTube video that Google could have made instead 
of street views!of street views!of street views!of street views!

Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showingBreast Cancer supercomputer simulation showingBreast Cancer supercomputer simulation showingBreast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen from  estrogen from  estrogen from  estrogen from 
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a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make more a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make more a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make more a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make more 
newsnewsnewsnews than the new Pope Frances!  than the new Pope Frances!  than the new Pope Frances!  than the new Pope Frances! 

People who are diagnosed with breast cancerPeople who are diagnosed with breast cancerPeople who are diagnosed with breast cancerPeople who are diagnosed with breast cancer and then go on to  and then go on to  and then go on to  and then go on to 
consume a steady diet of highconsume a steady diet of highconsume a steady diet of highconsume a steady diet of high----fat dairy foods increase theirfat dairy foods increase theirfat dairy foods increase theirfat dairy foods increase their
chances of dying years earlier than those who consumed lowchances of dying years earlier than those who consumed lowchances of dying years earlier than those who consumed lowchances of dying years earlier than those who consumed low---- to to to to 
nonnonnonnon----fat milkfat milkfat milkfat milk products, according to a new study by Kaiser  products, according to a new study by Kaiser  products, according to a new study by Kaiser  products, according to a new study by Kaiser 
Permanente researchers. The study,Permanente researchers. The study,Permanente researchers. The study,Permanente researchers. The study, published Thursday in the  published Thursday in the  published Thursday in the  published Thursday in the 
Journal of the National Cancer Institute, isJournal of the National Cancer Institute, isJournal of the National Cancer Institute, isJournal of the National Cancer Institute, is considered the first  considered the first  considered the first  considered the first 
to look at the differences in highto look at the differences in highto look at the differences in highto look at the differences in high----fat and lowfat and lowfat and lowfat and low----fat dairyfat dairyfat dairyfat dairy intake  intake  intake  intake 
following a breast cancer diagnosis on longfollowing a breast cancer diagnosis on longfollowing a breast cancer diagnosis on longfollowing a breast cancer diagnosis on long----term survival. term survival. term survival. term survival. 

BreastBreastBreastBreast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen from  Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen from  Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen from  Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen from 
a diet of high fat dairya diet of high fat dairya diet of high fat dairya diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make more  foods and red meat would make more  foods and red meat would make more  foods and red meat would make more 
news than the new Pope Frances! news than the new Pope Frances! news than the new Pope Frances! news than the new Pope Frances! 

DrinkDrinkDrinkDrink Milk Commercials on NBC would have to air a few seconds  Milk Commercials on NBC would have to air a few seconds  Milk Commercials on NBC would have to air a few seconds  Milk Commercials on NBC would have to air a few seconds 
of this Los Alamos Aof this Los Alamos Aof this Los Alamos Aof this Los Alamos A Bomb supercomputer simulation of high fat  Bomb supercomputer simulation of high fat  Bomb supercomputer simulation of high fat  Bomb supercomputer simulation of high fat 
milk and its overkill of cancer cellsmilk and its overkill of cancer cellsmilk and its overkill of cancer cellsmilk and its overkill of cancer cells feeing on Milk...  feeing on Milk...  feeing on Milk...  feeing on Milk... 

Tobacco's A Bomb would be a Los Alamos SupercomputerTobacco's A Bomb would be a Los Alamos SupercomputerTobacco's A Bomb would be a Los Alamos SupercomputerTobacco's A Bomb would be a Los Alamos Supercomputer
simulation of trillions of smoke particles causing DNA simulation of trillions of smoke particles causing DNA simulation of trillions of smoke particles causing DNA simulation of trillions of smoke particles causing DNA 
mutations!mutations!mutations!mutations!

1/2/2010 1 pm ***** 5 heavy lift helicopters fueled with1/2/2010 1 pm ***** 5 heavy lift helicopters fueled with1/2/2010 1 pm ***** 5 heavy lift helicopters fueled with1/2/2010 1 pm ***** 5 heavy lift helicopters fueled with Hydrogen  Hydrogen  Hydrogen  Hydrogen 
will be welded to a John Deere Combine reinvented one that will be welded to a John Deere Combine reinvented one that will be welded to a John Deere Combine reinvented one that will be welded to a John Deere Combine reinvented one that 
cuts wheatcuts wheatcuts wheatcuts wheat and rice and you will be able to buy one that  and rice and you will be able to buy one that  and rice and you will be able to buy one that  and rice and you will be able to buy one that 
harvests figs and cashews fromharvests figs and cashews fromharvests figs and cashews fromharvests figs and cashews from trees in the Amazon. Few jet  trees in the Amazon. Few jet  trees in the Amazon. Few jet  trees in the Amazon. Few jet 
engines on this combine John Deere engineers wouldengines on this combine John Deere engineers wouldengines on this combine John Deere engineers wouldengines on this combine John Deere engineers would never in a  never in a  never in a  never in a 
million years have given this combine to Humanity! Or the million years have given this combine to Humanity! Or the million years have given this combine to Humanity! Or the million years have given this combine to Humanity! Or the 
Amazon figAmazon figAmazon figAmazon fig trees.  trees.  trees.  trees. 
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Fleets of 100's of 5 rotor blade Helicopter Combines,Fleets of 100's of 5 rotor blade Helicopter Combines,Fleets of 100's of 5 rotor blade Helicopter Combines,Fleets of 100's of 5 rotor blade Helicopter Combines, suppressed  suppressed  suppressed  suppressed 
for the last 10 years wow! for the last 10 years wow! for the last 10 years wow! for the last 10 years wow! 

John LennonJohn LennonJohn LennonJohn Lennon’’’’s wife, Yokos wife, Yokos wife, Yokos wife, Yoko Ono...  Ono...  Ono...  Ono... 

...has known about the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar for...has known about the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar for...has known about the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar for...has known about the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar for
a decade. I think there will be a Hell of a argument between a decade. I think there will be a Hell of a argument between a decade. I think there will be a Hell of a argument between a decade. I think there will be a Hell of a argument between 
Yoko and JohnYoko and JohnYoko and JohnYoko and John Lennon when we are all dead... as John Lennon  Lennon when we are all dead... as John Lennon  Lennon when we are all dead... as John Lennon  Lennon when we are all dead... as John Lennon 
would have exposed the suppressionwould have exposed the suppressionwould have exposed the suppressionwould have exposed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar  of the ElectricWindmillCar  of the ElectricWindmillCar  of the ElectricWindmillCar 
in our Orwellian Society. John Lennon would neverin our Orwellian Society. John Lennon would neverin our Orwellian Society. John Lennon would neverin our Orwellian Society. John Lennon would never have let 10's  have let 10's  have let 10's  have let 10's 
of thousands of cops and kids burn and burn to death in fieryof thousands of cops and kids burn and burn to death in fieryof thousands of cops and kids burn and burn to death in fieryof thousands of cops and kids burn and burn to death in fiery
gasoline wrecks for more "Oil Money" British Oil and the rest of gasoline wrecks for more "Oil Money" British Oil and the rest of gasoline wrecks for more "Oil Money" British Oil and the rest of gasoline wrecks for more "Oil Money" British Oil and the rest of 
the Oil Kingsthe Oil Kingsthe Oil Kingsthe Oil Kings and Queens have taken in $177 Trillion Dollars  and Queens have taken in $177 Trillion Dollars  and Queens have taken in $177 Trillion Dollars  and Queens have taken in $177 Trillion Dollars 
from 1980 to 2009 while 10's offrom 1980 to 2009 while 10's offrom 1980 to 2009 while 10's offrom 1980 to 2009 while 10's of thousands burn and burn to  thousands burn and burn to  thousands burn and burn to  thousands burn and burn to 
death in Fiery LA Wrecks. death in Fiery LA Wrecks. death in Fiery LA Wrecks. death in Fiery LA Wrecks. 

Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg Buell PO BoxSend cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg Buell PO BoxSend cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg Buell PO BoxSend cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg Buell PO Box
214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 ---- Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 
InventionInventionInventionInvention Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a  Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a  Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a  Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a 
Passport and FL driversPassport and FL driversPassport and FL driversPassport and FL drivers license looking for a job in Key West if  license looking for a job in Key West if  license looking for a job in Key West if  license looking for a job in Key West if 
you have one please call or email gregyou have one please call or email gregyou have one please call or email gregyou have one please call or email greg thanks  thanks  thanks  thanks 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FlSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FlSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FlSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 33041 33041 33041 ----

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl  West Fl  West Fl  West Fl 
33041 33041 33041 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

Please helpPlease helpPlease helpPlease help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! In  Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! In  Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! In  Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! In 
Key West! New I have aKey West! New I have aKey West! New I have aKey West! New I have a Passport and FL drivers license, looking  Passport and FL drivers license, looking  Passport and FL drivers license, looking  Passport and FL drivers license, looking 
for a job in Key West, please call orfor a job in Key West, please call orfor a job in Key West, please call orfor a job in Key West, please call or email if you can help, thanks  email if you can help, thanks  email if you can help, thanks  email if you can help, thanks 
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Sandy movedSandy movedSandy movedSandy moved out to sea... 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud lightning  out to sea... 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud lightning  out to sea... 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud lightning  out to sea... 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud lightning 
rods dropped into Sandy,rods dropped into Sandy,rods dropped into Sandy,rods dropped into Sandy, where... a NOAA super computer  where... a NOAA super computer  where... a NOAA super computer  where... a NOAA super computer 
simulation would tell the pilots the best area ofsimulation would tell the pilots the best area ofsimulation would tell the pilots the best area ofsimulation would tell the pilots the best area of the spinning  the spinning  the spinning  the spinning 
Hurricane to drop a trillion lighting rods, setting off 1 TrillionHurricane to drop a trillion lighting rods, setting off 1 TrillionHurricane to drop a trillion lighting rods, setting off 1 TrillionHurricane to drop a trillion lighting rods, setting off 1 Trillion
cloud to cloud lightning strikes to move the Hurricane out to cloud to cloud lightning strikes to move the Hurricane out to cloud to cloud lightning strikes to move the Hurricane out to cloud to cloud lightning strikes to move the Hurricane out to 
sea... Hurricanesea... Hurricanesea... Hurricanesea... Hurricane direction and or speed could be changed by  direction and or speed could be changed by  direction and or speed could be changed by  direction and or speed could be changed by 
launching 1 trillion lightning rodlaunching 1 trillion lightning rodlaunching 1 trillion lightning rodlaunching 1 trillion lightning rod wires into the Hurricane by  wires into the Hurricane by  wires into the Hurricane by  wires into the Hurricane by 
Planes flying above the Hurricane, discharging ofPlanes flying above the Hurricane, discharging ofPlanes flying above the Hurricane, discharging ofPlanes flying above the Hurricane, discharging of massive  massive  massive  massive 
amounts of lightning will change a Hurricane's direction... ? amounts of lightning will change a Hurricane's direction... ? amounts of lightning will change a Hurricane's direction... ? amounts of lightning will change a Hurricane's direction... ? 

1111 Trillion tons of dry ice on the other side of Sandy...?  Trillion tons of dry ice on the other side of Sandy...?  Trillion tons of dry ice on the other side of Sandy...?  Trillion tons of dry ice on the other side of Sandy...? 
Brainstorm a way to moveBrainstorm a way to moveBrainstorm a way to moveBrainstorm a way to move a Hurricane out to sea as NYC will  a Hurricane out to sea as NYC will  a Hurricane out to sea as NYC will  a Hurricane out to sea as NYC will 
build a sea wall not KW. Sandy the Gov.build a sea wall not KW. Sandy the Gov.build a sea wall not KW. Sandy the Gov.build a sea wall not KW. Sandy the Gov. didn't even try to move  didn't even try to move  didn't even try to move  didn't even try to move 
Sandy from NYC, why? 1,001 Other Invention Projects onSandy from NYC, why? 1,001 Other Invention Projects onSandy from NYC, why? 1,001 Other Invention Projects onSandy from NYC, why? 1,001 Other Invention Projects on
going.... I would use this jobs $ to finance my research for a Rx going.... I would use this jobs $ to finance my research for a Rx going.... I would use this jobs $ to finance my research for a Rx going.... I would use this jobs $ to finance my research for a Rx 
PenicillinPenicillinPenicillinPenicillin like Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer. MRI  like Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer. MRI  like Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer. MRI  like Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer. MRI 
contrast agent to see all thecontrast agent to see all thecontrast agent to see all thecontrast agent to see all the cancer cells too, and pulse to  cancer cells too, and pulse to  cancer cells too, and pulse to  cancer cells too, and pulse to 
destroy every cancer cell in your body via adestroy every cancer cell in your body via adestroy every cancer cell in your body via adestroy every cancer cell in your body via a pulse or electric  pulse or electric  pulse or electric  pulse or electric 
shock... etcshock... etcshock... etcshock... etc

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Kerry + Wife have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues yet will notKerry + Wife have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues yet will notKerry + Wife have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues yet will notKerry + Wife have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues yet will not give  give  give  give 
$1 Billion in compensation for fiery Boston car wrecks $1 Billion in compensation for fiery Boston car wrecks $1 Billion in compensation for fiery Boston car wrecks $1 Billion in compensation for fiery Boston car wrecks ---- Burns!  Burns!  Burns!  Burns! 
WhyWhyWhyWhy Oil$whyise $Wise  Oil$whyise $Wise  Oil$whyise $Wise  Oil$whyise $Wise ---- No!  No!  No!  No! 

Trump in NYC vetoed the same $1 Billion inTrump in NYC vetoed the same $1 Billion inTrump in NYC vetoed the same $1 Billion inTrump in NYC vetoed the same $1 Billion in compensation to  compensation to  compensation to  compensation to 
wife's burned in gasoline, not his, kids burned in gasoline, notwife's burned in gasoline, not his, kids burned in gasoline, notwife's burned in gasoline, not his, kids burned in gasoline, notwife's burned in gasoline, not his, kids burned in gasoline, not
his, burned in fiery NYC Wrecks! Greed, this is beyond Greed his, burned in fiery NYC Wrecks! Greed, this is beyond Greed his, burned in fiery NYC Wrecks! Greed, this is beyond Greed his, burned in fiery NYC Wrecks! Greed, this is beyond Greed ----
Kerry and TrumpKerry and TrumpKerry and TrumpKerry and Trump both worth $ Billions refuse to give a Billion  both worth $ Billions refuse to give a Billion  both worth $ Billions refuse to give a Billion  both worth $ Billions refuse to give a Billion 
in compensation that is not evenin compensation that is not evenin compensation that is not evenin compensation that is not even their money, but illegal Oil  their money, but illegal Oil  their money, but illegal Oil  their money, but illegal Oil 
genocide revenue from suppressing thegenocide revenue from suppressing thegenocide revenue from suppressing thegenocide revenue from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar 
since 1980. since 1980. since 1980. since 1980. 
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No wonder why the government hasNo wonder why the government hasNo wonder why the government hasNo wonder why the government has several more spin off  several more spin off  several more spin off  several more spin off 
genocides all government run and observed today by the CIAgenocides all government run and observed today by the CIAgenocides all government run and observed today by the CIAgenocides all government run and observed today by the CIA
and FBI who can give Humanity no Justice in arresting the and FBI who can give Humanity no Justice in arresting the and FBI who can give Humanity no Justice in arresting the and FBI who can give Humanity no Justice in arresting the 
King of Saudi ArabiaKing of Saudi ArabiaKing of Saudi ArabiaKing of Saudi Arabia and confiscating his $177 Trillion  and confiscating his $177 Trillion  and confiscating his $177 Trillion  and confiscating his $177 Trillion 
dollars! dollars! dollars! dollars! 

Tomorrow will kill theirTomorrow will kill theirTomorrow will kill theirTomorrow will kill their wives in RI, NYC, and every city and  wives in RI, NYC, and every city and  wives in RI, NYC, and every city and  wives in RI, NYC, and every city and 
town in the USA! town in the USA! town in the USA! town in the USA! 

New FrenchNew FrenchNew FrenchNew French Revolution ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders will  Revolution ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders will  Revolution ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders will  Revolution ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders will 
arrest everyone at Reuters +arrest everyone at Reuters +arrest everyone at Reuters +arrest everyone at Reuters + Watson Institute for International  Watson Institute for International  Watson Institute for International  Watson Institute for International 
Studies at Brown UniversityStudies at Brown UniversityStudies at Brown UniversityStudies at Brown University http://www.watsoninstitute.org/ for  http://www.watsoninstitute.org/ for  http://www.watsoninstitute.org/ for  http://www.watsoninstitute.org/ for 
suppressing the killing of 100's of Armysuppressing the killing of 100's of Armysuppressing the killing of 100's of Armysuppressing the killing of 100's of Army wives by troops coming  wives by troops coming  wives by troops coming  wives by troops coming 
home from wars. Islamist militants are a set back women'shome from wars. Islamist militants are a set back women'shome from wars. Islamist militants are a set back women'shome from wars. Islamist militants are a set back women's
rights... rights... rights... rights... 

10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 

1980 anniversary1980 anniversary1980 anniversary1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the  of the invention + suppression of the  of the invention + suppression of the  of the invention + suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar 

9/119/119/119/11 terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them would have  terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them would have  terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them would have  terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them would have 
been 17 homeless guys inbeen 17 homeless guys inbeen 17 homeless guys inbeen 17 homeless guys in Mecca$ on 9/11 out of tens of  Mecca$ on 9/11 out of tens of  Mecca$ on 9/11 out of tens of  Mecca$ on 9/11 out of tens of 
thousands of homeless guys in Mecca$$$thousands of homeless guys in Mecca$$$thousands of homeless guys in Mecca$$$thousands of homeless guys in Mecca$$$

War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additional $490 billion War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additional $490 billion War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additional $490 billion War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additional $490 billion 
in benefitsin benefitsin benefitsin benefits owed to war veterans. Assessing the cost in dollars  owed to war veterans. Assessing the cost in dollars  owed to war veterans. Assessing the cost in dollars  owed to war veterans. Assessing the cost in dollars 
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and lives from the resultingand lives from the resultingand lives from the resultingand lives from the resulting wars in Afghanistan, Pakistan and  wars in Afghanistan, Pakistan and  wars in Afghanistan, Pakistan and  wars in Afghanistan, Pakistan and 
Iraq Pentagon goes out of their ways in theIraq Pentagon goes out of their ways in theIraq Pentagon goes out of their ways in theIraq Pentagon goes out of their ways in the killings of Army  killings of Army  killings of Army  killings of Army 
Wives by the Troops coming home from Wars! Wives by the Troops coming home from Wars! Wives by the Troops coming home from Wars! Wives by the Troops coming home from Wars! 

CopCopCopCop

burned in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York burned in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York burned in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York burned in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York 
Times!Times!Times!Times!

End War on Earth Copyright 2013 End War on Earth Copyright 2013 End War on Earth Copyright 2013 End War on Earth Copyright 2013 
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6666----8888----13 ...sophisticated computer modeling, we have been able13 ...sophisticated computer modeling, we have been able13 ...sophisticated computer modeling, we have been able13 ...sophisticated computer modeling, we have been able
provide the necessary insight into the complex behavior of this provide the necessary insight into the complex behavior of this provide the necessary insight into the complex behavior of this provide the necessary insight into the complex behavior of this 
fundamentalfundamentalfundamentalfundamental system."  system."  system."  system." 

6666----8888----13 Los Alamos Sophisticated Supercomputers $1 Trillion13 Los Alamos Sophisticated Supercomputers $1 Trillion13 Los Alamos Sophisticated Supercomputers $1 Trillion13 Los Alamos Sophisticated Supercomputers $1 Trillion
dollars worth of IBM Supercomputers are needed to get the Rx dollars worth of IBM Supercomputers are needed to get the Rx dollars worth of IBM Supercomputers are needed to get the Rx dollars worth of IBM Supercomputers are needed to get the Rx 
Overnight MiracleOvernight MiracleOvernight MiracleOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer...  Cure for Breast Cancer...  Cure for Breast Cancer...  Cure for Breast Cancer... 

6666----8888----13 Gravity! Los Alamos Sophisticated13 Gravity! Los Alamos Sophisticated13 Gravity! Los Alamos Sophisticated13 Gravity! Los Alamos Sophisticated Supercomputers $1  Supercomputers $1  Supercomputers $1  Supercomputers $1 
Trillion dollars worth of IBM Supercomputers are needed toTrillion dollars worth of IBM Supercomputers are needed toTrillion dollars worth of IBM Supercomputers are needed toTrillion dollars worth of IBM Supercomputers are needed to
discover how Gravity is Generated! discover how Gravity is Generated! discover how Gravity is Generated! discover how Gravity is Generated! 

6666----8888----13 Gravity! How gravity is13 Gravity! How gravity is13 Gravity! How gravity is13 Gravity! How gravity is generated is need long before  generated is need long before  generated is need long before  generated is need long before 
Earth's population reaches 15 billion, today moreEarth's population reaches 15 billion, today moreEarth's population reaches 15 billion, today moreEarth's population reaches 15 billion, today more "Drone's"  "Drone's"  "Drone's"  "Drone's" 
killed 7 in Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity when killed 7 in Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity when killed 7 in Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity when killed 7 in Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity when 
youyouyouyou consider Gravity and how its generated and how this will  consider Gravity and how its generated and how this will  consider Gravity and how its generated and how this will  consider Gravity and how its generated and how this will 
change the world whenchange the world whenchange the world whenchange the world when we discover how Gravity is Generated.  we discover how Gravity is Generated.  we discover how Gravity is Generated.  we discover how Gravity is Generated. 
Millions of inventions will come overnightMillions of inventions will come overnightMillions of inventions will come overnightMillions of inventions will come overnight just like when  just like when  just like when  just like when 
Electricity was generated! Electricity was generated! Electricity was generated! Electricity was generated! 

6666----8888----13 A 2013 A 2013 A 2013 A 20----year puzzle as toyear puzzle as toyear puzzle as toyear puzzle as to how the heart regulates  how the heart regulates  how the heart regulates  how the heart regulates 
contraction appears to have been solved by researcherscontraction appears to have been solved by researcherscontraction appears to have been solved by researcherscontraction appears to have been solved by researchers from the  from the  from the  from the 
University of Bristol. The findings, published in the journalUniversity of Bristol. The findings, published in the journalUniversity of Bristol. The findings, published in the journalUniversity of Bristol. The findings, published in the journal
Biophysics, paves the way to improving our understanding of Biophysics, paves the way to improving our understanding of Biophysics, paves the way to improving our understanding of Biophysics, paves the way to improving our understanding of 
what goes wrong whenwhat goes wrong whenwhat goes wrong whenwhat goes wrong when the heart fails.  the heart fails.  the heart fails.  the heart fails. 

6666----8888----13 When the heart beats (contracts), the13 When the heart beats (contracts), the13 When the heart beats (contracts), the13 When the heart beats (contracts), the contractile  contractile  contractile  contractile 
machinery is switched on by an increase in calcium within the machinery is switched on by an increase in calcium within the machinery is switched on by an increase in calcium within the machinery is switched on by an increase in calcium within the 
cell.cell.cell.cell. This increase is produced by a release from intracellular  This increase is produced by a release from intracellular  This increase is produced by a release from intracellular  This increase is produced by a release from intracellular 
stores activated by astores activated by astores activated by astores activated by a small influx of calcium into the cell  small influx of calcium into the cell  small influx of calcium into the cell  small influx of calcium into the cell 
during the cardiac electrical signalduring the cardiac electrical signalduring the cardiac electrical signalduring the cardiac electrical signal————knownknownknownknown as the action  as the action  as the action  as the action 
potential. This apparently simple process raised an importantpotential. This apparently simple process raised an importantpotential. This apparently simple process raised an importantpotential. This apparently simple process raised an important
question, since the trigger signal was smaller than the release question, since the trigger signal was smaller than the release question, since the trigger signal was smaller than the release question, since the trigger signal was smaller than the release 
and both involveand both involveand both involveand both involve calcium how could the system be graded  calcium how could the system be graded  calcium how could the system be graded  calcium how could the system be graded ––––
since once the release is started itsince once the release is started itsince once the release is started itsince once the release is started it should overcome the trigger  should overcome the trigger  should overcome the trigger  should overcome the trigger 
signal and be fully regenerative. A solution to thissignal and be fully regenerative. A solution to thissignal and be fully regenerative. A solution to thissignal and be fully regenerative. A solution to this problem was  problem was  problem was  problem was 
found by Professor Mark Cannell from the University of Bristol'sfound by Professor Mark Cannell from the University of Bristol'sfound by Professor Mark Cannell from the University of Bristol'sfound by Professor Mark Cannell from the University of Bristol's
School of Physiology and Pharmacology and collaborators in School of Physiology and Pharmacology and collaborators in School of Physiology and Pharmacology and collaborators in School of Physiology and Pharmacology and collaborators in 
the earlythe earlythe earlythe early 1990's 1990's 1990's 1990's————release takes the form of discrete microscopic release takes the form of discrete microscopic release takes the form of discrete microscopic release takes the form of discrete microscopic 
calcium release eventscalcium release eventscalcium release eventscalcium release events called 'calcium sparks'. It is the time called 'calcium sparks'. It is the time called 'calcium sparks'. It is the time called 'calcium sparks'. It is the time----
dependent recruitment of these eventsdependent recruitment of these eventsdependent recruitment of these eventsdependent recruitment of these events that allows the calcium  that allows the calcium  that allows the calcium  that allows the calcium 
release to be graded. So, although each microscopicrelease to be graded. So, although each microscopicrelease to be graded. So, although each microscopicrelease to be graded. So, although each microscopic event  event  event  event 
should be fully regenerative, the gradedness relies on each should be fully regenerative, the gradedness relies on each should be fully regenerative, the gradedness relies on each should be fully regenerative, the gradedness relies on each 
event beingevent beingevent beingevent being independent of all the others and each taking time  independent of all the others and each taking time  independent of all the others and each taking time  independent of all the others and each taking time 
to occur so that if theto occur so that if theto occur so that if theto occur so that if the trigger is removed, the sites which have  trigger is removed, the sites which have  trigger is removed, the sites which have  trigger is removed, the sites which have 
not yet produced a calcium spark willnot yet produced a calcium spark willnot yet produced a calcium spark willnot yet produced a calcium spark will not fire. However, this  not fire. However, this  not fire. However, this  not fire. However, this 
discovery did not explain how the calcium spark itselfdiscovery did not explain how the calcium spark itselfdiscovery did not explain how the calcium spark itselfdiscovery did not explain how the calcium spark itself
terminated and this problem has resisted out understanding terminated and this problem has resisted out understanding terminated and this problem has resisted out understanding terminated and this problem has resisted out understanding 
since then. Manysince then. Manysince then. Manysince then. Many theories have been proposed but all invoked  theories have been proposed but all invoked  theories have been proposed but all invoked  theories have been proposed but all invoked 
special properties for the releasespecial properties for the releasespecial properties for the releasespecial properties for the release channels which are seen only  channels which are seen only  channels which are seen only  channels which are seen only 
under special experimental conditions. A team ofunder special experimental conditions. A team ofunder special experimental conditions. A team ofunder special experimental conditions. A team of researchers  researchers  researchers  researchers 
led by Professor Cannell with Dr Laver from Hunter Medical led by Professor Cannell with Dr Laver from Hunter Medical led by Professor Cannell with Dr Laver from Hunter Medical led by Professor Cannell with Dr Laver from Hunter Medical 
ResearchResearchResearchResearch Institute in Australia found a solution. Together, the  Institute in Australia found a solution. Together, the  Institute in Australia found a solution. Together, the  Institute in Australia found a solution. Together, the 
team constructed ateam constructed ateam constructed ateam constructed a 3 3 3 3----dimensional computer model of the dimensional computer model of the dimensional computer model of the dimensional computer model of the 
release machinery incorporating measurementsrelease machinery incorporating measurementsrelease machinery incorporating measurementsrelease machinery incorporating measurements of the calcium  of the calcium  of the calcium  of the calcium 
sensitivity of the release mechanism. They found that the key tosensitivity of the release mechanism. They found that the key tosensitivity of the release mechanism. They found that the key tosensitivity of the release mechanism. They found that the key to
this puzzle is in the calcium dependence of the closed time of this puzzle is in the calcium dependence of the closed time of this puzzle is in the calcium dependence of the closed time of this puzzle is in the calcium dependence of the closed time of 
the channels thatthe channels thatthe channels thatthe channels that release calcium and the microscopic domain  release calcium and the microscopic domain  release calcium and the microscopic domain  release calcium and the microscopic domain 
in which they reside. This modelin which they reside. This modelin which they reside. This modelin which they reside. This model showed automatic release  showed automatic release  showed automatic release  showed automatic release 
termination without having to invoke any othertermination without having to invoke any othertermination without having to invoke any othertermination without having to invoke any other mechanism mechanism mechanism mechanism————a a a a 
process they called 'induction decay'. Therefore, a key piece of process they called 'induction decay'. Therefore, a key piece of process they called 'induction decay'. Therefore, a key piece of process they called 'induction decay'. Therefore, a key piece of 
thethethethe puzzle as how the heart regulates contraction appears to  puzzle as how the heart regulates contraction appears to  puzzle as how the heart regulates contraction appears to  puzzle as how the heart regulates contraction appears to 
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have been solved, andhave been solved, andhave been solved, andhave been solved, and this paves the way to improved  this paves the way to improved  this paves the way to improved  this paves the way to improved 
understanding of what goes wrong when the heartunderstanding of what goes wrong when the heartunderstanding of what goes wrong when the heartunderstanding of what goes wrong when the heart fails  fails  fails  fails ----
because there is good evidence that the calcium release because there is good evidence that the calcium release because there is good evidence that the calcium release because there is good evidence that the calcium release 
mechanismmechanismmechanismmechanism becomes faulty in heart failure. Professor Cannell  becomes faulty in heart failure. Professor Cannell  becomes faulty in heart failure. Professor Cannell  becomes faulty in heart failure. Professor Cannell 
said: "These intracellularsaid: "These intracellularsaid: "These intracellularsaid: "These intracellular processes only occur on the molecular  processes only occur on the molecular  processes only occur on the molecular  processes only occur on the molecular 
scale which is difficult, if notscale which is difficult, if notscale which is difficult, if notscale which is difficult, if not impossible, to image and study  impossible, to image and study  impossible, to image and study  impossible, to image and study 
within living cells. within living cells. within living cells. within living cells. 

6666----8888----13 Thanks to13 Thanks to13 Thanks to13 Thanks to sophisticated computer modeling, we have  sophisticated computer modeling, we have  sophisticated computer modeling, we have  sophisticated computer modeling, we have 
been able provide the necessary insightbeen able provide the necessary insightbeen able provide the necessary insightbeen able provide the necessary insight into the complex  into the complex  into the complex  into the complex 
behavior of this fundamental system." behavior of this fundamental system." behavior of this fundamental system." behavior of this fundamental system." 

6666----8888----13131313 End of Page note  End of Page note  End of Page note  End of Page note ---- Putin should have made polygamy  Putin should have made polygamy  Putin should have made polygamy  Putin should have made polygamy 
legal instead of keeping hislegal instead of keeping hislegal instead of keeping hislegal instead of keeping his divorce secret from the public and  divorce secret from the public and  divorce secret from the public and  divorce secret from the public and 
his marriage to the 30 year old.his marriage to the 30 year old.his marriage to the 30 year old.his marriage to the 30 year old.

6666----8888----13 Note 13 Note 13 Note 13 Note ---- Putin didn't marry a MD woman yet Russians by  Putin didn't marry a MD woman yet Russians by  Putin didn't marry a MD woman yet Russians by  Putin didn't marry a MD woman yet Russians by 
the millionsthe millionsthe millionsthe millions die of preventable causes! Next Russian Revolution  die of preventable causes! Next Russian Revolution  die of preventable causes! Next Russian Revolution  die of preventable causes! Next Russian Revolution 
will be won by MD women!will be won by MD women!will be won by MD women!will be won by MD women!
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6666----8888----13 Note 13 Note 13 Note 13 Note ---- Putin didn't marry a MD woman yet Putin didn't marry a MD woman yet Putin didn't marry a MD woman yet Putin didn't marry a MD woman yet Russians by  Russians by  Russians by  Russians by 
the millions die of preventable causes! Next Russian Revolution the millions die of preventable causes! Next Russian Revolution the millions die of preventable causes! Next Russian Revolution the millions die of preventable causes! Next Russian Revolution 

willwillwillwill be won by MD women!  be won by MD women!  be won by MD women!  be won by MD women! 

6666----8888----13 Aliens 7 billion or 15 billion could be at13 Aliens 7 billion or 15 billion could be at13 Aliens 7 billion or 15 billion could be at13 Aliens 7 billion or 15 billion could be at the 10 Nearest  the 10 Nearest  the 10 Nearest  the 10 Nearest 
Stars to Earth, and soon Earth will have a population of 15Stars to Earth, and soon Earth will have a population of 15Stars to Earth, and soon Earth will have a population of 15Stars to Earth, and soon Earth will have a population of 15

billion with free Health Care for all 15 billion. Every time you go billion with free Health Care for all 15 billion. Every time you go billion with free Health Care for all 15 billion. Every time you go billion with free Health Care for all 15 billion. Every time you go 
to theto theto theto the Publix Grocery store they will scan for every disease know.  Publix Grocery store they will scan for every disease know.  Publix Grocery store they will scan for every disease know.  Publix Grocery store they will scan for every disease know. 

TSA at Airports willTSA at Airports willTSA at Airports willTSA at Airports will be replaced by MD's doing the scan for  be replaced by MD's doing the scan for  be replaced by MD's doing the scan for  be replaced by MD's doing the scan for 
diseases! We must invent a way to listendiseases! We must invent a way to listendiseases! We must invent a way to listendiseases! We must invent a way to listen to their Verizon cell  to their Verizon cell  to their Verizon cell  to their Verizon cell 

calls in order to bankrupt the Pentagon! After we makecalls in order to bankrupt the Pentagon! After we makecalls in order to bankrupt the Pentagon! After we makecalls in order to bankrupt the Pentagon! After we make contact  contact  contact  contact 
with Aliens the Pentagon Building will be remodeled into a with Aliens the Pentagon Building will be remodeled into a with Aliens the Pentagon Building will be remodeled into a with Aliens the Pentagon Building will be remodeled into a 

Yale MedicalYale MedicalYale MedicalYale Medical School... Names of the stars close to Earth....  School... Names of the stars close to Earth....  School... Names of the stars close to Earth....  School... Names of the stars close to Earth.... 

Proxima Centauri AlphaProxima Centauri AlphaProxima Centauri AlphaProxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years  4.3 light years  4.3 light years  4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3Alpha Centauri B 4.3Alpha Centauri B 4.3Alpha Centauri B 4.3
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Barnard's Star 5.9 light yearsBarnard's Star 5.9 light yearsBarnard's Star 5.9 light yearsBarnard's Star 5.9 light years
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